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STUDIES OF THE ROLE OF LIGANDS IN DETERMINING THE STRUCTURES OF
POLYNUCLEAR METAL COMPOUNDS

T. Adatia

ABSTRACT

Full X-ray structure analyses ot sixteen .etal cluster compounds of
nuclearity 3 to 11 have been carried out to investigate to what extent the
attached surface ligands govern the structure in the solid state and how
this relates to the chemistry of the cluster in solution.
The structure of the tetranuclear cluster [AgRu,(CO),(CzBut)(PPh,)] has
completed a series of related clusters [MRu,(CO),(CzBut)(PPh,)] [M a Cu, Ag
or Au]. This is only the second example of a complete series of Group IB
cluster analogues and confirms earlier evidence that the bonds fro. gold
are different in character to those trom silver and copper.

The structures of the copper clusters [Cu,Ru.(~,-H),(CO)'Z{P(C6H'1)'}Z] and
[Cu,Ru.(~,-H) Z (CO)tZ {P(CHMel ) l} l ] compared to the reported structure
[Cu,Ru"(~J-H)z(CO)tZ(PPhl)l] indicate that the 'bulk' of the
organophosphine groups is a major factor in determining the type of metal
geometry adopted by this type of compound in the solid state.
Comparison of the structural results obtained for the hexanuclear clusters
[M,Ru,,(CO).,(PPh,),] [M a Cu or Ag] to those reported for the hydrido
analogues [MlRu.(~,-H)z(CO)'l(PPh')l] have shown that small changes in the
surface ligand set can have marked effects on the metal geometry in the
solid state, providing further evidence that the energy differences between
the various structural types are small for heteronuclear clusters
containing Group IB metal atoms.

The X-ray structure analyses of [AulRu.(~-H)(~,-H)(CO)ll{~-Ph,PCH=CHPPhz}]
and [Au,Ru,,(~-H)(CO),,{~-PhzPCH,PPhz}(PPhJ)] have enabled the correlation
of earlier structural data of related hexanuclear and heptanuclear
mixed-metal clusters to account tor the marked differences between the
structures of gold-ruthenium clusters with monodentate organophosphines,

-compared to those with bidentate phosphine ligands.

The X-ray structures ot the isomers [Os,Hz(CCHOEt)(CO).l and [Os.H,(HCCOEt)
(CO),] provide a rare exaaple of cluster isomers differing only in the
nature of the organo ligands.

The structures of the high nuclearity hydrido clusters [Os.HZ(CO)'7-
P(OMe),]' [Os7HZ (CO)u], and [Os7HZ (CO)..{MeCaCMe}] have shown nove1 metal
fraaeworks, supporting previous observations that when hydrido ligands are
present, osmium cluster geo.etries can often be unpredictable in the solidstate.

The structural characterisation of the large hydrido cluster monoanions
[HsOs,o(CO),.]- and [HOs"C(CO)Z7]- have provided evidence for the presence
of intersU Ual hydrido ligands. Comparison of these results to those
reported for related compounds supports the view that in some cases.
interstitial ligands become important in preventing surface ligand.overcrowding.
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Introduction.

During the past twenty years the growth in the study of

transition metal cluster chemistry has been truly remarkable,

representing a major achievement in modern inorganic chemistry.l

Cluster compounds may be defined as having metal units within one

molecule bonded to at least two or more other metal atoms. These

molecular species have a protective sheath of ligands bonded to the

peripheral metal atoms which makes the clusters inert towards

decomposition to the bulk metal. The growth in the field of

transition cluster chemistry may be attributed to the successful

collaboration between synthetic groups and crystallographers, since

in most cases X-ray analysis is a vital tool for complete structural

characterisation of new polynuclear cluster compounds. Fourier

transform n.m.r. and i.r. spectroscopic techniques have also been

useful in studying the dynamic behaviour and aspects of structural
. 2-4rearrangements for many of these cluster species in solutlon. The

use of clusters as molecular models also provide a way of studying

some fundamental questions concerning the evolution of properties

from molecular to bulk 5-7states; in addition these systems

demonstrate how bonding requirements change as larger aggregates are
8formed by condensation via vertex, edge and face sharing processes.

For high nuclearity clusters, the bonding must begin to approach that

observed for the bulk metal and therefore provides an opportunity for

studying the development of metallic properties.9

Mechanisms associated with heterogenous catalysis on metal

surfaces has also initiated research into these polynuclear systems,

since common geometrical faces {ego M3 (triangular), M4 (square

M4 (butterfly)} adopted are similar to units present onplanar), or



bulk metal surface. Study of various modes of reaction with simple

molecules on such cluster faces therefore provide some insight into
10catalytic processes on bulk metal. Metal clusters have shown to be

effective catalysts in their own right initiating a variety of

reactions, such as isomerization and oligomerization of
11hydrocarbons. For example, it has been well established that the

tetranuclear compound [Ru4(~-H)4(CO)12] catalyses the isomerisation

of 12pent-1-ene. However, recent studies have shown that the

heteronuclear clusters and

[AU2RU4(P3-H)(~-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] act more effectively in catalysing

the isomerisation process.13 The cluster species [M2RU6C(CO)16(NCR)2J

[M = Cu, Ag, or Au; R = alkyl or aryl] have been shown to act as

effective catalysts in the preparation of methanol from CO + H2, and

from the same starting reagents, the higher nuclearity cluster

[AU2Rh12(CO)30] has been reported to effectively catalyse the
14formation of ethylene glycol, glycerol and 1,2 propylene glycol.

The expanding structural interest in such species involves uncovering

the range of possible polyhedral metal core geometries adopted in the

solid state and the unusual bonding modes of the attached ligands.

The most widely studied clusters are polynuclear carbonyls, in which

the transition metal unit is surrounded by closely packed carbonyl

surface 15ligands which are strong A -acceptors. For these carbonyl

compounds the polyhedral shape adopted by the metal core atoms

determines the total number of valence electrons required. However,

it has been shown that a range of alternative metal core geometries

are theoretically possible for the same electron count, and it

appears that other ligands present in addition to carbonyls are

important in determining which polyhedron is adopted in a particular
16-18case. A wide variety of bonding modes have been established for

2



the single atom donors Hand e, and in certain cases they have been

shown to stabilize unexpected solid state geometries for a particular

electron count.19-21

Another class of surface ligands currently attracting a great

deal of interest are organophosphines. The number of known

transition metal compounds containing tertiary phosphine compounds is

immense and includes monodentate, bidentate, tridentate and higher
. 22-28chelating phosphlnes. It is well established that altering the

substituents on tertiary phosphines produces substantial changes in

the chemical and physical properties of their mononuclear transition
29-34metal complexes.

In the present work structural studies of several heteronuclear

clusters containing Group IE metal phosphine fragments, MCPR3),
[M = Cu, Ag, or Au], have been carried out to investigate the

existence of similar effects in polynuclear systems. The factors

influencing the siting of hydrido ligands interstitially as opposed

to on the surface have also been examined in several large osmium

hydrido clusters.

3
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CHAPTER 1

Monodentate organophosphines: The structural chemistry of their

mixed-metal cluster compounds containing Group IB metal atoms, Cu, !s

and Au.

7



Section 1.1. Introduction.

Development of the bonding relationships between the hydrido ligand

and the isolobal counterpart, Au(PR3) [R = alkyl or aryl].

The term isolobal relationship, was first introduced by Hoffmann

in 1976 and further developed in his Nobel lecture in 1982.1 From

extended Huckel molecular orbital calculations on a variety of

transition metal-ligand fragments, ML ,a connection was establishedn

between the frontier orbitals in these units to those displayed by

simple hydrocarbon radicals, CH3, CH2, and CH. For example, the
7 5-d -fragments, [Mn(CO)5J and [MnH5J ,were observed to have above the

three lone pairs in the t2g set, a single electron in a hybrid

orbital pointing away from the metal atom. This was found to be

similar to the single electron in the sp3 hybrid orbital of the

methyl radical, {Figure 1.1(a)}. Although the two fragments, CH3 and

were not iso-structural nor iso-electronic, they both

possessed a frontier orbital which looked approximately the same.

Importantly, the resemblance between the two fragments was also

apparent in their ability to dimerize and start radical chains, CH3
Hoffmann proposed that two

fragments should be called isolobal, if the number of symmetry

properties, approximate energy, and the shape of the frontier

orbital, together with the number of electrons in them are similar.

The structural relationship between hydrido-metal compounds and

their derivatives was first reported by Lauher and Wald in

1981.2 They observed that the structure of the gold cobalt complex,

[AUCO(CO)4(PPh3)] reported3 by Blundell and Powell in 1971 was

similar to the structure of the tetra-carbonyl cobalt hydrido

compound [HCO(CO)4]' studied by gas-phase electron diffraction

8



analysis by McNeill and Scholer in 1976.4 In both structures the

cobalt atom was described as five co-ordinate with a carbonyl group

and an Au(PPh3) unit or H ligand, forming the apices of a trigonal

bi-pyramid in the respective solid state structures, with the

remaining three CO groups bent towards the gold atom in

[AUCO(CO)4(PPh3)] and the hydrogen

1.1(b)}. Lauher and Wald also pointed

atom in {Figure
2out that similar bonding

modes between the AU(PPh3) group and the H atom were also present in

other transition metal complexes reported previously,

[Fe(CO)4(L)2] [L = H4 or AU(PPh3)5] and
6 7 8[os3(CO)10(~-X)(~-L)] [X = Cl or Br;L = H' or Au(PPh3) ].

The workers also reported the synthesis and X-ray structural

analysis of the tetra-metallic cluster [AuFeCo3(CO)12(PPh3)], which

adopted a trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core, with the AU(PPh3) group

at one apical position.2 This was the first example of a gold atom

triply bridging three transition metal atoms, Figure 1.1(c). The

~3-bonding mode of the Au(PPh3) group in this complex was found to be

analogous to that adopted by the hydrido ligand in the tri-methyl

phosphine derivative,9,10 [HFeCo3(CO)9{p(OMe)3}3] determined by Kaesz

in 1978 and confirmed in a neutron study11 by Koetzle and Bau in the

same year {Figure 1.1(c)}. From these observations Lauher and Wald

suggested that the structural relationship between H-ligand and

AU(PPh3) groups could be used to provide direct evidence for

hydrido-ligand location in complexes where both analogues were

available, since X-ray diffraction studies could not always directly

locate the 2electron hydrogen atom. These structural similarities

were first thought of as being rather surprising, since the

gold-phosphine group and the hydrogen atom would have little in

common from either overall electronic or steric view point. However,

9



the workers proposed that since the gold atom was larger in size

there would be minimal steric hinderance due to the formation of

longer Au-M bonds, keeping the Au(PPh
3
) unit further away from the

transition metal.

In 1982 two related tetra-osmium structures

Raithby and 12co-workers, further displayed the isolobal
relationship. The structure of the mono-hydride was found to be

similar to the di-hydrido ruthenium cluster [Ru4(~-H)2(CO)13]' 13 and

the tri-hydride closely resembled the structure of the tetra-hydrido

osmium cluster [os4(~-H)4(CO)12]. 14 The co-ordination of the AUPEt3
groups in both AuH and AuH3 clusters was described as linear with one

lobe of an sp orbital pointing at the midpoint of the bond,

Os(1)-Os(2), giving near linear

AuH derivative and 177.70 for the

angles, Et3P-Au-M
AuH3 cluster [M =

oof 177.9 for the

midpoint of the

bond 05(1)-Os(2)]. The gold atom in both structures was therefore

envisaged to donate one electron to the bridged Os-Os bond to form a

delocalized 3c-2e Os-Au-Os interaction, {Figures 1.1(d) and 1.1(e),

respectively}.12 From the few examples described so far, it was

becoming evident that in many cases, when both analogues were

available for comparison, the bonding modes of the H-ligand and the

group were similar in their respective solid state

structures. However, the growing interest in the synthesis of gold

derivatives to compare structural features to their isolobal hydrido

cluster compounds required understanding of the bonding capabilities

of the AU(PR3) fragment.

10
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Section 1.1.1. Theoretical studies on the bonding capabilities of

the AU(PR3) group, [R = alkyl or aryl].

In the period 1965-1976 there were several reports of results

obtained from molecular orbital calculations on homonuclear cluster
15-22 .compounds of gold. For 1nstance, Mingos in 1976 carried out

extended Huckel calculations23 on both the

cluster and the triphenyl phosphine derivative

results showed that the 5d orbitals of the gold combined to form a

narrow band of 30 molecular orbitals of lowest energies, {Figure

1.1.1(a)}. The energy spread of these orbitals was small, resulting

from the contraction of the d atomic orbitals due to inefficient

screening effects, a characteristic feature of elements with

increasing atomic number in the transition series. Six molecular

orbitals with predominantly 6s character were found to lie at higher

energy, with further 18 orbitals of predominantly 6p character

occupying the highest energy levels.

In the uncomplexed hexanuclear cation 2+[AU6] , the 64 valence

electrons were therefore distributed, 60 in the 5d band of 30
molecular orbitals and the remaining two pairs occupying the two

lower 6s orbitals, and It was pointed out that the

trans-6s-6s overlap intergrals generating the T1u molecular orbitals,

were insignificant and were essentially non-bonding in character.

Therefore, it was evident that in the cluster species

bonding interactions between adjacent gold atoms were weak due to the

presence of only a single electron pair in the bonding molecular

orbital, A1g• Importantly, Mingos observed that gold-gold bonding

was encouraged by the co-ordination of triphenyl phosphine ligands to

the vertices of the cluster, arising from the effective overlap of

11



the lone-pair orbitals of the ligand with the metal 6s, 6p, and 5d

orbitals, {Figure 231.1.1(a)}. The additional electron pairs

introduced by the phosphine ligands were found to occupy the low

lying A1g, E ,
g

and T1u orbitals enhancing strong metal-metal and

metal-phosphorus bonds, primarily supported by the effective 2s-dZ
hybridisation of the metal orbitals. Thus, the molecular orbital

calculations for the cationic species [Au6]2+ illustrated that the

overlap of gold 6s orbitals made a dominant contribution to the

bonding, and c~-ordination of 2e-donor ligands promoted more

favourable hybridisation of the metal orbitals resulting in stronger

radial metal-metal bonds.

A direct analogy between the bonding modes of the hydrido ligand

and AU(PR3) fragments in mixed-metal clusters was provided by Evans

and Mingos in 1982.24 Using extended Huckel molecular orbital

calculations, they analysed the stoichiometries and geometries of

gold and platinum tertiary phosphine cluster compounds of the type
M (PR ) x+n 3 n (n = 3-6). Their results showed that the bonding

characteristics of the AuCPH3) group was determined primarily by

hybrid orbital h(s-z) Ea1 symmetry] and the higher lying degenerate

the

pair of pxand Py [e symmetry] orbitals. The calculations revealed

that the and Py orbitals were higher in energy than the hybrid

(s-z) orbital, {Figure 1.1.1(b)}, and as a result could not accept

back donation of electron density, playing a secondary role in

bonding. The Au(PH3) group was therefore found to utilise its

hybrid(s-z) orbital of symmetry in bridging a M-M bond in a

three-centre two electron bonding interaction. Alternatively, the a,
and e symmetry frontier orbitals in a P3-capping mode were found to

be destabilised by interaction with the triangular three-metal atom

face and as a result were not available for skeletal bonding. Thus,
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the AU(PH
3
) group was proposed to be isolobal with H, and

Mn(CO)5' each having a single frontier orbital participating in

bonding.
To support this bonding scheme Mingos and Hal125 further

highlighted the similarity in bonding modes of the H-ligand and the

AU(PPh3) fragment with the previously reported crystal structures of
26the tri-osmium gold cluster compound [Auos3(~-H)(CO)10(PPh3)]' and

the hydrido analogue [OS3(~-H)2(CO)10J.27 The solid state structure

of the gold derivative described a triangular array of three osmium

atoms, with the AU(PPh3) and the hydrido ligand doubly bridging one

edge of the triangle {Figure 1.1.1(c)}. Similarly, the two

hydrogen atoms in the di-hydrido analogue, doubly· bridged the same

edge of the osmium triangle, {Figure 1.1.1(c)}.

The existence of this isolobal relationship in both structures was

further reflected in the Os-Os bond lengths, with the doubly bridged

bond in both structures being very similar, but markedly shorter than

the mean of the two unbridged bonds.
26[AuOS3(~-H)(CO)10(PPh3)J

Os-Os bridged 2.683(1)

27[os3(~-H)2(CO)10]
o

2.699(1) A

Os-Os unbridged 2.815(1)
o2.834(1) A [mean]

This was found to be consistent with earlier observations reported by

Churchill, proposing that when an Os-Os vector was spanned by a

single bridging hydrogen atom, elongation of the vector relative to a

normal Os-Os single bond was observed. However, when a P2-H ligand

was accompanied by another ).l2-ligand about the same metal-metal

vector, the resulting distance was found to be shorter than, or

equivalent to a non-bridged M-M bond.6,7,28
The structural relationship between the AU(PPh3) and the hydrogen

atom was also pointed out by Braunstein and co-workers in 1984,

13



between the novel gold-nickel osmium cluster

and the previously reported

hydrido compound [NiOS3(~-H)3(CO)9(r~C5H5)].30 The Au(PPh3) group was

found to bridge one edge of the NiOS3 tetrahedron in a similar manner

to the three equivalent hydrogen atoms in the related hydrido

cluster.
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Section 1.1.2. Development of the isolobal relationships for the

related Group IB metal phosphine groups, CU(PR3) and Ag(PR3) [R =
alkyl or aryl].

In 1984 Stone reviewed the importance of the isolobal connection

relating the frontier orbitals of organic groups with those of

metal-ligand fragments in preparative work, leading to new compounds

in the field of organometallic chemistry.31 In the review he

discussed how the established isolobal analogy between the AU(PPh3)

group with H or CH3, provided a useful basis in devising synthesis of

compounds containing a single Au atom. For example, the di-chromium

anion [Cr2(p-H)(CO)10]- was considered to be a combination of two

fragments, [CrH(CO)5]- and [Cr(CO)5]' the former behaving as an

electron pair donor and the latter an electron pair acceptor, being

CH + and
3

[AuCr(~-H)(CO)5(PPh3)]

+to CH3• Due to the existing isolobal relationship between

( ) 24 l· t d th t th t 1 1Au PPh3 ' was propose a e neu ra comp ex
isolobal

could exist under favourable conditions. The

compound was infact obtained from the reaction between

following compounds were also synthesised by similar routes:31
and in tetrahydrofuran.32 The

[AuMo(p-H)(CO)5(PPh3)]

[AUW(P-H)(CO)5(PPh3)]

[AgCr(p-H)(CO)5(PMe3~]

[AgW(P-H)(CO)5(PMe3)]
illustrating the isolobal relationships,

M(CO)6 [M = Mo or W] and

Ag(PMe3) •

Stone also pointed out that since it was 1known that

[ML3, d9] fragment was isolobal with CH, the relationship between

15



cuC~5_C5H5) [ML3, d10] to CH2 would also hold. Thus, it was becoming

evident that besides the known isolobal connection between AuCPR3)

and the hydrido ligand, the related Group IB metal fragments, CuL and

AgL were also exhibiting isolobal relationships. The important

connection to be made was whether the groups CuCPR3) and AgCPR3) were

infact isolobal to AuCPR
3
) and the hydrogen atom, having one frontier

molecular orbital suitable to participate in cluster bonding.

During the period 1981 to 1984 few examples of mixed-metal

containing the fragments CuCPR3) and Ag(PR3) were reported,

and in comparison to the AuCPR3) unit, very little experimental
cluster

evidence concerning the bonding capabilities of the MCPR3) [M = Cu or

Ag] groups was available. However, Evans and Mingos had earlier

pOinted out that extended Hackel molecular orbital calculations on

the CuCPH
3
) fragment showed an isolobal connection with the unit

MCCO)3 [M = Co or Mn], since their frontier orbital energies were

found to be approximately the same, {Figure 1.1.2Ca)}.24 In contrast

to the group {Figure 1.1.1(b)}, the group had

available three frontier orbitals for bonding, the Px' Py and hybrid

h(s-z). It was therefore suggested that the Cu(PR3) unit preferred

to cap triangular faces of metal polyhedra since in the edge-bridging

mode, one component of the e set of its frontier orbitals was not

ff t' 1 d' b d' 24 The ec lve y use ln on lng. us, in a capping situation the

frontier molecular orbitals for CU(PR3) groups were likely to involve

the two ~ -type orbitals and the hybrid h (s-z) orbital, whereas for

AU(PR
3
), only the latter would be important in bonding.

A direct comparison between the bonding modes of a single copper

and gold metal phosphine group bonded to different transition metal

atoms was provided with the X-ray structures of the high nuclearity

carbido cluster anions,' n-KlS10C(CO)24(L)]- [M = Cu, L = NCMej M =

16



Au, L = PPh3J.
33 The solid state structure of the gold derivative

established a ~2-edge-bridging site for the AUCPPh3) group, whereas

for the copper analogue, the CuCNCMe) unit capped an OS3 triangular

face, {Figures 1.1.2(b) and 1.1.2(c), respectively}. Detailed

analogies of the Ag(PR3) unit and its isolobal counterparts had

been discussed extensively, but it was thought that the bonding

not

scheme of the group resembled that of the CuCPR3) fragment, with the

orbitals of e symmetry lying at an intermediate energy between those
24in AuCPR

3
) and Cu(PR3) fragments. The first comparative study of

the structural similarities and differences in the bonding modes of

all three Group IB metal phosphines was reported by Stone and Salter

from the spectroscopic studies of the cluster series,

[MRU4(H)3CCO)12(PPh3)J [M = Cu, Ag or AuJ.34 The i.r.
data for both the copper and silver analogues were very similar,

and n.m.r.

proposing a ~3-capping site
respective solid state structures, {Figure 1.1.2(d)}. In contrast,

for the hetero-metal atoms in their

the spectroscopic results for the gold derivative were consistent

with the unit bridging one edge of the ruthenium

tetrahedron, {Figure 1.1.2(e)}.

In more recent years there have been numerous reports of

mixed-metal cluster compounds with one or more M (PR3) units [M = Cu,

Ag, or AUjR = alkyl or aryl] bonded to other different transition

metals, forming a part of the overall mixed-metal polyhedron.

Greater emphasis has been placed in the chemistry of cluster

compounds containing AUCPR
3
) fragments and analogous compounds with

M(PR
3
) [M = eu or Ag] groups still receiving much less attention.

Although research groups have concentrated in obtaining synthetic

routes for the preparation of series of related heteronuclear

clusters containing one or more of these M(PR3) units, more recent

17



theoretical studies into their bonding capabilities still remain

relatively rare.

In 1986 Braunstein and co-workers reported the synthesis and

X-ray structural studies for the pentanuclear mixed-metal clusters

[MRuC03(eO)12(PPh3)] [M = eu or Au].35 The metal frameworks of the

two related compounds were described in terms of a trigonal

bi-pyramidal arrangement of the five metal atoms with the Ru and M

(eu or Au) atoms capping opposite faces of the e03 triangle, {Figure

1.1.2Cf)}. The workers also carried out extended Huckel calculations
+ +based on the fragments AuCPH3) and Cu(PH3) interacting with

[C03(CO)9]3-. They concluded that the bonding patterns of the two

fragments, AuCPH3)+ and CU(PH
3
)+ were similar but more importantly,

they did not find any interaction of importance between the symmetry

related orbitals of [co3(CO)g]3- and the Px and Py (e symmetry) low

lying empty orbitals of the +CuCPH3) group. Therefore, they

concluded that the energies of the degenerate pair of orbitals, px
and Py in the unit, CU(PH3)+, were not significantly lower than those

in AU(PH3)+, indicating that both fragments should exhibit similar

bonding properties. These results were supported by experimental

observations, which revealed that by taking the different covalent

radii of eu and Au into account, the ranges of Cu-Co and Au-Co

distances for the face capping units in [MC03RU(CO)'2(PPh3)] [M = Cu

or Ag] were not significantly different. These results were somewhat

contradictory to the earlier conclusions reached by Evans and Mingos

(vide supra).24

Either way, the isolation and characterisation of a number of

stable mixed-metal cluster compounds containing either a single

CU(PR3) or an Ag(PR3) fragment has established both edge-b~idging and

face-capping bonding modes for the Group IB metal atoms, (section

18



1.1.4). In a number of cases, these hetero-metal atoms have been

found to occupy the same bonding site as that of the hydrido ligand

in the related hydrido-metal cluster, a structural feature well

recognised for mixed-metal cluster compounds with a single AU(PR3)

group. Thus, in contrast to the theoretical conclusions relating the

differences and similarities in the bonding capabilities for the

Group IB metal PhosPhines,24,35 the growing experimental evidence

supports, that the energy differences between face-capping and

edge-bridging bonding modes adopted by the M(PR3) fragments [M = Cu,

Ag, or Au] can be very small and interconversion from one form to

another is therefore probable, (section 1.1.8).
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Figure 1.1.2(e)
Proposed structures34 for

[MRU4H3(CO)12(PPh3)]
[M = Cu or Ag]

and

Figure 1.1.2(f).
A

f [{ 35Molecular structure 0 CURuCo3 CO)12{PPh
3
)J.
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Figure 1.1.2(f).
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35Molecular structure of [AURUC03(CO)12(PPh3)]·



Section 1.1.3 Limitations of the isolobal relationship between the

AU(PR3) group and the hydrido ligand.

Although a direct isolobal connection between the hydrido ligand

and the AU(PR3) group was evident in many structures containing a

single gold atom, it was recognised that this relationship could not

cover all cases. For example, th~ gold triphenyl phosphine group in
t 36[AuFe3(~3-HC=NBu )(CO)9(PPh3)] was found to bridge a different edge

of a trigonal planar Fe3 unit to that bridged by the hydrogen atom in

[Fe3(p-H)(~3-MeC=NH)(CO)9],37 {Figure 1.1.3(a)}. The cluster dianion

[Re7C(~3-H)(CO)21]2- was found to exist as two isomers in solution,38

and although the predominant isomer had the hydrido ligand capping

the same Re3 face as the AU(PPh3) group in the gold analogue
2-[AuRe7C(CO)2,(PPh3)] ,the minor isomer had the hydrido ligand

capping a different Re3 face.

Importantly, the breakdown of the isolobal relationship became

more apparent with structural evidence supporting interstitial sites

for hydrido ligands in high
the 1H

nuclearity cluster compounds. For

example, from both n.m.r. and X-ray data for the

carbido(hydrido)decaosmium cluster [HOS10C(CO)24]-' McPartlin and

co-workers concluded that the H-atom in this cluster was occupying an

interstitial site in one of the four tetrahedral caps (section

3.1).39 In contrast, for the related gold-osmium cluster

[AUOS10C(CO)24(PPh3)]-, X-ray diffraction study established that the

Au(PPh3) unit bridged an outer edge of a capping tetrahedron.33 The

structural characterisation of the above clusters illustrated that in

certain cases it was impossible to maintain the isolobal

relationship, simply due to the steric and electronic differences

between the two. Further difficulties in relating the isolobal

20



connection between metal clusters containing Au(PR3) units and their

hydrido counterparts, became noticeable in heteronuclear clusters

containing more than one AU(PR3) unit incorporated into the metal

polyhedron (section 1.1.5). From theoretical studies of bonding in

homonuclear cluster compounds of gold, Mingos23 reported that when

more than one gold atom was present in a cluster there was a

pronounced tendency towards formation of gold-gold bonds, which was

evident for example, in the centred icosahedral gold cluster
40[Au13(PMe2Ph)10C12][PF6]3·

The presence of a gold-gold bond in a mixed-metal cluster was

first reported by Raithby and co-workers with the X-ray analysis of
41the di-gold osmium cluster [Au20S4(H)2(CO)'2(PPh3)2J• The four

osmium atoms defined a distorted tetrahedron, with one edge doubly

bridged by the two AU(PPh3) groups, resulting in a direct Au-Au bond,

{Figure 1.1.3(b)}. In contrast, the solid state structure of the

isolobally related hydrido analogue,14 [os4(P-H)4(CO)'2] described a

tetrahedron of osmium atoms, with the four hydrogen atoms bridging

four of the six longer Os-Os bonds respectively. Therefore, unlike

the situation for compounds containing a single Au(PR3) unit, cases

of gold-phosphine fragments occupying similar positions to those of

the isolobal hydrido ligand in related hydrido-metal clusters were

found to be exceptions rather than the normal rule for clusters

containing more than one gold atom. However, in some cases the

structural relationship was still found to hold. For example, in the

di-gold tri-osmium cluster, [Au20s3(CO)10(PPh3)2] the two AU(PPh3)

groups were found to bridge the same edge of the OS3 triangle forming

a 'butterfly' arrangement analogous to the bonding of the two hydrido

ligands in the di-hydrido cluster {Figure
421.1.3(c)}. However, the fact that the hydrido ligand could not be
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involved in similar bonding interactions to those which were found to

occur between adjacent Au(PR3) groups meant that when more thanone

AU(PR
3
) fragments were directly bonded in heteronuclear metal

clusters, the stereochemical and bonding analogy with H was not

necessarily observed.
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Figure 1.1.3(a). The structures of
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Figure 1.1.3{c). The structures of the clusters [Au20s3(CO)10(PR3)2]
[R = Ph or Et] and [OS3(~-H)2(CO)10]' showing the isolobal
relationship between the edge-bridging AU(PR3) units and the hydrido
ligands.42



Section 1.1.4. The bonding modes of the Group IS metal

organophosphines, MCPR3) [H = Cu, Ag, or Au; R = alkyl or aryl]

in mixed-metal clusters.

Only in the last three years have investigations of the chemistry

of heteronuclear clusters containing copper and silver monodentate

organophosphines bonded directly to transition metals started to

develop. In contrast analogous compounds containing AuCPR3) groups

have been structurally characterised and studied far more

extensively. Mixed-metal clusters with one MCPR3) unit forming a

part of the metal polyhedron can be divided into structural

frameworks with the Group IS metal phosphines adopting either, an

edge-bridging C-P2) site,

....------ M'

or a face capping C-P3) bonding mode.
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(a) Mixed-metal clusters containing one CU(PR3) group.

One of the early examples of a mixed-metal cluster with an

edge-bridging CU(PR3) group was reported by Raithby and co-workers

with the X-ray structural analysis of the tetranuclear cluster
43[CUOs3(~-H)3(CO)10(PPh3)]. The three Os atoms were found to lie at

the vertices of an isosceles triangle, with the longer edge bridged
by the CU(PPh3) unit forming

1.1.4 (a)}.' Further examples of

a 'butterfly' arrangement, {Figure

reported X-ray structures of

mixed-metal clusters describing a P2-bonding mode for the CU(PR3)
unit include,

The X-ray structure analysis of the pentanuclear cluster

[N(PPh3)2][CuFe4(CO)13(PPh3)] described one of the early examples of
48 49a mixed-metal cluster with a face-capping CU(PPh3) group.' The

four Fe atoms formed a tetrahedron with the copper atom capping a

triangular Fe3 face, {Figure 1.1.4(b)}. Further examples of reported

crystal structures of heteronuclear clusters with a ~3-CU(PR3) group

include,

[PMePh3][CuOS11C(CO)27(NCMe)]50
46[CURu4(~3-H)3(CO)12(PMePh2)]

[CUC03RU(CO)12(PPh3)]35

[CUOS4{~3-N(CO)Me}(CO)12(PPh3)]51

[PMePh3][CuOS10C(CO)24(NCMe)]33
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(b) Mixed-metal clusters containing one Ag(PR3) group.

Although several mixed-metal clusters containing a single Ag(PPh3)

unit have been synthesised, isolated and studied by i.r. and n.m.r.

spectroscopic methods, reports of crystal structures remain minimal.

Table 1.1.4(a) lists examples of structures of heteronuclear clusters

studied by i.r. and n.m.r. techniques which infer edge-bridging

bonding modes for the Ag(PR3) unit, and those in which a r3-Ag(PR3)

group have been proposed are listed in Table 1.1.4(b).

Table 1.1.4(a).
52[AgMn2(v-PPh2)(CO)8(PEt3)]

[AgRU3(~-H)CU3-PPh)(CO)gCPEt3)]53
54[AgOS3(P-CH:CHPh)(CO)g(PPh3)]

46[AgFe3(p-COMe)CCO)10(PPh3)]
t 46[AgRu3(CO)g(C2Bu )(NCMe)]

47*[AgRU3(~3-PhPCH2PPh2)(CO)gCPPh3)]
[AgOS6PCCO)18(PPh3)]55

[AgM2{P-(EtO)2POP(OEt)2}n(p-Br)(CO)8_2n(PPh3)][M : Mn or Re; n : 1 or
2]56

[AgRu3Cp-H)(P3-S)(CO)8L(PPh3)][L

[AgPt2(P3-S)(CO)CPPh3)4][PF6]57

= CO or PPh ]46
3

* crystal structure reported.

Table 1.1.4(b).

[NMe3(CH2Ph)][Ag~h6C(CO)15(PEt3)]58
59[NEt4]2[AgRe7C(CO)21 (PPh3)]

34[AgRU4(P3-H)3(CO)12(PPh3)]
[AgPt3(P3-CO)3CPPh3)5][CI04]60*
* crystal structure reported.
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(c) Mixed-metal clusters containing one AU(PR3) group.

One of the early examples of a mixed-metal cluster containing an

edge-bridging Au(PR3) unit was reported by Nyholm and co-workers,

with the preliminary X-ray analysis of the gold osmium cluster

[X = Cl or 8Br]. The framework of the

complexes described an OS3 triangle with the halogen and the gold

atom doubly bridging one Os-Os vector, {Figure 1.1.4(c)}. Table

1.1.4(c) lists further examples of X-ray structures of heteronuclear

cluster compounds with an edge-bridging AU(PR3) unit.

Table 1.1.4(c).
26[AUOs3(p-SCN)(CO)10(PPh3)]

[AUOS3(P-H)(CO)10(PPh3)]26,54,61
12[AUOS4(P-H)3(CO)12(PEt3)]

12[AUOS4(P-H)(CO)13(PEt3)]
62[AuFe4C(~-H)(CO)12(PPh3)]

[AUFe3(P3-HC:NBU
t)(CO)g(PPh3)]63

64-66[AURU3(~-H)(~3-S)(CO)9(PPh3)]
67[AURU3(p-COMe)(CO)10(PPh3)]

67 68[AURU3(P-H)2(~3-COMe)(CO)9(PPh3)] ,
69,70[AURU4(~3-H)(~-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)]

71[AURu5C(CO)13(P-I)(PPh3)]
71[AURU5C(CO)14(p-Br)(PPh3)]

72[AuRu5C(CO)15C1(PPh3)]
73[AUOS3(CO)a(2-NHC5H4N)(PPh3)2]

74[AUPtW(P3-CC6H4Me-4)(CO)2(PMe3)3(~-C5H5)][PF6]
[AuMn2(p-PPh2) (CO)a(PMe2Ph)]52

[AuCoFeRu(p3-X)(CO)9(PPh3)][X = S or PMe]75

[AURU3(P-H)(U3-PPh)(CO)g(PMe2Ph)]53
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[AURU4C(~-H)(CO)12(PPh3)]76

[AURU4C(P-I)(CO)12(PEt3)]76
77[AuRu5C(CO)13(PPh3)(~-C5H5)]

[AURU5C(CO)14(~-n-MeCO)(pPh3)]71,77
78[AuFe2(~-CllH19S)(CO)6(PPh3)]

[AUFe4(COMe)(CO)12(PEt3)]48,4
9

[AURU3(CO)g(C2BU
t)(PPh3)]79

[AURU3(~3-SBut)(CO)9(PPh3)]65
80[AURU5C(CO)13(NO)(PEt3)]

[AuOs3(~-CH=CHR)(CO)10(PPh3)][R = C6F5 or Ph]54

[AURh2(~-CO)(P-Ph2PCH2PPh2)(PPh3)(~-C5H5)2][BF4]81
82[AuCoFe2(P3-COMe)(u3-CO)(CO)6(PPh3)(~-C5H5)]

[AURU3(P3-PhPCH2PPh2)(CO)9(PPh3)]47

[AURU3(~-Cl)(CO)10(PPh3)]83
84[AUOS3(CO)10(C2Ph)(PMe2Ph)]

[AUOS6P(CO)18(PPh3)]55
33[PMePh3][AUOS'OC(CO)24(PPh3)]

[AUMn2{p-(EtO)2POP(OEt)2}(~-Br)(CO)6(PPh3)]56
85[AuRe2(p-H)3H4(PPh3)5]

86[AuFeRu3(P4-N)(CO)12(PPh3)]
87[AuCo2Fe(~3-CPh)(CO)9(PPh3)]

[AuPt2(~3-S)(CO)(PPh3)4][PF6]57
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The first crystal structure of a heteronuclear cluster with an

AuCPR3) group adopting a P3-bonding site was reported for the
2tetranuclear complex, [AuFeCo3(CO)12(PPh3)]. The structure was found

to consist of a trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core, with the gold atom

at one apical position, capping a triangular C03 face, {Figure

1.1(c)}. Table 1.1.4Cd) presents numerous examples of reported X-ray

structures of mixed-metal clusters, with one AUCPR3) group adopting a

face-capping position.

Table 1.1.4Cd).

89[Aulr3H6(NO)3(Ph2PCCH2)2PPh2)3][BF4]
[AUCORU3(P-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)]90

91[AUPt3(v-CO)3{P-CCYClO-C6H11)3}4][PF6]
80[AURU5CCCO)13(NO)(PEt3)]

[AuCo3_xRhxRuCCO)12CPPh3)][x = 1_3]92

[PPh4][AURe3C~-H)3CCO)9CPPh3)]36
38[ASPh4]2[AuRe7CCCO)21CPPh3)]

[AUco3RUCCO)12CPPh3)]35
51[AUOs4{~3-NCCO)Me}CCO)'2(PPh3)]
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Figure 1.1._(b). Molecular structure of [CuFe (CO) (PPb )]- 48.494 13 3 •
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Figure 1.1.4(c). Structure of the tetranuclear cluster



Section 1.1.5. Mixed-metal clusters containing two M(PR3) units [M =
Cu, Ag or Au; R = alkyl or aryl].

Heteronuclear clusters having two M(PR3) units forming a part

a mixed-metal polyhedron can be suitably classified into four

of

structural types:
(1) Heteronuclear clusters in which M(PR3) groups

with no contact between the Group IB metal atoms.

are edge-bridging

There are only two known examples of copper and silver containing

mixed-metal clusters belonging to this structural group which have

been characterised by i.r. studies,

[cu2Mn2{p-(EtO)2POP(OEt)2}(CO)6(PPh3)2]94 and
94[Ag2Mn2{p-(EtO)2POP(OEt)2}(CO)6(PPh3)2J·

In contrast several heteronuclear clusters containing two AU(PR3)

groups have been characterised by X-ray diffraction studies. One of

the early examples of a reported crystal structure with two AU(PR3)

groups adopting edge-bridging positions in the solid state, with no

contact between the gold atoms, was established for

The molecule was found to exhibit C2
symmetry with a 2-fold axis passing through Os(1) and bisecting the

Os(2)-Os(2') bond {Figure 1.1.5(a)}. The two AU(PEt3) groups doubly

bridged the same edge of the oS3 triangle, with no direct Au-Au

interaction. Further examples of reported crystal structures of

mixed-metal clusters, having two AU(PR3) groups edge-bridging with no

contact between the gold atoms include,
95[AU20S5C(CO)14(PPh3)2]

76[Au2Ru4C(CO)12(PMe2Ph)2J
96[AU2RU6C(CO)16(PMePh2)2]

[AU2RU5WCCCO)17(PEt3)2]96
97[Au2Re4H6(PMe2Ph)4(PPh3}2J·
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(2) Mixed-metal clusters in which two units adopt

edge-bridging positions with a direct bond between the Group IB metal

atoms.

For this structural type, only cluster compounds with two AuCPR3)

groups have been isolated in the solid state and analysed by X-ray

diffraction methods. The X-ray structure of the pentanuclear

gold-ruthenium cluster [Au2RU3(P-H)CP3-COMe)(CO)gCPPh3)2] described

an asymmetric square pyramidal metal core, with the two AuCPPh3)

groups, effectively bridging two adjacent edges of an RU3 triangle,
with a resulting Au-Au bond of 3.176(1) A {Figure 1.1.5Cb)}.64,67,68

Other related clusters exhibiting similar arrangements of two AU(PR3)

units include, [Au20S3CCO)10CPPh3)2J42 and [AU20S4CCO)13CPEt3)2J.98

(3) Heteronuclear cluster compounds containing two face-capping

MCPR3) units with no close contact between the two Group IB metal

atoms.

Although for this structural type, several heteronuclear clusters

have been studied by spectroscopic techniques, reports of single

crystal X-ray analyses are limited:

(3a) Copper clusters,

(3b) Silver clusters,

The crystal structures of the related analogues
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Adatia established a tetrahedron of ruthenium atoms, with two

opposite triangular faces capped by the MCPPh3) units, resulting in

no contact between the Group IB metal atoms, {Figure 1.1.5Cc)}.101

Cc) Gold clusters.

The reaction of the bi-capped octahedral dianion

with was reported to give and

subsequent X-ray analysis carried out by Raithby, established that

the anionic metal geometry had changed with the resulting OsSAu2
framework consisting of two octahedra sharing one edge, but with the

equatorial Au-Au bond missing, {Figure 1.1.5Cd)}.102 The only other

reported crystal structures with two AuCPR3) units adopting capping

positions with no contact between the gold atoms has been for
98[Au20s4CCO)12CPMePh2)2J and the gold-platinum cluster

103[Au2Pt3CP-S02)2CP-Cl){PCCYC10-C6H11)3}3{PCC6H4F-4)3}2J[PF6J·
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(4) Mixed-metal clusters containing two face capping M(PR3)

with the hetero-metal atoms in close contact.

units

This metal framework seems to be common in cluster compounds

having two AuCPR
3
) groups. However, several compounds containing

CU(PR
3
) and Ag(PR

3
) units have been studied using i.r. and n.m.r.

spectroscopic techniques:

(4a) Copper clusters,

(4b) Silver clusters,

* crystal structure reported

(4c) Gold clusters, (examples of reported X-ray structures)
8[Au20s3S2(CO)10(PPh3)2] .

41[Au20s4(~-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]
107[Au2Fe3(V3-S)(CO)g(PPh3)2]
64-66[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)g(PPh3)2]

. 64
[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)8(PPh3)2]

104[Au2RU4(~3-H)(~-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2]
. 107

[Au2Co2RU2(~-CO)2(CO)10(PPh3)2]
gO[Au2CORU3(~-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2]

[AU2RU5WCCCO) 17(PEt3)2]96
t 108[Au2RU3(~3-C=CHBU )(CO)gCPPh3)2]

. 'Og
[Au2Ir4(CO)g(PEt3)2(V-PhPPPh)Ir4(CO)1']
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The solid state structures of the mixed-metal cluster series

[M2RU4(H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] [M = eu, Ag or Au], reported by Orpen and

co-workers established similar capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal
104cores. The four ruthenium atoms formed a tetrahedron, with one

M(PPh3) unit capping an RU3 face, with the second group

capping an adjacent MRu2 face, resulting in a direct bond between the

Group IB metal atoms, {Figure 1~1.5(e)}.

There have been few examples of heteronuclear cluster compounds

containing two AU(PR3) units which do not belong to the structural

classes (1)-(4) described above. For example, the X-ray structure of

the di-gold hexanuclear cluster [Au2Fe4(BH)(CO)12(PPh3)2J reported by

Housecroft and co-workers, established a Fe4 'butterfly' with the

boron atom interacting with all four Fe atoms. 110 One AU(PPh3) unit

was found to cap an Fe2B face and the other an AuFeB face, resulting

in a direct bond between the two gold atoms, {Figure 1.1.5(f)}. The

X-ray structure of the hexanuclear cluster [Au2Fe4C(CO)12(PEt3)2J
reported by Raithby and co-workers, described an Au2Fe4 octahedron

with an interstitial carbido atom with the two gold atoms in close
62contact. The solid state structure of the heptanuclear cluster

five Fe atoms encapsulating the carbido 111atom. One of the two

AU(PEt3) groups adopted a ~2-bridging site, whereas the other adopted

a ~4-bonding mode with no interaction between the two gold atoms,

{Figure 1.1.5(g)}.
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Figure 1.1.5(a).

0(2)
0(4)

Figure 1.1.5(b). Molecular
[Au2RU3(~-H)(P3-COMe)(CO)9(PPh3)2]·64,67,68

structure of



Figure 1.1.5(0). Molecular structures of [M2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2]
[M =Cu or Ag].101



Figure 1.1.5(e). Molecular structure of [M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]
104[M = Cu or Ag] and [Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2].



Figure 1.1.SC!). Molecular structure for the hexanuclear cluster
110(AU2Fe4(BH)(CO)12(PPh3)2J•

Figure 1.1.S(g). Molecular structure of



Section 1.1.6. Mixed-metal clusters containing three M(PR3) groups.

Heteronuclear clusters having three monodentate M(PR3) groups

incorporated into a mixed-metal polyhedron have been found to be

restricted to compounds having three AU(PR3) units, apart from the

tri-copper pentanuclear cluster [cu3Ir2H6(NCMe)3(PMe2Ph)6][PF6] which

adopts a trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core with three

equatorial Cu(NCMe) 112groups. The tri-gold clusters can be

classified into three different structural types:

(1) Three face-capping AU(PR3) groups with the gold atoms in contact,

examples of reported crystal structures include,
. 61[Au3RU3(V-COMe)(CO)9(PPh3)3] {Figure 1.1.6(a)}

[AU3RU4(~3-H)(CO)'2(PPh3)3]68,69,113
66, 114[Au3RU3(~3-C12H15)(CO)8(PPh3)3]

90[Au3CORU3(CO)12(PPh3)3]·

(2) Mixed-metal clusters containing a tetrahedral unit

[M = transition metal], examples of X-ray structures include,

[AU3V(CO)5(PPh3)3]115 {Figure 1.1.6(b)}

[A RhH(CO)(PPh) ][PF ]116,117(a)"s 3 5 6
118[Au3ReH2(PMe2Ph)3(PPh3)3]

118[Au3ReH3(PMe2Ph)3(PPh3)3][BF4]·

(3) Mixed-metal clusters containing a planar or nearly planar Au3M

unit [M = transition metal], examples include,
118[Au3ReH(PMe2Ph)3(PPh3)3] {Figure 1.1.6(c)}

[AU3Mn(CO)4(PPh3)3]119
. 89[Au3Ir(NO)3(PPh3)5][PF6]·
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Figure 1. 1.6 (a) • Molecular structure of

Figure 1.1.6(b). Molecular structure of [Au3VCCO)5(PPh3)3J.115





Section 1.1.7. Mixed-metal clusters with more than

units [M = Cu, Ag, or Au; R = alkyl or aryl].

Heteronuclear clusters containing more than three M(PR3)

fragments remain relatively rare adopting a wide variety of metal

frameworks in the solid state.

(a) Clusters having four M(PR3)" groups:
For example, the solid state structure of the tetra-gold cluster

established an

tetrahedron with the fourth Au(PPh3) group bridging one Au-Re edge,

{Figure 1.1.7(a)}.117(b) The X-ray structure of the mixed-metal

cluster [Au4Ir H2(PPh3)6][BF4] displayed an Au4Ir trigonal bi-pyramid

with the Ir atom occupying an equatorial site.120

(b) Clusters having five M(PR3) groups:

For example, the X-ray structure of the hexanuclear cluster

[Au
5
ReH4(PPh3)7][PF6]2 described two Au3Re tetrahedra, sharing a

common Au-Re edge, {Figure 1.1.7(b)}.116

(c) Clusters containing six M(PR3) groups.

The solid state structure of the silver mixed-metal cluster

[Ag6Fe3(p3-(Ph2P)3CH)(CO)12]
Fe(CO)4 units capping three

established an Ag6 octahedron
121{Figure 1.1.7(c)}.

with

Ag3 faces, The

gold-cobalt structure, displayed an

edge-sharing bi-tetrahedron with two Au atoms linked by Co(CO)4

units.122

Cd) Clusters containing more than six MCPR3) groups:

The crystal structure of the high nuclearity silver-gold cluster

illustrated the great versatility in the

bonding modes of the M(PR3) units. The structure consisted of three

interpenetrating icosahedral units sharing common pentagonal faces,

with intersti tial Au atoms encapsulated within, {Figure

1.1.7(d)} .123,124
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Figure 1.1.7(a). Metal core geometry for

Re-Aul 2.758
Re-PS 2.48
AuJ-PJ 2.29

P1
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Figure 1.1.7(c). Molecular

Figure 1.1.7(d). Molecular
[Ag Au Cl (PPh) J 123,12412 13 6 3 12 •

structure of

structure of



Section 1.1.8. Differences in energy between edge-bridging and face

capping bonding modes in heteronuclear cluster compounds with M(PR3)

groups [M = Cu, Ag, or Au; R = alkyl or aryl].

In the last three years the growing interest in the chemistry of

mixed-metal clusters containing Group IB metal phosphines has allowed

the development of experimental evidence to support that the energy

differences between face-capping (-~3) and edge-bridging (-~2)

bonding modes adopted by MCPR3) units can be very small. A single

crystal X-ray diffraction study of the hexanuclear cluster

[AURU5C(CO)13(NO)(PEt3)] reported by McPartlin and co-workers in

1985, revealed two independent molecules with different metal core

geOmetries.80 Both molecules adopted a basic RU5 square pyramid, with

the AU(PEt
3
) group in one molecule capping a triangular RU3 face,

whereas in the other it bridged a Ru-Ru edge, {Figure 1.1.8(a)}.
48 49Horwitz and co-workers in the same year reported ' the existence

of two isomeric forms of the cluster anions, [MFe4(CO)13LJ- [M = Cu,

or M = Au, L = PPh3 or PEt3J in solutions.

Isomer (1) was proposed to adopt a tetrahedron of iron atoms with one

triangular face capped by the ML unit, {Figure 1.1.8(b)}. Isomer (2)

was thought to adopt a metal framework consisting of an Fe4
'butterfly' with the ML fragments edge-bridging the 'hinge' of the

'butterfly', {Figure 1.1.8(b)}. Interestingly, the solid state

structures of the two copper-iron clusters exhibited metal cores

postulated for isomer (1), and the two analogous gOld-iron clusters

adopted structures proposed for isomer (2).48,49

The presence of skeletal isomers has also been reported for

containing two M(PR3) groups.

example, Lewis and co-workers reported the isolation of two isomeric

several heteronuclear clusters For
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forms of the hexanuclear cluster [Au20s4(~-H)2(CO)12(PR3)2] [R = Ph
41or Et]. X-ray diffraction study for the major isomer estabished a

metal core consisting of two tetrahedra sharing one Os-Os edge,

{Figure 1.1.3(b)}. Unfortunately the structure of the minor isomer,

as yet, is unknown. Recently, Sutherland and co-workers reported the

presence of two structurally different isomers for the gold-rhenium

cluster
chiracterised by i.r. and n.m.r. studies, proposing a metal core

with one Au(PPh3) unit bridging a Re-Re bond and one edge of the

trigonal planar AuRe2 unit so formed, further bridged by the second

AU(PPh
3
) group, resulting in a direct Au-Au bond, {Figure 1.1.8(c)}.

The minor isomer (2) was analysed by X-ray diffraction methods to

exhibit the two Au(PPh3) groups doubly bridging the Re-Re bond giving

rise to a 'butterfly' arrangement, with no contact between the gold

atoms.97 McPartlin and Adatia also observed that the the formal

replacement of two hydrido ligands in the related clusters

[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] by a -CO ligand in

[M2RU4CP-CO)3CCO)10CPPh3)2] [M = Cu or Ag] caused a marked difference

in the bonding arrangement of the Group IB metal atoms on the RU4
101tetrahedra. The solid state structures of the hydrido clusters

described capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal cores with the two

hetero-atoms in contact {section 1.1.5, Figure 1.1.5Ce)}. In

contrast, the nori-hydrido analogues displayed trigonal bi-pyramidal

metal skeletons with the two MCPPh3) units capping opposite faces

the ruthenium tetrahedra, resulting in no contact between the Group

of

IB metal atoms, {section 1.1.5, Figure 1.1.5(c)}. Similar variation

in coinage metal arrangement was also observed for two Cu2Ru6
clusters, when an interstitial carbido atom was replaced by two -CO

groups. In the carbido
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atoms were in bonding distance to each other, whereas in
100[Cu2RU6CCO)18CC6H5Me)2J, the two CuCC6H5Me) units capped opposite

faces of a RU6 octahedron.

These examples have illustrated that small changes in the attached

ligands can cause remarkable effects on the overall geometry adopted

by the Group IB heteronuclear clusters, and provide suitable evidence

to support that the energy differences between various structural

types are small in many of these cluster compounds.
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atoms were in bonding distance to each other, whereas in
100[Cu2RU6(CO)18(C6HSMe)2J, the two Cu(C6H5Me) units capped opposite

faces of a RU6 octahedron.
These examples have illustrated that small changes in the attached

ligands can cause remarkable effects on the overall geometry adopted

by the Group IB heteronuclear clusters, and provide suitable evidence

to support that the energy differences between various structural

types are small in many of these cluster compounds.
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Figure 1.1.8(a). Structures of the skeletal isomers of the cluster
[AURU5C(CO)13(NO)(PEt3)], with CO and NO ligands omitted for

80clarity.
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Figure 1.1.8(b). Structures of the two skeletal isomers of the
clust 1 - ] 48,49er an ons, (HFe4(CO)'3L] (H = Cu or Au;L = PPh3 •



AuPPh3
1

Ph3PAu------AuPPh3

2

Figure 1.1.8(c). Structures of the skeletal isomers of the cluster
[Au2Re2H6(PMe2Ph)4(PPh3)2J, with the three and two hydrido ligands
which bridge the Re-Re vectors of isomers 1 and 2 respectively~
omitted for clarlty.97



Section 1.1.9 Fluxionality in the solutions of heteronuclear clusters

containing more than one M(PR3) group [M = Cu, Ag or AUjR = alkyl or

aryl].

Studies on homonuclear and heteronuclear gold phosphine clusters

using n.m.r spectroscopic technique have revealed

interesting factors associated with their fluxional behaviour in

solution. For the majority of homonuclear phosphine gold cluster

compounds, interpretation of 31p_{1H} n.m.r. spectra have been found

to be much simpler relative to their complex structures characterised

in the solid state. The early reports of X-ray structures of the

enneanuclear cluster [Ar =

were found to adopt solid state structures with the phosphine ligands

in different chemical environments. However, 31p_{1H} n.m.r solution

spectra revealed a osingle resonance even at temperatures of -90.C.

In 1981 Mingos and co-workers also observed that the 31p_{1H} n.m.r.

spectra of the centred icosahedral gold cluster
o 40[Au13(PMePh2)10C12][(PF6)3] taken at -60 C, showed only one peak.

This was consistent with the established solid state structure

having the two chlorine atoms at para-positions, Figure 1.1.9(a).

Upon warming the solution to room temperature, additional resonances

were found to be present, indicating that at higher temperatures the

structure with the two Cl atoms at para-positions converted into

alternative metal frameworks by a low energy pathway, with the two Cl

atoms occupying either meta- or ortho- positions, {Figures 1.1.9(b)

and 1.1.9(c), respectively}. In 1984 Beurskens and co-workers also

observed that further addition of free PPh3 to [Au11(SCN)3(PAr3)7]

showed no exchange between the free and co-ordinated phosPhines.126
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To account for these observations, they suggested a rapid

intramolecular process with respect to the n.m.r time scale. The

stereochemical non-rigidity in gold cluster compounds allowing the

breaking and making of gold-gold bonds in the rearrangement process

to alternative metal frameworks in solutions, was highlighted by the

crystallisation of two modifications of the enneanuclear gold cluster
127[AUg{P(C6H40Me)3}S][N03]3. Single crystal X-ray analyses on these

modifications revealed the presence of two very different skeletal

geometries. Isomer (1) was based on a centred chair conformation,

{Figure 1.1.9(d)} and isomer (2) on a centred crown conformation,

{Figure 1.1.9(d)}. However, in solutions, n.m.r. and electronic

spectral data indicated the presence of one metal framework. This

was found to be consistent with earlier n.m.r. studies carried out

by Vollenbroek and co-workers for the related cluster,

stereochemically non-rigid in solution.128 Differences in solid state

which indicated that the compound was

geometries within related cluster compounds was also reported with

the hexanuclear cluster [AU6(Pto13)6][BPh4J2 adopting an octahedral

structure whereas the closely related complex [AU6(PPh3)6][N03]2 had
129a structure based on two tetrahedra sharing a common edge.

The fluxionality of phosphine ligands has also been observed for

many heteronuclear clusters containing more than one M(PR3)

monodentate unit [M = Cu, Ag, Au; R = alkyl or aryl] forming a part

of the overall metal skeleton. In 1983, Stone and co-workers first

reported the synthesis and X-ray structure ~haracterisation of the

AU2RU3 clusters, [AU2RU3(~-H)(~3-COMe)(CO)9(PPh3)2] and
64 31 1[AU2RU3(P3-S)(CO)g(PPh3)2J. They observed that the P£ H} n.m.r.

spectra of both clusters showed only one resonance for the two
ophosphorus nucleii at -90 C. This was not consistent with the solid
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state s:'r'tl,:l ~:"-.- C:- ":r.r:" t,~y') compounds established from X-ray

diffraction studies, which revealed non-equivalent environments for

the two P atoms, {Figure 1.1.9(e)}. Detailed analysis of these

spectra showed the retention of 31p_'H and 31p_31p coupling,

indicating that the PPh3 dissociation was not responsible for the
osingle resonance observed at -90~. It was concluded that the most

feasible explanation of these results was a rearrangement of the

metal core in solution, through which the two phosphorus atom nucleii

appeared equivalent on the n.m.r. time scale. The workers

postulated a Berry pseudo rotation mechanism, involving a square

pyramidal intermediate, to account for the intramolecular

rearrangement of the metal cores in the above di-gold clusters,

{Figure 1.1.9(f)}. 64

Subsequently the Berry pseudo rotation mechanism was also put

forward to account for metal core rearrangements in solutions of

several heptanuclear clusters, for example,
[Au Ru (ll -H)(CO) (PPh) ]68,69,113

3 4 r3 12 3 3
31 1whose low temperature P-{ H} n.m.r.

and 90[Au3CORU3(CO)12(PPh3)3]
spectra indicted equivalent

environments for the phosphorus atoms, whereas the solid state

structures clearly established non-equivalent sites. Similar results

n.m.r. studies in which a spectrum taken at ambient

temperatures was found not to correspond to the solid state structure

of the heteronuclear cluster, is now a common feature in the

chemistry of a variety of mixed-metal cluster compounds having more

than one Group IB metal phosphine units bonded to different

transition metal atoms. For example, in the series of analogous

clusters [M2RU4(H)2(CO)'2(PPh3)2] and [M = Cu, Ag, or Au],104 a

broadened singlet was observed in the 31p_{'H} n.m.r spectrum of the
oCU2RU4 cluster at ambient temperature, whereas at -90 C, two singlets
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were visible. The low temperature 31p_{lH} n.m.r. spectrum was

consistent with the solid state structure having two non-equivalent

phosphorus environments, {Figure 1.1.5(e)}. Similar results were
obtained for the analogous Au2Ru4 cluster, with a single resonance in

n.m.r. spectrum at ambient temperatures. However, well
resolved peaks could not be obtained at _90oC, although the signal

was found to broaden. In any case, the singlet observed at room

temperature was not consistent with the solid state geometry, in

which the two P atoms were occupying non-equivalent sites, {Figure
1.1.5(e)}. 1For both the Cu2Ru4 and Au2Ru4 cluster compounds, the H

n.m.r hydrido ligand signal was found to retain 31p_£H) coupling
throughout the temperature range from o .-90 C to room temperature.

Salter and co-workers therefore concluded that the fluxional process
hi h th . t . tIl 104w ~c averaged e phosphorus en~vronmen s was ~n ramo ecu ar.

Since examples of intramolecular exchange of phosphine ligands

between metal atoms had not been previously reported,they postulated
that the actual metal frameworks of the related clusters

and

were in motion, undergoing a Berry pseudo rotation mechanism proposed

earlier {Figure 1.1.9(f)}, through which the two phosphorus atoms

appeared equivalent on the n.m.r. time scale.

For the related silver-ruthenium cluster

[Ag2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]' the interpretation of the n.m.r spectra

was complicated by the presence of a second fluxional process. Two
very broad peaks 31 1were obtained in the P-{ H} n.m.r. spectrum at
ambient temperatures and the n.m.r. spectrum showed a broad
triplet with no 31p-fHJcouPling. However, at -50°C, 31p-{H]couPling

was observed. At _90oC the 1H and 31p_{1H} n.m.r spectra were found

to be consistent with the solid state structure, in which the two
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phosphorus atoms were again in non-equivalent sites, {Figure

1.1.5(e)}. To investigate the idea of phosphine ligand exchange, the

workers observed that on addition of one equivalent of free PPh3 to

the CDC1
3

and CDC12 solutions of the Ag2Ru4 cluster, the 31p_{'H}
n.m.r spectrum showed only one broad peak at '04room temperature.

This detection of one signal for an averaged PPh3 environment

indicated that the PPh3 groups bonded to the silver atoms were

exchanging with the free ligand in solution. From these results,

they concluded that the silver-ruthenium cluster was undergoing a

fluxional process involving intermolecular exchange of PPh3 groups

between clusters in addition to the intramolecular metal core

rearrangement proposed for the copper-ruthenium and gold-ruthenium

analogues.

An alternative rearrangement process of the metal skeletons of

these cluster compounds in solutions was recently proposed by

Johnson, which involved a pathway where the energy associated in the

'breaking' of attractive forces holding the M-M bonds was kept to a
.. 130. 1 t dm1n1mum. The attract1ve forces were corre a e in terms of the

cohesive energy (C.E.) within a metal polyhedron, (for transition

metal atoms the C.E is proportional to the square root of the

connectivity Z). The connectivity of a metal atom in a polyhedron

was defined, as the number of surrounding metal atoms which were in

bonding distance. For example, within an M4 tetrahedron, each metal

is linked to three other atoms giving a connectivity of 3 {total

C.E. = 6.93}. For a trigonal bipyramidal metal core, two metals have

a connectivity of 3, and the remaining three a connectivity of 4,

{total C.E. = 9.46}. Within the Berry pseudo rotation mechanism,

{Figure 1.1.9(f)}, the intermediate in the rearrangement process was

postulated to involve a square pyramid, with four basal atoms
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exhibiting a connectivity of 3, and the apical atom having a

connectivity of 4, {total G.E. = 8.93}. Thus a difference in G.E.

of 0.53 was found to result when the trigonal bi-pyramidal metal

skeleton 'opened out' to the square pyramid in the rearrangement

process.
130The alternative pathway involved the rearrangement of one

trigonal bi-pyramidal framework to another chemically equivalent

metal core, through an edge-bridged tetrahedral intermediate, {Figure

1.1.9(g)}, having two metal atoms with a connectivity of 4, two a

connectivity. of 3 and one with a connectivity of 2 {total

G.E. = 8.87}. The overall process was viewed to involve a,

Cap ~ Edge-bridge ~Cap interconversion.

A difference in G.E. of 0.59 resulted for this rearrangement

process, being slightly higher in value to that calculated for the

Berry pseudo rotation mechanism, {vide supra}, but both rearrangement

pathways keeping the breaking of M-M bonds to a minimum.

This cap ~ edge-bridge ~cap interconversion pathway

describing molecular rearrangement of heteronuclear clusters in

solutions was also recently proposed by Lewis and co-workers to

account for the presence of two isomers in solutions of the

deca-osmium cluster series [MOs10C(CO)24(PR3)]- [M = Cu, Ag, or Au; R

= alkyl or arYl].131 For all three related cluster compounds both the
31 1 1P_{ H} and H n.m.r. spectra taken over the temperature range

250-280 K, exhibited signals which were consistent with the existence

of two distinct isomeric structures in solutions. Importantly, the

observed ratio in which the two isomers were present varied

noteably.131 To account for these spectroscopic results, Lewis and
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co-workers concluded that the two isomeric forms of the monoanion

cluster compounds, [CuOs10C(CO)24(PMe2Ph)]-, [AgOS10C(CO)24(PPh3)]-,

and [AUOS10C(CO)24(PMe2Ph)]- were undergoing rapid interconversion

via an intramolecular rearrangement of their respective metal

skeletons in solutions. One possible mechanism which was put forward

by the workers involved the cap~edge ~cap intercoversion

process, {Figure 1.1.9(h)}. The X-ray structure of the gOld-osmium

cluster [AUOS10C(CO)24(PPh3)]- reported previously, had established

that the Group IB metal phosphine bridged the outer edge of a capping

tetrahedron.33 The i.r. spectra of the copper, silver and gold

analogues d ibed b f d tb' '1 131escrlbe a ove, were oun 0 every Slml ar,

indicating that perhaps all three analogues adopted similar metal

frameworks with the M(PR3) group in a ~2-edge-bridging position,

thus supporting the proposed mechanism for the intramolecular

rearrangement of their respective metal cores. Lewis and co-workers

also proposed that in the solutions of di-gold decaosmium cluster

data was consistent with the

presence of two isomers interconverting through a similar

d (') 131e gec===cap;::::::::eedgepathway, Figure 1.1.9 1 •

The X-ray studies of the cluster compounds,
t[AgRu3(CO)9(C2BU )(PPh3)],

[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P-(C6H11)3}2]'

[Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{p-(CHMe2)3}2]'

[CU2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] and

[Ag2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2]
presented in the following sections, have further stimulated the

interest in the chemistry of heteronuclear clusters having Group IB

metal phosphine groups forming a part of the mixed-metal polyhedron.
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Comparison of the structural results obtained from their respective

X-ray studies, to those previously reported for analogous clusters,

have established interesting trends in M-Ru and M-P (M = Cu, Ag or

Au) bond distances, together with novel solid state geometries,

governed primarily by the 'type' of organophosphine ligand bonded to

the hetero-metal atoms.
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Figure 1.1.9(a).

Figure 1.1.9(b). Figure 1.1.9(0).



! 2

Figure 1.1.9(d}. Chair (1) and crown (2) conformations for
121[Au9{P(C6H40Me)3}8][N03]3·

Figure 1.1.9(e). Molecular structure of



Figure 1.1.9(f). The Berry pseudo rotation mechanism, involving a
. 64 130square pyramidal intermedlate. '

Figure 1.1.9{g). An alternative rearrangement pathway, involving an
130edge-bridged tetrahedron.

Au
Ip

Figure 1.1.9(h). Proposed mechanism of interconversion of isomers of
- 131(AUOS10C(CO)24(PPh3)] in solution.



(Sb) (50)

II \

I!

FIgure 1.1.9(1). Proposed structures of the isomeric forms of

[ ,Os'0C(CO)2~(AUPMe2Ph)2]' and a possible mechanism for their
interconversion in solution.'31



Section 1.2. X-ray structural analysis of the silver-ruthenium
tcluster [AgRU

3
(CO)g(C2BU )(PPh3)] (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement are presented in section 4.2.

Tables of fractional co-ordinates, anisotropic temperature factors,

bond lengths, bond angles, intermolecular and intramolecular

distances for (1) are given in the appendix, (Vol.£).
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The X-ray analysis of the silver-ruthenium cluster
t[AgRU3(CO)9(C2BU )(PPh3)] (1) was of interest in completing a series

of related Group IB metal cluster compounds and allowing comparison

of the structural data to that previously reported for the copper and
t 46 79gold analogues, [MRu3(CO)gCC2BU )(PPh3)] [M = Cu(2) and Au(3) ].

The first comparative study of the effect of the nature of all three

Group IB metals on the structures of a series of related cluster

compounds [MRU3(~3-PhPCH2PPh2)(CO)g(PPh3)] [M = Cu, Ag, or Au] was

recently reportAd by Bruce, White and co-workers, showing an

interesting trend in the M-Ru and M-P bond lengths between the solid
47state structures of the respective mixed-metal compound.

1.2.1. Structural description of [AgRU3(CO)gif2But) (PPh311~

The X-ray diffraction study of the tetranuclear cluster compound

(1), {Figure 1.2.1}, established a

'butterfly' arrangement of the four metal atoms, with the silver atom

occupying a 'wing-tip' site. The t-butylacetylide ligand was found

to lie on the convex side of the 'butterfly' metal core, interacting

with all three ruthenium atoms via one ~-bond to the 'wing-tip'

ruthenium atom, Ru(2) and two ~-bonds to the ruthenium atoms which

formed the 'hinge' of the 'butterfly', Ru(l) and Ru(3). Each

ruthenium atom carried three essentially linear terminal carbonyl

groups, {Ru-C-O 173-17801, with the triphenyl phosphine group

co-ordinated to the silver atom.

1.2.2. Results and Discussion.

X-ray structure analysis showed that the tetranuclear silver

cluster [AgRU3(CO)g(C2BU
t)(PPh3)] (1) adopted a similar 'butterfly'

metal core structure to those previously established for the
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Figure 1.2.1. The molecular structure of the tetranuclear cluster

The carbonyl C atoms have the same

numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



analogous copper and gold compounds

[M = CU(2)46 and AU(3)79; Figure 1.2.2], with the hetero-metal atom

in a 'wing-tip' site. The mixed-metal clusters (1)-(3) were all

formally envisaged to be derived from the tri-hydrido compound

[Ru3(~-H)(CO)9(C2But)] (4)132 by replacement of the p-H ligand by a

bridging M(PPh3) fragment. Table 1.2.2 lists selected bond lengths

for (1), and those reported for the related structures (2), (3), (4),
t - 133and the parent monoanion [Ru3(CO)9(C2BU)] (5).

The study of the silver complex (1) established that as in all

the complexes included in Table 1.2.2, the t-butylacetylide ligand

was found to lie on the convex side of the 'butterfly' metal core,

interacting with all three ruthenium atoms via one ~-bond to the
o'wing-tip' atom, Ru(2) (Ru(2)-C(1) 2.02(3) A) and two ~-bonds, one

to each of the atoms forming the 'hinge' of the 'butterfly'

(Ru(l)-C(l) 2.20(3), Ru(1)-C(2) 2.27(3), Ru(3)-C(1) 2.23(3), and
oRu(3)-C(2) 2.25(3) A). These bond lengths in (1) were found not to

differ significantly from those reported for the related compounds

(2), and (3)-(5), (Table 1.2.2). The dihedral angle between the

'wings' of the butterfly [Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3) and Ru(l)-Ru(3)-Ag] in

(1) was calculated to be 120.60, intermediate in value between that

of 115.70 in (2) and 129.30 in (3). In the silver compound

(1), the lengths of the chemically
oequivalent bonds Ru(1)-Ru(2) and Ru(2)-Ru(3) [2.814(3) and 2.799(3) A

respectively] were significantly different. There was no obvious

r-eason for this, but, interestingly a slight asymmetry also occured

in the related structures,

compound vector

[CURU3(CO)9(C2BU
t)(PPh3)] (2)46 Ru(1)-Ru(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(3)

odistance/ A
2.819(1)

2.808 (1)
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Figure 1.2.2. Metal core structure for the clusters
t 46 79[MRU3(CO)9(C2Bu)(PPh3)J [M = Cu (2) and Au (3) J.



[AURU3(CO)9(C2BU
t)(PPh3)]

0)79 Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.800 (1)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.786(2)
t - (5)133 Ru( 1)-Ru(2) 2.800(3)[RU3(CO)9(C2BU )]

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.790(3)
oThe chemically unique Ru(1)-Ru(3) bond of length 2.655(3) A reported

for the 'parent' monoanion (5) was very much shorter than the mean of
othe other two Ru-Ru bonds {2.795(2) A}.

oIn complex (1), the silver-bridged Ru(1)-Ru(3) bond {2.805(2) A}

was markedly elongated compared to that in (5), and was found to be

very close to the mean lengths of the other two unbridged Ru-Ru bonds
o

{2.807(3) A}. This observation was very similar to that reported for

the analogous monohydrido species t[Ru3(p-H)(CO)9(C2Bu )]

bond length {2.792(3)

(4), where

the hydrido-bridged Ru(1)-Ru(3) o
A} was also

longer than the equivalent distance in the monoanion (5), but similar

to the remaining Ru-Ru lengths {mean 2.797(3) A}.132 In contrast to

the silver complex (1), the bridged bond Ru(1)-Ru(3) in the copper

complex (2) was markedly shorter (0.052 A)46 and that in the gold

complex (3) was longer (0.027 A)79 than the mean of the other two

Ru-Ru bonds. Thus, the length of the 'hinge' bond, bridged by

M(PPh3), increased with increasing atomic

metal in the order Cu <Ag <Au.

number of the Group IB

The X-ray analysis of (1) revealed that all 9 carbonyl ligands

exhibited expected linearity {Ru-C-O 173-178(3)o}. However, an

extremely short contact between one of the carbonyl ligands and the
osilver atom was observed (Ag •••C(2) 2.69(2) A). This was very

similar to a contact present in the di-silver hexanuclear clusters

(Ag(1) •••C(32) 2.694(3) A),101 and

type of Group IB metal to carbonyl interaction was also a structural
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feature in the gold and copper analogues of (1) ,

[MRU3(CO)g(C2BU
t)(PPh3)] [M = CU(1)46 and AU(3)79], with the same

carbonyl ligand making a short contact with the hetero-metal atom
o[Cu•••C 2.47(3) in (2) and Au •••C 2.69(1) A in (3)J. These short

M•••C contacts were thought to be attributed to interaction either,
attractive33,45 or repulsive125 between the Group IB metals and the

carbonyl ligands, or resulting from steric effects in the solid.35

The most interesting feature in the study of the silver-ruthenium

complex (1) was the variation in M-Ru and M-P bond lengths in
comparison to those previously established for the related
copper-ruthenium (2) and gold-ruthenium (3) analogues. It was

oobserved that the mean Ag-Ru length of 2.787(3) A in the silver
tcomplex [AgRu3(CO)9(C2Bu )(PPh3)] (1), was not only very much longer

othan the mean Cu-Ru distance of 2.603(1) A in the copper cluster

[CURU3(CO)g(C2BU
t)(PPh3)] (2),46 but also considerably longer than

othe mean Au-Ru distance of 2.760(1) A in the structure of the gold
analogue (3).79 This structural trend was

also reflected in the M-P bond lengths, with the Ag-P bond
o

[2.405(9) A in (1)] being considerably longer than both the Cu-P and
oAu-P distances [2.217(2) in (2) and 2.276(3) A in (3), respectively].

The presence of anomalously longer M-Ag bond lengths was also

previously observed in the anionic complexes [M{Os3H(CO)'0}2J [M = Ag
or AU].135,136 In both solid state structures, the Group IB metal

atom was found to 'link' two triangular OS3H(CO)10 units, bridging

one Os-Os bond of each fragment giving the hetero-metal atom square

planar co-ordination. Importantly, the mean of the four Ag-Os bonds
o 0in the silver complex {2.864(1) A} was found to be 0.057 A longer

than the mean of the four Au-Os distances in the related gold
oderivative, {mean Au-Os 2.807(1) A}.
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1.2.3 Conclusions.

The structural study of the tetranuclear cluster (1) described a

P2-bonding mode for the Ag(PPh3) group analogous to that previously

established for the Group IB metal phosphine fragments, CU(PPh3) and

AU(PPh3) in the related copper (2) and gold (3) compounds. The

comparative study of the structural features in the cluster series
t[MRu3(CO)g(C2BU )(PPh3)] [M = Cu (2), Ag (1), Au (3)J established

that the M-Ru and M-P distances increased in the order,
Ag-RujAg-P > AU-RujAu-P > Cu-RujCu-P. These results were found to
closely parallel those observed by Bruce, White and co-workers for

the cluster series [MRU3(P3-PhPCH2PPh2(CO)9(PPh3)].47 The mean M-Ru

distances were significantly longer for M = Ag than for M = Cu or Au
o[2.781 (1), 2.615(1) and 2.764(1) A, respectivelyJ. Furthermore the

o
Ag-P {2.422(3) A} distance in this series was found to be very long

onot only compared to the Cu-P {2.228(2) A} but also to the Au-P bond
o

length {2.2972(2) Al. To account for the anomalously longer Ag-Ru

bond distance, the workers 47proposed that in the edge-bridging
bonding mode both CU(PPh3) and Ag(PPh

3
) groups utilised the hybrid

(s-z) and one of the degenerate p and p orbitals, (section 1.1.2).x y

Whereas, in the analogous gold complex, the AU(PPh3) unit had

available only the low lying hybrid (s-z) orbital for bonding

(section 1.1.1), resulting in a closer approach and better overlap
with the appropriate orbitals of the RU3 triangle.

trends in M-Ru and M-P bond lengths indicated that these structural

These observed

features could be a general characteristic of mixed-metal clusters

containing an edge-bridging M(PR3) (R = alkyl or aryl) unit.
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Table 1.2.2.

oBond distances (A) (1) (2)46*

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.814(3) 2.819(1) 2.800 (1) 2.799 (3) 2.800(3)
Ru(1 )-Ru(3) 2.805(2) 2.762(1) 2.820(1) 2.792 (3) 2.655(3)
Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.799(3) 2.808 (1) 2.786(2) 2.795 (3) 2.790(3)
Ru( 1)-M 2.788(3) 2.603 (1) 2.763(1)
Ru(3)-M 2.785(3) 2.603( 1) 2.757 (1)

M -PC 1) 2.405(9) 2.217(2) 2.276(3)
Ru( 1)-C( 1) 2.20(3) 2.203(6) 2.22(1) 2.214(3) 2.18(2)
Ru(2)-C(1) 2.02(3) 1.945(7) 1.95(2) 1.947(3) 1.95(2)
Rut3)-C( 1) 2.23(3) 2.211 (7) 2.19(1) 2.207(3) 2.16(2)
Ru(1)-C(2) 2.27 (3) 2.260(7) 2.21(1) 2.271 (3) 2.24(2)
Ru(3)-C(2) 2.25 (3) 2.259(6) 2.27 (1) 2.268(3) 2.24(2)
* re-numbered for comparison.
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Section ~ X-ray structural studies of the copper-ruthenium

clust~rs, [Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(L)2]

p-{CHMe2}3 (2)].

(1) and

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for both (1) and (2) are presented in section 4.3.

Tables of fractional atomic co-ordinates, anisotropic temperature

factors, bond lengths, bond angles, intermolecular and intramolecular

distances for both (1) and (2) are given in the appendix, (Vol.~).
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1.3.1 Introduction.

It has been well recognised that changing substituents on

phosphorus ligands can cause marked changes in behaviour of the free

ligand and their transition metal complexes.137-139 Both steric and

electronic effects induced by co-ordinated organophosphine groups

together with crystal packing forces, attribute to the overall metal

frameworks adopted in the solid state.140,141 The steric hinderance

associated with the increase in size of the phosphine ligand is

quantitatively measured by the phosphine ligand cone angle, G,

introduced by Tolman in 1977.142 Organophosphines with large cone

angles have shown to congest the P atom and decrease the binding

ability of the ligand to transition metals, having important effects

on both the spectroscopic and chemical properties of their complexes.

Increasing the size of the organic substituent co-ordinated to the

phosphorus atoms has shown to have for example, the foll~ng effects,

(a) increase in bond lengths of M-P and other ligands,

(b) increase in the basicity of the lone pair on the P atom,

(c) favour bonding of other ligands, which are in competition for

co-ordination sites and

(d) favour structural isomers in preventing surface ligand crowding.

The X-ray studies of the hexanuclear mixed-metal clusters

[Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(P-{C6H11}3)2]

[CU2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P-(CHMe2)3}2] (2)

(1) and
completed a series of

compounds in which the 'bulk' size of the organophosphine group

attached to the Group IB copper atoms had been varied. The X-ray
structure of the related cluster [Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3)was
recently reported by Orpen and co_workers,104 and the interesting

feature of comparison in these structures was the effect on the solid

state metal core geometries, with the variation of the 'bulkiness' of
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the phosphine ligand. The i.r. and n.m.r. spectroscopic data of

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(P-{C6Hll}3)2] (1) were found to be significantly

different to those reported for the PPh3 analogue (3).143 This

indicated that (1) probably adopted a different metal core structure

in the solid state to the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry

established for (3).
31 1The P-{ H} n.m.r. spectrum at _100oC for the solutions of the

hexanuclear cluster (1) showed two broadened singlets, indicating that

the two phosphorus atoms were in different environments. In
contrast, n.m.r. spectra of the solutions of the

analogous copper-ruthenium cluster [Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(P{CHMe2}3)2]

(2) showed three singlets at _900C, (relative intensities 1:0.6:1),
1 0with a corresponding sharp doublet in the H n.m.r spectrum at -90 C,

which broadened to give a singlet at _100oC.143 These results were

consistent with the presence of two distinct skeletal isomers in

solution. The two singlets of equal intensity were found to closely

resemble the low temperature n.m.r. data reported for the PPh3
analogue (3).104 Therefore, isomer (2A) was thought to adopt a

similar capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core to that reported for

(3). The presence of a second isomer (2B) in the solutions of (2)

was deduced from the remaining signals in both the 31p_{lH} n.m.r.

and the lH n.m.r spectra. Interestingly, the remaining Singlet in

n.m.r. ospectrum at -90 C (intensity 0.6) for isomer

(2B) indicated that the two P atoms were in identical environments,

which was in contrast to the corresponding signals observed in the

spectrum of the PCY3 analogue (1). This suggested that isomer (2B)

adopted a different metal core geometry not only to that proposed for

isomer (2A) but also to to metal skeleton of (1). Another feature to

arise from the n.m.r. analysis of the solutions of (2) was that with
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the raise in temperature, the three singlets observed in the 3'p_{ 'H}

n.m.r. spectrum at _900C all coalesced, together with the two
hydrido signals in the 1 spectrum. At room temperature theH n.m.r
31p_{1H} spectrum gave a broadend singlet, whereas the 1H n.m.r

spectrum showed a high field triplet. These observations were

consistent with isomers (2A) and (2B) interconverting in solution at
143room temperature.

1.3.2 Structural description of [CU2RU41£3-H)2(CO)12(P-{C6~1113121

l!.h
The X-ray analysis of the mixed-metal cluster (1) established a

novel edge-bridged capped tetrahedral geometry, Figure 1.3.2. The

four ruthenium atoms, Ru(1), Ru(2), Ru(3), and Ru(4) formed a

tetrahedron with the edge, Ru(1)-Ru(3) bridged by one CU(PCY3) unit

and the adjacent triangular face, Ru(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4) capped by the

second CU(PCY3) group, resulting in no contact between the two copper

atoms. Each ruthenium atom was found to carry three essentially
olinear carbonyl groups, {Ru-C-O range 160-178(4) l. Although the two

hydrido ligands were not located from the X-ray analysis, their

positions were deduced from potential energy minimisation
1 1 t· 144 h' .. . P Eca cu a 10ns, w 1ch gave suitable m1n1ma 1n •• for one hydride

to cap the face Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(4) and the second to cap the face

Cu(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4).

Structural description of isomer

[Cu2Ru4iH3-H)2(CO)12{p-(CHMe~31~ (2A).

The X-ray analysis of isomer (2A) described a capped trigonal
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Figure 1.3.2. The molecular structure of the copper-ruthenium
cluster
have the same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



bi-pyramidal metal core geometry, Figure 1.3.3. The four ruthenium

atoms, Ru(1), Ru(2), Ru(3) and Ru(4) formed a tetrahedron, whose

triangular face Ru(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4) was capped by Cu(2), with Cu(1)

capping the adjacent face Cu(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4), resulting in a direct

bond between the two copper atoms. Each ruthenium atom carried three

essentially linear carbonyl groups {Ru-C-O range 160-176(3)o}, with

the two organophosphine groups, p-(CHMe2)3' co-ordinated to the two

copper atoms. Due to the crystallographic problems of pseudo

symmetry and resulting disorder in the overall structure of (2A),

(section 4.3.5), the positions of the two hydrido ligands were

difficult to determine, although potential energy minimisation

calculations 144 gave reasonable minima in P.E. for one hydride to cap

the face Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(4) and the second to cap the triangular face

Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(3). Unfortunately, the only well established

structural feature which was derived from the X-ray study of (2A) was

the metal core in the solid state.

1.3.4 Proposed solid state structure for isomer (2B).

Only one type of crystal was obtained from the solutions of (2),

and therefore isomer (2B) as yet, was not observed in the solid

t t H t t f (2B)143s a e. owever, he n.m.r. da a or (section 1.3.1) was

consistent with the two P atoms occupying identical environments and

giving rise to the observed singlet of intensity 0.6 in the 31p_{1H}
on.m.r spectrum at -90 c. It was therefore proposed that (2B) adopted

a structure where the two copper atoms capped two triangular faces of

the ruthenium tetrahedron which were symmetry related, giving the two

phosphorus ligands identical environments, but with no contact

between the two copper atoms. Thus, the proposed structure was

thought to define an edge-sharing bi-capped tetrahedron, {Figure

1.3.4}.
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Figure 1.3.3. The molecular structure of the hexanuclear cluster

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{p(CHMe2)3}2] (2A).



Figure 1.3.4. Proposed solid state structure for a second isomer in



1.3.5 Discussion and results.

The comparison of the structural data obtained from the X-ray

structural studies of the related hexanuclear mixed-metal clusters

[CU2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(P-{C6H11}3)2]

[Cu2RU4CP3-H)2CCO)12{p-CCHMe2)3}2]

[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3)104

(1) ,

(2A) and

established an interesting

variation in their respective solid state geometries governed by the

nature of the attached organophosphine ligands. The presence of th~

'bulky' tri-cyclohexyl phosphine groups in (1) described an overall

metal framework with one of the two copper atoms edge-bridging and

the second copper atom capping the adjacent face of the ruthenium

tetrahedronJresulting in no contact between the two hetero-metal

atoms, {Figure 1.3.2}. In contrast, with the presence of the less

bulky phosphine group in isomer (2A), the six metal atoms defined a

capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry, with the two copper atoms

forming a direct linkage, {Figure 1.3.3}. Although the solid state
structure of isomer C2B) was not characterised by an X-ray

diffraction study, the n.m.r. evidence (section 1.3.1) proposed a

structure with the two copper atoms capping two symmetry related

triangular faces of the ruthenium tetrahedron with no contact between

the two metal atoms, {Figure 1.3.4}. The X-ray structure of the

previously reported PPh3 analogue [cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3)
established a capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core, similar to

that adopted by isomer (2A), with the two copper atoms in contact

{Figure 1.3.5}.104 Table 1.3.5 lists the M-M bond lengths for the

related copper-ruthenium cluster compounds, (1), (2A) and those

reported for (3).
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Figure 1.3.5. Molecular structure of [CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]
104(3). Carbonyl ligands have been omitted for clarity.



The observed Cu-Cu bond length in the copper-ruthenium isomer
o(2A) {3.008(6) A} was markedly

longer than the analogous bond in the structures of the PPh3 analogue
o

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3) {2.699(2) A} and the octanuclear
ecopper-ruthenium cluster [Cu2Ru6C(CO)16(NCMe)2] {2.692(1) A}.125 The

mean Cu-Ru bond in (1)

o
{2.643(3) A} was significantly shorter than the corresponding mean

o 0bonds in isomer (2A) {2.792(8) A} and (3) {2.706(2) A}. In both

structurally related cluster compounds, (2A) and (3), the three Cu-Ru

bonds associated with the capping copper atom, Cu(2), displayed

marked asymmetry, with one bond markedly longer than the other two,

{Table 1.3.51.
o

The mean of these three bonds in (2A) {2.751(10) A}

was found to be significantly shorter than the mean of the two Cu-Ru
obonds from Cu(1) {2.854 A}. In contrast in the PPh3 analogue (3) the

o
mean of the three Cu-Ru bonds from Cu(2) {2.718(2) A} was noteably

o
longer than the mean of the two bonds from Cu(1) {2.689(2) Al. In

the cyclohexyl derivative (1) the three Cu-Ru bonds related to the

capping copper atom, Cu(2), also showed marked asymmetry with one

bond being significantly longer than the other two. The mean of
o 0

these three bonds, {2.657(3) A} was found to be 0.035 A longer than
o

mean of the two Cu-Ru bonds bridged by Cu(1), {mean 2.622(3) A}.
o

The range of Ru-Ru bonds in (1) {2.792(2)-2.960(2) A} was similar
o

to the corresponding range observed in (3) {2.790(2)-2.966(2) A}, but

both range of distances were markedly shorter in comparison to those
o

observed in isomer (2A) {2.699 (7)-3.253(4) A}. In both the capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core structures of (2A) and (3), the

Ru-Ru bonds also exhibited asymmetry, with the mean of the three

bonds, Ru(2)-Ru(3), Ru(2)-Ru(4), and Ru(3)-Ru(4) capped by Cu(2)
o 0

{3.121(5) A in (2A) and 2.945(2) A in (3)} being significantly longer
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than the remaining three Ru-Ru bonds of the tetrahedron, {Table

1.3.5l. Similar asymmetry of the ruthenium bonds was also observed

in the solid state structure of the cyclohexyl derivative (1), with
0

the mean of the three bonds capped by Cu(2) {2.909 (2) A} being

markedly longer not only to the bond, Ru(l)-Ru(3) bridged by Cu( 1)
0{2.885(2) A} but also to the two remaining Ru-Ru bonds of the

tetrahedron, {Table 1.3.5}. In all three related cluster compounds,

(1), (2A) and (3), the two hydrido ligands were not located directly

from their respective X-ray studies, although suitable positions were
btai d ft· III t i 144 f th 1· do a~ne rom poten ~a energy ca cu a ~ons, or e 19an s to

cap two triangular CURU2 faces, {Figures 1.3.2, 1.3.3 and 1.3.5,

respectively}. Interestingly, in each structure the two Ru-Ru bonds

of the two triangular CuRu2 faces capped by the hydrido ligand showed

marked lengthening relative to the remaining Ru-Ru bonds and the two

Cu-Ru bonds associated with each face exhibited marked asymmetry:

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{P(C6Hl1)3}2] (1)
face Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(4); Cu(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4)

capped by H( 1) capped by H(2)
0

Cu(2)-Ru(2) 2.771(3); Cu(2)-Ru{3) 2.634(3) A
0

Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.565 (3) ; Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.565 (3) A
0

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.946 (2); Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.960(2) A

[CU2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P(CHMe2)3}2] (2A)
face Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(4); Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(3)

capped by H( 1) capped by H(2)
0

Cu(2)-Ru(2) 3.050 (5) j Cu(2)-Ru(2) 3.050(5) A
0

Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.586 (10) ; Cu(2)-Ru(3) 2.617(5) A
0Ru(2)-Ru(4) 3.204(4); Ru(2)-Ru(3) 3.253(4) A
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104[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3)

face Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(4); Cu(2)-Ru(2)-Ru(3)

capped by H(l) capped by H(2)
0Cu(2)-Ru(2) 2.809(2); Cu(2)-Ru(2) 2.809(2) A
0Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.674(2); Cu(2)-Ru(3) 2.671(2) A
0Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.947(2); Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.966(2) A

The two Cu-P distances in (1) showed slight variation, with the
o 0bond, Cu(2)-P(2) {2.333(9) A} being 0.070 A longer than the related

o
Cu(l)-P(l) bond {2.263(9) A}. Similar lengthening of one of the two

Cu-P bonds was also observed in the structure of the PPh3 analogue

(3).107 However, the mean Cu-P bonds in both structures, o
{2.298(9) A

o
in (1) and 2.234(3) A in (3)} were found to lie in the range

previously reported for related mixed-metal cluster compounds,
{2.217-2.235(4) A}.44-52 Unfortunately, due to the disorder of the

organophosphine groups in the structure of isomer (2A), the Cu-P

distances could not be compared to those established in (1) and (3).
The X-ray analysis of the mixed-metal cluster

[cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P(C6Hll)3}2] (1) showed that each ruthenium atom

was bonded to three essentially linear carbonyl groups {Ru-C-O

A short contact between one of the carbonyl ligands
oand Cu(2) was observed (Cu(2) •••C(32) 2.43(5) A) with a corresponding

o
contact of 2.45(5) A made by C(12) to Cu(1). In the related Cu2Ru4

o·
cluster (2A), a short contact of 2.53(3) A was found to occur between

oG(31) and Cu(1) and with a longer contact of 2.82(3) A between C(42)
and Cu(2).
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1.3.6 Conclusions.

Within the series of heteronuclear clusters,
[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PR3)2] [R=C6H11(CY) (1), R = CHMe2 (2A), R = Ph

(3)], the respective solid state structures showed the presence of
three distinct types of metal frameworks related to the
variation in the steric requirements of the different bulky
organophosphine groups. The capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal

skeletons with a direct Cu-Cu bond was found to be the preferred
geometry of o 142the smaller PPh3 ligand in (3) (cone angle 145) and
was the only form observed in the solid state. With the Slightly
larger phosphine ligand P{(CHMe)2}3 (cone angle 1600) , 142 a Cu2Ru4
metal core'with a Cu-Cu bond was still formed as characterised for
isomer (2A), although the marked lengthening of the Cu-Cu bond

o
{3.008(6) A} reflected upon a weaker copper-copper interaction,

resulting from the steric congestion of the larger organophosphine

ligand. Unfortunately, due to the problems of pseudo symmetry and

overall disorder of the molecule, the certainty of the Cu-Cu bond

length in the solid state structure of isomer (2A) was questionable.

However, the presence of a structurally different isomer (28) in

the solutions of (2), {section 1.3.1}, with two separate capping Cu

atoms, could have easily resulted from the breaking of the weak Cu-Cu

bond in isomer (2A), allowing the ~2-copper atom to cap the symmetry

related triangular face, Ru(1)-Ru(3)-Ru(4), {Figure 1.3.6} and

creating identical chemical environments for the two phosphorus

atoms. In contrast, in the solid state structure of (1) the greater

steric demands of the tri-cyclohexyl phosphine ligand (cone angle
170.00)142 was established with the Cu-Cu bond no longer being
observed and with one of the copper atoms forced to adopt a less

sterically demanding edge-bridging position, whilst the other copper
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atom capped the opposite face of the RU4 tetrahedron. Similar

rearrangements of metal cores containing CUPR3 units were also

recently observed upon the replacement of the two hydrido ligands in
104[Cu2RU4(u3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2J (3) by a 2e donor carbonyl group in

101[CU2RU4(CO)13(PPh3)2] (4). The X-ray structure of (4) established a

different capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry to that adopted by

the hydrido analogue (3), with the two copper atoms capping opposite

faces of the ruthenium tetrahedron, resulting in no contact of the

two hetero-atoms, a metal framework analogous to that proposed for

isomer (2B). This difference in the arrangement of the copper atoms

was also previously reported when the interstitial carbon atom in
125[Cu2RU6C(CO)16(NCMe)2J was replaced by two carbonyl groups in

100[Cu2RU6(CO),8(C6H5Me)2J. In the former structure, the two copper

atoms doubly capped adjacent faces of the octahedron resulting in a

direct Cu-Cu bond, whereas in the latter compound the two Cu(C6H5Me)
units capped opposite faces of the RU6 octahedron, with no contact

between the copper atoms. It has been discussed in section '.1.8,

that there is now a considerable amount of experimental evidence to

support that the energy differences of various structural frameworks

can be very small for many of these heteronuclear cluster compounds,

and interconversion from one form to another is therefore most

probable.
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Table 1.3.5.
0bond distance/ A

(1) (2A) (3)104*

Cu(1)-Cu(2) 3.008(6) 2.699(2)

Cu(1)-Ru(1) 2.619(3)

Cu (1)-Ru (3) 2.625(3) 2.798(8) 2.679(2)

Cu( 1)-Ru(4) (3.22 ) 2.910(9) 2.699(2)

Cu(2)-Ru(2) 2.771 (3) 3.050(5) 2.809(2)

Cu(2)-Ru(3) 2.634(3) 2.617(10) 2.671 (2)

Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.565(3) 2.586(10) 2.674(2)

Ru( 1)-Ru(2) 2.792(2) 2.835(4) 2.790(2)

Ru( 1)-Ru(3) 2.885(2) 2.699(7) 2.795(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.807(2) 2.743(8) 2.800(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.822(2) 3.253(4) 2.966(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(4 ) 2.946(2) 3.204(4) 2.947(2)
Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.960(2) 2.906(5) 2.923(2)

*re-numbered for comparison.
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Section 1.4. X-ray analysis on the mixed-metal clusters

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for both (1) and (2) are presented in section 4.4.

Tables of fractional atomic co-ordinates, anisotropic temperature

factors, bond lengths, bond angles, intramolecular and intermolecular

distances for both (1) and (2) are given in the appendix, (Vol.~).
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The X-ray diffraction studies of the copper and silver
hexanuclear clusters [M2RU4(p-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2J [M = Cu (1) and Ag

(2)J were of structural interest in comparing relative differences in

their solid state geometries, to those adopted by the previously

reported hydrido clusters [M2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] [M = Cu (3) and
(4)].104 1 31 1Ag The Hand P-{ H} n.m.r. spectral data for both (3)

and (4) were consistent with fluxional behaviour of their respective

metal cores in solutions, with marked differences between the spectra

at ambient temperatures and -90°C, (section 1.1.9). In contrast, in

the study of the related non-hydrido clusters (1) and (2) their

respective 31p_(1H} n.m.r. spectra showed no variation throughout

the temperature range 25°C to _900C, exhibiting only one singlet.101

These results indicated that perhaps the replacement of two hydrido

ligands in (3) and (4) by a carbonyl group in (1) and (2), may have

resulted in a different arrangement of the Group IB metal atoms on

the ruthenium tetrahedron in the solid state.

1.4.1. Structural description of ~2Ru4(p-eO)3(eO)10(pPh31cl ~ ~ eu

ill and ~ J1.h

X-ray structural studies of (1) and (2) established that both

cluster compounds adopted similar capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal

cores, {Figures 1.4.1 (a) and 1.4.1 (b), respectively}. In both
structures the four ruthenium atoms defined a tetrahedron, with the

face Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3) capped by one M(PPh
3
) unit, with the second

M(PPh3) group capping the face Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(4), resulting in no

contact between the Group IB metal atoms. In both (1) and (2), the

ruthenium atoms, Ru(1) and Ru(2) carried two terminal carbonyl

groups, whereas Ru(3) and Ru(4) were bonded to three terminal -co
ligands. The remaining three carbonyl groups, {CO(13), eo (21), and
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CO(24)}, in both structures bridged the bonds, Ru(1)-Ru(3),

Ru(1)-Ru(2), and Ru(2)-Ru(4), respectively.

1.4.2. Discussion and results.

X-ray analyses of the related clusters

[M2RU4(V-CO)3CCO)10(PPh3)2] [M = Cu (1) and Ag (2)] described capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal metal frameworks, with the two Group IB metal

phosphines in both structures capping two triangular faces of the

ruthenium tetrahedron, with no direct bonding interactions between

the two hetero-metal atoms. The arrangement of the two MCPPh3)

groups in both (1) and (2), {Figures 1.4.1 (a) and 1.4.1(b),

respectively} was in marked contrast to the bonding sites adopted by

the Group IB metal phosphine groups in the previously reported

hydrido clusters, [M2RU4C~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] [M = Cu (3) and Ag (4),
Figure 1.4.2].104 The bonding of the copper and silver metal

phosphines in both (3) and (4) was envisaged to involve, firstly the

capping of one MCPPh3) unit onto a triangular RU3 face of the

ruthenium tetrahedron, followed by the second MCPPh3) group capping

the 'newly' formed MRu2 face, resulting in a direct bond between the

hetero-metal atoms. Interestingly, the replacement of two hydrido

ligands in (3) and (4) by a 2e-donor carbonyl group in the structures

of (1) and (2) resulted in a marked difference in the bonding

arrangement of the Group IB metal phosphines in the solid state.

Table 1.4.2 lists M-M bond lengths for clusters

those
reported for the related hydrido structures

[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] [M = Cu (3) and Ag (4)].
The overall range of Cu-Ru distances in the hexanuclear cluster
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Figure 1.4.1(a). The molecular structure of the copper-ruthenium
cluster [Cu2RU4(~-OO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] (1). The carbonyl C atoms have
the same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



Figure 1.4.1{b). The molecular structure of the silver-ruthenium
cluster (2). The carbonyl C atoms have
the same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



Figure 1.4.2. Molecular structures

(M = eu
of the hydrido clusters

104(3) and Ag (4)]. The carbonyl
ligands have been omitted for clarity.



similar to that reported for the hydrido cluster
o

[~u2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3) {2.669-2.809(2) A}. The mean Cu-Ru
o 0bond length in both (1) {2.702(2) A} and (3) {2.706(2) A} was

significantly shorter than the corresponding mean bond in the

structure of the pentanuclear cluster [CURu4(~3-H)3(CO)12{PMePh2}]

{mean Cu-Ru 2.738(1) A}.46 However, this mean bond in both (1) and

(3) was markedly longer to that observed in the structures of the

hexa-ruthenium cluster {mean Cu-Ru
o 100 t2.650(9) A} and the tetranuclear complex [CURu3(CO)g(C2Bu )(PPh3)]

{mean Cu-Ru 2.603(1) A}.46 The two CU(PR3) groups in (1) were found

to cap the respective RU3 faces asymmetrically, with one Cu-Ru

distance in each cap being significantly longer than the other two.

The tetrahedral cap from Cu(l) was observed to have slightly enlarged

than the symmetry related cap from Cu(2), with the mean of the six

tetrahedral M-M bonds defining cap o 0{2.770(2) A} being 0.011 A
olonger than the corresponding mean for cap 2 {2.739(2) A}:

Cap Cap 2
0vector distance/ A

Cu( 1)-Ru(1) 2.806(2); 'Cu(2)-Ru(l) 2.662(2)

Cu(l)-Ru(2) 2.656(2); Cu(2)-Ru(2) 2.848(2)

Cu( 1)-Ru(3) 2.633(2); Cu(2)-Ru(4) 2.608(2)

The mean Ag-Ru bond in the hexanuclear cluster
o

[Ag2RU4(~~CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2}] (2) {2.876(1) A} was noteably shorter

than the corresponding mean bond observed in the structure of the

related hydrido cluster [Ag2RU4{~3-H)2(CO)'2(PPh3)2] (4)
{2.8g4(l) A}},104 but longer than the mean of the two Ag-Ru bonds

reported for the silver-copper cluster [AgCURU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2

{2.822(1) A}.106
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The two groups in (2) were also found to adopt
asymmetric capping positions, although the differnce between the

longer and two shorter Ag-Ru separations from Ag(2) was not as

significant as that from Ag(l). However, the mean of the six M-M
obonds defining the tetrahedral cap from Ag(l) {2.895(1) A} was found

o
to be only 0.003 A longer than the corresponding mean bond from Ag(2)

o{2.892(1) AL

Cap Cap 2
0vector distance! A

Ag(l)-Ru(l) 2.977{ 1); Ag(2)-Ru(1) 2.838(1)
Ag( 1)-Ru(2) 2.861 (1); Ag(2)-Ru(2) 2.905(1)
~g( 1)-Ru(3) 2.806(1); Ag(2)-Ru(4) 2.872(1)

In the copper-ruthenium cluster (1), the Ru-Ru distances
associated with the two capping CU(PPh3) groups also exhibited marked

asymmetry, with one bond in each cap being markedly longer than the

other two, although the difference in the mean of the three Ru-Ru

distances capped by each copper atom was very small:

vector odistance/ A

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.771(2); Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.771(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.797(2); Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.981(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.958(2); Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.793(2)

mean 2.842(2) 2.848(2)

Similar asymmetry was also observed in the Ru-Ru bond lengths

capped by the two Ag(PPh3) groups in (2), with the mean of the three
oRu-Ru bonds capped by Ag(l) being 0.021 A longer than the

corresponding mean bond associated with Ag(2):
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0vector distance/ A
Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.797 (1); Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.797 (1)
Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.853(1); Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.997 (1)
Ru(2)-Ru(3) 3.074 (1) ; Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.866(1)

mean 2.g08 (1) 2.887(1)

In the hexanuclear cluster [Cu2Ru4(p-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] (1) the
o 0bonds Ru(1)-Ru(4) {2.981(2) Al and Ru(2)-Ru(3) {2.958(2) A} were

markedly longer not only to the mean of the three ruthenium bonds,

Ru(1)-Ru(2), Ru(1)-Ru(3) and Ru(2)-Ru(4) bridged by carbonyl groups,
o

{mean 2.787(2) A}, but significantly longer to the unbridged bond,
oRu(3)-Ru(4) {2.842(2) A}. Similarly, in the related Ag2Ru4 cluster

[Ag2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] (2), the analogous bonds, Ru(1)-Ru(4)
o 0

{2.997(1) A} and Ru(2)-Ru(3) {3.074(1) Al, were noteably longer than

the mean of the three Ru-Ru bonds bridged by carbonyl groups
o 0{2.839(1) Al, and the unbridged bond, Ru(3)-Ru(4) {2.849(1) Al. All

six Ru-Ru bonds in the silver-ruthenim cluster (2) were found to be

longer than the related bonds in the copper-ruthenium cluster (1),
{Table 1.4.2l. Importantly, the mean Ru-Ru distance in (1)

0 0{2.857 (2) A1 was observed to be 0.013 A shorter than the
corresponding mean bond in the hydrido analogue

0[cu2Ru4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)] (3) {mean bond 2.870 Al. As expected the
hydride bridged bond, Ru(1)-Ru(3) in (3) was markedly longer than the

corresponding bond in the non-hydrido cluster compound (1), however,

the second H-bridged bond, Ru(2)-Ru(3) in (3) was slightly shorter

than the analogous bond in (1), {Table 1.4.2l. The mean Ru-Ru bond
oin the non-hydrido ai Lver- complex (2) {2.906(1) A} was found to be

o
0.023 A longer than mean bond in the hydrido silver derivative

o[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3>2J (4) {mean bond 2.883(1) Al. The hydride

bridged bonds in (4) also showed asymmetry, with the bond Ru(1)-Ru(3)
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being longer than the bond in (2), whereas the second bridged bond,

Ru(2)-Ru(3) was noteably shorter than the corresponding bond length

in (2), {Table 1.4.2}.

In the di-copper complex [Cu2RU4(P-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] (1), the

ten terminal CO groups showed expected linearity, {Ru-C-O

165-177(3)o}, and the three bridging carbonyls exhibited symmetrical
bonding:

Bond

Ru(1)-C(13)

Ru(3)-C( 13)

Ru(1)-C(21)

Ru(2)-C(21)

Ru(2)-C(24)

Ru(4)-C(24)

o 0Distance/ A Angle/

2.065(4) 0(13)-C(13)-Ru(1) 136(2)

2.105(4) 0(13)-C(13)-Ru(3) 139(2)

2.126(5) 0(21)-C(21)-Ru(1) 142(2)

2.230(3) 0(21 )-C(21 )-Ru(2) 139(2)

2.031(4) 0(24)-C(24)-Ru(2) 136(1)

2.145(4) 0(24)-C(24)-Ru(4) 140(1)

In the analogous silver complex [Ag2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] (2), the

ten terminal carbonyls also exhibited similar linearity {Ru-C-O

162-175(3)o}, however, of the three bridging carbonyl groups, CO(21)

was found to show marked asymmetric bonding to Ru(l) and Ru(2), with

this Ru-Ru bond being shortest in the structure, {Table 1.4.2}.

Bond

Ru(1)-C(13)

Ru(3 )-CC13)

Ru( 1)-C(21)

• 0Distance/ A Angle/

1.953(3) 0(13)-C(13)-Ru(l) 142(1)

2.193(3) O(13)-C(13)-Ru(3) 132(1)

2.589(3) 0{21)-C(21)-Ru(1) 129(1)
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Ru(2)-C(21) 1.967(4) O(21)-C(21)-Ru(2) 156(1)

Ru(2)-C(24) 2.196(3) O(24)-C(24)-Ru(2) 132.9(9)
Ru(4)-C(24) 2.044(3) O(24)-C(24)-Ru(4) 142(1)

Three short contacts between the copper atoms and the carbonyl groups

in compound (1) were observed; (Cu(1) •••C(32) 2.59(3);Cu(1) •••C(22)
o2.63(3);Cu(2) •••C(11) 2.66(3);Cu(2) •••(C42) 2.45(3) A). Whereas in

the silver cluster (2), only one significantly short contact
ooccurred, (Ag(1)•••C(32) 2.69(4) A). Similar short Group IB metal to

carbon contacts were also a structural feature in the reported
ttetranuclear cluster [CURu3(CO)g(C2Bu )(PPh3»), (short Cu-C contact

o 46 t2.552(7) and 2.4967(7) A) and [AgRU3(CO)g(C2BU )(PPh3») (short Ag-C
o

contact 2.69(2) A). The mean Cu-P bond in (1) {2.234(6) A} was found

to closely resemble the corresponding mean observed in the structure

of the hydrido analogue (3) {2.234(4) Al, 104 but both mean lengths

were markedly longer than the Cu-P bond length reported for the

clusters [CURu4 (1l3-H~CO)12(PMePh2») {Cu-P
t 0 46[CURU3(CO)g(C2BU )(PPh3)] {Cu-P 2.217(2) A}.

olength in (2) {2.418(3) A} was noteably longer

o2.197(2) A}, and

The mean Ag-P bond

than the analogous
mean bond in the hydrido cluster (4) {2.402(3) A} 104 and the Ag-P

bond length reported for the hexanuclear mixed-metal

[AgCURU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] {2.400(2) A}.106
cluster

Interestingly, on comparison of the Cu-P and Ag-P bond distances

in clusters (1)-(4) to the Au-P bonds in the related gold-ruthenium
104

cluster, [AU2RU4(P3-H)(P2-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2)' a significant trend in
the M-P bonds was observed:
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compound

[CU2RU4(~-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)] (1)

[Ag2RU4(~-CO)3(eO)10(pPh3)2] (2)

[eu2Ru4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (3)

[Ag2RU4(U3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (4)

[Au2RU4(~2-H)(r3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2]

0mean M-PI A

2.234(6)

2.418(3)

2.234(3)

2.402(2)

2.284(4)

The mean Ag-P bond lengths in clusters (2) and (4) were markedly

longer not only to the mean Cu-P distance in the related clusters (1)

and (3), but markedly longer than the mean Au-P bond in the structure

trend not anticipated with respect to the increasing atomic number of

the Group IB metal atoms, Au > Ag > Cu.

1.4.3 Conclusions.

The following conclusions were drawn from the X-ray analysis of

the hexa-ruthenium clusters [M2Ru4(p-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] [M = eu (1)

and Ag (2)]. The capped trigonal bipyramidal skeletal geometeries

adopted by (1) and (2) were in marked contrast to the metal

frameworks previously established for the related hydrido clusters

[M2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] [eu (3) and Ag (4)].

structures, one triangular face of the RU4 tetrahedron was capped by

one group and the resulting MRU2 face further capped by the

In both

second M(PPh3) unit leading to the formation of eu-cu and Ag-Ag

bonds, respectively.l04 The replacement of two hydrido ligands in (3)

and (4) by a -CO group in (1) and (2) resulted in a major change in

the positions adopted by the Group IB metal atoms on the ruthenium

tetrahedra. The two copper and silver metal phosphines in their

respective structures capped triangular RU3 faces, with no contact

between the two hetero-metal atoms. As observed in the structures of
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compounds (1)-(4), relatively small changes in the attached ligands

can have marked effects on the solid state geometries adopted by

Group IB mixed-metal clusters. These results together with those

presented in sections 1.1.8 and 1.3.6 provided further evidence to

support that the energy differences between the various metal

frameworks can be very small for many mixed-metal clusters containing
Group IB metal phosphine groups, and the likelihood of
interconversion from one form to another is therefore probable.
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Table 1.4.2.

M(l) = Cu in (1) and (3); Ag in (2) and (4)

M(2) = Cu in (1) and (3); Ag in (2) and (4)

0Bond Distance! A
(1) (2) (3)104* (4)104*

M(1)-M(2) 2.669(2) 2.857 (1)
M(1)-Ru(1) 2.806(2) 2.977(1) 2.671 (2) 2.880(1)
M( 1)-Ru(2) 2.656(2) 2.861(1) 2.674(2) 2.913(1)
M(1)-Ru(3) 2.633(2) 2.806(1) 2.809(2) 2.980(1)
M(2)-Ru(1) 2.662(2) 2.838(1) 2.679(2) 2.855 (1)
M(2)-Ru(2) 2.848(2) 2.905(1) 2.699(2) ·2.842 (1)
M(2)-Ru(4) 2.608(2) 2.872(1)

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.771(2) 2.797(1) 2.923(2) 2.961(1)
Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.797(2) 2.853(1) 2.966(2) 2.967(1)
Ru( 1)-Ru(4) 2.981 (2) 2.997(1) 2.795(2) 2.806(1)
Ru(2 )-Ru(3) 2.958(2) 3.074 (1) 2.947(2) 2.979(1)
Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.793(2) 2.866(1) 2.800(2) 2.799(1)
Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.842(2) 2.849(1) 2.790(2) 2.785(1)

mean M-P 2.234(6) 2.418(3) 2.234(3) 2.402 (3)

* re-numbered for comparison.
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CHAPTER 2
Bidentate organophosphines: The structural studies of their
mixed-metal clusters containing Group IB metal atoms Cu, ~ ££ Au.
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Section 2.1. Introduction.

The ability of tertiary phosphine ligands to bind to transition

metal atoms in co-ordination chemistry has been well established.

The interesting feature in the synthesis of these organophosphine

groups arises with the great ease in the variation of their steric

and electronic properties, simply by changing the substituents on the
1-6phosphorus atom. The ligands have found to bond strongly to many

transition metals in low oxidation state and are commonly used to

stabilize organometallic and hydride derivatives of the elements in

isolated compounds or as intermediates in homogenous or heterogenous
. 7-14catalys1s. The chemistry of binuclear metal complexes, for

example, [RhCl(CO){Ph2P(CH2)nPPh2}] [n = (dppm), 2 (dppe), 3

(dppp), and 4 (dppb)] has described the ability of these bidentate

ligands to chelate in such compounds in the formation of four

membered rings.3-6 The cyclic rings formed with the di-phosphine

group, dppm, can often be strained leading to a greater flexibility
of the group to act as either a monodentate or bidentate
co-ordinating ligand. More recent interest in these complexes has

been stimulated by the structural feature of the bridging phosphine
to 'link' two metal centres, example in the dimer
[RhCl(CO){dppm}]2' preventing dissociation of the dimeric molecule to

a monomer and promoting reactions involving formation and cleavage of
15-17M-M bonds.

The use of bridging phosphine groups has been extended to

polynuclear metal cluster systems to prevent cluster degradation

under severe conditions. Subsequent isolation and characterisation

of these compounds has displayed a variety of bonding modes adopted

by the phosphine bridges. Importantly, correlation of the structural

data for related mixed-metal cluster compounds has shown, that in

some cases the steric strains imposed by the bidentate

organophosphine ligands have been sufficent, to have marked effects
on the overall metal core geometries adopted in the solid state.
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Survey of bonding modes adopted by bidentate organophosphine

ligands in related homonuclear ruthenium clusters of nuclearity 3 to 6.

The reaction between bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm) and the

trinuclear cluster was first reported by Cotton and

Hanson in 1977, together with the fluxional properties of the

resulting complex From n.m.r.

spectral data, two possible co-ordination sites for the dppm ligand

were proposed, firstly with the phosphine group chelated in an

equatorial plane to a single ruthenium atom, and secondly, bridging

two ruthenium atoms with the phosphorus atoms in the equatorial

plane. The complete structural analysis of the trinuclear complex,

[Ru3(CO)10{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] was not reported until 1984 by Lavigne and
19co-workers. The geometry was established with one edge of the

ruthenium metal triangle bridged by the dppm ligand, {Figure 2.1(a)}.

The workers also observed that among the three ruthenium bonds,
o

Ru(1)-Ru(2) supported by the bridging dppm ligand {2.834(1) A} was

significantly shorter than the two unbridged bonds {2.841(1) and
o2.860(1) A, respectively}, in contrast to that previously observed in

the tri-ruthenium complex,

where the two unbridged bonds were significantly shorter than the

bridged Ru-Ru bond. They proposed that the observed variations in

the M-M bond distances could have been attributed to the strain of

the chelated ring. The intracyclic M-M-P angles in the dppm complex

were found to be smaller in comparison to the M-M-As angles in the

ditertiary arsine compound, {Figure 2.1(b)}.

Similar shortening of Ru-Ru bonds bridged by bidentate

di-phosphine ligands was also previously observed in the related
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21cluster compound [Ru3(CO)8{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2l2]. The two edges of the

ruthenium atom triangle supported by the organophosphine ligands,
o{Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.826(2);Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.833(2) A} were significantly

oshorter than the unbridged bond, Ru(2)-Ru(3) {2.858(2) Al, {Figure

2.1(c)}. In contrast, the X-ray structure of the dppe analogue

established that lengthening of the

organic side chain of the bidentate ligand resulted in no significant

variation of the three Ru-Ru bond distances, with the Ru-Ru bond
obridged by the di-phosphine ligand {2.856(1) A} being slightly longer

than the two unbridged bonds, {2.855(1) and
o

2.847(1) A,
respectively}.22

The co-ordination of a bridging organophosphine ligand to a

tetranuclear ruthenium metal core was reported by Bruce and

co-workers in 1986, with the X-ray analysis of the tetra-hydrido

cluster {Figure 232.1.(d)}. The

geometry was described as a distorted tetrahedral RU4 metal core with

the dppm ligand 'spanning' the hydride bridged Ru(1)-Ru(2) vector.
o

This bond distance of 2.987(1) A was found to be markedly longer than
o

the mean of the remaining five Ru-Ru bonds, {2.881(1) Al. They also

observed that the dppm ligand adopted a P3-bOnding mode in the solid

state structure of the tetra-ruthenium hydrido cluster

of the phosphorus

atoms of the bridge acting as a 3e donor, {Figure 2.1(e)}.23

Interestingly, with the longer organic backbone in the related dppe

derivative [Ru4(P-H)4(CO),O{Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]' the di-phosphine ligand

was found to chelate to one ruthenium atom of the tetrahedron {Figure

2.1(f)}.24 However, in the presence of trimethylamine oxide,

Churchill and co-workers observed that the substitution of two

carbonyl groups in [Ru4(p-H)4(CO)12J by the bridging dppe ligand
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occurred rapidly to yield a second isomer for the cluster compound

revealed a P2-bridging mode of the phosphine ligand, {Figure
252.1(g)}. The available flexibility for bridging phosphine ligands

with increasing organic side chains was well illustrated in the solid
state structure of the penta-ruthenium carbido cluster,

'strapp' across the square face of the ruthenium square pyramid,

{Figure 2.1(h)}. In contrast, the bidentate ligand with a shorter
organic backbone in the di-hydrido cluster
[Ru5(P-H)2CCCO)12{Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] was found to chelate to one of the

basal ruthenium atoms of the square pyramid, with one phosphorus atom

occupying an axial and the other an equatorial site, {Figure
2. 1C i) }•27

The co-ordination of a bidentate organophosphine group in a

hexanuclear ruthenium cluster was recently reported by Gracey and

co-workers with the X-ray analysis of the ruthenium carbido cluster
compound Low 31temperature P n.m.r.
data revealed that the two phosphorus atoms were in non-equivalent

sites, which was consistent with the X-ray structure in which the

dppm ligand was found to bridge one Ru-Ru edge of the octahedral

cage, thus forming a five membered Ru-Ru-P-C-P ring, {Figure 2.1(j)}.
oThe Ru-Ru bond length bridged by the dppm ligand {2.g86(1) A} was

observed to be significantly longer not only to the remaining 11
oRu-Ru bonds of the RU6 octahedron, {2.8g8(1) A}, but also to the mean

of the 12 Ru-Ru bonds in the parent cluster [Ru6C(CO)17] {mean
2.903(6) A}.29
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Figure 2.1(a). Molecular structure of [Ru3(CO)10{~-dppm}]. 19

Figure 2.1(b). Intracyclic M-M-P angles in the trlnuclear complex,
[RU3(CO)10{p-dPpm}J.19

Figure 2.1(c). 21Molecular structure of [RU3(CO)8{~-dppm}2].



Figure 2.1(d). Molecular structure of the tetranuclear complex,
[RU4(P-H)4(CO)10{~-dPpm}].23

C(1~1

Figure 2.1(e). Molecular

[Ru4(P-H)3(~-CO)2(CO)8{P3-PhPCH2PPh2}]·23
structure of



021

Figure 2.1(f)24

Isomeric structures of the

O~I
031

Figure 2.1{g)25

tetranuclear cluster

Figure 2.1(h). Molecular structure of the penta-ruthenium cluster
26[Ru5C(CO)13{~-dpPb}].



C(214)

27Figure 2.1(i). Molecular structure of [Ru5<p-H)2C<CO)'2{dPpe}].

Figure 2.1(j). Molecular structure of the hexa-ruthenlum cluster
28[RU6C(CO)15{p-dppm}].



Section 2.1.1. Survey of bonding modes adopted by bidentate

organophosphine ligands in homonuclear osmium clusters of nuclearity

3 to 5.

The first synthesis of a tri-osmium cluster containing a bridging

di-phosphine ligand, [os3(CO)10{Ph2PCH2PPh2}] and its conversion to

the unsaturated species [Os3H(CO)8{Ph2PCH2PPh(C6H4)}] was reported by

Clucas and co_workers30 in 1984. 31p n.m.r studies were consistent

with the bidentate ligand bridging one of the three Os-Os bonds in

both structures. The X-ray structural analysis of the related

di-hydrido cluster [os3(H)2(CO)8{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] was subsequently

reported and showed that the two hydrides and the di-phosphine ligand

triply bridged the same Os-Os bond of the oS3 triangle, {Figure
31 02.1.1(a)}. The length of this bond, {2.681(1) A}, was found to be

oshorter than the other two unbridged bonds {2.820(1) and 2.812(1) A

respectively}. Similar variations in Os-Os bond lengths were also

reported by Raithby and co-workers for the tri-osmium cluster

compounds [Os3H(CO)9{p-Me2PCHPMe2}]

[OS3H(OH)(CO)8{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}].32 In the non-hydroxy derivative,

and

the
oOs-Os bond supported by the phosphine and hydrido ligand {3.104(1) A}

was markedly longer than the remaining two unbridged bonds, {2.832(1)
oand 2.839(1) A, respectively}. However, in the dppm complex the

opposite asymmetry was observed, with the bridged Os-Os distance
o

{2.17~(1) A} being shorter than the other two bond lengths {2.826(1)
o

and 2.856(1) A, respectively}.

A recent review by Deeming and co-workers reported the synthesis

and spectroscopic characterisation of a series of tri-osmium cluster

compounds with di-phosphine ligands of varying lengths of organic
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(dppp), and 4 (dppb)].33 The X-ray structures34 of the dppe

derivative [Os3(CO)10{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] and the monoprotonated

analogue [os3(~-H)(CO)10{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}][PF6] were reported by the

workers, establishing that in the non-hydrido dppe structure, {Figure

2.1.1(b)}, the di-phosphine ligand bridged one edge of the OS3
otriangle, with a bond length of 2.891(1) A being significantly longer

than the remaining two Os-Os bond distances, {2.878(1) and
o

2.871(1) A, respectively}. The related di-hydrido complex was found

to crystallise as two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit,

with the organophosphine group and the hydrogen atom in each

molecule, doubly bridging one Os-Os bond of the triangle, {Figure
2.1.1(c)}. oThe bridged bond length in both molecules {3.058(1) A

o
moiecule (A) and 3.060(1) A molecule (B)} were markedly longer than

othe two unbridged bonds, {2.896(1) and 2.893(1) A in molecule (A)j

o2.890(1) and 2.895(1) A in molecule (B)}.

Importantly, in the non-hydrido dppe compound the axial OC-Os-CO

directions were found not to be perpendicular to the oS3 plane, but

were 'screwed' with respect to each other, whereas this distortion

was not observed in the hydrido dppe derivative.34 The close
similarity of the i.r. and n.m.r. data of the structurally
characterised dppe cluster and the
analogous dppm, dppp and dppb complexes, indicated that all four

compounds were isostructural, displaying similar bonding modes for

the bridging organophosphine ligands.33 The workers also reported the

spectroscopic studies of the cluster series [Os3(CO)11L) [L = dppm,

dppe, dppp, and dppb), whose individual 31p_{1H} n.m.r. spectra were

consistent with one phosphorus atom co-ordinated and the other free,

exhibiting the 'pendant' mode of bonding for the di-phosphine

ligands, {Figure 2.1.1(d)}. Similarly, from 31p_{'H} n.m.r. studies
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they also proposed the structures of the hexanuclear cluster series

[L= dppm, dppe, dppp, and dppb], with the
organophosphine group linking the two metal triangular metal
fragments, {Figure 2.1.1(e)}.

The pendant mode of bonding for the di-phosphine ligand, dppe,

was also observed in the solid state structure of the carbido
penta-osmium cluster {Figure

352.1.1(f)}. The cluster geometry was described as 'wing-tip' bridged

'butterfly' resembling that adopted by the related cluster compounds
- 37[OsSC(CO)'5I]. Interestingly, the dppe ligand

was found to occupy a co-ordination site trans to an Os-Os bond,

whereas in the related cluster, [osSC(CO)'SI]-, the iodido ligand
occupied a site trans to a carbonyl group. Raithby and co-workers
suggested35 that the site preference of the phosphine group could

have been attributed to the relative donor/acceptor properties of the

dppe ligand as compared to the nucleophile 1-.
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Figure 2.1.1(a).

[OS3(H)2(CO)a{p-dPpm}].31
The molecular structure of

Figure 2.1.1(b). The molecular structure of [OS3(CO)10{p-dPpe}J.34



Figure 2.1.1(c). Molecular structures of two independent molecules of

[OS3(P-H)(CO)10{~-dPpe}].34

o
0c c,

33Figure 2.1.1(d).



o,.C.,'

co co
33Figure 2.1.1(e).

e(101)

Figure 2.1.1(f). Molecular structure of [OsSC(CO)1S{dppe}].3S



Section 2.1.2. Bonding modes characterised for bidentate phosphine

ligands in heteronuclear cluster compounds of ruthenium and the

observed fluxionality in solutions of related compounds containing

Group IB metal phosphine fragments.

Heteronuclear ruthenium clusters containing bidentate
organophosphine groups have not been studied extensively.38,39 Their
interest as potential heterogenous catalysts has initiated
examination of their reactivity under conditions where they might
display catalytic activity. The bonding modes adopted by the
bridging phosphine ligands in these cluster compounds have been found

to be similar to those already described. For example, the
ruthenium-cobalt mixed-metal clusters

[Ru3CO(H)3(CO)'O{Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]

[Ruco3(H)(CO)'O{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]'

and

reported by Pursiainen and

Pakkanen, described two modes of bonding of the dppe ligand.40 In the,

tri-ruthenium derivative, the phosphine group was found to chelate to

one Ru atom, whereas in the tri-cobalt analogue, the bidentate ligand

co-ordinated axially at two Co atoms, {Figures 2.'.2(a) and 2.'.2(b),
respectively}.

Incorporation of Group IB hetero-metal atoms into triangular

tri-ruthenium metal frameworks containing p,- and ~2-diphosPhines,

was recently reported by Bruce and co-workers for the series of

tetranuclear compounds [MRU3(CO)9{~3-PPhCH2PPh2}}(PPh3)J [M = Cu, Ag
41or Au]. All three complexes were found to be isostructural, with

MCPPh3) fragment bridging the same Ru-Ru bond as that bridged by

the PPh group of the face-capping phosphido phosphine ligand, {Figure

the

2.1.2(c)}. Numerous studies of tetra-ruthenium hydrido clusters with
M(PR3) groups [M = Cu, Ag or AUjR = monodentate or bidentate
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organophosphines] forming a part of the mixed-metal polyhedron have

been reported in the last three 42-47years. The interest in the
chemistry of these novel cluster compounds has been initiated by

their fluxional behaviour in solutions (section 1.1.9). In related

clusters, where the two hetero-metal atoms are bridged by bidentate

phosphine ligands, the structural data correlated from their

respective X-ray studies has also revealed some interesting trends in

the metal core geometries adopted in the solid state.

Salter and co-workers first reported the synthesis and dynamic

behaviour in solution of the copper and silver ruthenium clusters,

[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2AS(CH2)nPPh2}] [M = Cu or Agjn = or 2],
containing an asymmetric bidentate ligand.48 Comparison of the i.r.

and n.m.r spectroscopic data to those previously reported for the

related compounds with monodentate groups,

species containing the asymmetric bidentate bridge adopted similar

capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal cores to those earlier established
fur the PPh3 derivatives.

the related clusters [Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2AS(CH2)nPPh2] [n = 1
or 2] showed two signals with different intensities, indicating that

both of the two possible structural isomers were present in solution

at low temperatures, {Figure 2.1.2(d)}.48 Raising the temperature

resulted in the peaks broadening and eventually coalescing into a

singlet. To account for these observations, they suggested that some

fluxional process interconverting the two distinct isomers was

occuring in solutions of these related cluster compounds at ambient
temperatures.

The n.m.r. spectra of the silver clusters
or 2] were more
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complex and difficult to . t t 4Bln erpr-e • Importantly, the n.m.r.
spectra at for the copper-ruthenium compound

[CU2Ru4(~3-H)2(CO)'2{~-Ph2ASCH2PPh2}] gave rise to hydrido signals

with the presence of 3'p_'H coupling. This was consistent with

structural isomer (A), in which the phosphorus was attached to the

copper atom bonded to the hydrido ligand, being predominant in

solution, {Figure 2.'.2(d)}. However, for the related cluster

[cu2RU4(~3-H)2{~-Ph2AS(CH2)2PPh2}]' the 'H n.m.r. spectrum at _BOoc,

exhibited hydrido signals with much smaller 3'p_'H coupling. This

was in agreement with structural isomer (B) being predominant in

solution, with the phosphorus no longer attached to the copper atom

bonded to the hydrogen atoms, {Figure 2.'.2(d)}. Therefore, by

addition of one methylene group to the backbone of the asymmetric

bridging ligand, p-Ph2ASCH2PPh2, in the latter compound, a change in

the relative proportions of isomers A and B was observed in

solutions.

The retention of 31p_'H coupling in the n.m.r. spectra of

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)'2{P-Ph2ASCH2PPh2}]
dissociation of the bridging phosphine ligand was not responsible

indicated that the

for the observed fluxional behaviour in solution. An intramolecular

metal core rearrangement process earlier proposed to account for

similar observations in solution of the monodentate PPh3 derivatives

[M2RU4(H)2(CO)'2(PPh3)2] [M = Cu, Ag or Au]49,50 was thought to occur

here, even though the two hetero-metal atoms were held by the

t· b·d· 1· d Th B d t t· h· 42asymme rlC rl glng 19an. e erry pseu 0 ro a lon mec anlsm

proposed for the intramolecular rearrangement of the metal core

structures of the above monodentate PPh3 clusters has been discussed

in section 1.1.9.

To further investigate the fluxional behaviour observed in
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solutions of related tetra-ruthenium cluster compounds with Group IB

metal atoms bridged by organophosphine ligands, Salter and co-workers

subsequently reported both the spectroscopic and X-ray studies of the

related clusters and

The i.r. and n.m.r.

data for the silver derivative were found to be similar to those

previously reported fur the cluster,
49,50[Ag2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] supporting the presence

similar capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core in the solid state to

of a

that already established for PPh3 analogue. The X-ray analysis

revealed the expected geometry with the dppm ligand bridging two Ag

atoms, one co-ordinated to the axial and the other at an equatorial

site, {Figure 2.1.2(e)}. In marked contrast, the corresponding

spectroscopic data for the gold cluster was found to be different to

that reported for the monodentate cluster
. 49,50[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] indicating the presence

different metal core geometry to the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal

of

metal skeleton adopted by the PPh3 cluster. This was confirmed with

a single crystal X-ray analysis of the compound which described a

capped square pyramidal metal framework, with the dppm ligand

bridging the Au-Au bond of 51the square base, {Figure 2.1.2(f)}.

Interestingly, the series of reported copper cluster compounds
52[n = 2,3,4,5] having

variations in the lengths of the organic side chains of their

respective bidentate ligand, were all found to adopt similar capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal geometries to that previously characterised for
49,50the PPh3 analogue, [Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]'

All three compounds in the cluster series
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exhibit fluxional behaviour in solutions, displaying a single

resonance in their respective 31p_{1H} n.m.r spectrum at ambient

temperatures for the two phosphorus atoms, which were clearly in

non-equivalent sites in the solid 51state. Similar fluxional

behaviour in solutions of the sulphido clusters

[M2RU3(~3-S)(CO)9{~-dppm}] [M = eu or Au], was also reported,

although there was a marked difference in their respective solid

state metal core geometries.53 The copper-ruthenium cluster was found

to adopt a trigonal bi-pyramidal metal framework, with the dppm

ligand co-ordinated to the two eu atoms, one at the axial the other

at an equatorial site. In contrast, the gold-ruthenium cluster

adopted a distorted square pyramidal skeletal geometry, with the dppm

ligand 'spanning' the Au-Au bond, again in marked difference to the

trigonal bi-pyramidal framework established for the PPh3 analogue
42[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)9(PPh3)2]·

These results were of further evidence to support that upon the

replacement of monodentate by bidentate organophosphines in ruthenium

clusters containing eUPR3 and groups [R = or

~-Ph2PCH2PPh2] there was no change in the solid state geometry, with

respective structures adopting trigonal bi-pyramidal metal cores.

However, in analogous clusters containing AuPR3 units forming a part

of a mixed-metal polyhedron, the replacement of monodenate phosphines

in [AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2]49,50 to a bidentate group in

a change of

the metal core structure from the capped trigonal bi-pyramid adopted

by the PPh3 derivative to the capped square pyramid described by the

dppm analogue. Therefore, the variation in cluster geometry was not

simply associated with the steric hinderance imposed by the bidentate

ligand, but was more directed by the size of Group IB hetero-metal
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atoms bridged. Importantly, the Berry pseudo rotation mechanism

first postulated to account for an intramolecular rearrangement of

or Au]42 and subsequently for many other related mixed-metal cluster

compounds with Group IB metal phosphine fragments, was now supported

with the reported X-ray structures of

and

The square pyramidal

metal core geometries established for these two gold-ruthenium

clusters were similar in structure, to the square pyramidal

intermediate proposed within the Berry pseudo rotation mecahnism,

{section 1.1.9iFigure 1.1.9(f)}, and therefore provided structural

evidence to support the rearrangement pathway.

The X-ray studies of the novel clusters,

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}]

[AUCURU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]

[Au3Ru4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)]
presented in the subsequent sections have enabled the correlation of

further structural features to account for the observed variation in

solid state geometries of heteronuclear ruthenium clusters containing

monodentate organophosphine groups attached to more than one gold

atom, and those in which the hetero-metal atoms are bridged by

bidentate phosphine ligands. Interesting trends in the M-M, M-Ru and

M-P distances have also been established in comparison of the

geometries of these novel mixed-metal compounds to those already

characterised for related clusters.
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Figure 2.1.2(a). 40Molecular structure of [Ru3CoCH)3(CO)10{dppe}].

~
-Cl

Figure 2.1.2(b). Molecular structure of [RUC03(H)(CO)10{p-dPpe}J.40



PhZP~PPh

I -) -.COC)lRu Ru (COh"'RU~(OC)~M
'PPh3

Figure 2.1.2(c). The molecular structure of the cluster series
41[HRU3(CO)9{P3-PPhCH2PPh2}(PPh3») [H = Cu, Ag, or Au).

Isomer A
Isomer B

Figure 2.1.2(d)• Structural isomers or



Figure 2.1.2(e). Molecular structure of the silver-ruthenium cluster
51[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{~-dppm}).

Figure 2.1.2(r). Molecular structure or the sold-ruthenium cluster
. 51[Au2Ru_(p-H)(P3-H) (CO) 12{P-dppm} J.



Section 2.2. X-ray analysis on the gold-ruthenium hexanuclear

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for (1) are presented in section 4.5.

Tables of Fractional co-ordinates, anisotropic

bond lengths, bond angles, intermolecular,

distances are given in the appendix, (Vol.~).

temperature factors,

and intramolecular
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The x-ray diffraction study of the mixed-metal cluster compound

[AU2RU4(P-H)(U3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1) completed a series of

di-gold tetra-ruthenium hydrido structures, having organophosphine

ligands varied from the monodentate PPh3
[Au2RU4(u-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (2)50 to the bidentate

groups in

dppm bridge

the organic side chain of the bridging phosphine ligand in
(4).54 The results

obtained from the X-ray analysis of (1) were of particular interest

in establishing any structural differences within the metal framework

resulting from the presence of an unsaturated ethene, {-CH=CH-},

organic 'link' bridging the two Au-P bonds.

2.2.1. Structural description of

The X-ray study of the di-gold ruthenium cluster

[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1) established that the
six metal atoms described a capped square pyramidal geometry, Figure

2.2.1. The square base was defined by the atoms, Au(l), Au(2), Ru(l)

and Ru(4), with Ru(3) forming the apex of the pyramid. The

triangular face defined by the atoms, Ru(1), Ru(3), and Ru(4) was

further capped by Ru(2), and each ruthenium atom was found to carry

three essentially linear carbonyl groups, {Ru-C-O 158-177(3)o}. The

bis(diphenylphosphino} ethene ligand was found to bridge the Au-Au

bond of the square base. Although it was not possible to locate the

two H-ligands directly from the X-ray analysis, their positions were

obtained from potential energy minimisation calculations.55 The

results gave reasonable minima in the potential energy for one

hydride to bridge the bond Ru(1)-Ru(4) and the second to cap the

triangular face Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3).
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Figure 2.2.1. The molecular structure of the gold-ruthenium cluster
[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1). The carbonyl C atoms
have the same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



2.2.2. Results and Discussion.

The capped square pyramidal geometry established for the gold

ruthenium mixed-metal cluster

.metal frameworks characterised for the related compounds
51[Au2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{u-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (3), {Figure 2.2.2(b)},

and [Au2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (4),54 {Figure
2.2.2(C)}, but was markedly different to the capped trigonal
bi-pyramidal geometry adopted by the PPh3 derivative

[AU2RU4(p-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (2),50 {Figure 2.2.2(d)}. Table

2.2.2 lists the M-M bond lengths for (1) and those reported for the

related cluster compounds, (2), (3) and (4).
oThe Au-Au distance of 2.861(2) A in the structure of the

hexanuclear cluster (1) was found to be longer than the Au-Au bonds

reported for the analogous dppm cluster (3) {2.823(1) A}51 and the

dppe derivative (4) {2.828(2) A},54 but all three bonds were markedly

longer than the corresponding bond length in the monodentate PPh3
structure (2) {2.791(1) A}.50 The range of Au-Ru distances in (1)

o
{2.707-2.827(2) A} was found to lie between the corresponding range

of distances observed in (3)
o

{2.682-2.947(2) A} and (4)
o 0{2.777-2.965(2) A}. However, the mean Au-Ru bond in (1) {2.770(2) A}

o
was 0.025 A shorter than the mean bond in the structure of the dppm

o 0derivative (3) {mean Au-Ru 2.795(2) A} and 0.074 A shorter than the

corresponding mean bond in the dppe analogue (4) {mean Au-Ru
o

2.844(2) A}. Importantly, the mean Au-Ru bond lengths in (1), (3)

and (4) were significantly shorter than the analogous mean distance
oin the monodentate PPh3 cluster (2) {mean Au-Ru 2.917(2) Al. The
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Figure 2.2.2(a). The metal core structure ot the hexanuclear cluster
•
(AU2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH:CHPPh2}] (1). The hydrido and
carbonyl ligands, together with the phenyl rings have been omitted
for clarity.



Figure 2.2.2(b). The metal core structure of
(3).51 The hydrido and

carbonyl ligands, together with the phenyl rings have been omitted
for clarity.



Figure 2.2.2(c). The metal-core
. 54[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}) (4).

structure of

carbonyl ligands, together with the phenyl rings have been omitted
The hydrido and

for clarity.



p

Figure 2.2.2(d). The metal-core structure of

(2).50 The hydrido and carbonyl

ligands, together with the phenyl rings have been omitted for
clarity.



range of Ru-Ru distances in the hexanuclear cluster (1)
o

{2.796-3.017(3) A} was similar to that observed in the structures of

(2)
o

{2.788-3.011(2) A},
o

{2.791-3.006(2) A} and (4 )

o{2.782(3)-2.984(3) A}, although the mean Ru-Ru distance in (1)

o{2.928(3) A} was noteably longer than the corresponding mean bonds in
o 0 0

(2) {2.892(2) A}, (3) {2.917(2) A} and (4) {2.879(3) A}. Presence of

~2- or ~3-hYdrido ligands is known to lengthen M-M bonds they
. 8 24 25brldge,' , and as a result the mean of the four hydrido bridged

Ru-Ru bonds in the three structurally related cluster compounds (1),

(3), and (4), were longer than the mean of the two unbridged bonds,
o 0 0

by 0.054 A in (1), 0.083 A in (3) and 0.031 A in (4), {Table 2.2.2}.

In the related clusters

[AU2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}]

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}]

(1) and

the Ru-Ru bonds

associated with the capping of a triangular RU3 face of the square

pyramid by Ru(2), showed similar marked asymmetry, with one distance

being considerably shorter than the other two:

compound (1) 51compound (3)
0bond distance/ A

Ru( 1)-Ru(2) 2.796(3) 2.79H2)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.877(3) 2.873(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.897 (3) 2.899(2)

However in the dppe cluster

(4) , the opposite

a&ymmetry in the analogous bonds was observed with one Ru-Ru distance

significantly longer than the other two.
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compound (4)54
0bond distance/ A

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.782(3)
Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.844 (3)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.783 (3)

The M-M distances around the pyramidal base in the related

clusters (1), (3) and (4) are displayed in Figure 2.2.2(e). The two
Au-Ru bonds of the square in ( 1 ) and (3) showed similar
asymmetry, with the bond Au(1)-Ru(4) slightly longer than

o 0Au(2)-Ru(1), by 0.028 A in (1) and 0.058 A in (3).

However, the bond Au(2)-Ru(1) in the structure of the dppm complex

(3), was markedly shorter than the corresponding bond in (1) and the

dppe derivative (4). The important parameters of interest were the
diagonal contacts between the metal atoms Au(1) •••Ru(1) and
Au(2) •••Ru(4), {Figure 2.2.2(e)}. There was marked similarity
between the two metal contacts in (1) and the dppm derivative (3),

owith the difference between the respective diagonals of 0.330 A in
o

(1) and 0.340 A in (3), reflecting upon similar distortions of the
square base. In contrast, the corresponding contacts in the dppe

ocompound (4) showed a difference of 0.790 A, displaying a far

greater contraction of the base of the pyramid, with the contact
odistance Au(2) •••Ru(4) {3.44(4) A} being markedly shorter than any of

the other M-M contacts within the square bases of all three

structures. The observed distortions of the pyramidal cores in (1),

(3) and (4) were thought to be attributed to the variation in the

nature of the bidentate organophosphine groups bridging the two gold
atoms. The degree of distortion imposed by the phosphine bridges in

(1), (3) and (4) was also apparent upon the two Au-P bond lengths,

with the distances in (1) and (3) being similar but significantly

longer than those in (4):
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[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2P(CH2)2PPh2}] (4).



Compound oDistance/ A

Au(l)-P(l) Au(2)-P(2)

[AU2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1) 2.307(9)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (3) 2.308(4)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (4) 2.286(4)

2.311(8)

2.303(4)51

2.276(4)54

The more rigid constraint imposed on the Au-P bonds whilst 'linked'

to the organic side chains in compounds (1) and (3) was further

highlighted by similar Au-P-C 'bite' angles around the two phosphorus
atoms, {Figure 2.2.2(f)}.

The X-ray analysis of the hexanuclear hydrido cluster

[AU2RU4(U-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1) established that each

ruthenium atom was bonded to three essentially linear -CO groups,

{Ru-C-O 158-177(3)o}, with the greatest deviation from linearity

found for CO(33). The same carbonyl ligand was found to make a short
ocontact to Au(2) {Au(2) •••C(33) 2.63(4) A}, whereas an even shorter

ocontact occurred with atom C(12) {Au(2) •••C(12) 2.59(4) A}. The
shortest contact to Au( 1) occurred with carbon atom, C(43)

o
{Au(1) •••C(43) 2.70(4) A}. Similar short contacts were found to be a

structural feature of several reported gOld-heteronuclear
42-47clusters. For example, in the tetranuclear cluster

t 0[AURU3(CO)9(C2BU )(PPh3)] a short contact of 2.69(1) A was observed

to occur between the gold atom and one of the near linear carbonyl
56· 0groups. The Ru-CO range in (1) {1.79-1.92(5) A} was similar to that

o 51observed in the related clusters (3) {Ru-CO 1.82-1.97(7) A} and (4)
o 54(1.82-1.91(6) A}. Correspondingly the range of C-O bond lengths in

o
(1) {1.14-1.20(6) A} was again comparable to that found in (3)

o 0{1.13-1.25(8) A} and (4) {1.14-1.27(8) A}. In (1) the C=C double
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Figure 2.2.2(f). Geometry around the two P atoms in the structures
of [Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}]
[Au2Ru4 (p-H){1l3-H)(CO) 12 {ll-dppm}](3).

( 1 ) and



bond distance of the organic backbone of the bidentate ligand
o

{1.33(4) A}, was observed to be significantly shorter than the C-C
o

single bond distance of 1.55(1) A in the analogous dppe cluster

(4).54 This was reflective of the extensive delocalisation of the

A -electrons within the double bond, although the mean of the two
oP-C bond lengths of the bridging phosphine group in (1) {1.82(3) A}

was only slightly shorter than the corresponding mean bond in the
odppe structure (4) {mean 1.85(1) Al.

2.2.3 Conclusions.

Some preliminary conclusions were drawn from the structural data

obtained from the X-ray study of the hexanuclear mixed-metal cluster

compared to the
results previously reported for the related cluster compounds

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}J (3)51 and

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (4).54 The variation in

the organophosphine ligands in these structures showed an interesting

trend in the metal frameworks adopted by these species in the solid
state. The change from monodentate PPh3

(2)50
phosphine groups in

to the bidentate

organophosphine groups in (1), (3), and (4), established a change in

metal core geometry, from the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal in (2) to

similar capped square pyramidal metal core structures in (1), (3) and

(4). Importantly, variations in the organic side chains of the

bidentate bridge, involving the lengthening of the backbone as

characterised in (1) and the dppe derivative (4), showed that

distortions present within the square base of the pyramids were

guided by the nature of the organic substituent 'linking' the two

Au-P bonds. The greatest rigidity and constraint imposed upon the
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two Au-P vectors was observed in the solid state structures of (3),

where the two Au-P bonds were held parallel by a single methylene

{-CH2-} fragment and in the metal skeleton of (1), where the

corresponding vectors were held by the unsaturated ethene {-CH=CH-}

bridge.

A more marked distortion of the pyramidal core was observed in

the structure of the hexanuclear cluster (4), with a saturated ethyl

{-CH2-CH2-} bridge 'spanning' the two Au-P bonds. The respective

Au-P distances and corresponding Au-P-C 'bite' angles in (4)

reflected upon greater freedom and flexibility of the two Au-P

vectors giving rise to a short contact between two metal atoms of the
osquare base [Au(2) •••Ru(4) 3.44(4) A]. This signified a metal core

intermediate in structure to the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal adopted

by the PPh3 cluster (2) and the capped square pyramidal displayed by

the dppm analogue (3). Importantly, although the length of the

organic side chain of the phosphine bridges in (1) and (4) were

similar, the geometry around the two Au-P bonds held by the

unsaturated ethene bridge in (1), reflected upon an environment of

greater constraint. The rigidity of the six membered ring

Au-P-C=C-P-Au was thought to arise from the 7\-electron

delocalisation from the C=C double bond of the organic unit to the

adjacent P-C bonds of the bridge, although the mean of the two P-C
obond lengths in (1) {1.82(3) A} waS only slightly shorter than the

ocorresponding mean distance in the dppe structure (4) {1.85(1) A}.

The correlation of the structural results obtained from the X-ray

analysis of the hexanuclear cluster compound
(l) compared to those

reported for related structures [Au2RU4(P-H){~3-H){CO)12{PPh3)2]

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (3)

(2) ,

and
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[Au2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{r-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (4) established that when

two Au-P bonds were bridged by organic side chains, the resulting

steric strains imposed upon them were a major factor in controlling

the overall metal core geometry adopted in the solid state.
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Table 2.2.2--
Compound (1) (2)50 (3 )51 (4)54

0

vector distance/ A

Au( 1)-Au(2) 2.861 (2) 2.791 (1) 2.823 (1) 2.828(2)

Au(1)-Ru(3) 2.827(2) 2.844 (1) 2.810(2) 2.777(2)

Au(1)-Ru(4) 2.735(2) 2.840 (1) 2.740(2) 2.784(2)

Au(2)-Ru(1) 2.707(2) 3.091( 1) 2.682(2) 2.851 (2)

Au(2)-Ru(3) 2.811(2) 2.859(1) 2.947(2) 2.965(2)
Au(2)-Ru(4) 2.949(1)

Ru( 1)-Ru(2) 2.796(3) 2.788(2) 2.791(2) 2.782(3)

Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.988(3) 2.966(2) 2.932(2) 2.935(3)
Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.995(3) 2.948(2) 3.006(2) 2.984(3)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.877(3) 2.821 (2) 2.873(2) 2.844(3)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.897(3) 2.817(2) 2.899(2) 2.783(3)
Ru(3)-Ru(4) 3.017(3) 3.011(2) 3.003(2) 2.947(3)
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Section 2.3. X-ray analysis on the gold-copper hexanuclear cluster

[AUCURU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement are presented in section 4.6.

Tables of fractional co-ordinates, anisotropic temperature factors

bond lengths, bond angles, intermolecular

distances are given in the appendix, (Vol.£).

and intramolecular
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The X-ray analysis of the hexanuclear cluster compound

[AUCURU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (1) was carried out to

extend the series of tetra-ruthenium mixed-metal clusters having

Group IB metal atoms bonded to bidentate organophosphine ligands.

The study of (1) was of particular interest due to the presence of

two different coinage metals, (Cu and Au), incorporated into the

metal polyhedron. The only previous reported X-ray structure of two

different Group IB metal phosphine fragments forming a part of a

mixed-metal polyhedron was

[AgCURU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]·57

fur the hexanuclear cluster

The results obtained from the study

of (1) were of importance,in comparing the effects of the bridging

organophosphine ligand upon the overall solid state geometry to

those previously observed in structures of related

heteronuclear cluster compounds.

Group IB

2.3.1 Structural description of the mixed-metal cluster

[AUCURU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh211 ~
The X-ray analysis of the gold-copper mixed-metal cluster (1)

established that the six metal atoms formed a capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal geometry, Figure 2.3.1. The bonding arrangement of the

two hetero-metal atoms, Cu and Au, on the ruthenium tetrahedron was

envisaged to involve, the copper atom capping the ruthenium atoms

Ru(1), Ru(3), and Ru(4), followed by the gold atom capping the

adjacent face Cu(1)-Ru(3)-Ru(4), resulting in the formation of the

Cu-Au bond. Each ruthenium atom was found to carry three essentially

linear carbonyl groups {Ru-C-O and the

bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane ligand was found to bridge the Au-Cu

bond of the metal framework. Although the two hydrido ligands were

not located from the X-ray analysis, their positions were deduced
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from the potential energy minimisation calculations,55 which gave

reasonable minima in the potential energy for one hydride to bridge

the bond, Ru(1)-Ru(3) and the other to cap the triangular face

Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(4).

2.3.2 Results and discussion.

The X-ray study of the copper-gold cluster compound

trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core structure which was markedly

different to the capped square pyramidal skeletons adopted by the
di-gold tetra-ruthenium clusters,

and

However, the metal

framework characterised for (1) closely resembled the capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal geometries displayed by the monodentate PPh3 clusters,

[AgCURU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (5),57

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2],50
50[cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2]'

and the series of di-copper ruthenium hydrido clusters containing

bidentate organophosphine bridges of varying lengths of organic side

chains, [Cu2Ru4(~3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2P(CH2)nPPh2}] (n = 2 (7), 3, 4,
525). Table 2.3.2 lists the M-M bond lengths for the gold-copper

cluster compound (1) and those reported for the di-gold ruthenium

cluster (3) and the two independent molecules of the di-copper
structure (7).

oThe Au-Cu distance of 2.614(3) A established in the structure of

the copper-gold cluster [AUCURU4(P-H)(u3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]

(1) was found to be markedly longer than the Cu-Cu bond length

observed in the two independent molecules of the di-copper cluster

{2.505(3) (7a) and
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Figure 2.3.1. Molecular structure of the mixed-metal cluster,

[AUCURU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (1). The carbonyl C
atoms have the same numbering as the 0 atoms.



o
2.492(3) A (7b)l, and significantly shorter than the Au-Au bond in

the di-gold ruthenium compound (3), o
{2.828(2) Al, (Table 2.3.2).

Interestingly, the Au-Cu distance in (1) was shorter than the Ag-Cu

distance reported for the monodentate PPh3 hydrido cluster

[AgCuRU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (5) {Ag-Cu 2.764(1) A).57 The mean of

the two Au-Ru bond lengths in the gold-copper ruthenium cluster (1)
o 0

{2.823(3) Al was found to be 0.028 A longer than the mean of the four

Au-Ru bonds in the structure of the di-gold ruthenium dppm derivative
o

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2) {mean 2.795(2) Al and
o

0.021 A shorter than the mean of the four Au-Ru distances in the
odi-gold ruthenium dppe analogue (3) {mean 2.844(2) Al. Importantly,

this mean bond in (1) was significantly shorter than the

corresponding mean of the five Au-Ru bond lengths observed in the

di-gold ruthenium PPh3 compound
o 50{mean 2.917(2) Al.

oThe mean of the three Cu-Ru distances in (1) {2.771(3) A} was
o

found to be 0.065 A longer than the mean of the five Cu-Ru distances
in the structure of the monodentate cluster,PPh3

o 50[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2J, (6) {mean 2.706(2) Al. This mean bond

in (1) was also markedly longer than the mean of the five Cu-Ru bonds

in both independent molecules of cluster compound (7) {mean 2.680(2)
o

(7a) and 2.698(2) A (7b)l. The triangular face, Ru(1)-Ru(3)-Ru(4),

capped by the copper atom in (1) showed marked asymmetry, with one

Cu-Ru distance significantly shorter than the other two, exhibiting

the opposite asymmetry to that observed in the hexanuclear
silver-copper ruthenium cluster (5), which also contained two

different Group IB atoms forming a part of the mixed-metal
polyhedron:
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compound (1) 57compound (5)
0bond Distance/ A

cue 1)-Ru( 1) 2.674(3) 2.796(2)

Cu(1)-Ru(3) 2.817(3) 2.687(2)

Cu( 1)-Ru(4) 2.822(3) 2.683(2)

The mean of the six Ru-Ru bonds defining the tetrahedron in the
o

gold-copper ruthenium cluster (1) {2.885(3) A} was observed to be

slightly longer than the corresponding mean bond in the silver-copper
o

ruthenium cluster (5) {mean 2.877(2) A} Interestingly, in the

structure of the gold-copper compound

( 1 ) the bonds,

Ru(1)-Ru(2), Ru(3)-Ru(Z) and Ru(2)-Ru(4) associated with the capping

of the trigonal bi-pyramidal core by Ru(2), {Figure 2.3.1}, showed no

obvious asymmetry, with the mean difference between the three bonds
oof 0.008 A, (Table 2.3.2). This was observed to be similar to the

mean difference of o0.006 A between the related bonds in

and
o

a difference of 0.001 A in
omolecule (7a) and 0.003 A in molecule (7b) of the cluster compound

(7) {Table In

contrast, the related bond lengths in the analogous di-gold ruthenium
o

dppe complex (3) revealed a mean difference of 0.041 A, with the bond

Ru(2)-Ru(3) bridged by a hydrido ligand being significantly longer

than the bonds Ru(1)-Ru(2) and Ru(2)-Ru(4) in the structure, {Table

2.3.2}.
oThe Au-P bond length of 2.212(3) A in (1) was found to be

markedly shorter than the mean Au-P bond distances found in the

structures of the following di-gold ruthenium clusters,

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] {mean 2.280(4) A},50
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o 51[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(~-Ph2PCH2PPh2)] (2) {mean 2.305(4) A}
o 54[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2)] (3) {mean 2.281(4) A}.

Correspondingly, the Cu-P distance of 2.149(4) in (1) was markedly

shorter than the mean Cu-P distances observed in the related

copper-ruthenium clusters,

[AgCURU4(~H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (5) {mean 2.203(3) A},51

o
[Cu2Ru4(P3-H)2(CO)12(P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2)] (7) {mean 2.286(5) A (1a) and
2.288 A (1b)}52

oThe difference in the Au-P and Cu-P bond lengths of 0.063 A in (1)

was surprisingly not reflected upon the 'bite' angles around the two

P atoms, (Au(1)-P(1)-C(1) 116.0(3);Cu(1)-P(2)-C(2) 115.0(3)o}.

. The X-ray study of the hexanuclear cluster compound

(1) established that

each ruthenium atom was bonded to three essentially linear CO groups

{Ru-C-O 166-114(3)o}, with the greatest deviation of a Ru-CO

interbond angle of 162(3)0 found for CO(11). An extremely short

contact between the gold atom and one of the carbonyl ligands was
oobserved, {Au•••C(32) 2.60(3) A}, whereas the shortest contact to the

o
copper atom occurred at C(12), {Cu•••C(12) 2.51(3) A}. The Ru-CO

o
range in (1) {1.82-1.95(6) A} was found to be similar to that

previously reported for the related clusters (2) {1.12-1.91(6) A}51

and (3) {1.82-1.91(1) A}.54 Similarly, the range of C-O bond lengths
o

in (1) {1.02-1.26(9) A} was comparable to that observed in (2)
o 0[1.13-1.25(8) A} and (3) {1.14-1.21(8) A}. The single C-C bond

distance of the ethane fragment, {-CH2-CH2-}, linking the Cu-P and
oAu-P bonds in (1) {1.81(9) A} was considerably longer than the

oanalogous bond in the di-gold ruthenium cluster (3) {1.55(1) A} and

in the two independent molecules of the di-copper ruthenium compound

(1) {1.54(3) A in both (7a) and (7b)}.52
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2.3.3 Conclusions.

The results obtained from the X-ray analysis of the hexanuclear

cluster [AUCURU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]
forward a very interesting relationship in the structures adopted by

(1) put

tetra-ruthenium clusters compounds having Group IB metal atoms bonded

to organophosphine ligands. It was reported previously that
tetra-ruthenium clusters containing two gold atoms adopt one of the

two alternative geometries depending on the nature of the attached
phosphine ligand.

ligand (PPh3)2

capped trigonal
P-Ph2P(CH2)1,2PPh2
capped squaregeometry

bi-pyramid pyramid

From the reported single crystal X-ray structures of related di-gold

ruthenium clusters, the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry was
characterised for the monodentate compound,

50[AU2Ru4(p-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2]' whereas the analogous clusters

with bidentateorganophosphine bridges adopted similar capped square

pyramidal metal frameworks as established for the the hexanuclear

clusters,

In contrast, .the related di-copper ruthenium structures

containing both monodentate and bidentate organophosphine groups of

varying lengths of organic side chains, were all observed to adopt

similar capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometries in the solid state as
50reported for [cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] and the cluster series

[ 52CU2Ru4(P3-H)2(CO)12{Ph2P{CH2}nPPh2}] (n = 2 (7),3,4, and 5). To
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account for the variations in the solid state structures of these

gold-ruthenium and copper ruthenium cluster compounds, Salter and

co-workers had proposed that when two Cu-P bonds were 'spanned' by

organic side chains, the resulting steric constraints were minimal

compared to those suffered by two Au-P vectors held by similar

organic fragments, simply due to the smaller size of the Cu

atom.51,53 Therefore, it seemed probable that in related structures

containing two gold atoms incorporated into the metal polyhedron, the

observed rearrar.gement of the metal core in the solid state was a

pathway through which the Au-P bonds were able to release some of the

strains put upon them with the replacement of monodentate PPh3
groups by bidentate phosphine ligands. Importantly, the gold-copper

ruthenium cluster compound

[AUCURU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (1) retained the capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal metal geometry. Thus, with the presence of a

gold and a smaller copper atom forming a part of the mixed-metal

polyhedron, the overall steric strains imposed by the bidentate

organophosphine group in the metal framework of (1), were evidently

less than those present in related clusters where two gold atoms were

bridged by the bidentate phosphine ligands.
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Table 2.3.2

M( 1) = Cu in (1) and (7), Au in (3)

M(2) = Cu in (7), Au in (1) and (3)
(3)54* * (7b)52*(1) (7a)

M(1)-M(2) 2.614(3) 2.828(2) 2.505(3) 2.492(3)

M(1)-Ru(1) 2.674(3) 2.851(2) 2.652 (3) 2.699(3)

M(1)-Ru(3) 2.817(3) 2.965(2) 2.708(3) 2.748(3)

M( 1)-Ru(4) 2.822(3) 2.813(2) 2.788(2)

M(2)-Ru(3) 2.823(3) 2.777(2) 2.615(2) 2.603(2)

M(2)-Ru(4) 2.823(3) 2.784(2) 2.616(2) 2.654(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.803(3) 2.782(3) 2.800(2) 2.792(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.985(3) 2.935(3) 2.956(2) 2.977(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.930(3) 2.984(3) 2.957(2) 2.963(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.815(3) 2.844(3) 2.800(2) 2.795(2)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.813(3) 2.783(3) 2.801(2) 2.790(2)

Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.964(3) 2.947 (3) 2.887(2) 2.895(2)
* re-numbered for comparison.
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Section 2.4. X-ray analysis on the heptanuclear cluster

[Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for (1) are presented in section 4.7.

Tables of fractional co-ordinates, anisotropic temperature factors,

bond lengths, bond angles, intermolecular

distances are given in the appendix, (Vol.~).

and intramolecular
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The X-ray study of the heptanuclear cluster

(1) was carried out to

extend the series of mixed-metal cluster compounds containing Group

IB metal atoms bonded to either monodentate or bidentate

organophosphine groups. The X-ray structure of the monodentate PPh3
cluster [AU3RU4(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (2) was previously reported by

Howard and co-workers together with the synthesis and spectroscopic

analysis of the Au3RU4 dppm derivative (1).45 The workers observed

that from the close similarity between the i.r. spectra of (1) and

(2) in the carbonyl stretching region, compound (1) was thought to

adopt a similar bi-capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry as that

established for (2). However, at ambient temperatures both 1H and

n.m.r. spectra of (1) were consistent with the two

phosphorus atoms of the bidentate ligand being equivalent on the

n.m.r. time scale, which was not in agreement with the metal core

structure proposed from the i.r. spectroscopic data. Therefore, the

characterisation of the solid state structure of (1) by X-ray

analysis was of interest in establishing the metal core geometry and

to account for the observed differences between the i.r. and n.m.r.

spectroscopic data.

2.4.1 Structural description of the heptanuclear cluster ~

The X-ray analysis of the mixed-metal cluster

[AU3Ru4(p-H)(CO) 12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2} (PPh3)] (1) established that the

seven metal atoms adopted a distorted bi-capped square pyramidal

geometry, Figure 2.4.1. The square base was defined by the atoms

Au(l), Au(2), Ru(2) and Ru(3), with Ru(l) forming the apex of the

pyramid. The triangular face Au(1)-Ru(1)-Ru(2) was capped by the

third gold atom, Au(3), with the metal atoms Ru(l), Ru(2), and Ru(3)
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further capped by the fourth ruthenium atom, Ru(4). Each ruthenium

atom was found to carry three essentially linear carbonyl ligands,

{Ru-C-O 165-177(3)o}, and the bis(diphenylphosphino)methane ligand

bridged the bond, Au(1)-Au(2) with the third gold atom, Au(3), bonded

to a triphenyl phosphine group. Although the position of the hydride

ligand was not located from the X-ray analysis, the longest

Ru(3)-Ru(4) bond was thought to be bridged by a ~2-H ligand, being

consistent with the structural feature involving the lengthening of

M-M bonds bridged by H_ligands.8,24,25 The position of the H-ligand

was deduced from potential energy minimisation calculations55 which

gave one suitable minima in P.E. for the ligand to bridge the bond,

Ru(3)-Ru(4).

2.4.2 Results and Discussion.

The X-ray analysis of the heptanuclear cluster

[Au3RU4(P-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (1) established a bi-capped
square pyramidal metal core geometry which was in marked contrast to

the bi-capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal framework adopted by the

monodentate PPh3 cluster [AU3RU4(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (2), {Figure
452.4.2}. Table 2.4.2 lists the M-M bond lengths for the related

AU3RU4 hydrido cluster compounds (1) and (2).
o

Despite the fact that the Au(l)-Au(3) bond {2.749(2) A} was
o

unbridged whereas the Au(1)-Au(2) bond {2.758(2) Al was spanned by

the bidentate organophosphine ligand, the two Au-Au separations in

(1) were similar, but significantly shorter than the mean Au-Au
odistance observed in (2), {2.830(2) Al. Importantly, the Au-Au bond
obridged by the dppm ligand {2.758(2) A} was markedly shorter than the

bond bridged by related organophosphine bidentate groups in the
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Figure 2._.1. The molecular structure of the heptanuclear cluster

[Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (1). The carbonyl C atoms
have the same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



p

Figure 2.4.2(Q) Molecular structure of [Au3RU4(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3)

(2).45 The hydrido and carbonyl ligands, together with the phenyl

rings have been omitted for clarity.



{Au-Au 2.823(1) A}51 and [Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]

{Au-Au 2.828(2) A}.54 The mean Au-Au bond length of 2.753(2) A in (1)

was also found to be markedly shorter than the mean Au-Au distances

reported for related heptanuclear mixed-metal clusters,

compound
o

mean Au-Au/ A

[AU3CORU3(CO)12(PPh3)3]

[Au3RU4(p-COMe)(CO)g(PPh3)3]

2.810 (1)58

2.870(1)43
o

The overall range of Au-Ru bond lengths in (1) {2.762-2.920(2) A}

was similar to the range of distances observed in the monodentate
oPPh3 cluster (2) {2.825-3.011(2) A}, although the mean of the seven

o 0
Au-Ru bond lengths in (2) {2.877(2) A} was 0.037 A longer than the

mean of the six Au-Ru distances in ( 1 ) {mean
o2.840 (2) A}.

Interestingly, in (1), the two Au-Ru bonds associated with the third

gold atom, Au(3), {Au(3)-Ru(1) 2.812(2);Au(3)-Ru(2)
o

2.898(2) A}

showed marked asymmetry, giving a difference between the two bonds of
o0.086 A, which was significantly larger than the corresponding

odifference of 0.013 A observed in (2). Figure 2.4.2(b) displays the

M-M bond lengths around the square base of the pyramidal core in

[Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)J (1). The diagonal contacts

between the metal atoms Au(1) •••Ru(3) and Au(2) •••Ru(2) defining the

square, clearly signified a marked contraction of the base, with a
o

difference between the two distances of 0.74(4) A. This was similar

to the distortion of the square base observed in the capped

square-pyramidal structure of the di-gold tetra-ruthenium cluster
54compound [Au2RU4(V-H)(V3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] {Figure

2.2.2(e);section 2.2.2}.

The range of Ru-Ru distances observed in the Au3RU4 dppm cluster
ocompound (1) {2.773-3.044(3) A} was similar to that reported for the

o
related PPh3 analogue (2) {2.801-3.001(3) A}, but slightly shorter in
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2.869

2.758

RU2

2.781

p

Figure 2•••2(b). The metal geometry defining the pyramidal base in

the ofstructure the heptanuclear cluster



range to those previously reported for the heptanuclear mix~d-metal
o 58clusters, [AU3CORu3(CO)12(PPh3)3] {2.802-3.001(5) A} and

o 43[AU
3
RU4(p-COMe)(CO)9(PPh3)3] {2.895-2.913(3) A}. In (1) the three

Ru-Ru distances associated with the capping of the square pyramidal

core by Ru(4), showed slight asymmetry, with one bond being longer

than the other two,

bond
o

distance/ A

Ru( 1)-Ru(4) 2.847<3 )

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.733(3)

Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.931 (3)•

In contrast, the corresponding bonds in (2) showed no obvious
o

asymmetry with the mean difference in the three bonds of 0.014 A,
o

being markedly smaller than the mean difference of 0.118 A observed

in (1) {vide supra}. However, the mean of the six Ru-Ru bond lengths

of the RU4 tetrahedron showed only a slight variation, with the mean
o 0bond in (1) {2.900(3) A} being 0.006 A longer than the mean bond in

(2) {2.894(3) A}.45
In the heptanuclear cluster

bridged by the organic' fragment, -CH -, were observed to
2

be
o

significantly different {Au(l)-P(l) 2.287(8)jAu(2)-P(2) 2.306(8) A},
o

but the mean difference of all three Au-P bonds {2.300(8) A} was only

slightly longer than the corresponding mean observed in the
o

monodentate PPh3 structure (2) {2.281(8) Al. The mean Au-P bond
o

length held by the methylene fragment in (1) {2.296(8) A} was found

to be similar to the mean of the two Au-P bonds 'linked' by a longer

ethyl side chain of the bidentate ligand in the hexanuclear cluster
o 54[AU2RU4(V-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] {2.291(4) A}. However,

both these mean distances were significantly shorter than the mean
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Au-P bonds bridged by the organic substituent, -CH2-, in the related

cluster compound, [Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2] {mean Au-P

2.305(4) A}.51

The X-ray analysis of the heptanuclear cluster (1), established

that each ruthenium atom was bonded to three essentially linear CO

groups {Ru-C-O 165-177(3)0}, with the greatest deviation from

linearity observed for CO(23), which was found to make a very short
ocontact to Au(l), {Au(1) •••C(23) 2.51(3) A}. The range of Ru-CO bond

olengths in (1) {1.83-1.92(3) A} was similar to that reported for the

related cluster (2) o{1.86-1.90(8) A}. Similarly the
o

corresponding C-O range in (1) {1.13-1.24(5) A} was also comparable
o

to the range observed in (2), {1.14-1.21(8) A}.

2.4.3 Conclusions.
The X-ray analysis on the heptanuclear mixed-metal cluster

compound

that by replacing two of the three monodentate PPh3 groups in

[Au3RU4(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (2)45 with a bridging di-phosphine ligand

in (1), the metal framework in the solid state was observed to

rearrange from the bi-capped trigonal bi-pyramidal adopted by (2), to

the bi-capped square pyramidal characterised for (1) • The

intramolecular contacts between the metal atoms forming the square

base of the pyramid in (1) {Au(1) •••Ru(3) 3.49 (3) and Au(2) •••Ru(2)
o4.23(3) A} signified a marked distortion of the metal framework. In

contrast, the pyramidal base in the di-gold ruthenium cluster

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO>l2{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] having the two Au-P bonds
also 'linked' by the methylene unit reflected upon a less distorted

square, {Au(1) •••Ru(1) 4.15 (3) and Au(2) •••Ru(4)

Interestingly, the marked contraction of the pyramidal base in (1)
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was found to closely resemble that observed in the Au2Ru4 dppe

cluster compound in

which the two Au-P bonds were bridged by a longer organic ethyl side
o

chain, {Au(1)•••Ru(1) 4-23 (3); Au (2)•••Ru(4) 344 (3) A}.

These results further supported that besides causing the observed

change in metal core structures when two Au-P bonds were held by the

bridging organic substituents, various degrees of distortion within

the pyramidal frameworks were also present in the solid state

structures of these gold-ruthenium mixed-metal cluster compounds.

Importantly, the Au-Au bond bridged by the dppm ligand in the Au3RU4
hydrido compound (1) was markedly shorter than the Au-Au bonds

bridged by bidentate organophosphine groups in the related di-gold

ruthenium clusters, {vide supra}. This reflected upon a greater

steric congestion of the surface ligands in (1), especially with the

incorporation of the third AU(PPh3) group into the metal polyhedron.
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Table 2.4.2
0

Bond Distance! A

(1) (2)45*

Au(1)-Au(2) 2.758(2) 2.822(2)

Au(1)-Au(3) 2.749(2) 2.838(2)

Au( 1)-Ru( 1) 2.920(2) 2.832(2)

Au(1)-Ru(2) 2.781(2) 3.011 (2)

Au( 1)-Ru(3) 2.961 (2)

Au(2)-Ru(1) 2.762(2) 2.834(2)

Au(2)-Ru(3) 2.869(2) 2.825(2)

Au(3)-Ru(1) 2.812(2) 2.831 (2)

Au(3)-Ru(2) 2.898(2) 2.844(2)

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 3.044(3) 2.978(3)

Ru(1)-Ru(3) 2.967(3) 3.001 (3)

Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.847(3 ) 2.822(3)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.840 (3) 2.960(3)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.773(3) 2.801(3)

Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.931 (3) 2.805(3)
• re-numbered for comparison.
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Section 2.5. Comparison of the trends in metal frameworks, M-M, M-Ru

and M-P bond lengths adopted in the solid state by related ruthenium

mixed-metal cluster compounds containing Group IB metal atoms, Cu, Ag

or Au bonded to either monodentate or bidentate organophosphine

ligands.
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2.5.1. The comparison of the solid state geometries adopted by

ruthenium hydrido clusters containing Group TB metal phosphine groups

forming ~ part of the mixed-metal polyhedron.

The X-ray analyses of the mixed-metal clusters,

[AU2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH:CHPPh2}]'

[AUCURU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]
[AU3RU4Cp-H)(CO) 12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2} (PPh3)] presented in sections 2.2,

and

2.3 and 2.4, respectively and comparison of their structural data to

previously reported related structures of gold, copper and silver

established an interesting trend in the metal frameworks these novel

compounds adopted in the solid state, governed primarily by the type

of organophosphine group bonded to the Group TB metal atoms. The

reported X-ray structure of the di-gold tetra-ruthenium cluster

[AU2Ru4(y-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1) described a capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal geometry.50 Interestingly, upon the replacement of

two monodentate PPh3 groups by a bidentate phosphine ligand,

~-Ph2PCH2PPh2' a change in the metal geometry to a capped square

pyramidal metal core was observed, as characterised fur the

Variations in the nature of the bidentate organophosphine

ligands, involving the lengthening of the organic side chain was

found to retain the capped square pyramidal metal frameworks in the

hexanuclear clusters

(3)54 and [Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH:CHPPh2}] (4) (X-ray study

presented in section 2.2). This series of di-gold ruthenium

compounds was further extended to accommodate a third gold atom in

the mixed-metal polyhedron, as structurally characterised for the

heptanuclear clusters and
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[Au3RU4(P-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (6) (X-ray study presented

in section 2.4). Once again the replacement of two of the three PPh3
groups in (5) to a bidentate phosphine bridge in (6) resulted in a

rearrangement of the metal geometry from the bi-capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal in (5)45 to the bi-capped square pyramidal in (6).

Similar variations in metal core structures were also observed

between the pentanuclear sulphido clusters [Au2RU3(P3-S)(CO)g(PPh3)2]

(7)42 and [Au2RU3(P3-S)(CO)9{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (8).53 The PPh3
derivative (7) adopted a trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core, whereas

the related dppm analogue (8) displayed a distorted square pyramidal

metal framework. Table 2.5.1(a) summarises the observed trends in

the metal polyhedra of the gold-ruthenium mixed-metal cluster

compounds (1)-(8).

From the observed trends in the metal frameworks of cluster

compounds (1)-(8), an important conclusion was drawn. When two Au-P

bonds were held parallel to the ruthenium tetrahedral metal core by

organic side chains, the metal framework was found to rearrange from

that adopted by related clusters in which the gold atoms were bonded

to monodentate PPh3 groups.

In total contrast, ·the series of heteronuclear clusters

containing copper and silver atoms, [M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(L)] [M = Cu

or Ag; L = (PPh3)2 or {p-Ph2P(CH2)nPPh2} n = or 2], all showed

marked similarities in their respective solid state structures. The

reported X-ray structures of the cluster compounds
50[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)] [M = Cu (9) or Ag (10)] described capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal geometries. Replacement of monodentate PPh3
groups by bidentate phosphine ligand, dppm, resulted in no change in

the metal core geometries with cluster compounds
52 51[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] [M = Cu (11) or Ag (12) ] both
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adopting capped trigonal bi-pyramidal metal skeletons. Table

2.5.1(b) summarises the observed trends in the metal frameworks of

the related copper and silver ruthenium cluster compounds (9)-(12)

and di-copper ruthenium clusters with varying lengths of organic side

chains of the bidentate ligand.

Interestingly, as discussed in sections 1.1.9 and 2.1.2 the

reported n.m.r. studies of the cluster series

Cu(9), Ag (10) an Au(1)] and

consistent with the apparent fluxional behaviour of their structures

in . 50-54solutIons. The observed variations in their n.m.r. spectra

were in agreement with an intramolecular rearrangement of their metal

cores in solutions. A B d t t i han i 42. l'erry pseu 0 ro a Ion mec anlsm Invo Vlng

the rearrangement of one trigonal bi-pyramidal metal framework to

another equivalent metal core, via a square pyramidal intermediate,

was proposed to account for these observations {section 1.1.9jFigure

1.1.9(f) and section 2.1.2l. Importantly, from band-shape analysis

of their respective 31p_{1Hl n.m.r spectra at various temperatures,

Salter and co-workers reported that the Free energies of Activation

( ~G), associated with the proposed intramolecular metal core

rearrangements in solutions of the above compounds, were controlled

by the nature of the attached phosphine ligand:51

Table 2.5.1(c)

Compound M = Cu M = Ag M = Au

[M2RU4(H)2(CO)12(PPh3)] bG 40.9 40.0 42.0 KJ -1mol

[M2Ru4(H)2(CO)12{dppm}] AG 40.8 33.0 29.0 KJ 1_1mo

These results clearly showed that the replacement of two

monodentate PPh3 groups by the bidentate ~-Ph2PCH2PPh2 ligand caused
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a notea ble lowering of bG in both the silver and gold clusters.

However, in the analogous copper cluster the corresponding b.G

values showed a negligable difference. The workers therefore

suggested, that the observed variations in LiG values were related

to the degree of steric strains suffered by the respective M-P bonds,

when freely co-ordinated to phenyl rings or held by bridging organic
. d hai 51Sl e c a1ns.

Importantly, although a significant drop in the .6G value

and (12) was observed,

indicating that the proposed rearrangement process in solutions was

more favoured by the dppm derivative (12), the capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal core characterised in the solid state established

that the steric demands of the bridging organophosphine ligand were

not sufficient to alter the metal polyhedral core adopted by the PPh3
analogue (10). The very small difference in the ~G values between

[Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (11) reflected upon
strains imposed by the bidentate ligand in solutions of (11) being

the steric

minimal, with both structures adopting similar capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal geometries in the solid state. In contrast, the X-ray

structure of the gold-ruthenium cluster

[AU2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2) established a capped
square pyramidal metal core, in marked difference to the capped

trigonal bi-pyramidal structure adopted by the parent monodentate

PPh3 cluster [Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1).
This was consistent with the significant drop in the value of

~G for the rearrangement process in solutions of c~uster species

(2), {Table 2.5.1(c)}. This indicated that the two Au-P vectors held
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by the organic side chain were subjected to greater steric constraint

and the proposed rearrangement pathway in solutions enabled the

release of some of these strains. Importantly, the capped square

pyramidal geometry adopted in the solid state by (2) was similar in

structure to the proposed metal skeleton for the intermediate in the

Berry pseudo rotation rearrangement process, {Figure 1.1.9(f);section

1.1.9}' These observations therefore revealed, that the steric

strains imposed by the bidentate organophosphine ligand were related

to the size of the Group IB metal atom to which it was co-ordinated,

with the larger gold atoms in (2) suffering the greatest strains, and

exhibiting the observed change in metal core geometry.

Further evidence to support this conclusion resulted from the

X-ray analysis of the hexanuclear cluster

(section 2.3),

whose metal framework contained two different Group IB metal atoms

bridged by a di-phosphine bidentate ligand. The six metal atoms

adopted a capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry analogous to that

characterised for the di-gold
(1)50 and

ruthenium cluster

the di-copper ruthenium

Although the dynamic

behaviour of the cluster in solutions as yet has not been reported,

the solid state structure illustrated that the steric demands placed

upon the gold and copper atoms were not as severe as those present

when the organic bridge held two Au-P bonds. Thus, the presence of

the smaller copper atom minimised the constraint and rigidity within

the metal framework of (13), with the expected rearrangement of the

metal core to the capped square pyramidal geometry not observed in

the solid state.
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Table 2.5.1(a)

compound phosphine geometry

ligand
50 PPh3 capped tbp'[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1)

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(dPpm)(CO)12] (2)51 dppm capped spy'

[Au2RU4(~-H)(V3-H)(dPpe)(CO)12] (3)54 dppe capped spy

(Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(dPPOl)(CO)12](4) dppol capped spy
45 PPh3 bi-capped tbp[AU3RU4(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (5)

(Au3RU4(P-H)(CO)12(dPpm)(PPh3)] (6) dppm bi-capped spy
42 tbp[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)9(PPh3)2] (7) PPh3

[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)9(dPpm)] (8)53 dppm spy

Itbp = trigonal bi-pyramidal and spy = square pyramidal

dppm = p-Ph2PCH2PPh2, dppe = p-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2, dppol

p-Ph/CH=CHPPh2•

=
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Table 2.5.1(b).

M = Cu or Ag
50[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2J

monodentate PPh3
capped tbp

*tbp = trigonal bi-pyramidal,

51[M2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(dppm)J
bidentate dppm

capped tbp
52[Cu2Ru4(~3-H)2(CO)12(dppe)]

bidentate dppe

capped tbp
52[Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(dppp)]

bidentate dppp

capped tbp
52[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(dpppe)J

bidentate dpppe

capped tbp

dppm = ~-Ph2PCH2PPh2' dppe = ~-Ph2P(CH2)2PPh2'

p-Ph2P(CH2)3PPh2 dpppe = ~-Ph2P(CH2)5PPh2.
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2.5.2. The observed distortions in the metal frameworks of
related capped square pyramidal gold-ruthenium heteronuclear
structures.

The X-ray analyses of the mixed-metal clusters,
51[Au2RU4(u-H)(U3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2)

54[Au2RU4(~-H)(U3-H)(CO)12{u-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (3~

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{u-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (4) *
a~d [Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (8)

(X-ray structural studies presented in section 2.2 and 2.4,

respectively), established that all four compounds adopted a basic

square pyramidal metal core in the solid state. The interesting

feature of comparison in the stuctures of these related clusters was

the observed distortions present in the pyramidal metal frameworks,

related to the variation of the side chain of the orgaMphosphine

bidentate bridge 'spanning' the two gold atoms. Figure 2.5.2
displays the M-M bond lengths of the square base in the
structures of (2), (3), (4) and (8).

oThe Au-Au distance in (8) {2.758(2) A} was significantly shorter

than the corresponding bonds in the structures of (2), (3) and (4),
o{2.823(1), 2.828(2) and 2.861(2) A, respectively}. The Au-Ru bonds

defining the square base in all four structures exhibited asymmetry,
o 0with a difference between the two bonds of 0.088 A in (8) 0.058 A in

o
(2) and 0.067 A in (3). In contrast, the corresponding difference in

o(4) was considerably smaller {0.028 A}. The degree of distortion

within the base of the pyramidal cores in these related structures

displayed an interesting variation. The difference between the
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diagonal contacts made by the four metal atoms of the square in (2)
o{0.340 A} was found to be similar to the corresponding difference

o
observed in (4) {0.330 A}. However, the difference in both (3) and

(8) were similar but noteably greater {O.790 and o
0.740 A,

respectively}. The marked contraction of the square in (3) was

anticipated due to a longer ethyl side chain, {-CH2-CH2-1, bridging

the two Au-P bonds, resulting in a greater flexibility of the two

vectors and giving the shortest contact between the metal atoms,

Au(2) and Ru(4) in all four structures, {Figure 2.5.2}.

The presence of a similar distortion of the metal pyramidal core

in the structure of the AU3RU4 dppm cluster (8) was surprising, since

a single methylene {-CH2-} unit 'spanning' two of the three Au-P

bonds would have been thought to enhance an environment of constraint

and rigidity similar to that present in the Au2RU4 dppm analogue (2).

In the solid state structure of (4), with the two Au-P vectors held

parallel by the unsaturated ethene bridge {-CH=CH-}, the lengthening

of the organic chain of the bidentate ligand was observed to enhance

less distortion of the square base. The observed differences between

the diagonal contacts made by the four metal atoms of the square base

in (4) were similar to those present in the analogous dppm cluster

(2), where a single -CH2- fragment bridged the corresponding Au-P

bonds, {Figure 2.5.2}. From these results it was concluded that,

besides causing the change in metal core geometry in the solid state

when monodentate phosphines were replaced by bidentate phosphine

gr-oups, the observed distortions within the metal frameworks of these

related clusters were guided not only by the length of the organic

backbone of the bidentate ligand, but also to the 'nature' of the

organic substituent bridging the Au-P bonds.
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2.5.3 Trends in M-M, M-Ru and M-P bond lengths in related ruthenium

clusters containing copper, silver and gold phosphine groups,

With the correlation of the structural data obtained from the

X-ray studies of analogous tetra-ruthenium hydrido clusters with two

ML fragments [M = eu, Ag or Au; L = (PPh3)2 or bidentate dppm,

dppe and dppol] forming a part of the mixed-metal polyhedron,

interesting trends in the M-M, M-Ru and M-P bond lengths have been

established. In the series of di-gold ruthenium hydrido clusters,

the change from monodentate to bidentate organophosphines results in

an overall change of metal core geometry in the solid state from the

capped trigonal bi-pyramidal described by the PPh3 cluster compound,

to the capped square pyramidal adopted by the analogous structures

with bidentate organophosphine bridges, {section 2.5.1}. The Au-Au

bonds held by bridging phosphine groups in these related structures

were observed to be markedly longer than the corresponding bond in

the monodentate PPh3 cluster compound:

Table 2.5.3(a)

compound oAu-Au distance/ A

[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2eH2pPh2}](3)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(p3-H)(eO)12{~-Ph2PCH=eHPPh2}] (4)
*( X-ray structure reported in section 2.2)

2.791(1)50

2.823(1)51

2.828(2)54

*2.861(2)

In contrast, the Au-Au bond bridged by the bidentate dppm group in

the heptanuclear cluster [Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (5)
o{Au-Au 2.758(2) A; X-ray structure reported in section 2.4} was

significantly shorter than the corresponding bond in the analogous

cluster with monodentate phosphine groups,
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(6) {2.822(2) 45A}. The same trend was

observed between the reported pentanuclear sulphido clusters

and
53[Au2RU3(~3-S)(CO)9{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (8), with the Au-Au bond in (7)

o 0
{2.957(2) A} being markedly longer than in (8) {2.802(1) A}.

In the series of reported copper and silver clusters,

the replacement of monodentate by bidentate phosphine ligands

displayed no change in the metal core structures adopted in the solid

state, with all cluster compounds exhibiting similar capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal frameworks.50,51 Importantly, there was an evident

difference in the Group IB M-M bonds, with the Cu-Cu and Ag-Ag bonds

co-ordinated to triphenyl phosphine groups being significantly longer

than the corresponding bonds bridged by the bidentate dppm ligand:

Table 2.5.3(b)

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (9) Cu-Cu

[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (10) Ag-Ag

o
M-M distance/ A

2.699(2)50

2.857(1)50

compound

[CU2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (11) Cu-Cu 2.605(3)52

[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (12) Ag-Ag 2.756(6)51

The M-Ru bonds (M = Cu, Ag or Au) also displayed a trend in these

novel mixed-metal cluster compounds. The mean Au-Ru bonds in the

di-gold ruthenium structures having bidentate phosphine groups, were

found to be markedly shorter than the corresponding mean bond in the

monodentate PPh3 cluster compound:
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Table 2.3.5(c)

compound
o

mean Au-Ru distance/ A

[AU2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}](3)

[Au2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2P~H=CHPPh2}] (4)
*( X-ray structure reported in section 3.2)

2.917(1)50

2.795(2)51

2.844(2)54

*2.770(2)

Similarly, the mean Au-Ru distance associated with the two gold atoms

bridged by the bidentate phosphine ligand in the heptanuclear cluster
(5)

o{2.840(2) Ai X-ray

structure reported in section 2.4} was again significantly shorter

than the mean of the analogous bonds in the monodentate PPh3
o 45

structure [Au3RU4(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (6) {2.877(2) Al.
An opposite trend in the respective Cu-Ru and Ag-Ru bond lengths was

observed in the related copper-ruthenium and silver-ruthenium

compounds. The mean M-Ru distance in the structures containing the

bidentate ligand was noteably longer than the corresponding mean bond

observed in the monodentate PPh3 analogues:

Table 2.3.5(d)

compound
o

mean M-Ru distance/ A

[CU2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (9) Cu-Ru

[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] (10) Ag-Ru

[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (11)

2.706(2)50

2.894(1)50

Cu-Ru 2.735(2)52

[Ag2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (12) Ag-Ru 2.931(6}51
Another interesting trend was further observed in comparison of

the M-Ru and M-P bonds in the structures of these hexanuclear

copper-ruthenium, silver-ruthenium and gold-ruthenium cluster

compounds. In both series of clusters containing either the

monodentate PPh
3

or bidentate dppm phosphine ligands, the mean Ag-P
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bond length was markedly longer than both the mean Cu-P and Au-P

distances, which was not anticipated with respect to the increase in

atomic number of the Group IE metal atom, Au > Ag > Cu. This trend

was also observed in the respective mean M-Ru distances in the

structures where the Group IB metal atoms were bridged by the dppm

phosphine ligand. The mean Ag-Ru bond was significantly longer than

both the mean Cu-Ru and Au-Ru lengths. However, in the related

compounds with the hetero-metal atoms bonded to monodentate

groups, the expected trend was observed, with the mean Au-Ru bond

being markedly longer than both the mean Ag-Ru and Cu-Ru distances:
0

compound mean M-Ru mean M-PI A

[Ag2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] 2.894(1) 2.401(4)50

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] 2.917(1) 2.284(3)50

[cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12(PPh3)2] 2.706(2) 2.234(3)50

[Ag2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] 2.932(6)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] 2.795(2)

[Cu2RU4(P3-H)2(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] 2.735(2)

2.422(5)51

2.305(4)51

2.229(4)52
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Section 2.6. To account for the observed differences in metal core

structures adopted by gold-ruthenium compounds, when two gold atoms

are bonded to monodentate PPh
3

groups or bridged by bidentate

phosphine ligands.

It has been discussed in section 1.1.1, that from molecular

orbital calculations, Evans and Mingos have suggested that the

bonding characteristics of an Au(PR3) group is primarily associated

with the hybrid (s-z) orbital, donating one electron in the formation
59 60of 3c-2e (-~2) and 4c-2e (-~3) M-M bonds. ' Therefore, the linear

nature of this orbital results in its lobe pointing towards the

midpoint of a M-M bond it bridges or to the centre of a 3 metal atom

triangle it caps. This feature was thought to be a contributing

factor in the observed change in the solid state metal core

geometries when monodentate PPh3 groups bonded to gold atoms were

replaced by a bridging bidentate phosphine ligand, in the cluster

series [Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12L] [L = (PPh3)2 or dppm, dppe, dppol]

and [AU3RU4(H)(CO)12(PPh3)L] [L = (PPh3)2 or dppm], {section 2.5}.

Angles around the gold atoms in these novel gold ruthenium cluster

compounds, relating the Au-P vectors and various centroids within the

RU4 tetrahedron to which these bonds made linear contacts, were

calculated to investigate whether the particular direction favoured

by the Au-P bonds towards the ruthenium tetrahedron, governed the

observed metal core rearrangements.
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Figure 2.6(a)

[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1)50

midpoint m(1) = centre of the triangle Au(2), Ru(3) Ru(4).

midpoint m(2) = centre of triangle Ru(1), Ru(3), Ru(4).

midpoint m(3) = centre of the bond Ru(3)-Ru(4).

The calculated angles showed that when two Au atoms were bonded to

monodentate phosphine ligands as in (1), the bonding pattern

involving the gold-phosphine group, Au(2)PPh3, capping the metal

atoms Ru(l), Ru(3), and Ru(4) resulted in a near linear angle being

made to the centroid of this RU3 triangle, {P(2)-Au(2)-m(2) o176.0 I.

The second gold-phosphine group, AU(1)PPh3, was also observed to make

a near linear contact to the centre of the face Au(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4) it
ocapped, {P(l)-Au(l)-m(l) 174.0 }.
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Figure 2.6(b)

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}] (2)51

midpoint m(1) = centre of triangle Au(2), Ru(3) and Ru(4).

midpoint m(2) = centre of triangle Ru(1), Ru(3) Ru(4).

midpoint m(3) = centre of bond Ru(3)-Ru(4).

midpoint m(4) = centre of bond Ru(1)-Ru(3).

With the cleavage of the bond Au(2)-Ru(4) in the trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal core structure of (1) {Figure 2.6(a)}, giving rise

to the capped square pyramidal metal framework in (2), the gold atom,

Au(2), which capped an RU3 face of the ruthenium tetrahedron in (1)

was now envisaged to bridge the bond Ru(1)-Ru(3), giving an

approximately linear angle to the midpoint of this vector,

{P(2)-Au(2)-m(4) 168.0o}. The second gold atom, Au(1), was still

adopting a P3-bonding mode by capping the face Au(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(4),

although a markedly non-linear angle to the mid-point of this
otriangular face was observed, (P(1)-Au(1)-m(1) 137.0 }. The Au(1)-P(1)

vector infact made a near linear angle to the midpoint of the bond

Ru(3)-Ru(4), (Figure 2.6(b)}. These results indicated a predominance
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of P2-bonding character for both gold atoms, being constrained by the

bridging phosphine group, preventing any linear contacts to be made

to the centres of the faces capped by the related gold atoms in the

monodentate PPh3 structure (1).
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Figure 2.6(c)

(Au2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (3)54

midpoint m(l) = centre of triangle Au(2), Ru(3) and Ru(4).

midpoint m(2) = centre of triangle Ru(l), Ru(3) Ru(4).

midpoint m(3) = centre of bond Ru(3)-Ru(4).

midpoint m(4) = centre of bond Ru(l)-Ru(3).

With the lengthening of the organic side chain in (3), the

presence of an ethane fragment bridging the two Au-P bonds also

displayed linear angles to the centres of the Ru-Ru bonds they

essentially bridged {P(1)-Au(l)-m(3) 162.00; P(2)-Au(2)-m4 163.00}

similar to that observed in the dppm analogue (2), (Figure 2.6(b)}.

However, the greater flexibility of the two Au-P bonds in the

structure of (3) was seen by the approximate linearity of the angles

made towards the centroids of the faces capped by the related gold

atoms in the monodentate PPh3 cluster (1), {P(l)-Au{l)-m(l) 158.0 and
oP(2)-Au(2)-m(2) 155.0 }, reflecting upon a greater contraction of the

square pyramidal framework.
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Figure 2.6(d)

[Au2RU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (4)
(X-ray study presented in section 2.2}

midpoint mel) = centre of triangle Au(2), Ru(3) and Ru(4).
midpoint m(2) = centre of triangle Ru(l), Ru(3) Ru(4).
midpoint m(3) = centre of bond Ru(3)-Ru(4).
midpoint m(4) = centre of bond Ru(1)-Ru(3).

As observed in cluster compounds (2) and (3), {Figures 2.6(b) and
2.6(c), respectively}, the presence of an unsaturated ethene fragment
'linking' the Au-P bonds in (4), allowed near linear angles to be
made to the centres of the Ru-Ru bonds they essentially edge-bridged,

o 0{P(1)-Au(1)-m3 165.0 ; P(2)-Au(2)-m4 168.0}. However, both vectors
displayed markedly non-linear angles to the mid-points of the

otriangular faces (PC1)-Au(1)-m(1) 135.0 and P(2)-Au(2)-m(2) 141.0},
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similar to that observed in the dppm derivative (2), but in contrast

to that displayed by the two Au-P bonds in (3). These results

indicated that unlike the situation in compound (3), where the two

Au-P vectors were held by a saturated ethyl bridge, {-CH2-CH2-1, the

presence of an unsaturated ethene unit, {-CH=CH-}, in (4) created an

environment of greater constraint and rigidity.
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Figure 2.6(e)

[AUCURU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (5)

(X-ray study presented in section 2.3)

midpoint m (1) = centre of triangle Cu (1) , Ru(3) and Ru(4).

midpoint m(2) = centre of triangle Ru (1) , Ru(3) Ru (4).

midpoint m(3) = centre of bond Ru(3)-Ru(4).

midpoint m(4) = centre of bond Ru( 1)-Ru(3).

The need to form linear contacts to the mid-point of the face

capped by an AU{PR3) group was evident in the angles calculated in

the copper-gold ruthenium cluster compound (5). The bonding of the

hetero-metal atoms was envisaged to involve the Cu atom firstly

capping the metal atoms Ru(l), Ru(3) and Ru(4), followed by the gold

atom capping the face Cu-Ru(3)-Ru(4). The Au(1)-P(1) vector

displayed a f3-bonding mode by making a near linear angle to the
omidpoint of the face it capped, {P(l)-Au(l)-m(l) 168.0 }. The greater

distortion of the Cu-P vector was reflected upon a more P2-bonding

character adopted towards the centre of the bond Ru(3)-Ru(4),
o{P(2)-Cu(1)-m(3) 171.0 }.
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Figure 2.6(f)

.[AU3RU4(P3-H)(OO)12(PPh3)3] (6)45

p

midpoint mCl) = centroid of triangle Ru(l), Ru(2), Ru(3)

midpoint m(2) = centroid of triangle Au(1), Ru(1), Ru(3)

midpoint m(3) = centroid of triangle Au(1), Ru(1), Ru(2)

In the heptanuclear cluster (6) all three Au-P bonds maintained the

expected near linear angles to the centres of the faces they capped.
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Figure 2.6(g)

[Au3RU4(~2-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3»)
(X-ray study presented in section 2.4)

midpoint m( 1) = centroid of triangle Ru (1) , Ru (2), Ru(3)
midpoint m(2) = centroid of triangle Au(1), Ru (1), Ru(2)
midpoint m(3) = centroid of triangle Au(1), Ru( 1), Ru(3)
midpoint m(4) = centre of bond Ru( 1)-Ru(2)
midpoint m(S) = centre of bond Ru(O-Ru(3)

In cluster compound (7), the various contacts made by the AU(PR3)

groups to the centroids of the RU4 tetrahedron reflected upon a

marked distortion of the bi-capped square pyramidal metal core
geometry. This was seen by the two Au-P bonds 'spanned' by the dppm

ligand making non-linear angles towards the mid-points of the Ru-Ru
bonds they essentially edge-bridged, o{P(1)-Au(1)-m(4) 150.0
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oP(2)-Au(2)-m(5) 153.4 }. However, the two vectors were observed to

make near-linear contacts to the respective centres of the faces

capped by the two related gold atoms in the monodentate PPh3 analogue

(6), {Figure 2.6(f)} {P(l)-Au(l)-m(l) 159.00jP(2)-Au(2)_m(3) 161.0o}.

The third gold atom bonded to a PPh3 group was observed to make a

near-linear angle to the face it capped, {P(3)-Au(3)-m(2) 168.0o}.

These results indicated that, although two of the three Au-P bonds

were bridged by a single -CH2- fragment, the expected rigidity and

constraint within the metal framework was not observed. The

calculated angles reflected upon the bonding character of the two Au

atoms bridged by the dppm ligand, being intermediate betwwen -P2 and

Correlation of the results obtained from these calculations

revealed that the linear nature of the bonding adopted by the AU(PR
3
)

groups was best maintained, when the gold atoms were bonded to
monodentate groups, as observed in the structures of

[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)2] (1) and [Au3RU4(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3]
(6), {Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(f), respectively}. However, with the

replacement of these phosphine groups by bidentate organophosphine

ligands bridging two gold atoms, the resulting constraint made it

impossible for the Au-P bonds to maintain their linear contacts to

the centroids of the faces capped by the gold atoms,in the metal core
structure of the analogous cluster. Therefore, the
energetically favoured pathway through which the two Au-P bonds could

maintain their linearity was the observed rearrangement of the metal
framework, to square pyramidal skeletons as established for

(2),51
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[Au2RU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}J

[Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)J (7).

(4), and

In the solid state
structure of (2), where the two Au-P bonds were held by a single

methylene unit, both vectors displayed a greater predominance of

P2-bonding character, {Figure 2.6(b)}. A situation reflecting upon

marked constraint, preventing the two Au-P bonds from pointing

towards the centres of the faces capped by the related gold atoms in
the PPh3 compound (1).

Lengthening of the organic side chain of the bridging bidentate

group in clusters (3) and (4), again established an interesting

variation in the directions adopted by the two Au-P bonds towards the

RU4 tetrahedron. In (3), the presence of the saturated ethyl bridge

displayed greater flexibility of the Au-P vectors, with both bonds

making near linear contacts not only to the mid-points of the Ru-Ru

bonds they essentially edge-bridged, but also to the centres of the

two faces capped by the gold atoms in the PPh3 structure (1), {Figure

2.6(c)}. This indicated, that upon the lengthening of the organic

backbone of the bidentate ligand in (3), the metal geometry was

intermediate in structure to,the capped trigonal bi-pyramidal adopted
by (1) and the capped square

In the hexanuclear cluster

[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}J (4), both Au-P vectors

were observed to make near linear angles to the Ru-Ru bonds they

bridged, but displayed marked non-linear contacts to the centroids of

the faces capped by the two gold atoms in the PPh3 cluster (1),
{Figure 2.6(d)}. The only feasible explanation of the marked

constraint of the two Au-P vectors in the structure of (4), was the

probable delocalisation of the ir-electrons from the ethenefragment
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to the adjacent P-C bonds of the bidentate bridge, creating rigidity

within the six membered Au-P-CH:CH-P-Au ring. In the solid state
structure of the copper-gold cluster compound

[AUCURU4(~-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}] (5), the six metal atoms

defined a capped trigonal bi-pyramidal geometry. The Au-P bond was

observed to make the expected near-linear angle to the centre of the

face it capped, whereas the Cu-P vector was apparently distorted,

exhibiting a near linear contact not to the RU3 face it capped, but

to a Ru-Ru bond of that face. Therefore, having one gold and another

smaller Group IB metal atom forming a part of the six metal

polyhedron minimised the steric strains suffered by the Au-P vector,

allowing it to point towards the centre of the face it capped, with

the rearrangement of the metal core in the solid state not being
observed.

In the heptanuclear mixed-metal

[Au3RU4(~3-H)(CO)12(PPh3)3] (6),45 all three

cluster compound

Au-P bonds displayed

near linear angles to the mid-points of the faces they capped,

{Figure 2.6(f)}. Interestingly, in the structure of the analogous

the two

Au-P vectors 'linked' by a methylene fragment, also made

approximately linear angles to the centres of the faces capped by the

related gold atoms in the PPh3 analogue (6), {Figure 2.6(g)}. This

was rather surprising, as in the di-gold ruthenium structure (2),

where the two Au-P bonds were also held by a methylene unit, an

environment of rigid constraint within the five membered ring

-Au-P-CH2-P-Au- was observed, preventing the two Au-P vectors from

pOinting towards the mid-points of the faces capped by the two gold

atoms in the trigonal bi-pyramidal structure of the monodentate PPh
3

compound (1), {vide supra}. The metal framework in (7), was
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therefore intermediate in structure to the bi-capped trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal skeleton adopted by cluster compound (6) and a

non-distorted bi-capped square pyramidal metal core. This marked

distortion in the geometry of (7) could have been attributed to the

incorporation of a third AU(~Ph3) group into the metal polyhedron,

increasing the overall surface ligand congestion and contracting the

pyramidal core.
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CHAPTER 1

Structural studies of homonuclear hydrido cluster compounds of

ruthenium and osmium.
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Section ~ Introduction.

Characterisation of hydrido ligands in transition metal clusters

using X-ray diffraction methods has proved to be a difficult problem

for crystallographers. This is attributed to the small X-ray

scattering ability of H atoms being 'swamped' by transition metals of

higher electron density to which they are 1bonded. Since the

scattering of X-rays is roughly proportional in amplitude to the

number of electrons in an atom, this problem becomes more severe as

surrounding transition metal atoms become heavier and as the number

of metals bonded to the H-atom . 1l.ncreases. Various qualitative

techniques have been used to predict hydride positions in cluster

compounds, involving criteria such as M-M bond 2lengths, electron

counting,3 ligand
6-8polyhedron. From the

. t t· 4,5orlen a l.on and analysis of ligand

vast number of transition metal hydrido

compounds structurally characterised in the solid state, it has been

recognised that hydrogen ligands occupy distinct co-ordination sites

on the metal atoms, and have finite steric requirements.9-11

The following sections are intended to describe some of the early

work carried out by crystallographers in trying to deduce positions

of hydrido ligands from X-ray data, using both indirect and direct

methods and have paved the way for well established 'tools' which are

now frequently used in locating the ligand in transition metal

clusters.

Indirect location of H-atoms using X-ray data.

Difficulties in determining H atom positions in mononuclear

compounds were first encountered with the X-ray diffraction studies

of the hydrido complexes, trans-[ptHBr(PEt3)2J and [MnHCCO)5J•12,13

Gaps or 'holes' in the co-ordination sphere around the metal atoms
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were interpreted to be a result of the steric influences of the

missing H atom. For example, in the platinum hydride complex,

[PtHBr(PEt3)2J, Owston and co-workers observed that the

phosphorus atoms were found to be coplanar with the platinum atom,

bromine and

ogiving p-pt-Br angles of 94.0. This ruled out a possibility of a

trigonal pyramidal co-ordination around the platinum atom. The bond

lengths and angles dictated that the four atoms, one bromine, two

phosphorus, and one hydrogen bound to the platinum atom formed a
12trans-square planar configuration, {Figure 3.1(a)}.

Location of H atoms in cluster compounds using indirect methods

was first reported by Churchill and co-workers, with the X-ray

structure analysis of the trinuclear cluster monoanion

[Re3(~-H)2(CO)12]-' {Figure 3.1(b)}.14 They observed that two of the
othree Re-Re bonds {3.113(1) and 3.181(1) A} were significantly longer

othan the third {3.035(1) A}. The axial carbonyls at each Re atom

were more or less regularly arranged, with the equatorial Re-Re-CO

angles involving the short side of the triangle, {Re(2)-Re(3)-CO(5)

and Re(3)-Re(2)-CO(4)} being 91.0 and 95.00 respectively. In

contrast, the corresponding equatorial angles at the two longer

bonds, Re(2)-Re(1)-CO(2) and Re(3)-Re(1)-CO(1), were found to be

significantly larger, {106.0 and 101.00 respectively}, with the

angles, Re(1)-Re(2)-CO(3) and Re(1)-Re(3)-CO(6) of 112.0 and o118.0 ,

respectively, being the largest of all the cis-angles. Thus, the

equatorial carbonyl groups at the bonds Re(1)-Re(2) and Re(1)-Re(3)

were observed to be "pushed" back away from Re(l), leading to the

conclusion that the H-atoms were situated nearer the Re(1)-Re(2) and

Re(1)-Re(3) edges of the three atom triangle.14

In 1911 Churchill and Wormald reported the crystal structure of

the hexa-ruthenium di-hydrido cluster [RU6(r3-H)2(CO}1BJ, {Figure
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153.1.(c)}. The X-ray structural data was used to establish the first

crystallographic evidence for two triply bridging H-ligands. The

molecule was found to crystallise in the space group P2,/c and the

asymmetric unit was found to consist of two half molecules of

Therefore,

there were two unrelated sets of the molecules within the unit cell,

one set centred on a special position at 1/2,0,0;1/2,1/2,1/2
and the

other centred at a special position 0,0,1/2;0,1/2,0. The workers

observed that in both crystallographically independent clusters, two

opposite triangular faces of the RU6 octahedron were markedly

enlarged, with Ru-Ru distances of these faces ranging from
o 0

2.950-2.959(3) A, averaging 2.954(3) A, whilst the remaining M-M
o 0distances varied from 2.858-2.874(3) A, averaging 2.867(3) A, {Figure

3.1(d)}.

Dispositioning of carbonyl ligands around the RU6 cluster in both

molecules also showed systematic irregularities, with ligands being

distorted away from the enlarged equatorial faces. For example, the

carbonyl ligands CO(l) and CO(3) attached to Ru(l) {molecule 1,

Figure 3.1(c)}, were found not to be axial to the enlarged 'open'

face Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3) {OC(1)-Ru(1-Ru(2) 132.00 and OC(3)-Ru(1)-Ru(3)

°130.2}. The carbonyl, CO(l) was in fact found to be nearly axial to

the face Ru(1)-Ru(2')-Ru(3) giving the angles OC(1)-Ru(1)-Ru(3) =
88.6° and OC(1)-Ru(1)-Ru(2') = 104.60, whereas COO) was found to be

approximately axial to the face Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3') giving the angles,

OC(3)-Ru(1)-Ru(2) = 88.2° andOC-Ru(1)-Ru(3') = 105.70• Similarly

the angles OC(2)-Ru(1)-Ru(2') and OC(2)-Ru(1)-Ru(3') {77.8 and 78.30

respectively} showed that CO(2) was 'leaning' over the face
Ru(1)-Ru(2')-Ru(3'). Similar dispositioning of carbonyl ligands were

also observed at Ru(2) and Ru(3). 15 The workers concluded that there
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were three carbonyl groups in an axial conformation relative to each

of the six small triangular faces of the RU6 octahedron in both

molecules, whilst no carbonyl ligands were in a truly axial position
relative to the two enlarged faces, Ru(1)-Ru(2)-Ru(3) and
Ru(1')-Ru(2')-Ru(3') in molecule 1 ; Ru(11)-Ru(12)-Ru(13) and
Ru(11')-Ru(12')-Ru{13') in molecule 2. From these observations, the

two hydrido-ligands were thought to triply bridge the two enlarged

faces in both molecules of the asymmetric unit.

The effects of bridging hydrido ligands on metal cluster geometry

was further assessed by Churchill and co-workers, with the X-ray
5 16structure of (OS3W(p-H)(CO)12(~ -C5H5)]. The molecule adopted a

tetrahedral metal core, with the tungsten atom co-ordinated to the

cyclo-pentadiene ring and two terminal -CO ligands, whereas each Os

atom carried three terminal carbonyl groups, with a bridging carbonyl

'spanning' the Os-W vector {Figure 3.1(e)}. The workers observed
that the three Os-Os distances showed marked asymmetry, with

oOs{2)-Os(3) {2.932(2) A} being significantly longer than the
remaining two bonds, {Os( 1)-Os(2) 2.784(2) and Os (O-Os (3)

o
2.799(2) A}. The bond length considerations led to the conclusion,

that the hydride occupied a P2-site about the Os(2)-Os(3) vector.

They postulated three symmetrical orientations of the ligand about
this vector:

(a) the hydride ligand was thought to lie in, or close to, the
OS(1)-Os(2)-Os(3) plane,

W(4)

K
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(b) the ligand was thought to lie in,

Os(2)-Os(3)-W(4) plane,

or close to, the

W(4)

H

(c) the hydride was thought to occupy a site intermediate between (a)

and (b), such that the Os(2)-H-Os(3) plane acted as an external

bisector of the Os(1)-Os(2)-Os(3) and Os(2)-Os(3)-W(4) planes,

~l(4)

os(l )

The workers distinguished between these three possibilities by using
the established principle: 14,15

Abnormally large M-M-L angles should be observed for

adjacent to, and in the same plane as a simple

ligand (L)

unsupported
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This was found to be consistent with the equatorial carbonyl groups

adjacent to the bond Os(2)-Os(3) {Os(3)-Os(2)-C(21) 113.6(12), and
oOs(2)-Os(3)-C(31) 113.1 } 'splayed' out in relation to the other

equatorial carbonyl groups at the two unbridged Os-Os bonds {mean
oequatorial OC-Os-Os 93.2(12)}. These results supported that the

H-ligand was lying in, or close to, the Os(1)-Os(2)-Os(3) plane.

The dispositioning of carbonyl groups adjacent to hydride bridged

M-M bonds was found to be an important criterion in the indirect

approach of locating H-atom sites, especially when a P2-hydrido

ligand was accompained by another P2- bridging ligand about the same

vector.

For example, in the tri-osmium cluster

{Figure 3.1(f)}, Churchill and Lashewycz observed that the

characteristic lengthening of Os-Os bonds bridged by hydrido ligands

was not apparent in the three Os-Os distances of the triangular metal

framework.17 The longest bond, Os(1)-Os(3) {2.846(1) A} was found to
obe 0.014(1) A longer than the mean of the two shorter bonds,

o
{Os(1)-Os(2) 2.829(1) and Os(2)-Os(3) 2.836(1) A}. The chlorine atom

was found to bridge the slightly longer bond Os(1)-Os(3). The

equatorial carbonyl ligands, CO(11) and CO(31), adjacent to this bond

were markedly "pushed" back, {Os(3)-Os(1)-C(11) 118.6(4) and
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Os(1)-OS(3)-C(31) 117.8(4)o}, in relation to the remaining equatorial

-CO groups at the other two Os-Os bonds {mean equatorial Os-Os-CO
o99.3(4)}. Since the H-ligand was not located directly from the

X-ray analysis, they concluded that the observed dispositioning of

the respective carbonyl groups at Os(1)-Os(3), was supportive
evidence of a ~2-H site at this bond.

These early reports of the characteristic effects of hydrido

ligands on metal geometries formed a basis from which potential sites

of surface hydrido ligands were subsequently deduced indirectly in

many transition metal clusters of varying nuclearities in the period

1975_1980.18-21 The reliability of such qualitative indirect methods
+-was well illustrated with the X-ray structural data of the [PPN] salt

of [RU6H(CO)18]- characterised by McPartlin and co_workers.22

In contrast to the analogous osmium monOhYdride23 [Os6H(CO)18]-'
{Figure 3.1(g)}, where the r3-H site was deduced by the 'pushing'
back of neighbouring -CO ligands together with lengthening of

respective Os-Os bonds, in [RU6H(CO)18]-' no bond lengthening or

"pushing" back of -CO ligands was observed. It was also noted that

the carbonyl distribution in the ruthenium monoanion was almost

identical to that of the dianion23 [OS6(CO)18]2- (Figures 3.1(h) and

3.1(i), respectively), with none of the dispositioning of carbonyl

ligands that would be associated with the presence of surface
H-ligands. From these observations the workers concluded that the

hexanuclear monoan~n [RU6H(CO)18]- was the first example of an
22interstitial H atom in a metal carbonyl cluster. Subsequent neutron

diffraction study of the [Ph4AS]+ salt established that the H-atom
24was indeed sited in the centre of the RU6 octahedral cage. It has

been recognised that as cluster size increases, the ratio of surface

area to the nUmber of metal atoms decreases, and as a result
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interstitial ligands become important in preventing surface ligand
overcrowding. The distribution of carbonyl ligands on the metal

polyhedra, was an invalueable tool again used by McPartlin and

co-workers in establishing an interstitial tetrahedral site for the

hydrido ligand in the deca-osmium carbido cluster [HOS'OC(CO)24]-'

{Figure 3.1(j)}.25 The carbonyl distribution was found to closely

resemble that previously established for the d. . 26lanlon
{Figure 3.1(k)}, with these surface ligands

remaining almost perpendicular to the faces of the metal core. 'H

n.m.r. studies of the [PPN]+ salt revealed that the H-ligand in

[HOS10C(CO)24]- was directly bonded to the metal core, and since it

could not be accommodated on the cluster surface, it was concluded

that the ligand was interstitial. This was supported by a slight
oexpansion of one of the four tetrahedral caps by 0.018 A.

Similar strategies were used by these workers in deducing

interstitial sites for all four hydrido ligands in the deca-osmium

The carbonyl distribution in the

tetra-hydrido dianion was again found to be very similar to that

established in the carbido dianion26 [OS10C(CO)24]2-, {Figures 3.1(1)

and 3.1.(m), respectively}. Although the n.m.r. data for the H40s,0
cluster was more consistent with the presence of surface H-ligands in

solution, the solid state geometry showed that the individual means

of six Os-Os bonds of three of the four tetrahedral caps {2.839,
02.839, 2.829 A} were significantly longer than the mean of the fourth

o 27 importantly the values of thecap {2.809 A}. More mean three
enlarged OS4 caps were found to be markedly longer than the mean of

. [ 2-the two tetrahedral caps in the octanuclear dlanion OS8(CO)22]

{2.793 (1) A},28 the largest non-carbido cluster previously reported.

It was also observed that the central OS6 cavity in the tetra-hydrido
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dianion with a mean
o

octahedral Os-Os distance of 2.857(1) A, being longer than the

corresponding value for the oS6 cavity in the octanuclear cluster

From these results McPartlin and

co-workers concluded that three of the four H ligands were sited in

the three enlarged tetrahedral caps and the fourth in the expanded
27OS6 octahedral cage.

From the few examples described in this section, it is clear that

qualitative methods which involve criteria such as M-M bond distances

and surface ligand distribution in accommodating H-atoms, have

generally proved to be useful techniques in locating potential

hydrido ligand sites in transition metal clusters.
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Figure 3.1(e). 5 16Molecular structure of [OsW(p-H)(CO)12(Q -CSHS»)'
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Figure 3. , (g).
- 23

[Os6H(CO),aJ•

Molecular structure of the osmium monohydride

Figure 3.1(h). Molecular structure of the hexa-ruthenium monoanion
- 22
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Figure 3.1(1).

]2- 23[Os6 (CO) 18 •
Molecular structure of the hexa-osmium dianion

Figure 3.1(j). Molecular structure of the deca-osmium monohydride
- 25[HOS10C(CO)24] •



Figure 3.1{k). Molecular structure of the deca-osmium dianion
[ ( 2- 26Os'OC CO)24] •

Figure 3.1{l). Carbonyl distribution in the structure of the
2- 27tetra-hydrido dian ion [H40s10{CO)24] •



Figure 3.1(m). Carbonyl distribution in the structure of the
2- 26non-hydrido deca-osmium dianion ,[Os10C(CO)24J •



Section 3.1.1. Direct methods of locating H atoms from X-ray data.

It is more common these days to find H atom positions directly

from X-ray data, especially for hydride ligands bonded to first row

transition metals as opposed to the heavier transition metals. The

first location of a hydrido ligand from X-ray data was reported in

1963 by La Placa and Ibers.29 In this classic study, they suggested

that since the X-ray scattering ability from hydrogen is largely

confined to low angle data, it was possible to enhance hydrogen peaks

in difference-Fourier maps by removing the high angle reflections in

the calculation of structure factors. Using this approach a Rh-H

distance of
o

1.72(15) A was determined in the complex

[RhH(CO)(PPh3)3J•
In 1973 Bau and co-workers reported the first example of directly

locating hydrido ligands in a metal cluster, with the X-ray analysis
6of [Mn3(~-H)3(CO)12J. In this compound, the H atoms were suspected

to lie in bridging positions in the equatorial plane. A

difference-Fourier map showed promising peaks at likely positions for

the H-ligands, but were masked by a large number of background peaks.

A second difference-Fourier map using low angle reflections in

approximately two-thirds of the data (1102 reflections;

\ AO-1)sin9/ ~= 0.43 gave an improved map with some background peaks

still remaining. Finally, a difference-Fourier map was calculated

using one-thrid of the data (553 reflections;
0_1sin9/ ).= 0.33 A )

which clearly revealed the hydrogen atom positions. Thus, it was

confirmed that the hydrogen atoms were sited in the equatorial Mn3
plane in positions that bridged pairs of atoms, with an average Mn-H

o
bond length of 1.711(11) A, {Figure 3.1.1(a)}.

The use of low angle data preferentially to enhance hydrogen

positions in difference-Fourier maps was also used by Bau and
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co-workers for the location of a u2-H site in the trinuclear cluster

[Fe3(~-H)(CO)g(SR)J [R = i-C3H7 and t-C4HgJ.
30 Low angle data was

collected (708 reflections) and each reflection was scanned twice.

The data was used to calculate a series of difference-Fourier maps
0_1

with decreasing (sin81 ~ ) limits {0.33, 0.25, 0.17 A }. They were

able to locate the presence of a bridging hydrogen below the basal

plane of the three iron atoms, Figure {3.1.1(b)}.
In 1976 Bau and Wilson also reported that the method of

"Fourier-averaging" was practical in locating face-bridging H atoms

in [Re4(H)4(CO)12J•
31 They found that Fourier maps with high angle

data being omitted as desribed above, gave electron density maps with

ambiguous sites for the hydrido ligands. The problem of detecting

one electron (from the hydrogen) in the presence of 225 electrons

(from three Re atoms) was much more unfavourable. However, they were

able to rationalise that if a molecule has several hydrogens and is

of high symmetry, it was possible to use information from several

different sections of the electron density map and bring them

together to form a usable composite. Accordingly they calculated

difference-Fourier maps corresponding to the six non-crystallographic

mirror planes of the Re4 tetrahedron and superimposed them. The

resulting composite gave well resolved peaks for face-bridging

positions and with no electron density at alternative edge-bridging

or terminal positions. Such an approach was found to be limited,

since it waS only applicable to molecules of high internal symmetry.

Although the direct location of H-atoms from X-ray data was often

possible, results were unpredictable and were based on sufficient low

angle data. From the early reports in the literature Bau concluded

that R values did not necessarily guarantee successful location of H

atom sites, and conversely structures with less satisfactory· R
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of certifying positions of hydrido ligands became apparent when the H

co-ordinates were found not to converge during least squares

refinement, and in cases where they did, there was no guarantee that

the refined positional parameters were better than the peak position

obtained from Fourier_maps.32-37 Consequently, neutron diffraction,

though requiring larger crystals and access to suitable neutron

source, was the preferred method for accurate location of H-atom

positions in cluster compounds.38 Since neutrons unlike X-rays are

diffracted by most elements with similar efficiencies, hydrido

ligands are not masked by adjacent heavy metal atoms and can

therefore be easily located. Thus, neutron diffraction was found to

offer advantages over X-ray diffraction. Various reports of combined

X-ray and neutron diffraction studies showed that since neutron

diffraction locates true nuclear positions, whereas X-ray diffraction

methods measure electron density, M-H bond lengths determined by the

former technique were often significantly shorter than those measured

by the latter.39
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Figure 3.1.1(b). Molecular structure of [Fe3(p-H)(CO)g(SR)]



Section 3.1.2. Other quantitative methods for estimating

H-positions in cluster compounds.

There have been several reports of calculating potential hydrido

positions based on consideration of intramolecular steric

interactions between non-bonding atoms, with known geometry of a

molecule.40-43 In 1980 Orpen reported a quantitative procedure for

indirectly locating hydride ligands bound to transition metals in

cluster compounds, and compared the results to those established from

neutron diffraction studies.44 A computer program now widely used by

crystallographers, was written which calculated a most likely site

for a hydride ligand in a cluster. The technique was based on the

following information:
(i) Atomic positions of all the non-hydrogen atoms within the

molecule established from the X-ray study.

(ii) Parameters specifying the non-bonded interactions between

hydride(s) and all other atoms within the cluster.

(iii) Hydride site to be examined (terminal, ~2' ~3) and the atoms to

which the hydride was thought to be bonded to.

(iv) M-H bond lengths appropriate to these sites.

Using the above data, the program calculated the potential energy,

VCr), over all the intramolecular non-bonded contacts involving the

hydride(s) in question, using the expression:

a exp(-br) -c
dr

6r

-1VCr) - in Kcal mol ,
o

r - the interatomic separation involved ( A),

a,b,c,d - parameters dependant upon the atomic type of
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the second atom in the H •••X contact. Using the following parameters

for a metal atom,

a b c d

43500 540 0.00

the program first estimated 26 initial hydride positions generated in

a 3 x 3 x 3 grid around the atom or atoms to which the H-ligand was

thought to be bonded. These positions were subsequently refined by a

minimisation function M:

M = ~V(ri) + £1 (Rk_R)/SI2
I k

Rk - interatomic distances of the kth atom
oRs - specified M-H distance (usually 1.85 A)

o
S- allowed error (usually 0.05 A).

The first summation was directed over all the atoms within an
oapproximate radius of 3.5 A, which had to be specified not to be

bonded to the H-ligand(s). The latter summation involved all the

atoms to which the hydride was bonded.

The calculated minima in the P.E. was rejected if the M-H bond

length was too far from that specified or if the calculations gave

unrealistically short non-bonded contacts. The acceptable minima

were grouped into sets and were further optimised, with the

corresponding P.E. of each site determined. The following average
44site energies were reported by Orpen:
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site -1energy/Kcal mol

terminal 4.8

2.76edge-bridging (-~2)

face-capping (-~3) 0.37

This method was found to be useful in cluster compounds where

hydrogen atom positions inferred from the lengthening of M-M bonds

and "pushing" back of adjacent 6arbonyl groups were disputeable. For

example, in the capped square pyramidal hexanuclear cluster23

[Os6(H)2(CO)18J, several hydride sites including a variety of face •
bridging, edge bridging and terminal sites were tested. The

results gave suitable minima in P.E. for the two hydrido ligands

to bridge opposite edges of the square base, {Figure 3.1.2(a)}.

There were found to be limitations of this indirect method, firstly

the program failed to give reasonable minima in P.E. if the hydrides

were bonded asymmetrically and secondly if the ligand was assumed to

be interstitial.
Another technique used to investigate surface sites of H-ligands

was based upon the characteristic 'pushing back' of adjacent

equatorial carbonyl groups in accommodation of the H-ligand, (section

3.1).14-21 The method involved computer graphics which generated a

computer simulated 'space-filling' models of a cluster molecule using
45the program of Keller. The computed model of the molecule was

obtained directly from the atomic co-ordinates established from the

X-ray analysis, and each atom was drawn as spheres of radii

corresponding equally to their respective Van der Walls values {for
o

example, Os 2.35, Ru 2.35, Fe 2.15, C 1.60,0 1.40, H 1.20 A}. The

relatively large size of the metal atom Van der Walls spheres, was

found to obscure the surface ligands and cause difficulty in deducing

the surface ligand contacts. Modifications of the model involving
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the assignment
o

of covalent radii to the metal core atoms (1.45 A),

allowed a clear view of the ligand contacts. In cases of suspected

or -p H3
sites occupied on the surface of a metal cluster,

adjacent carbonyl groups were found to be pushed back to reveal a

clear 'gap' in the carbonyl coverage, through which the respective

metal atoms bonded were readily seen.
This application was found to successfully predict hydrido sites

in cluster compounds where other indirect methods had failed. For

example, in the neutral iodo_derivative46 [HOs8(CO)22I], a P2-H site

supporting this

indirect methods had previously assigned a P2-H
47 -monoanion [HOS8(CO)22]' However no evidence

site was obtained from either the bond lengths or
48calculations. A space-filling model of the

was expected since

site in the analogous

potential energy
neutral cluster [HOs8(CO)22I] showed one gap in the carbonyl surface

distribution, through which the 'bonding' spheres of three Os atoms

were visible. The areas of the three Os atoms

were found to be unequal indicating that the hydrido ligand was

unsymmetrically bridging the three osmium atoms. A recent review by

Henrick, McPartlin and Morris

more detail.48
discusses the use of this facility in

The characteristic lengthening of M-M bonds, together with the

presence of large M-M-C angles associated with carbonyl ligands cis

to bridged M-M bonds, have been important structural features in

deducing hydrido ligand positions indirectly from the X-ray data of

homonuclear ruthenium and osmium hydrido clusters presented in the

following sections. In particular, the carbonyl distribution on the

surface of the high nuclearity clusters and

[HOS11C(CO)27]-' together with an observed pattern in the Os-Os bond
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lengths in their respective geometries, have been consistent with the

hydrido ligands occupying interstitial sites. These results compared

to those previously established for related clusters, have further

supported the tendency for the hydrogen atom to become encapsulated

within the metal frameworks of high nuclearity cluster compounds in

the solid state.
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Figure 3.1.2. Molecular structure of the neutral d1-hydrido osmium
23cluster [Os6H2(CO)1S1.



Section 3.2. X-ray structural analyses of two tri-osmium isomers

[Os3H2(CCHOEt)(CO)gJ (1) and [Os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)gJ (2).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement, for both (1) and (2) are presented in section 4.8.

Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix
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3.2.1 Introduction.

For related neutral trinuclear clusters of the iron triad,

nucleophilic attack by suitable reagents has been reported to occur

at different electrophilic centres in the molecule.49-52 For example,

Ca) the reaction between the tri-osmium cluster [os3CCO)13) and a

primary amine, RNH2, established the addition of the anion, RNH- to

occur at the carbon of the bridging carbonyl group to yield the
. 53 54complex [Os3HCCO)10CRNCHO»). '

(b) Reactions of [Os3H2(CO)10J with anions, such as halides displayed
direct nucleophilic attack at the metal atoms.55-57

Cc) Addition of the nucleophile, PMe2Ph, to the tri-osmium complex

was found to yield the adduct

[Os3HCCO)10CHCCH2PMe2Ph»), describing the common attack at the
58-60unsaturated electrophilic centre of the hydrocarbon.

Doubly and triply bridging C=CR ligands are also known to be

susceptible to nucleophilic attack at either the ~ or j3-carbon
it 61-64 2s~ es. For example, the P2-~ -alkynyl ligand in the complex

[Fe2CC:CPh)CPPh2)CCO)6) was observed to react with nucleophiles such

as phosphines, phosphites, isonitriles and carbenes forming adducts
derived from the attack at the t>(" - carbon of the acitylide
ligand.65,66 The same compound was also found to react with secondary

67 Addition ofamines with the nucleophilic attack at the f3-carbon.
the nucleophile, to the tri-osmium cluster
[os3H(P-C:CR)CCO)10J occured at the fLcarbon to give the complex,

54[Os3HCp-C:CRPMe2Ph)CCO)10J, whereas the same phosphine was found to

add to the ~-carbon of the alkyne group in [os3HC~3-C=CR)CCO)9J to

form the adduct [Os3HCP3-RC:CPMe2Ph)CCO)9J [R : H or MeJ.68 Another

recent report of an intramolecular nucleophilic attack at the

0( -carbon of a transient P3-alkynyl group in the trinuclear osmium
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[os3(HC2CH2CH20H)(CO),O]' involved thermal decarboxylation
69[Os3H2(P3-C=CCH2CH20)(CO)9]. The few examples described

above clearly illustrate the selectivity of nucleophilic reagents

compound

to yield

when adding to trinuclear clusters containing a P3-alkyne group.

The reaction involving the tri-osmium cluster [os3H(C:CH)(CO)g]

with ethanol at room temperature gave two isomeric compounds, {scheme

3.2.1}. The major product (13~ yield) was formulated

spectroscopically as [Os3H2(CCHOEt)(CO)g]' which resulted from the

nucleophilic attack of the OEt- at the f3 -carbon. The minor

product (9~ yield) was formulated as [os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)g] resulting

from the attack of the anion at the ~_carbon.70 In both proposed

structures the proton from the ethanol was thought to add to the

metal framework. X-ray studies of the two isomers were therefore

carried out to establish the bonding mode of the organo ligand in

their respective solid state structures.

3.2.2 Structural description of the minor isomer {yield g~} ill and

the major isomer {yield 73~} ~

The X-ray structural study of isomers (1) and (2) established

that both molecules adopted similar triangular metal geometries,

{Figures 3.2.2(a) and 3.2.2(b), respectively}. The nine carbonyl

groups in both structures were found to be distributed in two

equatorial and one axial site at each of the three Os atoms. The

characteristic difference in the solid state structures of (1) and

(2) was the attachment of the ethoxy vinyl hydrocarbon ligand. The

ligand in isomer (1) was found to attach to all three Os atoms

through the C(-carbon, C(1), whilst the f3 _carbon, C(2), was with

bonding distance to only one osmium atom, Os(3). Although the vinyl
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proton was not located from the X-ray analysis, its presence was
1inferred from the H n.m.r. spectrum which exhibited a corresponding

signal at 6 8.31 at _790C. The most likely position of attachment

of this proton was thought to be at the f3 -carbon, C(2), since the

~ -carbon, C(l), was already co-ordinated to the three osmium

atoms, {Figure 3.2.2(a)}. Importantly, the X-ray structural

formulation of the minor isomer (yield 9%), with the OEt- group

attached at the f3 -carbon,

consistent with the corresponding formulation proposed from the 'H
70assignments (scheme 3.2.1).n.m.r.

The X-ray structure of isomer (2) revealed that the organo group

was attached to Os(l) and Os(3) through C(l), with C(2) bonded to

both Os(2) Os(3), {Figure 3.2.2(b)}. Again, the vinyl proton was not
1located from the X-ray analysis, but the H n.m.r. signal at & 6.24

at _6g0C indicated its presence, and was thought to be attched to the

fS -carbon, C(2), since the oZ -carbon, C(l), was already linked to

Os(l), Os(3) and the ethoxy group (OEt). This structural formulation

for the major isomer (yield 73%) with the OEt- group attached at the

o(_ -carbon in [Os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)g] (2) was again inconsistent with

its earlier formulation from the lH n.m.r. data, {scheme 3.2.1}.

Therefore, the X-ray structures of (1) and (2) clearly established,
that the structural formulations made on the basis of the H n.m.r.

data were incorrect. Discussion with the synthetic collaborators

revealed that the n.m.r. assignments to the proposed structures of

(1) and (2) were based in comparison with the 'H n.m.r. spectrum of
65the non-ethoxy analogue [os3H2(CO)9(C:CH2)]. However, if the effect

of the OEt- group was considered in the interpretation of the 'H

spectra, the corresponding ~ values were found to ben.m.r.

consiste?t with the positions of the vinyl protons predicted from the
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X-ray structures of (1) and (2). For instance, in

[os3H2(CCHOEt)(CO)9J (1) since the vinyl proton was assumed to be

attached to the ~-carbon C(2), it would therefore be less shielded

from the negative charge of the neighbouring OEt group, and as

result would give the observed downfield signal at ~ 8.31 at
o-79.0 c. Since the corresponding proton in [Os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)9J (2)

was also thought to be attached to the f3 -carbon, C(2), but being at

opposite end of the double bond to the ethoxy group, the vinyl

proton would be more shielded from the negative charge of the OEt- and

therefore give rise to the less downfield signal at 66.24 observed
oat -69.0 C. From these results the reaction scheme was subsequently

corrected as illustrated in scheme 3.2.2.

Although the two hydrido ligands in both isomers were not located

directly from their respective X-ray analyses, the positions were

deduced from potential energy minimisation calculations.44 Suitable

minima in P.E. were obtained for the two hydrido ligands to bridge

the edges Os(1)-Os(2) and Os(2)-Os(3) in isomer (1); Os(1)-Os(2) and

came from

in isomer (2). Further evidence supporting these sites
45'space-filling'. models of the molecule, where the

Os (2)-Os (3)

equatorial carbonyl ligands associated with the respective bridged Os

bonds were clearly 'pushed' back, showing a gap through which the

atomic spheres of the hydride bridged osmium atoms could readily be

seen in . both molecules, {Figures 3.2.2(c) and 3.2.2(d),

respectively}.
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Figure 3.2.2(a). The molecular structure of the tri-osmium cluster
The carbonyl C atoms have the same

numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



Figure 3.2.2(b). The molecular structure of [OS3H2(HCCOEt) (CO)91

(2). The carbonyl C atoms have the same numbering as the 0 atoms to

which they are attached.



Figure 3.2.2(c). A computed 'space filling' model of the molecule
A view along the hydride bridged edge

Os(1)-Os(2), showing a gap between the carbonyl groups CO(12) and CO(22)

through which the atomic spheres of Os(1) and Os(2) can be seen.



Figure 3.2.2(d). A computed 'space filling' model of the molecule
A view along the hydride bridged edge

Os(2)-Os(3), showing a gap between the carbonyl groups CO(22) and CO(31}

through which the atomic spheres of 05(2) and 05(3) can be seen.



3.2.3 Results and discussion.

The X-ray analysis of the two isomeric structures

3.2.2(a) and 3.2.2(b), respectively}, described triangular metal

frameworks similar to those previously observed for the OS3 cluster

compounds (4),71 and
(5)68

the

zwitterionic adducts, [Os3H(CO)g(HC:CPMe2Ph)]

[Os3H(CO)9(MeC:CCH2PMe2Ph)] (6).68Table 3.2.3 lists the

lengths for (1) and (2).

and

selected bond

The mean of the three Os-Os bonds in [os3H2(CCHOEt)(CO)9] (1)
o{2.840(1) A} was found to be significantly shorter than the mean bond

o
in the related isomer [os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)g] (2) {2.867(2) A}, however

both mean bond lengths were noteably shorter than the corresponding
o

values in the di-hydrido cluster [Os3H2(CO)11] (3) {2.g18(2) A} and
o

the non-hydrido tri-osmium compound [Os3(CO)12] (4) {2.867(2) A}. In

both (1) and (2) the marked asymmetry in the three Os-Os distances,

with two bonds being longer was consistent with the characteristic

lengthening of M-M bonds bridged by hydrogen ligands. Interestingly,
o

the longest Os-Os bond in (2) was found to be 0.123 A longer than the

longest bond in (1), although both bonds were bridged by hydrido

ligands. This lengthening of Os-Os bonds bridged by H-ligands was

also apparent in the related clusters [Os3H(CO)g(HC:CPMe2Ph)] (5) and
68[Os3H(CO)g(MeC:CCH2PMe2Ph)] (6), where the bridged edge of the

otriangular framework was found to be 0.200 A longer than the mean of
othe two unbridged bonds in (5) and 0.232 A in (6). Another distinct

feature of the presence of the two edge-bridging H-ligands in (1) and

(2) was the expected displacement of equatorial carbonyl groups

adjacent to the bridged Os-Os bond relative to those around the other

Os-Os bond.
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C-Os-Os angles cis to the bridged bonds Os(1)-Os(2) and

Os(2)-Os(3) in isomer (1):
oangle!

C(12)-Os(1)-Os(2) 114.5(6)

119.7(5)C(22)-Os(2)-Os(1)

C(22)-Os(2)-Os(3) 117.1(5)

C(31)-Os(3)-Os(2) 109.4(6)

C-Os-Os angles cis to the unbridged bond, OS(1)-05(3):

C(11)-Os(1)-Os(3) 93.1(6)

C(12)-Os(1)-Os(3) 103.3(6)

C(31)-Os(3)-Os(1) 94.2(6)

C(33)-Os(3)-Os(1) 92.5(6)

C-Os-Os angles cis to the bridged bonds, Os(1)-Os(2) and

Os(2)-Os(3) in isomer (2):

C(11)-Os(1)-Os(2) 103(1)

108(1)C(23)-Os(2)-Os(1)

C(23)-Os(2)-Os(3)

C(32)-Os(3)-Os(2)

125(1)

112(1)

C-Os-Os angles cis to the unbridged bond, Os(1)-Os(3):

C(12)-Os(1)-Os(3) 101(1)

C(13)-Os(1)-Os(3) 106(1)

C(32)-Os(3)-Os(1) 95(1)

C(33)-Os(3)-Os(1) 90(2)

Similar structural observations were also reported for the di-hydrido

cluster (3)71 and the zwitterionic complexes (5) and (6).68

The nine carbonyl groups in both (1) and (2) were terminal, with
oa range of Os-CO bond lengths of 1.85-1.99(2) A in (1) and

o
1.78-1.98(5) A in (2). The corresponding C-O distances were found to
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o 0range from 1.06-1.18(3) A in (1) and 1.08-1.22(6) A in (2). All nine

carbonyl groups in both structures were found to be near linear

{Os-C-O range 173-179(2) in (1); 164-177(6)0 in (2)}.

The bonding of the ethoxy vinyl organo ligand in isomer (1), {Figure

3.2.2(a)} , was established to occur via the attack of the

nucleophile, OEt-, at the f3-carbon of the acetyl acetylene group in

the parent compound [Os3H(C:CH)(CO)g]' {scheme 3.2.2.}. All three

osmium atoms were co-ordinated to the ~ -carbon, C(l), with Os(2)

also linked to the f3 -carbon, C(2) which formed the rt,.2_linkage.

The Os-C bonds associated with C(l) showed asymmetry with the bond
o

C(1)-Os(3) {2.21(1) A} being significantly longer than the bonds,
oC(1)-Os(1) and C(1)-Os(2) {2.01(1) and 2.06(1) A, respectively}. The

two longer Os-C bonds associated with the attachment of the vinyl

ligand, C(1)-Os(3) and C(2)-Os(3) were both forming an ~2_linkage at

Os(3), {Table 3.2.31. Similar asymmetry was also present in isomer

(2) with the two bonds involved in the ~2_linkage at Os(3)
o 0{C(1)-Os(3) 2.45(5) A and C(2)-Os(3) 2.32(4) A} being significantly

olonger than the two ~-Os-C bonds {C(1)-Os(1) 1.86(5) A and C(2)-Os(2)
o2.08 (5) A}. The marked lengthening of the two Os-C bonds associated

with the attachment of a vinyl ligand to form an 2l\. -linkage at one

osmium atom in a triangular metal framework, was also observed in

other related cluster compounds:

compound *a b c d

[Os3H(CO)g(HC:CPMe2Ph] (5) 2.12(1) 2.06 (1) 2.22(1) 2.25 (1)68

[Os3H(CO)g(MeC:CCH2PMe2Ph] (6) 2.13(1) 2.12(1) 2.24(2) 2.29 (1)68

[OS3(CO)10(Ph2C2)] (7) 2.18(1) 2.01 (1) 2. 18(1) 2.2g (1)72

[Os3(CO)7(Ph4C4)(Ph2C2)] (8) . 2.16(2) 2.08(2) 2.22(2) 2.28(2)73
*(a and b are ~-Os-C bonds ~hile c and d are the Os-C lengths in the
rL2-linkage) •
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In the tri-osmium complexes (2), (7) and (8), the relative twist of

the vinyl ligand out of a symmetrical arrangement was apparent, with

one ~-Os-C bond being longer than the other {C(2)-Os(2) > C(1)-Os(1)

in (2), Table 3.2.3; a > b in (7) and (8)}. This shorter bond was

associated with the longer of the two Os-C bond of the ~2_linkage

{C(1)-Os(3) > C(2)-Os(3) in (2), Table 3.2.3; d > c in (7) and (8)}.

Surprisingly, even with the ~-ph6sphonium centre in (5) and the

P-phosphonium centre in (6), there was no apparent distortion in the

bonding of the attached hydrocarbon, with the respective differences

in the ~-Os-C and Os-C bonds associated with the ~2_linkage being

barely significant (vide supra).

3.2.4 Conclusions.
The X-ray structural analysis of the two isomeric compounds

(1) and further

established that doubly and triply bridging C=CR ligands co-ordinated

to triangular metal frameworks are susceptible to nucleophilic

attack at the 0( -or f3 - carbon. Together with previously 74reported

nucleophiles, NH3, Et2NH, NC5H5 and PMe2Ph, the reagent EtOH used in

the formation of (1) and (2) supported that in the parent compound

[Os3H(~3-C=CR)(CO)9] [R = H or Me] nucleophilic addition to the

triple bond of the organic substituent occurred predominantly at the

0( -carbon, {Scheme 3.2.4}.
Granozzi and co-workers had previously reported that from c.n.d.o.

(complete neglect of diffrential overlap) calculations, the

~-carbon of the alkynyl complex [Os3H(CO)9(~3-C=CR)] appeared to

be the most electrophilic, carrying more positive charge than the

neighbouring f3 -carbon and therefore supported the preference of

nucleophilic reagents in attacking at this site.75
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Table 3.2.3
0bond distance/ A

(1) (2)

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.883(1) 3.006(2)

Os(1)-Os(3) 2.774 (1) 2.770(2)
Os(2)-Os(3) .2.863(1) 2.824(2)

bonds associated with the organic ligand:

Os(1)-C(1) 2.01(1) 1.86(5)

Os(2)-C(1) 2.06(1)

Os(3)-C(1) 2.21(1) 2.45(5)

Os(1)-C(2)

Os(2)-C(2) 2.08(3)

Os(3)-C(2) 2.43(1) 2.32(4)

C( 1)-C(2) 1.38(2) 1.40(5)

C(2)-0(2) 1.40(2) 1.58 (5)

C(3)-0(2) 1.43(2) 1.46(4)

C(3)-C(4) 1.46 (4) 1.49(6)
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Section 3.3. X-ray structural analysis of a crystalline modification

of the salt [RU4H3(CO)12][N(PPh3)2]'

Crystal data, methods of data collection structure solution and

refinement are presented in section 4.9.

Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.~).
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3.3.1 Introduction.

Early studies of the neutral tetra-hydride clusters [M4H4(CO)12]

[M = Ru or Os] indicated the presence of more than one isomer in
. 76 77solutlon.' Subsequent X-ray analysis established only one

isomeric form in the solid state, with a D2d symmetry of the M4H4
core.78,79 The 'H n.m.r. studies of the related monoanion clusters

[M4H3(CO)12]- [M = Ru or Os] showed the existence of both the C2 and

C3v isomers in Solution.80,81The presence of both structural forms in

salt [N(PPh3)2][Ru4H3(CO)12] were

subsequently established by X-ray structural studies, although three

the solid state for the

crystalline modifications for analogous osmium salt,

[N(PPh3)2][os4H3(CO)'2]' all exhibited virtual C2 symmetry of the
82 1molecule. The H n.m.r. studies of hydrido ligands in solutions of

several other ruthenium cluster compounds such as,
20[Ru4H4(CO)10(p-L)] [L = Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2] and

[RU4H4(CO)12_n{P(OMe)3}n] [n = 1_4]84 were consistent with the

H-ligands being scrambled over the metal frameworks, giving rise to

low energy barriers to rearrangement.

In the solid state the reported tetra-hydrides

and

adopted metal-hydrogen skeletons

approximating symmetry, whereas the related clusters

frameworks possessing only C symmetry.s These results together with

theoretical calculations carried out by Hoffmann and co-workers on

the staggered and eclipsed conformations of [M4Hn(CO)12J cluster

compounds, supported that alternative M-hydrogen arrangements can
86differ little in energy.

During the early stages of data collection the unit cell
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parameters of the tetra-ruthenium tri-hydrido salt [PPN][RU4H3(CO)12]

(1), {section 4.9} indicated the presence of a different crystalline

modification to the C2 and C3v tautomers of the anion previously

t d b M P t Li d Nelson. 82 Th f th Xl' frepor eye ar In an ere ore, e -ray ana YSIS 0

(1) was of interest in establishing a possible novel isomeric form

for the Ru4H3 metal-hydrogen core and provide further evidence to

support that, as cluster size increases, (and hence the number of

possible metal polyhedra), the likelihood of isolating different

structural forms of a molecule in the solid state becomes more
probable.

3.3.2 Structural description of [Ru4~3(CO)121- ~

The X-ray analysis of the tetra-ruthenium tri-hydrido monoanion

(1) established a ruthenium tetrahedral core, with each metal atom
carrying three essentially linear carbonyl groups {Ru-C-O
173-177(3)o}, Figure 3.3.2. The RU(CO)3 units of the metal core were

found to adopt a staggered conformation relative to the three
adjacent Ru-Ru bonds. Although the three hydrido ligands were not
located directly from the X-ray analysis, their positions were

calculations.44deduced from the potential energy minimisation

Suitable minima in P.E. were obtained for the three H-ligands to

bridge the edges Ru(1)-Ru(4), Ru(2)-Ru(3) and Ru(2)-Ru(4). The

positioning of the H-ligands established the virtual C2 symmetry of
the molecule.

3.3.3 Discussion and results.

X-ray analysis of the ruthenium tri-hydrido monoanion (1),

{Figure 3.3.2} confirmed a C2 symmetry of the molecule which was

identical to that earlier reported for a different crystalline
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Figure 3.3.2. The molecular structure of the tri-hydrido ruthenium
The carbonyl C atoms have the same

numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



modification of the salt [N(PPh3)2][RU4H3(CO)12J and that adopted by

the related osmium monoanion [OS4H3(CO)12]-.82 The overall structure

of (1) was found to be distinctly different to the analogous C3v
- 82isomer of the monoanion [Ru4H3(CO)12] (2), {Figure 3.3.3l, and the

78neutral tetra-hydrido cluster [Ru4H4(CO)12] (3). Table 3.3.3 lists

the Ru-Ru bond lengths for the structurally related cluster compounds

(1), (2) and (3).

The mean of the six Ru-Ru distances defining the tetrahedral core
o

in the structure of the tetra-ruthenium monoanion in (1) {2.858(3) Al

was found to be slightly shorter than the mean of the six bonds in

the structure of the isomer
o(2) {2.862(1) Al, but both bond

lengths were significantly shorter than the corresponding mean bond
o

in the tetra-hydrido cluster (3) {2.895(9) A}. In (1) the marked

asymmetry in the Ru-Ru bonds, with three lengths being significantly

shorter than the other three, (Table 3.3.3), was consistent with the

three longer edges being bridged by hydrido ligands, {Figure 3.3.2}.

This characteristic lengthening of Ru-Ru bonds was also observed in

the structure of the C isomer (2), where the three outer edges of3v
the RU4 tetrahedron were found to be markedly longer than the

remaining Ru-Ru bonds, (Table 3.3.3). In the tetra-hydrido cluster

(3) the bond Ru(1)-Ru(3) bridged by the fourth H-ligand was found to
obe 0.181 A longer to the analogous non-bridged bond in (1) and

o0.173 Ain (2). Addition of U2D-H ligands bridging M-M bonds has also

shown to have the distinct effect of 'pushing' back adjacent

equatorial carbonyl groups in a wide variety of
clusters.20,31,78-80,83,85 This feature was evident in the

hydrido

structure

of the monoanion [RU4H3(CO)12]- (1), with the carbonyl ligands cis to

the three hydride bridged Os-Os bonds having very much larger Ru-Ru-C

angles {mean o114(1) } than those to the other unbridged Ru-Ru bonds
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Figure 3.3.3. The isomer of the monoanion (RU4H3
(CO)l2J- (2) of

virtual C3v symmetry. The carbonyl groups attached to Ru(3) have been
Ott d flo 82om~ e or c ar~ty.



o{mean 95(1)}. Similar splaying out of -CO groups was also reported
82 78 .for the related structures (2) and (3). The 12 term1nal carbonyl

ligands in (1) all exhibited near linear angles {Ru-C-O 173-177(3)0}.
o

The mean Ru-CO distance in (1) (1.89(3) A} was found to be smaller
0

than the corresponding values in (2) {1.91(4) A} and in (3)

0 0{1.92(1) A}. In contrast the mean C-O distance in (1) (1.14(5) A}

was larger than the mean values in the structures of both (2)
0 0{1.13(5) A} and (3) {1.12(1) A}.

3.3.4 Conclusions.

X-ray analysis of the tri-hydrido ruthenium monoanion

[RU4H3(CO)12]- (1) established that the PPN salt was isomorphous to

the osmium analogue

virtual symmetry of the core which was

previously reported for another crystalline modification of the

parent salt [PPN][RU4H3(CO)12]' but was different in structure to the

C3v tautomer of the anion.82 These results further supported that

alternative M-H frameworks can differ little in energy, enabling the

existence of such discrete structural forms in the solid state.

Interestingly, characterisation of several different modifications of

the analogous osmium hydrido salt [PPNJ[os4H3(CO)12J showed that

molecule crystallised in one form, exhibiting C2 symmetry for the
1oS4H3 skeleton, although H n.m.r. studies of the of the monoanion

the

were consistent with the presence of both C2 and C3v isomers in

solutions. Importantly, the existence of structural isomers reflects

upon the methods used for cluster preparation, isolation and

crystallisation. For example, it was reported that the protonation

of the 2-dianion [Os6(CO)'8] in CH2C12 using HCl(g) gave the isomer

[Os6H2(CO)'8] whose X-ray structure established an octahedral metal
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core.87 However on standing in solution the isomer rearranged to the

previously characterised capped square pyramidal OS6 skeleton,23

which was initially prepared through a different method by acidifying

the dianion in MeCN using concentrated sulphuric acid.
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Table 3.3.3.
0bond distance! A

(1) (2)82- (3) 78

Ru(1)-Ru(2) 2.799(3) 2.936(1) 2.784(8)

Ru( 1)-Ru(3) 2.769(3) 2.777< 1) 2.950(9)

Ru(1)-Ru(4) 2.911(3) 2.935(1) 2.945(8)

Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.941 (3) 2.786(1) 2.948(8)

Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.943 (3) 2.941 (1) 2.956 (7)

Ru(3)-Ru(4 ) 2.788(3) 2.799(1) 2.788(8)

-re-numbered for comparison
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Section 3.4. X-ray structural analysis of the hexanuclear cluster

[Os6H2(CO)17P(OMe)3J (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement are presented in section 4.10.

Final Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.~)
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3.4.1 Introduction.
It has been well established that when hydrogen ligands are

incorporated into high nuclearity osmium clusters, their solid state
. 23 88-91geometries are often unpredlctable.' Wades theory applied to

transition metal M6 cluster compounds with 86 valence electrons

predicts an octahedral structure, with seven skeletal bonding

electrons.92 The reported structures of the hexanuclear osmium

dianion monoanion

described the expected octahedral metal geometry.23 Interestingly,

the neutral di-hydrido analogue [Os6H2(CO)18J was observed to adopt a

capped square pyramidal geometry.23 The alternative metal core

displayed by the hydrido cluster was rationalised in terms of Wade
92-94theory:

All transition metal carbonyls with 86 valence electrons have seven

pairs of skeletal bonding electrons. For hexanuclear clusters these

may be accommodated in a closo-octahedral metal core, whereas in

clusters, the seven skeletal electron pairs are utilised in a

mono-capped octahedral geometry.

This illustrated that closo- and nido- versions of the same

polyhedra require the same number of skeletal electron pairs.

Therefore, the mono-capped nido-octahedral (capped square pyramid)

structure adopted by the hydrido cluster [Os6H2(CO)'8J was an

alternative framework for the accommodation of seven skeletal

electron pairs in an M6 cluster compound. McPartlin and co-workers

previously suggested23 that the mono-capped square-pyramidal

arrangement rather than the octahedral adopted by this di-hydrido

cluster may have resulted from the preference of bridging hydrides

for sites of lowest co-ordination as observed in borohydride

chemistry.95 The X-ray study of the cluster compound
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[OS6H2CCQ)17P(OMe)3J (1) was therefore of interest in comparing

relative structural features to those earlier established for the

di-hydrido osmium cluster [Os6H2(CO)18J and to observe whether the

presence of the phosphite group resulted in any distinct changes in

the solid state structure.

3.4.2 Structural description of [Os6~2(CO)17P(OMe)31 ~

The X-ray analysis of the hexanuclear di-hydrido cluster (1)

established that the six osmium atoms formed a capped square

pyramidal geometry, {Figure 3.4.2(a)}. The basal atoms, Os(2),

Os(3), Os(4), and Os(5) defined the square, with Os(1) forming the

apex of the pyramid. Os(6) further capped the face defined by the

atoms Os(l), Os(2) and Os(S). Of the six osmium atoms, Os(4) was

bonded to two terminal carbonyl groups, and the organophosphine

ligand, P(OMe)3' whereas the remaining five metal atoms were all

found to be bonded to three terminal -CO groups, one at an axial and

two at equatorial sites. Although the two hydrido ligands were not

located directly from the X-ray analysis, their presence was inferred

by the longer osmium bonds: Os(2)-Os(5) 2.907(3) and Os(3)-Os(4)
•2.996(3) A. The potential energy minimisation t' 44rou Ine used to

determine hydride positions on metal cluster surfaces, gave one

suitable minima in P.E. for a hydride to bridge the basal bond

Os(2)-Os(5). No suitable minima was obtained at the opposite edge,

of the base Os(3)-Os(4), or at the face Os(1)-Os(3)-Os(4). This was

attributed to the presence of the phosphite ligand bonded to Os(4),

giving unreliable results in potential energy.

Computer simulated 'space-filling' model of the molecUle45 viewed on

the face Os(1)-Os(3)-Os(4), showed a clear gap in the carbonyl

contacts, whose 'hole' size was comparable to the
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Figure 3.4.2(a). The molecular structure of the hexa-ruthenium
osmium cluster [Os6H2(CO)11P(OMe)3J (1).The carbonyl C atoms have the
same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



~2-H site established by McPartlin and co-workers in the structure of

the octanuclear cluster

Therefore, the second hydrogen atom was assumed to adopt a ~2-bonding

mode at the edge Os(3)-Os(4).

3.4.3 Discussion and results.
The capped square pyramidal geometry characterised for the

hexanuclear osmium cluster (1) {Figure

3.4.2(a)}, was found to be similar to the metal-framework adopted by

the related di-hydrido cluster

3.4.3(a)}, but with one -CO group at Os(4) replaced by the 2e donor

phosphine ligand, p(OMe)3' The metal core structure of (1) was found

to be distinctly different to the octahedral skeletal geometries

adopted by the hexanuclear anionic clusters,

{section 3.1jFigures 3.1 (g) and 3.1(i),

respectively}.23 Table 3.4.3 lists the Os-Os bond lengths for the

structurally related cluster compounds (1) and (2).

The range of Os-Os bond lengths in the structure of the
ohexanuclear cluster (1) {2.784(3)-2.996(3) A} was found to be similar

to the range observed in the solid ~~e structure of the related
odi-hydrido cluster (2) {2.805-2.965(4) A}, and the 'spiked' trigonal

o 89
bi-pyramidal structure [os6H2(CO)19] {2.748-2.997(2) A}. The mean

o
Os-Os bond distance in the structure of (1) {2.856(3) A} was observed

oto be 0.002 A longer than the corresponding mean bond in (2),
o

{2~854(4) A}. However, both these mean bond lengths were noteably

shorter than the mean Os-Os bond distance observed in the structure
o

of the monohydride [os6H(CO)18]-' {mean 2.931(3) A}. The Os-Os bond

lengths of the square base in both (1)
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Figure 3.~.3(a)~ The molecular structure of the hexanuclear



and (2) showed marked asymmetry, with two bonds being significantly

longer than the other two. In (1) the difference between the two
o

longer Os-Os bonds, 05(2)-05(5) and Os(3)-Os(4) {0.089 A} was larger
o

than the corresponding difference in (2) {0.073 AI. The bonds,

Os(3)-Os(4) and 05(4)-05(5) were observed to be very similar in

length in both (1) and (2), despite the fact that one carbonyl group

at 05(4) in the structure of (2) was replaced by the phosphine ligand

in (1) {Figures 3.4.2(a) and 3.4.3(a) respectivelYjTable 3.4.31.

F t t i 1 . . . t' 1 1 t' 44 f throm po en la energy mlnlmlsa lon ca cu a lons one 0 e two

hydrido ligands in (1) was thought to bridge the basal bond

05(2)-05(5) and the second hydride was assumed to bridge the opposite

edge of the square, Os(3)-Os(4) or cap the triangular face
o

Os(1)-Os(3)-Os(4). The mean bond of this face {2.914(3) Al was found

to be longer not only to the mean bonds of the other two uncapped

faces of the pyramid, {OS(1)-05(2)-Os(3)
o

2.843 (3) A j
oOs(1)-Os(4)-Os(5) 2.862(3) A}, but also to the mean distance of the

oface 05(2)-05(5)-05(6) {2.829(3) A} whose basal edge 05(2)-05(5) was

already confirmed to be bridged by a hydrido ligand, {Figure

3.4.2(a)}. Interestingly, in the related di-hydrido cluster (2), the

analogous face of the square pyramid, 05(1)-05(3)-05(4) {mean
o2.888(4) A} was also observed to be enlarged in comparison to the

other two
o

uncapped faces Os(1)~Os(2)-Os(3) {mean 2.848(4) A},
o05(1)-05(4)-05(5) {mean 2.847(4) A} and to the face Os(2)-Os(5)-Os(6)

o{mean 2.834(4) A} whose basal edge, 05(2)-05(5) was already thought

to be bridged by a hydrido ligand, (Figure 3.4.3(a)}.

In the hexanuclear cluster [Os6H2(CO)17P(OMe)3] (1), the bond
o

Os(1)-Os(4) trans to the phosphite ligand was found to be 0.066 A
longer to the bond Os(1)-Os(5) which was trans to a carbonyl group,

{Table This lengthening reflected upon the weaker
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A -acceptor properties of the phosphite ligand compared to the

carbonyl group. Correspondingly, the non-bonded contacts between the

three oxygen atoms of the phosphite ligand and carbonyl ligands on

the adjacent osmium atoms, Os(3) and Os(5) were in the order of
o3.0 A, and it was therefore envisaged that a shorter trans Os-Os bond

to the phosphine group, p(OMe)3' would have resulted in greater

steric congestion between the surface ligands. The

weaker 7'-acceptor ability of the phosphite ligand was also reported

by Raithby and co-workers for the planar cluster

[Os6(CO)17{POMe)3}4J, where the Os-Os bonds trans to the four
ophosphite groups were ca. 0.05 A longer than the other Os-Os bonds

in the structure.96 In (1) the three Os-Os bonds associated with the

capping of the square pyramidal metal core by Os(6), showed marked

asymmetry with one bond being significantly longer than the other

two:

bond odistance/ A
Os(1)-Os(6) 2.854 (3)

2.798(3)

2.784(3)

Os(2)-Os(6)

Os(5)-Os(6)

Similar asymmetry was also observed in the reported di-hydrido

cluster (2):

compound [Os6H2(CO)'8J (2)23
0bond distance/ A

Os(1)-Os(6) 2.850(4)

Os(2)-Os(6) 2.805(4)

Os(5)-Os(6) 2.805(4)

However, the mean of the six bonds involved in the tetrahedral cap

Os (6),
0from was very similar in both (1) {2.831(3) A} and (2)
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o{2.834(3) Al, signifying no apparent expansion of the cap in either

structure.

X-ray analysis of (1) established that 5 of the 6 osmium atoms

were bonded to three terminal -CO groups with Os(4) only carrying two

-CO groups, but all 17 carbonyl ligands exhibited expected linearity,

{Os-C-O The range of Os-CO distances in (1)
o{1.74-1.97(6) Al was found to lie in the range previously observed in

related clusters 23,88-91, with the corresponding range of c-o
odistances, 1.12-1.25(8) A. In (1) the phosphine ligand, P(OMe)3' was

found to co-ordinate at an equatorial site at Os(4). The Os(4)-P(4)
obond length of 2.28(1) A was similar to the mean of the four Os-P

o 96bonds in the 'raft' structure [Os6(CO)17{POMe)3l4] {2.24(2) Al.

The angles around the 4 co-ordinate P atom, were slightly larger than
othe expected tetrahedral angle of 108.0 :

Os(4)-P(4)-0(1) = 110(2)0

Os(4)-P(4)-O(2) = 121(4)0

Os(4)-P(4)-0(3) = 123(3)0

This was probably attributed to the maximum displacement of the

oxygen atoms of the organophosphine ligand in minimising the

repulsive interaction of the lone pair electron clouds of the three

oxygen atoms. The two carbonyl groups in near proximity to the

phosphorus ligand at Os(4), showed no distortion with marked

linearity of the angles, Os(4)-(C41)-0(41) and

Os(4)-C(42)-O(42) 173(5)°. However the Os(4)-C(42) distance of
o1.93(6) A was significantly longer than the Os(4)-C(41) bond length

oof 1.79(5) A.
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3.4.4 Conclusions.

X-ray analysis of the di-hydrido cluster [Os6H2(CO)17P(OMe)3J (1)

described a capped square pyramidal geometry similar to the metal

framework adopted by the neutral di-hydrido analogue [Os6H2CCO)18J

(2).23 The overall electron count for the hexanuclear cluster (1) was

rationalised as follows:

firstly using the E.A.N. rule

atom/groups number of electrons

donated

6 x Os 48

17 x CO 34

2 x H 2

p(OMe)3 2

total

86e

and secondly using the procedure which takes into account polyhedral

structures fused at edges, triangular and square faces:97

fused polyhedra number of electrons

in parent cluster characteristic of polyhedron

tetrahedron

74
60

square pyramid'

sub-total

134e
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Since a triangular face of the osmium square pyramidal core was being

shared by Os(6), {Figure 3.4.2}, 48e had to be subtracted from the

above sUb-total to give the expected electron count of 86e
92-94characteristic of an M6 cluster. The replacement of one carbonyl

group in the di-hydrido cluster [Os6H2(CO)18J (2) by the 2e donor

organophosphine ligand, in (1) was

observed to retain the capped square pyramidal metal core structure

in which the organophosphine ligand imposed the least steric strain

upon the metal polyhedron. In contrast to both (1) and (2), the

ruthenium di-hydrido cluster [Ru6H2(CO)18] was reported to adopt the

expected octahedral geometry,15 indicating that metal atoms must play

a critical role in determining the stereiochemistry in the soild

stat~, rather than solely the surface ligands.
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Table 3.4.3.
0

bond distance/ A

(1) (2)23

05(1)-05(2) 2.815(3) 2.828(4)

Os (1)-Os (3) 2.850(3) 2.849(4)

05(1)-Os(4) 2.895(3) 2.851(4)

05(1)-05(5) 2.829(3) 2.829(4)

Os(1)-Os(6) 2.854(3) 2.850(4)

Os(2)-Os(3) 2.865 (3) 2.868(4)

OS(2)-05(5) 2.907(3) 2.892(4)

Os(2)-Os(6) 2.198(3) 2.805(4)

Os(3)-Os(4) 2.996(3) 2.965(4)

Os(4)-Os(5) 2.862(3) 2.860(4)

Os(5)-Os(6) 2.184(3) 2.805(4)
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Section 3.5. X-ray analysis of the di-hydrido heptanuclear osmium

cluster [Os7H2(CO)22J (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for (1) are presented in section 4.11.

Final Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.~) •
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During data collection, the unit cell dimensions and the volume

of the heptanuclear cluster (Os7H2(CO)22J (1) were found to be

different to the reported parameters of the analogous di-hydrido

cluster [Os7H2(CO)22J.[CH2C12J (2).91 The X-ray analysis of (1) was

therefore carried out to establish a different metal core geometry to

the novel triangular fused trigonal bi-pyramidal adopted by (2). The

X-ray structures of the related clusters, (Os7H2(CO)21J (3)91 and
(4),90 were previously reported, and Figure 3.5

displays the unusual geometeries adopted by these heptanuclear

clusters during the loss and gain of CO.

~

Heat :.

~

Heal :..

~
-CO -CO

1 3 4

.co!

15'
6

Figure 3.5

3.5.1 Structural description of [Os7tt2(CO)2cl ~

The X-ray analysis of (1) established an identical triangular

fused trigonal bi-pyramidal metal framework previously observed for
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the reported compound [OS7H2(CO)22J.[CH2C12J, {Figure 3.5.1}. The

five osmium atoms, Os(1), Os(2), Os(3), Os(4) and Os(5) formed the

basic trigonal bi-pyramidal metal core with Os(6) and Os(7) forming a

triangular fusion with Os(1). Four of the seven osmium atoms were

found to be bonded to three terminal carbonyl groups, with Os(1),

whose vertex was shared by Os(6) and Os(7), carrying only two

terminal -CO groups. The remaining eight carbonyl ligands were

distributed four at both Os(6) and Os(7). All 22 carbonyl ligands

displayed expected linearity {Os-C-O range 166-119(4)0}. Although

the two hydrido ligands were not located directly from the X-ray

analysis, they were thought to bridge the longer Os(1)-Os(5) and

Os(1)-Os(6) edges, analogous to that reported for the solvated

molecule [os1H2(CO)22J·[CH2C12J (2).91 These sites were deduced from

potential minimisation calculations, 44 which gave suitableenergy
minima in P.E. for the two H-ligands to bridge these two long Os-Os

bonds.

3.5.2 Discussion and results.
The metal core of the heptanuclear cluster [os1H2(CO)22J (1) was

a type not previously observed, nor anticipated in accommodating the

observed electron count of a 102 valence electrons. The overall

structure of (1) was found to closely resemble the 'spiked' trigonal

bi-pyramidal metal core adopted by the hexanuclear molecule

[OS6H2(CO)19J (5),89 {Figure 3.5.2(a)}. The metal framework in (1)

was formally thought to be derived from the metal skeleton of (5) by

the replacement of a -CO group by an Os(CO)4 unit, bridging the

'spike' Os(1)-Os(6) bond in (5), followed by a swing of the terminal

H-ligand in (5) to a P2-bridging mode in (1). The solid state
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Figure 3.5.1. Molecular structure of the heptanuclear osmium cluster

The carbonyl C atoms have the same numbering as
the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



89Figure 3.5.2(a). Molecular structure of [os6H2(CO)'91 (5).



geometry of (1) was also observed to be different to the edge-bridged

capped square pyramidal core adopted by the related heptanuclear

cluster 91[Os7H2(CO)21J (3), and the bi-capped tetrahedral metal

adopted by [OS7H2(CO)20J,90 {Figures 3.5.2(b) and 3.5.2(c),geometry

respectively}. Table 3.5.2 lists the M-M bond lengths for the

heptanuclear cluster (1) and the structurally related hexanuclear

compound [Os6H2(CO)19J (5).
The range of Os-Os bond lengths in the structure of the

o
heptanuclear di-hydrido cluster [Os7H2(CO)22J (1) {2.732-3.078(1) A}

was found to be similar to that observed in the hexanuclear osmium
o

cluster [Os6H2(CO)19J (5) {2.748-2.997(2) A}, but longer than the

corresponding ranges reported for related heptanuclear compounds,

[os7H2(CO)21J (3) {2.726-3.033(3) A}91 and [Os7H2(CO)20J (4)

{2.697-2.993(4) A}.90 The mean of the 12 Os-Os bond lengths in the
o 0structure of (1) {2.869(1) A} was observed to be 0.027 A longer than

o
the mean of the 10 Os-Os bond distances in (5), {mean 2.842(2) A}.
In both (1) and (5), the hydride bridged edge of the trigonal

bi-pyramid, Os(1)-Os(5), was found to be the longest, {Table 3.5.2}.

Lengthening of M-M bonds is characteristic of bridging or capping

H_ligands,98 which was also reflected in the longer Os(1)-Os(6) bond

bridged by the second hydrido ligand in (1), {Figure 3.5.1}. In the

heptanuclear cluster [Os7H2(CO)22J (1) the second characteristic

feature involving the 'pushing' back of cis carbonyl groups adjacent

to the H-bridged bonds was evident, for example, with the angles

C(52)-Os(5)-Os(1) 118.4(3) and C(61)-Os(6)-Os(1) 119.1(3)0 being

bigger than the mean of the corresponding equatorial angles at

unbridged Os-Os bonds {mean 93.2(3)0}. The marked similarity in the

solid state structures of (1) and (5)89 was further reflected in

similar asymmetry in the Os-Os bonds of the trigonal bi-pyramidal
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91Figure 3.5.2(b). Molecular structure of (Os7H2(CO)2,J (3).

Figure 3.5.2(0). Molecular structure ot [Os7H2(CO)20J (4).90



metal core. In both clusters the four respective bonds associated

with Os(1) were markedlY longer than the other five bonds, with the

bond Os(1)-Os(5) being the longest M-M bond in both structures,

{Table 3.5.2}.

The X-ray analysis of [OS7H2(CO)22] (1) established that four

osmium atoms Os(2), Os(3), Os(4) and Os(5) were bonded to three

terminal carbonyl groups, whereas Os(1), at which the fusion of atoms

Os (6) and Os (7) occurred carried only two -CO groups. Both Os (6) and

Os(7) were found to be bonded to four terminal carbonyl ligands, and

all 22 carbonyl

168-179(4)o}. The
o

{ 1.83-1 .94 (3) A}

groups displayed expected linearity, {Os-C-O

range of of Os-CO distances in (1 ) ,

was similar to the range observed in (5),

o{1.82-1.94(5) A} together with the corresponding range of C-O bond
o

lengths, {C-O range in (1) 1.14-1.21(3); in (5) 1.20-1.17(6) A}.

3.5.3 Conclusions.

The unusual solid state geometries adopted by the osmium hydrido

clusters,

compound geometry

triangular fused

trigonal bi-pyramidal

edge-bridged capped

square pyramid

edge-bridged bi-capped

tetrahedron

'spiked' trigonal

bi-pyramid

supported previous conclusions reported by McPartlin and co-workers,
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that when hydrogen ligands were present, osmium cluster geometries

often unpredictable.23 Interestingly, in this series ofwere

heptanuclear osmium clusters the 98e capped octahedral geometry

adopted by the non-hydrido cluster [OS7(CO)21]99 was the only metal

polyhedron easily predictable by simple skeletal electron counting

procedures. The electron counts in the related clusters (1)

{102e}, (3) {100e} and (4) {98e} were all rationalised by the

electron counting method which takes into account polyhedral

structures fused at edges, triangular and square faces:97

nos. of electrons

characteristic of

polyhederon

trigonal bi-pyramid 72e

triangle 48e

sub-total 120e

since a vertex of the osmium trigonal bi-pyramidal core was being

shared by Os(6) and Os(7) in the structure of (1), {Figure 3.5.1},

18e had to be subtracted from the sub-total, to give the expected

electron count of 102.

nos. of electrons

characteristic of

polyhederon

square pyramid 74e

tetrahedron 60e

triangle 48e

sub-total 182e
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since both an edge and a face of the osmium square pyramidal metal

framework were being shared in the solid state structure of (3),

{Figure 3.5.2(b)}, a total of 82e {34 from the share of an edge and

48 from a share of a face} had to be subtracted from the sub-total,
to give the expected electron count of 100e.

nos. of electrons

characteristic of

polyhederon

3 x tetrahedron 180e

triangle 48e

sub-total 228e

Since two faces and an edge were being shared in the metal core

structure of (4), (Figure 3.5.2(c», 130e {34e from the share of an

edge and 96e from the share of two faces} electrons had to be

subtracted from the sub-total, to give 98e predicted by the E.A.N.
rule.
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Table 3.5.2.
0Bond Distance/ A

(1) (5)89*

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.876(1) 2.862(2)

Os(1)-Os(3) 2.868(1) 2.842(2)

Os( 1)-Os(4) 2.964 (1) 2.936(2)

Os(1)-Os(5) 3.078 (1) 2.997(2)

Os(1)-Os(6) 3.052(1) 2.925(2)

Os(1)-Os(7) 2.887 (1)

Os(2)-Os(3) 2.776 (1) 2.775(2)

Os(2)-Os(4) 2.752(1) 2.748(2)

Os(2)-Os(5) 2.795(1) 2.787(2)

Os(3)-Os(4) 2.732 (1) 2.757(2)

Os(3)-Os(5) 2.787(1) 2.794(2)

Os(6)-Os(7) 2.861 (1)
*re-numbered for comparison.
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Section 3.6. X-ray structural analysis of the heptanuclear cluster

[Os7H2(CO)19{MeC:CMe}] (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for (1) are presented in section 4.12

Final Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.~) •
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The X-ray analysis of the di-hydrido hepta-osmium cluster

[Os1H2(CO)19{MeC:CMe}] (1) was carried out to extend the series of

hydrido heptanuclear osmium clusters whose solid state geometries had

previously establised unusual metal core structures.90,91 The X-ray

structure of (1) was of further interest in assigning the bonding

mode of the hydrocarbon and to observe whether the co-ordination of

this organic ligand to the metal polyhedron would effect the overall

surface ligand congestion, resulting in a novel metal core geometry

in the accommodation of the observed electron count of a 100 valence

electrons.

3.6.1 Structural description of [Os7~2(CO)19{MeC=CMe}] ~
X-ray analysis established that the di-hydrido heptanuclear

cluster (1) adopted an edge-bridged capped square pyramid, Figure

3.6.1(a). The four osmium atoms, Os(1), Os(3), Os(4) and Os(5)

defined the square with Os(2) forming the apex of the pyramid. The

triangular face, Os(1)-Os(2)-Os(3) of the pyramid was capped by

Os(7), with Os(6) bridging the opposite basal atoms Os(4) and Os(5)

of the square. Of the four basal atoms, Os(1) and Os(5), were bonded

to three terminal -CO 'groups, whereas Os(3) and Os(4) carried two

terminal carbonyl groups. The apical atom, Os(2) together with Os(6)

and Os(1) were all bonded to three terminal carbonyl groups. The 4e

donor substituted alkyne fragment, {MeC=CMe}, was envisaged to ~ bond

to Os(4) and Os(5) and form an ~2_linkage at Os(6), {Figure

3.6.l(a)}. Although the two hydrido ligands were not located

directly from the X-ray analysis, their positions were deduced from

t t· I . . . ti 1 1 t i 44po en la energy mlnlmlsa on ca cu a lons. Reasonable minima in

P.E. were obtained for one of the hydrides to bridge the bond

Os(1)-Os(3) of the square base and the second to symmetrically cap
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the triangular face Os(4)-Os(5)-Os(6). However, examination of the

geometry around the ~3-H ligand revealed a close contact distance to
o

the carbon atom of the carbonyl ligand CO(63), {C(63) •••H 1.987 Al.

The calculations failed to give a suitable value in P.E. for the

corresponding P2-site at the edge, Os(4)-Os(5), for this second

H-atom and therefore the ligand was thought to adopt an asymmetric P3

bonding mode. However, the ~2-site was more favoured by examination

of a computer simulated space filling model of the 45molecule,

{Figure 3.6.1(b)l, where a view onto the triangular face

Os(4)-Os(5)-Os(6), clearly showed the carbonyl ligands at these metal

atoms 'pushed back' to exhibit a 'hole' size characteristic of a ~2-H

site, analogous to that established for the H-atom in the octanuclear
. -88osmium cluster [HOs8(CO)22J.

3.6.2 Discussion and results.

The edge-bridged capped square pyramidal metal geometry

established for the heptanuclear osmium cluster

[os7H2 (CO)19{MeC=CMe 1J (1), {Figure 3.6. Ha)}

different to the edge-bridged capped square pyramidal metal framework

was structurally

adopted by the related cluster [Os7H2(CO)21J (2),91 {Figure 3.6.2}.

The seven metal atom core in (1) was envisaged to consist of five

osmium metal atoms forming a square pyramid with the sixth Os atom

bridging one edge of the square base, with the opposite face capped

by the seventh Os atom. The metal skeleton of (2) was based on a

similar 5 osmium atom square pyramid with one basal edge bridged by

the sixth Os atom, but in contrast to (1), the seventh Os atom capped

the adjacent face to the bridged Os-Os bond of the square, {Figure

3.6.2}. However, both the solid state structures of (1) and (2) were
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Figure 3.6.1(a). Molecular structure of the heptanuclear osmium

The carbonyl C atoms have the
same numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



Figure~3.6.1(b). Computed 'space-filling' model of the molecule

[OS7H2(CO)19{MeC:CMe}). A view onto the edge 05(4)-Os(5) shows a gap

between the carbonyl groups CO(41) and CO(51) through which the atomic

spheres of Os(4) and Os(5) can be seen.



different to the edge bridged bi-capped tetrahedral geometry adopted
90by the related analogue [Os7H2(CO)20] (3). Table 3.6.2 lists the

Os-Os bond lengths for the structurally related cluster compounds (1)

and (2).

The range of Os-Os bond lengths in the solid state structure of
othe heptanuclear cluster (1) {2.770-2.919(1) Al was found to be

similar to that observed in the di-hydrido analogue (2)
o{2.726-3.033(2) Al, although the mean Os-Os bond length in (1),

o 0{2.840(1) Al, was found to be 0.025 A shorter than the corresponding
omean bond in (2), {2.865(2) Al. The hydride bridged edge of the

square base Os(1)-Os(3) showed marked lengthening in both (1)
o

{2.919(1) Al oand (2) {2.942(2) Al, whereas the opposite edge,
oOs(4)-Os(5), bridged by the second H-ligand in (1) {2.783(1) A} was

found to be significantly shorter than the analogous bond bridged by
othe H-ligand in (2) {3.033(2) Al. The mean Os-Os bond length of the

ofour bonds defining the square base in (1) {2.856(1) Al was found to
o 0

be 0.053 A smaller than the corresponding mean in (2) {2.909(2) Al.
In (1) the mean bond of the triangular face, Os(4)-Os(5)-Os(6),

o
associated with the bridging osmium atom Os(6), {2.78g(1) Al, was

found to be
o

0.063 A smaller than the mean of the face
oOs(3)-Os(4)-Os(6) {2.852(2) A} associated with the bridging atom,

Os(6) in the structure of the related di-hydride (2). In both (1)

and (2) the three Os-Os bonds involved with the capping of the square

pyramidal core by Os(7), showed marked asymmetry, with one bond being

significantly longer than the other two:

[Os7H2(CO)21] (2)91[Os7H2(CO)19{MeC:CMel] (1)
0bond distance/ A

Os (1)-Os(7) 2.770(1)j

Os(2)-Os(7) 2.911(1)j

Os (3)-Os(7) 2.802 (1);
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Os( 1)-Os(7) 2.785(2)

Os(2)-Os(7) 2.922(2)

Os(3)-05(7) 2.726(2)



Figure 3.6.2. Molecular structure of [Os7H2(CO)21J (2).91



However, the tetrahedral cap from Os(7) in (1) was found to be

slightly enlarged to the analogous cap in (2) {mean of the six
o 0

tetrahedral Os-Os bonds in (1) 2.847(1) A and 2.834(2) A in (2)}.

Besides the characteristic lengthening of the Os-Os bonds bridged by

the two H-ligands, equatorial carbonyl groups adjacent to the bridged

Os-Os bonds were found to be 'pushed' back. For example, the

carbonyl ligands cis to the hydride bridged bond, Os(1)-Os(3), were

observed to have much larger Os-Os-C angles {C(11)-Os(1)-Os(3)
o116(1)jC(31)-Os(3)-Os(1) 114(1) }, than those cis to the unbridged
oOs-Os bonds, {mean C-Os-Os 94(1) }.

The organic fragment, MeC=CMe, was found to co-ordinate at the

triangular face Os(4)-Os(5)-Os(6), attaching to Os(4) and Os(5) via
o 0

two cr-bonds {C(1)-Os(5) 2.07(4) A and C(3)-Os(4) 2.15(4) A} and

forming an ~2_linkage at Os(6) {C(1)-Os(6) 2.22(4» and C(3)-Os(6)
o2.26(4) A}. The longer a-Os(4)-C(3) bond was associated with the

longer Os(6)-C(3) of the 2~ -linkage, indicating a somewhat

symmetrical arrangement of the ligand at this face. This was found

to be opposite to that reported for some related tri-osmium clusters

having a vinyl ligand bonded to the three metal atoms:
0

compound la b c d/ A

[Os3(CO)10(Ph2C2)] 2.18(1) 2.OH 1) 2.18(1) 2.29(1)72

[os3(CO)7(Ph4C4)(Ph2C2)] 2.16(2) 2.08(2) 2.22(2) 2.28(2/3

I(a and b are ~-Os-C bonds while c and dare Os-C lengths in the
21'\ -linkage) •

In the above tri-osmium clusters the shorter ~-Os-C bond, (b), was

found to 2be associated with the longer Os-C bond of the ~ -linkage,

(d), reflecting upon the relative twist of the vinyl ligand out of a

symmetrical arrangement.
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3.6.3 Conclusions.

The X-ray analysis of the heptanuclear osmium cluster

[Os7H2(CO)'9{MeC:CMe}](1) established an overall edge-bridged capped

square pyramidal geometry similar in structure to that adopted by the
91hydrido cluster [os7H2(CO)21] (2). These results further supported

that the energy differences between alternative M-H frameworks can be

very small and isolation of novel geometries in the solid state

becomes more probable. The observed electron count of 100 valence

electrons in both (1) and (2) was rationalised readily by the

electron counting method which takes into account structures which
97are fused at edges, triangular or square faces:

. fused polyhedra number of electrons

characteristic of polyhedron

square pyramid 74

60tetrahedron

triangle 48

sUb-total

182

since both a triangular face and an edge of the square pyramidal

metal core structure were shared in both (1) and (2), {Figures

3.6.1(a) and 3.6.2(a)} , a total of 82e (34 from the share of an edge

and 48 from the share of a face) had to be subtracted from the

sub-total to give an overall electron count of 100e.
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Table 3.6.2.
0bond distance/ A

(1) (2)91'

Os( 1)-Os(2) 2.845(1) 2.850(2)

Os(1)-Os(3) 2.919(1) 2.942(2)

Os(1)-Os(5) 2.856(1) 2.857(2)

Os(1)-Os(6)

Os( 1)-Os(7) 2.770 (1) 2.785(2)
Os(2)-Os(3) 2.839(1) 2.776(2)

Os(2)-Os(4) 2.882 (1) 2.941 (2)

Os(2)-Os(5) 2.854 (1) 2.852(2)

Os(2)-Os(7) 2.911(1) 2.922(2)

Os(3)-Os(4) 2.868 (1) 2.807(2)

Os(3)-03(6) 2.783(2)

03(3)-Os(7) 2.802 (1) 2.726(2)

Os(4)-Os(5) 2.783(1) 3.033(2)
Os(4)-Os(6) 2.801 (1) 2.967(2)

03(4)-03(7)

Os(5)-Os(6) 2.786(1)
Ire-numbered for comparison.
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Section 3.7. X-ray analysis of the deca-osmium penta-hydrido

Crystal data, methods·of data collection, structure solution and

refinement are presented in section 4.13.

Final Tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.2).
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3.7.1 Introduction.

The X-ray analysis of the deca-osmium penta-hydrido monoanion

[H5os10(CO)24J- (1), was carried out to complete a series of related

high nuclearity OSlO hydrido clusters. The synthesis and X-ray
structure of the tetra-hydrido

reported previously and whose lH n.m.r. spectrum in CH2Cl2 at

ambient temperatures revealed a singlet, with no 187os_1H satellites

detected, due to the broadness of the signal.27 These results were

consistent with the four hydrogen atoms being fluxional in solutions

at room temperature. However, on slowly cooling a solution of (2) to

193 K in CDCl2, the broad singlet was observed to disappear, giving

rise to two new broad signals in a ratio of 1:1. The signals were

still too broad to observe 1870s_1H satellites, and therefore at low

temperatures there appeared two types of hydride environments, with
100one of the four protons migrating into the central octahedron.

The dianion (2) was found to react reversibly with 12 to yield
the monoanion (scheme 3.7.1), whose n.m.r
spectrum in CDCl2 at ambient temperatures showed two broad peaks in a

ratio of 3:1.100 The tetra-hydrido dianion (2) was also found to

react with an equivalent of [Cu(NCMe)4J [PF6J to yield the

mixed-metal cluster anion [H40s10(CO)24Cu(NCMe)]- (scheme 3.7.1).
1The H n.m.r. spectrum in CDCl2 at ambient temperatures revealed two

broad overlapping resonances in a ratio of 3:1.100 These results were

found to be consistent with the solutions of the dianion (2) and its

derivatives, having three interstitial hydrogen atoms in three of the

four tetrahedral caps and one in the octahedral cage. The X-ray
structural data of the deca-osmium dianion [H40S10(CO)24]2- (2) was

also found to support the presence of these interstitial hydrido
ligand sites in the solid state (sections 3.1 and 273.7.3).
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Protonation of the dianion (2) in CH2C12 was found to yield the

penta-hydrido monoanion [H5os10(CO)24]- (1), characterised previously
27 1only by i.r. spectroscopy. The H n.m.r. spectrum of (1) at

ambient temperatures showed two broad signals in the intensity ratio

of 4:1. The spectrum was found to remain unaltered on cooling to

193 K, and due to the broadness of the two signals, no 1870s_1H

satellites could be detected, (Figure 3.7.1).100 Therefore, in

solutions it was possible that all five hydrogen atoms occupied the

five interstitial sites in the metal core skeleton of the deca-osmium

penta-hydrido monoanion (1). The X-ray structure of (1) was

therefore of interest in establishing a pattern in the solid state

geometry of the OS10 metal framework analogous to that observed by

McPartlin and co-workers for the tetra-hydrido dianion (2) and

perhaps support the n.m.r. evidence in proposing interstitial

bonding modes of the five hydrogen atoms in the monoanion cluster

3.7.2 Structural description of ~os10(CO)241- ~

X-ray analysis of the'penta-hydrido monoanion (1) established a

tetra-capped octahedral metal core geometry, Figure 3.7.2(a). The

six osmium atoms, Os(2), Os(3), Os(4), 05(6), 05(8) and 05(10)

defined the octahedron, with four triangular faces further capped by

the remaining atoms; faces, 05(2)-05(3)-05(4) capped by 05(1);

Os(2)-Os(6)-Os(10) capped by 05(5); Os(3)-Os(6)-Os(8) capped by

05(7); and 05(4)-05(8)-05(10) capped by 05(9). The four capping

osmium atoms were found to carry three terminal carbonyl groups,

whereas the six metal atoms defining the octahedron were bonded to

two terminal -CO groups. All 24 carbonyl ligands displayed expected
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olinearity {Os-C-O range 162-118(4) }. Interestingly, the carbonyl

distribution in (1) was found to be very similar to the carbido

d. . 26lanlon {Figure 3.7.2(b)}. Although it was

impossible to locate the hydrido ligands from the X-ray analysis ,

the presence of five H-atoms (contributing a total of 5 electrons)

was deduced from the observed OS10 geometry, for which skeletal

electron counting methods92,94 require the same number of electrons

as accommodated in the carbido cluster (which

possess 134e). The presence of the H-ligands was also inferred from
the n.m.r. data, which showed two broad singlets in a ratio of

4: 1. Examination of the carbonyl distribution in the

monoanion [H5os10(CO)24]- showed no displacement, with the ligands

remaining almost perpendicular to the faces of the metal core, a

feature not normally observed when hydrogen atoms are attached to the
surface of a cluster.10,15

3.7.3 Discussion and results.

The tetra-capped octahedral metal core structure established for

the penta-hydrido monoanion [H50s10(CO)24J- (1), {Figure 3.7.3(a)},

was found to be similar in geometry

tetra-hydrido analogue

to that adopted by the

(2),27 {Figure 3.7.3(b)}.

Both metal frameworks were similar to those characterised for the

mono-hydrido carbido cluster [HOS10C(CO)24J-
[ 2- 26non-hydrido dianion OSlOC(CO)24J (4), {Figures

and the

3.7.3(c) and
3.7.3(d), respectively}. The important difference in the overall

structures of (1) and (2) was the absence of the carbido atom in the

octahedral cavity. Table 3.7.3 lists the Os-Os bond lengths for

penta-hydrido monoanion (1) and the closely related tetra-hydrido

dianion (2).
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Figure 3.7.2(a). The molecular structure of the penta-hydrido
monoanion [H50S,O(CO)24J-. The carbonyl C atoms have the same
numbering as the ° atoms to which they are attached.



Figure 3.7.2(b). The carbonyl distribution in the decaosmium carbido
d· i [ )2- 26lan on OS10C(CO)24 •



The range of Os-Os bond lengths in the structure of the

penta-hydrido monoanion [H5os10(CO)24]-

found to be similar to that observed in the tetra-hydrido dianion

o(1) {2.748-2.923(3) A} was

o
{2.750-2.924(2) A}. The mean of the 24 Os-Os

o 0

bond lengths in (1) {2.834(3) A} was observed to be 0.005 A longer
o

than the corresponding mean bond distance in (2) {2.829(2) A}. The
o

mean Os-Os bond distance of the·octahedral cavity in (1) {2.845(3) A}

was found to be slightly shorter than the corresponding mean in (2)
o{2.857(1) A}. However, both distances were found to be

significantly shorter than the mean bond of the osmium octahedron

encapsulating a carbido atom in [HOS10C(CO)24]- (3) {2.883(1) A},25

as expected from the known tendency of interstitial C atoms to

produce polyhedral expansion.101 The three Os-Os bonds associated

with Os(l), Os(5), Os(7) and Os(9) tetra-capping the octahedral metal

core, {Figure 3.7.2(a)} showed similar asymmetry, with one Os-Os bond

significantly longer than the other two, {Table 3.7.3}. Importantly,

it was the three bonds from Os(9), capping the triangular face

Os(4)-Os(8)-Os(10), which exhibited the more marked asymmetry in the
o

bond lengths, with the bond Os(9)-Os(10) {2.923(3) A} being longer

not only to the mean of the two remaining bonds of the ~3-cap, {mean
o

of the bonds Os(4)-Os(9) and Os(8)-Os(9) = 2.809(3) A}, but also

being the longest Os-Os bond in the structure, {Table 3.7.31.

There was no sign of the characteristic displacement of the carbonyl

ligands in (1), normally observed when hydrogen atoms are attached at

the polyhedral surface of a 10 15cluster,' with the equatorial

carbonyl groups at each of the four osmium atoms associated with each

OS4 cap remaining almost perpendicular to the faces of the metal

core:
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cap from 05(1)

mean cis Os-Os-C angles at bonds,

05(1)-05(2) = 95.0 (3)0

05(1)-05(3) = 96.0(3)°

Os( 1)-Os(4) = 99.0 (3)0

cap from Os(5)
05(5)-05(2) = 94.0(3)°

OS(5)-05(6) = 98.0(3)°
005(5)-05(10) = 97(3)

cap from 05(7)

05(7)-05(3) = 95.0 (3)0

05(7)-05(6) = 93.0(3)0

Os(7)-Os(8) = 93.0 (3)0

cap from 05(9)

05(9)-05(4) = 91.0(3)0

05(9)-05(8) = 95.0 (3)0
005(9)-05(10) = 100~)

Importantly, the carbonyl distribution in the penta-hydrido

monoanion (1), {Figure' 3.7.2(a)}, was found to be similar to that

established for the non-hydrido carbido cluster

(4),26 {Figure 3.7.2(b)}. From similar observations between the

carbonyl distribution in the hexa-ruthenium hydrido 22cluster,

[Ru6H(CO)18]-' and in the non-hydrido osmium dianion,23
2-[OS6(CO)18] , McPartlin and co-workers proposed the presence of the

first interstitial H-atom in a carbonyl cluster which was

subsequently confirmed by a neutron diffraction study.24 The workers

also reported that from the very close similarity of the carbonyl

distribution in the mono-hydrido cluster [HOS10C(CO)24]- (3), {Figure
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3.7.3(c)}, to that established for the carbido dianion (4), {Figure

3.7.3(d)}, the H-ligand was presumed to be interstitial.25 The X-ray

structural data of (3) supported the hydride being encapsulated in

one of the capping tetrahedral sites. A small expansion of this cap
owas observed, with a mean Os-Os bond of 2.856(1) A being longer than

othe mean distance of 2.837(1) A of the other three capping

tetrahedra. Importantly, this mean bond of the larger tetrahedral

cap was significantly bigger than the mean of the four capping groups
oin the parent non-hydrido deca-osmium dianion (4) {2.835(2) A}.

The workers also used the same analogy to deduce the interstitial

nature of the four hydrido ligands in the tetra-hydrido osmium
2-dianion [H40s10(CO)24] (2). The mean Os-Os bond length of one of

the four capping tetrahedra o{2.809(2) A} was found to be

significantly shorter than the mean bond of the three remaining caps,

{2.839(2), 2.839(2), o 27and 2.829(2) A}. They also observed that the

mean bonds of the three larger OS4 capping units were markedly longer

than the corresponding mean bond of the two capping tetrahedra in the

octanuclear osmium dianion [OSa(CO) ]2- {2.793(1) A}.28 From these22
results they proposed that three of the four H-atoms were located in

the three enlarged OS4 caps. The fourth hydride in the tetra-hydrido

dianion (2) was thought to be interstitial in the OS6 octahedral

cavity, since the mean of the 12 Os-Os bonds defining the octahedron
o{2.857(1) A} was markedly "longer than the corresponding mean of the

octahedral cavity in o{2.831(1) A}, the largest
28non-carbido osmium cluster previously reported.

Using the above structural patterns in deducing potential

interstitial sites for the H-ligands in (2) and (3), the geometry of

the penta-hydrido deca-osmium cluster [H50s10(CO)24]- (1) was
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Figure 3.7.3(a). The solid state structure of the decaosmium
pentahydrido monoanion [H50S10(CO)24J- (1), showing all five H atoms
occupying interstitial sites.



Figure 3.7.3(b). The molecular structure of the decaosmium
2-tetrahydrido dianion [H40s10CCO)24] (2), showing the four hydrido

ligands oocupying four of the five interstitial sites.27



Figure 3.7.3(c). The molecular structure of the decaosmium carbido

monoanion [HOS10C(CO)24J-, showing the hydrido ligand occupying an

interstitial site in one of the four tetrahedral caps (3).25



Figure 3.7.3(d). Molecular struoture of the carbido dianion
2- 26[os10C(CO)24J (4).



examined for similar trends in Os-Os bond lengths. The mean of the

12 Os-Os bond lengths defining the OS6 octahedral metal core in (1)
owas observed to be 2.845(3) A, (Table 3.7.3). This mean bond

distance was found to be smaller than the corresponding mean bond in
o(2) {2.857(2) A}, but was markedly longer in comparison to that

observed in the octanuclear dianion

This evident expansion of the octahedral cavity in (1), supported one

of the five H-ligands occupying this interstitial site. Using the

same analogy, the six Os-Os bonds of the four tetrahedral caps in the

structures of the deca-osmium penta-hydrido monoanion (1) and the

closely related tetra-hydrido dianion (2) were examined:

Table 3.7.3(b)

cap from Os( 1)

bond (1) (2)27

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.759(3) 2.804(2)

Os(1)-Os(3) 2.799(3) 2.776(2)

Os(1)-Os(4) 2.894(3) 2.795(2)

Os(2)-Os(3) 2.865 (3) 2.881 (2)

Os(2)-Os(4) 2.794(3) 2.831(2)

Os(3)-Os(4) 2.910(3) 2.768(2)

-------- --------
mean 2.837(3) 2.809(2)

cap from 05(5)

bond (1) (2)

05(2)-Os(5) 2.764(3) 2.853(2)

05(2)-Os(6) 2.900(3) 2.903(2)

OS(2)-05(10) 2.799(3) 2.823(2)

OS(5)-05(6) 2.903(3) 2.796(2)

OS(5)-05(10) 2.842 (3) 2.776(2)

OS(6)-05(10) 2.833(3) 2.881 (2)

-------- --------
mean 2.840 (3) 2.839(2)
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cap from 05(7)

bond (1) (2)

05(3)-05(6) 2.885(3) 2.903(2)

05(3)-05(7) 2.809(3) 2.750(2)

05(3)-05(8) 2.885(3) 2.811(2)

05(6)-05(1) 2.862(3) 2.180(2)

05(6)-05(8) 2.183(3) 2.924(2)

05(1)-Os(8) 2.148(3) 2.863(2)

-------- --------

mean 2.829(3) 2.839(2)

cap from 05(9)

bond (1) (2)

05(4)-05(8) 2.813(3) 2.810(2)

05(4)-05(9) 2.813(3) 2.175 (2)

05(4)-05(10) 2.834(3) 2.826(2)

05(8)-Os(9) 2.169(3) 2.888(2)

05(8)-Os(10) 2.785 (3) 2.917(2)

Os(9)-Os(10) 2.923 (3) 2.154(2)

-------- ---------
mean 2.833(3) 2.828(2)
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The above results showed that in the structure of the

penta-hydrido monoanion [HSOS10(CO)24J-, the mean Os-Os bond distance
o

from cap 1 {2.837(3) Al was noteably larger than the corresponding

mean bond in the tetra-hydrido dianion (2) ,
o

{2.809(2) Al. This was significant, since McPartlin and co-workers
had previously 27observed that this mean bond in the tetra-hydrido

cluster (2) was very close to the mean of the two capping tetrahedra
2- 0 28in the octanuclear dianion [Osa(CO)22J {2.793(1) Al. From this

comparison, it was evident that the tetrahedral cap from Os(1) in the

dianion (2) had not enlarged significantly to encapsulate an H-atom.

In contrast, the analogous cap in the penta-hydrido cluster
0

[HSOs10 (CO)24 J (1) had enlarged by 0.028 A to that in (2) and
0

0.01l4 A to the mean of the two caps in the octanuclear dianion
2- This indicated that perhaps the second H-ligand[Osa(CO)22J • was

occupying this interstitial tetrahedral site. Comparison of the

remaining three caps in (1) and (2) {Table 3.7.3(b)}, exhibited very

similar mean Os-Os bond distances. Importantly, the mean bonds of

these three caps in both the penta-hydride (1) and the tetra-hydride

(2) signified marked expansion of the OS4 caps when compared

mean of the two OS4 capping units in the octanuclear dianion

to the

2- 0[Osa(CO)22J {mean 2.793(1) Al; The tetrahedral cap from Os(S) had
o 0

enlarged by 0.047 A in (1) and 0.046 A in (2); cap from Os(7) had
o 0enlarged by 0.036 A in (1) and 0.046 A in (2); cap from Os(9) had

o 0enlarged by 0.040 A in (1) and 0.035 A in (2). The observed
enlargement of all four tetrahedral caps in the deca-osmium
penta-hydrido cluster compound (1) provided structural evidence to

support that four of the five H-ligands were sited at these

interstitial holes.
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3.7.4 Conculsions.
The X-ray analysis of the deca-osmium non-carbido cluster

(1) established a pattern in the tetra-capped

octahedral metal geometry, supporting that all five interstitial

sites of the metal core could be occupied by the H-atoms. These

results further reflected upon the tendency of hydrido ligands to

become encapsulated within the metal frameworks of high nuclearity

osmium clusters:

cluster H-site

[HOS10C(CO)24]- (3) tetrahedral
2- (2) 3 tetrahedral and octahedral[H40 s10 (CO)24 ] one

[H50S 10 (CO )24 ]- (1) 4 tetrahedral and one octahedral

All three deca-osmium clusters were found to adopt similar

tetra-capped octahedral metal core geometries, and the characteristic

feature relating all three clusters was the close similarity in the

carbonyl distribution to that previously established in the solid

state structure of the non-hydrido cluster compound

(4).26 Using earlier strategies adopted in deducing the interstitial

sites for the cluster species (2) and (3), comparative study of the

geometry of the penta-hydrido cluster (1) indicated that, assuming

the interstitial location of the hydrido-ligands in solutions deduced

from n.m.r data was maintained in the solid state, it appeared

that all five hydrogen atoms were encapsulated within the 10 metal

atom polyhedron. Examination of respective Os-Os bond lengths in

(1), indicated that four of the five H-atoms were sited within the

four tetrahedral caps and the fifth in the 056 octahedral cavity.
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Table 3.1.3.

bond (1) (2)27

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.159(3) 2.804(2)

0~(1)-Cs(3) 2.199(3) 2.116(2)
Os(1)-Os(4) 2.894(3) 2.195(2)
Os(2)-Os(3) 2.865 (3) 2.881 (2)
Os(2)-Os(4) 2.194(3) 2.831(2)
Os(2)-Os(5) 2.764(3) 2.853(2)
05(2)-05(6) 2.900(3) 2.903(2)
05(2)-Os(10) 2.199(3) 2.823(2)
Os(3)-Os(4) 2.910(3) 2.768(2)
Os(3)-05(6) 2.885(3) 2.903(2)
05(3)-05(7) 2.809 (3) 2.750(2)
OS(3)-05(8) 2.885 (3) 2.811(2)
05(4)-05(8) 2.873(3) 2.810(2)
05(4)-Os(9) 2.813(3) 2.775(2)
05(4)-Os(10) 2.834(3) 2.826(2)
Os(5)-Os(6) 2.903 (3) 2.196(2)
Os(5)-Os(10) 2.842 (3) 2.116(2)

Os(6)-Os(1) 2.862(3) 2.180(2)
OS(6)-05(8) 2.183(3) 2.924(2)
Os(6)-Os(10) 2.833(3) 2.881(2)

Os(1)-Os(8) 2.748(3) 2.863(2)
05(8)-05(9) 2.169(3) 2.888(2)
Os(8)-Os(10) 2.185 (3) 2.911(2)
Os(9)-Os{10) 2.923 (3) 2.154(2)
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Section 3.8. X-ray analysis of the undeca-osmium hydrido cluster

[HOs11C(CO)27][PPh3Me] (1).

Crystal data, methods of data collection, structure solution and

refinement for (1) are presented in section 4.14.

Final tables of atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths, inter-bond angles,

intermolecular and intramolecular distances are given in the appendix

(Vol.~).
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3.8.1 Introduction.

A great number of high nuclearity metal carbonyl clusters have

been prepared by pyrolysis of mononuclear or trinuclear starting

materials. The reaction of OS3CCO)'2 was proved to be sensitive to

temperature, time and moisture, yielding a range of
.. '02-108 d .nuclearltles, the highest being the eca-osmlum dianion

2- 26[os,OCCCO)24J •. The X-ray studies of the hydrido deca-osmium
- 2-clusters [HOS'OC(CO)24J , and [H40s10(CO)24J showed characteristic

features in their respective metal core geometries which supported

the presence of interstitial H-ligands (sections 3.1 and 3.7.3).25,27

The first undeca-osmium cluster 2-[Os"CCCO)27] , being one of the

products resulting from the pyrolysis of OS3(CO)'2' was structurally
+ ,ogof the [PPh3Me] salt.

Protonation of the dianion was found to yield the monoanion hydrido

by X-ray diffractioncharacterised

cluster [HOS"C(CO)27J- (1). It has been recognised that as cluster

size increases, the ratio of surface area to the number of metal atom

decreases, and as a result interstitial ligands become important in

preventing surface ligand congestion around the metal polyhedron.

Therefore the X-ray analysis of the first undeca-osmium hydrido

cluster (1) was of interest in establishing the bonding mode of the

H-atom and perhaps further support the preference of the ligand to

occupy interstitial sites in these high nuclearity osmium clusters.

3.8.2 Structural description of [Hos"C(CO)271- ~
Due to the poor crystallographic data, the metal framework of (1)

was well established, but the positions of all the light atoms were

not found with certainty. The Os" metal core structure adopted by

(') in the solid state could be described as a bi-capped square
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pyramid sharing its square face with a trigonal prism, which was also

bi-capped on its triangular faces, {Figure 3.8.2(a)}. The square

pyramid was defined by the basal atoms Os(2), Os(4), Os(6), Os (8)

with Os(3) forming the apex of the pyramid. The faces,

Os(2)-Os(4)-Os(3) and Os(3)-Os(6)-Os(8) were capped by Os( 1) and

Os(1), respectively. The fused trigonal prism was defined by the

atoms, Os(2), Os(4), Os(6), Os(8), Os(10) and Os(11), whose faces

Os(2)-Os(6)-Os(11) and Os(4)-Os(8)-Os(10), were capped by the Os(5)

and Os(9), respectively. The carbido atom was found to be

interstitial in the prismatic cavity. Although satisfactory

refinement of the carbonyl atom parameters was not achieved in the

structure of the monohydride (1), reasonable maxima corresponding to

26 of the 27 carbonyl atoms were located in a series of

difference-Fourier syntheses and showed approximately the same

distribution to those established in the copper derivative

[OS11C(CO)27 Cu(NCMe)]-, {Figure 3.8.2(b)}.109 The capping osmium

atoms, Os(1), Os(5), Os(7) and Os(9) were found to carry three

terminal carbonyl ligands, whereas the remaining seven osmium atoms

carried two terminal -CO groups, {Figure 3.8.2(a)}. All attempts to

locate suitable positions for the atoms of a phenyl ring of the

[PPh3Me]+ cation and a ~2-carbOnYl group thought to bridge the edge,

Os(10)-Os(11), by comparison with the structure of the OS11Cu

derivative and also inferred from the i.r.data, had failed.

3.8.3 Discussion and Results.
The X-ray analysis of the monohydrido deca-osmium cluster

/

[HOS11C(CO)21]- (1), (Figure 3.8.2(a», established a metal core

geometry almost identical to that previously observed in the solid
[ C( 0) ]2- (2),109state structures· of the related dianion Os" C 27
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Figure 3.8.2(a). The molecular structure of the undecaosmium cluster
monoanion [HOs1·1C(CO)27]-' The carbonyl C atoms have the same
numbering as the 0 atoms to which they are attached.



Figure 3.8.2(b). Molecular structure of the copper-osmium cluster
(Os"C(CO)27CU(NCMe)]:'09



{Figure 3.8.3(a)}, and the Cu(NCMe)+ derivative

[OS11C(CO)27cuCNCMe)]- (3),109 {Figure 3.8.3Cb)}. The OS11 unit in

all three structures was found to be composed of a basic trigonal

prism with tetrahedral caps on both end triangular faces, and a

square pyramidal cap on one square face, this in turn being bi-capped

by two tetrahedra. Table 3.8.3 lists the Os-Os bonds for the related

cluster compounds, (1), (2) and '(3)

The overall range of Os-Os bond lengths in the structure of the
o

HOs11 monoanion cluster (1), {2.703-2.883(8) A} was found to be

slightly smaller than the corresponding range in the oS11 dian ion

(2) ,
o{2.710-2.896(10) A} and the OS11CU derivative

o{2.733-2.904(2) A}. However, the mean Os-Os bond length in (1)
o

{2.773 A} was found to be significantly shorter than the
o 0

corresponding mean distances in both (2) {2.794 A} and (3) {2.804 A}.

In the analysis of the monohydride (1), the carbido atom was located

within the trigonal prismatic cavity, with a mean Os-C bond of
o2.13(9) A. The three related structures (1), (2), and (3) were found

to be the first examples of a carbido atom occupying a trigonal

prismatic site in clusters of the iron triad, although clusters of

the cobalt triad have been known to favour prismatic sites for
. . 110-112interstitial carb1do atoms.

The nine Os-Os bonds defining the trigonal prism showed marked
o

variations, with the mean of the nine bonds in (1) {2.783 A} being

significantly shorter than the corresponding mean values in (2)
o 0{2.835 A} and (3) {2.838 A;Table 3.8.3}. These mean Os-Os bonds in

(2)and (3) were longer in comparison to normal Os-Os bond lengths,

and were consistent with the known tendency of encapsulated carbido
25 26atoms to markedly lengthen surrounding M-M bonds. ' Interestingly,

in the monohydride (1), the trigonal prismatic cavity had not

enlarged significantly, although a carbido atom was located at this
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Figure 3.8.3(a). Metal core structure of the undecaosmium cluster
2- 109dianion [os"C(CO)27J •

Figure 3.8.3(b). Metal core structure of the copper-osmium cluster



site. The longest Os-Os bond in the structure of (1), Os(1)-Os(3),
owas found to be 0.137 A longer than the analogous bond in (2) and

o0.150 A longer in (3), {Table 3.8.3}. The mean of the three Os-Os

bonds {Os(3)-Os(4); Os(3)-Os(8); Os(4)-Os(8); mean
o2.825 A}

associated with the ~3-CU atom capping the face Os(3)-Os(4)-Os(8) in

the structure of the copper derivative [Os11C(CO)27Cu(NCMe)] (3) was

found to be markedly longer than the mean bonds of the corresponding

triangular faces in the hydrido analogue [HOs11C(CO)27]-
2- 0[Os11C(CO)27] (3) {2.764(7) A}.

(1)

The 1Ho{2.744 A} and the dianion

n.m.r. spectrum of the hydrido monoanion [HOS11C(CO)27J- showed a

hydride resonance at 6 -19.1, which was found not to change over a

range of temperatures down to -80 K, similar to that observed for the

solutions of the deca-osmium hydrido cluster [HOS10C(CO)24J- (4)
25 1p.p.m. The H n.m.r.whose hydride signal was downfield by 4

spectrum of (1) also showed the presence of ,870s_'H satellites in

the ratio of 2:1:1, {Figure 3.8.3(c)}. The X-ray analysis of the

deca-osmium hydrido cluster (4) had previously revealed that the

carbonyl distribution closely resembled that established in the

non-hydrido analogue (5).26 One tetrahedral cap in

the overall structure of (4) was found to be significantly enlarged

in comparison to the mean of the Os-Os bonds of the four capping

tetrahedra in (5), and the hydride in (4) was therefore presumed to

occupy an interstitial site in this enlarged OS4 cavity, {sections

3.1 and 3.7.3}. In view of the close similarity of the 'H n.m.r.

spectra if (,) and (4), it seemed probable that the H-ligand in the

undeca-osmium cluster (1) was also sited in one of the four

tetrahedral caps of the OS1' metal core. Table 3.8.3(b) lists the

mean Os-Os bond lengths associated with the four tetrahedral caps in

the structures of [HOS"C(CO)27J- (,) and the related Os" cluster
2- ( - '09compounds [Os"C(CO)27] (2) and [Os"CCO)27Cu(NCMe)] (3).
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1H nrn.r
data for [PPh3Me][HOs"C(CO)271
Chemical Shift -19·16
,_,(1870S - 'H) 1Hz 14·16,39·26,49·88

Ra t i0 0f 2 :1:1
Measured at 400MHz and 25·C
in C~C12

10Hz.......

Figure 3.8.3(c).



Table 3.8.3(b).

square pyramidal caps

Cap from Os(1)

(1) (2) (3)

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.773(7) 2.768(8) 2.798(2)

Os(1)-Os(3) 2.883(8) 2.746(6) 2.733(2)

Os(1)-Os(4) 2.764(7) 2.760(10) 2.824(2)

mean of three bonds

2.807 2.758 2.785

Os(2)-Os(3) 2.759(6) 2.750(8) 2.755(2)

Os(2)-Os(4) 2.796(6) 2.840(8) 2.848(2)

Os(3)-Os(4) 2.767(7) 2.734(10) 2.822(2)

mean of six bonds

2.791 2.766 2.797

Cap from Os(7)

(1) (2) (3)

Os (7)-Os (3) 2.814(8) 2.710(7) 2.738(2)

Os(7)-Os(6) 2.706(6) 2.788(9) 2.794(2)

Os(7)-Os(8) 2.745(6) 2.812(9) 2.790(2)

mean of three bonds

2.755 2.770 2.774

05(3)-05(6) 2.754(7) 2.753(8) 2.735(2)

05(3)-05(8) 2.764(7) 2.780(7) 2.827(2)

05(6)-05(8) 2.800(6) 2.831(9) 2.847(2)

mean of six bonds

2.764 2.779 2.788
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Trigonal Prism caps.

Cap from Os(5)

(1) (2) (3)

Os(5)-Os(2) 2.773(7) 2.782(6) 2.813(2)

Os(5)-Os(6) 2.777(6) 2.803 (7) 2.801 (2)

Os(5)-Os(11) 2.728(7) 2.739(7) 2.739(2)

mean of three bonds

2.759 2.774 2.784

Os(2)-Os(6) 2.703(8) 2.796(8) 2.810(2)

Os(2)-Os(11) 2.848(7) 2.836(9) 2.868(2)

Os(6)-Os(11) 2.790(6) 2.896(7) 2.809(2)

mean of six bonds

2.770 2.809 2.807

Cap from Os(9)
(1) (2) (3)

Os(9)-Os(4) 2.171(7) 2.785(8) 2.815(2)

Os(9)-Os(8) 2.788(7) 2.802 (10) 2.820(2)

Os(9)-Os(10) 2.703(6) 2.817(7) 2.754(2)

mean of three bonds

2.754 2.801 2.796

Os(4)-Os(8) 2.703(8) 2.778(8) 2.826(2)

Os(4)-Os(10) 2.827(7) 2.865(8) 2.904(2)

Os(8)-Os(10) 2.796(6) 2.859(10) 2.824(2)

mean of six bonds

2.765 2.818 2.840
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The above results showed that by considering the mean of the six

Os-Os bonds at each of the four tetrahedral caps, there was no

significant expansion in any of the caps in the structure of the

monohydride [HOs11C(CO)27]- (1), with mean bonds of the two caps of

the trigonal prism being significantly smaller in comparison to those

in the dianion 2-[0s11C(CO )27 ]
(3) •

(2) and the copper analogue

[OS11C(CO)27cu(NCMe)]-

[HOS10C(CO)24]- (4) the

In the deca-osmium cluster

enlarged OS4 capping group thought to contain

the interstitial H-ligand was observed to have a mean Os-Os bond
o 0length of 2.856(1) A which was found to be 0.018 A longer than the

25mean Os-Os bonds of the other three symmetry related OS4 caps.

However, if the mean values of the three Os-Os bond lengths from

the four capping OS(CO)3 groups in the related structures (1), (2)

and (3) were considered {thus excluding three Os-Os bonds in (3)

known to be elongated by the presence of the ~3-cu(NCMe) ligand},

with one exception, the mean for each capping group in both the OS11

dianion (2) and the OS11Cu derivative (3)were found to be greater

than the corresponding mean values in the monohydride (1), {Table

3.8.3(b)}. Significantly it was the mean of the three bonds from

Os(1) capping the square pyramid in (1) that was found to break this

pattern, being longer than any mean bond in the structure. This

appeared to favour that the H-ligand in [HOs11C(CO)27]- (1) was

inside this capping OS4 tetrahedron. Unfortunately, the poor quality

of the only X-ray data obtained for the undeca-osmium hydride (1),

resulted in the carbonyl ligands not being found with certainty and

without essential evidence of the carbonyl distribution it was

impossible, on structural grounds, to completely rule out the

possibility that the apparent slight swelling of the cap from Os(1)

was perhaps due to a P2-H bridging the bond Os(1)-Os(3) causing this
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o
to be the longest Os-Os bond in the structure (2.883(8) A). However,

two factors supported the interstitial site for the H-ligand,

(a) a P2-H site was not consistent with the 1H n.m.r. spectrum,
187 1which showed the presence of Os- H satelites in a 2:1:1 ratio.

(b) The close similarity between the n.m.r. spectrum of the

monohydride (1) and the interstitial hydrido cluster [HOS10C(CO)24]-

(4), structurally well characterised.25

3.8.4. Conclusions.
Although the quality of the X-ray data was poor, the metal core

adopted by the undeca-osmium cluster [HOs11C(CO)27]- established a

structure which consisted of a trigonal prism with tertrahedral caps

on both faces and a square pyramidal cap on one square face which in

turn was bi-capped by two tetrahedra. A similar metal core was also
2-[Os11C(CO)27]clusters (2) andadopted by the related

- 109[Os11C(CO)27Cu(NCMe)] (3). By correlating the structural data for

all three related cluster compounds (1), (2) and (3), the capping

tetrahedral cavity 'sizes' were assessed {Table 3.8.3(b)}. It was

observed that by considering the mean of three Os-Os bond lengths

from each capping osmium atom {thus excluding three Os-Os bonds in

(3) known to be elongated by the presence of the P3-cu(NCMe) ligand},

three caps were found to be markedly larger in the dianion (2) and

the copper derivative (3) than in the hydrido monoanion (1). The cap

from Os(1) in the structure of the monoanion (1) was found to be
olarger {mean Os-Os 2.807 A} than any other tetrahedral cap in the

three structures. Assuming that the tetrahedral location deduced for

the hydride ligand in solutions of [HOs'1C(CO)27]- (1) from 1870s_'H

n.m.r. data, was maintained in the solid state, it appeared that the
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hydrido ligand was located in the tetrahedron formed by the capping

of a face of the square pyramid by Os(1). The accommodation of the

observed electron count of 148 valence electron in the solid state

structure of (1) was best rationalised using the procedure which

takes into account polyhedral structures fused at edges, triangular

and square faces:97

fused polyhedron electron count

characteristic of polyhedron

trigonal prism

square pyramid

4 x tetrahedrons

90e

74e

240e

sub-total

404e

A total of 256e had to be subtracted from the sub-total, since the

four capping tetrahedra, {Figure 3.8.2(a)}, shared four triangular

faces {48e per face shared} and the square pyramid shared a square

face of the trigonal prism {64e}, therefore 404-256 = 148e.
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Table 3.8.3.

Bond (1) (2)109 (3) 109

Os(1)-Os(2) 2.773(7) 2.768(8) 2.798(2)

05(1)-05(3) 2.883(8) 2.746(6) . 2.733(2)

05(1)-05(4) 2.764(7) 2.760 (10) 2.824(2)

05(2)-05(3) 2.759(6) 2.750(8) 2.755(2)

05(2)-05(4) 2.796(6) 2.840(8) 2.848(2)

05(2)-05(5) 2.773(7) 2.782(6) 2.813(2)

Os(2)-Os(6) . 2.703(8) 2.796(8) 2.810(2)

05(2)-05(11) 2.848(7) 2.836(8) 2.868(2)

05(3)-05(4) 2.767(7) 2.734(10) 2.822(2)

05(3)-05(6) 2.754(7) 2.753(8) 2.735(2)

05(3)-05(7) 2.814(8) 2.710(7) 2.738(2)

05(3)-05(8) 2.764(7) 2.780(7) 2.827(2)

05(4)-05(8) 2.703(8) 2.778(8) 2.826(2)

05(4)-05(9) 2.771(7) 2.785(8) 2.815(2)

OS(4)-05(10) 2.827(7) 2.865(8) 2.904(2)

05(5)-05(6) 2.777 (6) 2.803(7) 2.801(2)

05(5)-05(11) 2.728(6) 2.739(7) 2.739(2)

05(6)-05(7) 2.706(6) 2.788(9) 2.794(2)

05(6)-05(8) 2.800(6) 2.831(9) 2.847(2)

05(6)-05(11) 2.790(6) 2.896(7) 2.809(2)

05(7)-05(8) 2.745(7) 2.812(9) 2.790(2)

05(8)-05(9) 2.788(7) 2.802 (10) 2.820(2)

05(8)-05(10) 2.796(6) 2.859(10) 2.824(2)

05 (9)-05(10) 2.703(6) 2.817(7) 2.754(2)

05(10)-05(11) 2.784(6) 2.817(7) 2.809(2)

05(3)-Cu 2.598(4)

05(4)-Cu 2.709(4)

05(8)-Cu 2.627(4)

05(9) •••Cu 3.156(4)
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Chapter 4. The X-ray structure determination method.
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4.1. Introduction: Selection and mounting of a crystal.

To obtain the best possible solution for any crystal structure,

data collected from the diffractometer has to be as accurate as

possible, which in turn means that the crystal chosen for analysis

has to be of good quality. Certain features are of importance in

choosing a single crystal. Firstly, the crystal is selected to be as

small as possible within the experimental constraints, collimators

usually have a diameter between 0.5 and 1.0 mm, thus crystals have to

be smaller than O·S mm. Secondly, the crystal shape should be as

spherical as possible with visible natural faces. In each case the

sing+e crystal to be analysed was mounted on the end of a thin quartz

fibre, held onto a brass pin by adhesives (1:1 mix of expoxy resin

and expoxy hardener), and was then mounted on to the goniometer head

of the Philips PW1100 diffractometer.

4.1.1 Centering of the crystal.

The Philips PW1100 diffractometer consists of four circles, which

allow the mounted crystal to be brought into various orientations.

Two circles, namely ¢ and X are used to adjust the crystal

orientation relative to the diffractometer co-ordinate system. The

~ circle permits the centering of the crystal lattice planes at a

given angle of ~ to the direction of the primary beam and finally

on the fourth angle 28 the detector can be moved to an angle 29 to

the primary beam. Thus, the crystal orientation is defined by the

three angular settings, ~, X, ~ and the detector position is

determined by the fourth angle, 29.
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4.1.2. *Data collection.

Before data collection was carried out, the unit cell dimensions

and the orientation of the crystal had to be determined. This was

achieved by using a computerised peak hunting routine. lnitially

this involves variation in the setting of the four diffractometer

circles; 4 to 15 in vJ , -80 to 80 in x: and 0 to 3600 in ¢. When

radiation was found above background, the maximum diffraction was

measured and the angles, ~ ,)G ~ associated with the reflection

together with the intensity of the peak were centered upon and

stored. This procedure continued until 25 peaks were found and from

this data the computer was able to determine a Dirichlet reduced unit

cell together with an orientation matrix (UB), and a matrix M, which

contained information about the reciprocal unit cell parameters. A

standard unit cell was then found by examination of this matrix and

applying the necessary information to the computer to change the UB
matrix. Having obtained a standard cell, the results were refined

and the direct lattice constants determined.
Least squares analysis was then carried out on the setting angles

100 and counts25 high angle reflections with e ca.of
-1(lis ) > 1000, which produced more accurate unit cell dimensions.

The intensity relationships were checked at this stage by driving to

a range of reflections, to confirm the crystal system. Having

obtained satisfactory unit cell dimensions, data collection was

initiated. Several strong reflections were scanned to examine their

peak profile and to decide on the optimum scan width. All structures

presented in this thesis had data collected at a constant scan speed
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of 0.05 -1s All intensity data were collected in the unique volume

corresponding to the crystal Laue symmetry at ambient temperatures.

A scan mode was chosen in which weak reflections which gave:

on the first scan were not re-examined.

It - count rate at the top of reflection profile.

Ib - average count rate of two background measurements on

either side of peak profile.

Reflections with It < 500 -1s were rescanned to improve their

accuracy. The maximum values for the machine indices (HKL) were

chosen as appropriate, being set to the maximum value of h, k, 1,

that had to be measured. This was found to depend amongst other

things, the size of the crystal under analysis. Boundary and

sequence matrices were selected, allowing the operator to maximise

the use of the diffractometer time, as the segment of the diffraction

circle to be scanned could be altered, preventing the measurement of

equivalent reflections. Finally, three reference reflections were

chosen and re-measured every five hours, any drop in their

intensities signified a problem, the two most common faults being

either the crystal had moved or decomposed.

* ·0X-rays from a Mo-K ~ (A :0.11069 A) source, monochromated by a

single graphite crystal were used throughout data collection.

After data collection, the raw intensity data (Ihkl)raw and the

estimated standard deviation for each reflection were obtained.

These were corrected for Lorentz (L) and polarisation (p) factors

using the expression:
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-1= (Ihkl)raw(LP) •

These corrections for the loss in the intensity of the X-ray beam as

a result of polarisation and geometric factors are:

p = (1 + cos228)/2 and L = 1/sin29

The estimated standard errors, cr(I), of the intensities (Ihkl) were

obtained from the expression:

where K is an "instability" constant and a value of 0.04 was

assigned to it. Equivalent reflections were merged and the raw data

was converted to a form suitable for use with the SHELX suite of
1programs.

4.'.3. The Phase problem.

Diffraction of X-rays occurs after initial scattering by the

electrons associated with the atoms within the unit cell. The

electron density (p ) at any point x, y, z throughout the unit cellxyz
may be expressed as a three dimensional Fourier series:-

= v-'l. LL F e-21\ i (hx + ky + lz)
h k 1 hkl

[4.1.3(a)]

where V is the unit cell volume.
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To be able to find the positions of the atoms, electron density maps

must be calculated over the unique part of the unit cell. The

problem is that the phase of the structure factor Fhkl cannot be

experimentally measured. If the positions and type of the N atoms in

the unit cell were known, the structure factors could be calculated:-

n=N

Fhkl = n~ (fn )hkl
[4.1.3(b)]

where f is the sc~ttering factor of the nth atom, whose value isn
function of sine and the number of electrons in the atom. Fhkl is a

a

complex number and so written as the sum of a real and imaginary

portion.

Fhkl = Ahkl + iBhkl

Fhkl = Fhklcos1hkl + i(Fhklsin1hkl) [4.1.3(c)]

To be able to solve the structure under analysis, some way of

obtaining preliminary values of the structure factors Fhkl must be

found. The value of Fhkl cannot be calculated directly since it is

the squared modulus 1Fhkl12 that equals the intensity Ihkl• The

unknown angle, ¢hkl' associated with Fhkl must be estimated before

any electron density map can be calculated, and this is known as the

phase problem. Solving the phase problem is determining the phase of

Fhkl, and this is the first stage of any structural analysis.

For centrosymmetric structures, for every atom at x, y, z, there

is an equivalent atom at -x, -y, -z. Only N/2 independent atoms are

then present in the unit cell, and the remaining N/2 atoms being

related to these by the inversion centre. It can be shown that the
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phase angles for centrosymmetric crystals are restricted to having

f t 1 0 1800.one 0 wo va ues, or Substituting these values into

expression 4.1.3(c) gives:-

Fhkl = IFhkllcoso
or Fhkl = ~hklPoS180.

As cosO is +1 and cos180 is -1, the phase problem is reduced to a

matter of finding the signs of the values. For

non-centrosymmetric structures this is not the case and the value of

the phase angle, which can be between 0 and 3600, must be determined.

4.1.4. Methods used to solve the phase problem.

Two main methods are usually used to solve the phase problem,

either via the Patterson or by direct methods. A Patterson synthesis

has been used during the analysis of each structure presented in this

thesis and will be the only technique discussed. A Patterson vector

map can be obtained directly' from the observed intensity data using

the equation:-

Puvw
-27' i (hu + kv + lw)e

This is a three dimensional map which has a peak for every pair of

atoms within the real unit cell. These peaks are situated in a

particular direction and distance from the origin, which corresponds

to the vector between the pair of atoms in the real unit cell. Each

peak is at a position (u, v, w) related to the atomic co-ordinates,
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x" y" z, and x2, Y2' z2 of the two atoms by:-

(a) u = x,-x2

(b) v = y,-Y2

(c) w = z,-z2'
The height of each peak in a Patterson map is proportional to the

product of the atomic numbers of the atoms involved. The highest

peaks in the Patterson map always occur at the origin and all atoms

contribute to it. Subsequent peaks usually correspond to the vectors

of the heaviest atoms in the unit cell. Taking the u, v, w values,

positions of the 'heavy' atoms in the real unit cell can be found

algebraically. These positions can be used to calculate preliminary

structure factors and hence an electron density map from which more

atom's can be obtained.

4.'.5. Fourier synthesis.
Once the position of some of the atoms are found, either from a

Patterson map or from direct methods, they are then used to calculate

an electron density map. First the co-ordinates of the found atoms

are used to calculate Fhkl values (Fc)' and so, assign phases to Fo

values for all hkl. If the atoms of the partial solution contribute

significantlY to the diffracting power of the structure being

studied, the phase determination will be almost correct. An electron

density map is then calculated from the three dimensional Fourier

series:-

i>xyZ

Positions of the unfound atoms within the asymmetric unit cell are

obtained by employing two alternative methods of calculating Fourier
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maps. The first involves applying the phases of all F values to thec

experimentally Fo

equation. This method is particularly useful if the partial solution

obtained structure amplitudes in the above

contributes in a non-random way to the total diffraction, (i.e. if

atoms are in special positions or one of pseudo symmetry). For

centrosymmetric space groups the Fourier maps are produced by a

simplified equation:-

~xyz

where (Se) is the calculated sign of each Fhkl•

observed-Fourier map the fractional co-ordinates of other atoms may

From the

These are used to calculate a new set of F values andc

the new phases used to calculate a better Fourier map. Once the

be obtained.

position of most of the non-hydrogen atoms are found a

difference-Fourier map can be obtained. In this Fourier calculation,

the calculated phases are applied to the difference between the
observed structure amplitude Fo and the calculated structure factor,
F , and for centrosymmetric space groups the expression used is:-
c

Pxyz
- 2 ~ i (hx + ky + 1z )e

These are iterative procedures and successive use slowly builds up

the structure contained in the asymmetric part of the unit cell, from

which the whole crystal structure may be generated.
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4.1.6. Refinement.

For each crystal structure, the structural model can be expressed

mathematically by a number of parameters. These are the positional

co-ordinates and temperature factors of each atom, and one or more

scale factors. Since structure solution occurs in stages, the

initial parameters for each atom in the structure can only be

regarded as preliminary, and therefore a method needs to be derived

which allows an improvement of the model. A three dimensional least

squares procedure is normally used in which, the function

LW<!!FOI-IFC~)2 is minimised during refinement.

factor, w, is assigned to each reflection to take into account the

The weighting

different precision of the observed structure amplitudes, F •o
The reliability of the results obtained from the refinement of a

given structural model is conveniently expressed in terms of the

R-factor. The R-factor is the average difference between the

calculated structure amplitudes, (F), and the observed structurec
amplitudes, (F ):o

Since the observed structural amplitudes are derived from the

experiment, and the calculated structure amplitudes from the

structural model, the R-value can be regarded as an indication to how

well the model fits the real structure.
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Section 4.2. Analysis and experimental data for the tetranuclear
tcluster compound [AgRU3(CO)g(C2BU )(PPh3)] (1) {X-ray study presented

in section 1.2}.
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4.2.1 Crystal data for ~

C33H24Ag09PRU3'
a = 16.111(3),

03u = 3660.9 A ,

D = 1. 83g cm-3•c

M = 1006.38, Monoclinic, space group P21/n,

J3 = 110.98(2)0,b = 16.191 (3) ,

F(OOO) = '9$'2,

o
C = 14.488(3) A,

-1p(Mo-Kcx.._) = 16.64 cm , z = 4,

4.2.2. Data collection for [AgRU3(CO)9i£2BJ )(PPh311~
Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.2.2 lists the parameters

associated with data collection.

Table 4.2.2

Crystal size = 0.44 x 0.48 x 0.21 mm

8-range 3 < 0 < 25
h,k,l range

-19 < h < 19

o < k < 20

o < 1 < 11

Scan width 0.10

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I)) 3.0 = 3161.

Systematic abscences 1n the data showed the following conditions

limiting diffraction,

OkO; k= 2n
indicating the presence of a 2, screw axis running parallel in
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direction to the b axis and

hOl; h+l = 2n
characterising an n-glide plane having its translational component

running parallel in direction to the diagonal of the a-c plane in the

monoclinic unit cell. The equivalent positions of the non-standard

space group P2,/n were systematically generated from the equivalent

positions of the standard space group P2,/c, by considering the

change in the relative positions and direction, of the two

translational symm~try elements within the non-standard cell. The

equivalent positions for P2,/c are:2

(a) x,y,z (b) -x,-y,-z (c) x,'/2-y,'/2+z (d) -x,'/2+y,'/2-z

Equivalent positions (a) and (b) relate atoms through the inversion

centre at the origin of the unit cell,

(c) represents the operation of the c-glide plane, perpendicular to

the b axis,
(d) represents the symmetry operation of the 2, screw axis.

Note, in order that the positions generated by (c) and (d) are

related by the centre of symmetry at the origin of the unit cell, the

c-glide is positioned at, , Y = 0.25, and correspondingly

the 2, screw axis is at x = 0, , z = 0.25.

Figure 4.2.3(a) illustrates a 2-dimensional representation of a

standard monoclinic unit cell in the space group Pc, looking down on

the b axis onto the a-c plane. The translation of the c-glide runs

in direction parallel to the c axis.
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By changing the direction of the c-axis and re-defining the origin,

an alternative monoclinic unit cell can be obtained, Figure 4.2.3(b).

In this 'new' cell the translational component of the glide plane now

runs parallel to the diagonal of the a-c plane and is referred to as

the n-glide. The symmetry operation of this glide plane involves the

reflection of a point x,y,z through the plane of symmetry to an

intermediate point {x,1/2-y,z}, followed by a translation of the

point 1/2 a unit cell along both the a and the c axis, to a point

1/2+x, 1/2-y, 1/2+z.

The symmetry operation of the n-glide may be represented algebraically

by,

1/2+x,1/2-y,1/2+z

and is an equivalent position in the non-standard space group. It

has already been mentioned that the 21 screw axis in the standard

cell is positioned at x = 0, z = 0.25, Figure 4.2.3(c).

In the non-standard cell {Figure 4.2.3(d)}, the 21 screw axis is now

the line perpendicular to the a-c plane at x = 0.25 and z = 0.25.

The symmetry operation of a 21 screw axis in this non-standard cell

involves rotation through a 1800 of a point x,Y,z to an intermediate

point {1/2-x, y, 1/2-z} followed by translation of 1/2 a unit cell

along the b-axis to the point 1/2-x, 1/2+y, 1/2-z, the equivalent

position resulting from the 21 screw axis in the space group P21/n.

The four equivalent positions for the non-standard space group P2,/n

are therefore:
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(a) x,y,z (b) -x,-y,-z (c) 1/2+x,1/2-y,1/2+z (d) 1/2-x,1/2+y,1/2-z

Strategy of Patterson solution.

Stage ~

Using the equivalent positions for this space group, the

following unique algebraic vector sets between atoms related by the

symmetry translaticns of the 21 screw axis and the n-glide plane

,{Table 4.2.3(a)} together with vectors between non-symmetry related
atoms positioned at and {Table 4.2.3(b)} were
generated.

Table 4.2.3(a)

2x,2y,2z (a)

1/2,1/2+y,1/2 (b)

1/2+x,1/2,1/2+z (c)

Table 4.2.3(b)

(a)

x1+X2'Y1+Y2,z1+z2
1/2-(X1-X2),1/2-(Y1+Y2),1/2-(Z1-Z2) (c)

(b)

Stage ~
oReported metal-metal bond distances lie in the region 2.60-3.10 A,

and will be referred to as 'short' vectors. Since the height of each

peak in a Patterson map is proportional to the product of the atomic

numbers of the atoms involved, .peaks corresponding to vectors between

metal atoms are usually prominent, and exhibit high maxima in the
map. Examination of the Patterson map, {Table 4.2.3(c)}, revealed
five 'short' vectors of this type.
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Height u v w

(arbitary units)

208 -0.077 0.000 0.144

149 0.068 0.082 O. 181

108 0.001 0.000 0.212

102 0.162 0.078 0.034

92 0.035 0.164 ·0.000

The analytical formulation of the silver-ruthenium cluster under

Using the directional properties of

vectors the above short vectors were used to construct a 'butterfly'

arrangement relating the four metal atoms as a starting point in

structure solution.

Note. The intensity symmetry of a monoclinic crystal system,

I = I = I = I , belongs to the Laue group 21m.hkl h-kl -hk-l -h-k-l
Since the X-ray diffraction from a single crystal gives intensity

symmetry and not the crystal symmetry, Patterson functions also

exhibit the symmetry of the data. Therefore a Patterson map of a

monoclinic crystal system displays the relationship:

u,v,w = u,-v,w = -u,v,-w = -u,-v,-w
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Height

'49 x,-x2 Y,-Y2 z,-z2
0.050 0.08, o. ,8, '-2

'49 x,-x3 Y'-Y3 z,-z3
O.084 -0. 08, o. '78 '-3

92 x2-x3 Y2-Y3 z -z .2 3
0.034 -0. '62 -0.003 2-3

'02 x,-x4 Y'-Y4 z,-z4 '-4
o. '62 -0.078 0.035

208 x3-x4 Y3-Y4 z3-z4 3-4

0.078 0.003 -0.'43

Stage l!.
Taking the vector '-2, the next stage was to locate the remaining

vectors between atom' and 2 listed in Table 4.2.3(b). The main aim

of this exercise was to obtain the vector,

x,+x2,y,+y2,z,+z2

since its combination with vector,

x,-x2,Y,-Y2,z,-z2
would give the vector sets,

2x,,2y,,2z, and 2X2,2Y2,2z2
from which possible fractional atomic co-ordinates for the two atoms

could be deduced. The best approach at this stage was to start with

vector (c),

0.450 ?• 0.3'9
since the only unknown value in this expression was '/2-(y,+y2). A
corresponding vector was found at height ('0'):

0.449 0.175 0.320
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This gave a potential numerical value for the unknown, Y1+Y2' to be

0.325.

Stage ~
Using the above value for Y1+Y2' the Patterson map was next examined

for the vector,

x1+X2' Y,+Y2, z,+z2 (b)
7 0.325 7

corresponding vector was found in the Patterson map at, Height ("9)

-0.465 0.324 0.370

Stage .2
The validity of this newly found vector was checked with the presence

of vector (d) in the map,

calculated values

-0.035 0.419 o. '30

observed values

(177) -0.035 0.419 0.127

Stage ~
It was now possible to use the numerical values for the vector sets,

X,-x2,y,-y2,z,-z2 (a)

x,+x2,y,+y2,z,+z2 (b)
to obtain the potential values for the vector sets,
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x,-x2 Y,-Y2 z,-z2 (a)

0.050 0.08, o. ,8,

x,+x2 Y'+Y2 z'+Z2 (b)

-0.465 0.324 0.370

------
2x 1 2Y1 2z, [addition of (a) and (b)]

-0.4'5 0.405 0.551

2x2
-0.515

2z2 [subtraction of (a) from (b)]

0.189

Stage 1

To confirm the validity of the vector sets calculated above, the

Patterson map was examined for the difference vectors between atoms 1

and 2 and corresponding atoms related by the symmetry of the

translational element 21 giving vectors in the Harker plane 1/2+2x,

1/2, 1/2+2z (u, 1/2, w). Intermolecular difference vectors in the

Harker line, 1/2, 1/2+2y, 1/2 ('/2, v, 1/2), relating atoms 1 and 2

to corresponding atoms by the translation of the n-glide plane,

together with those vectors arising from the presence of the

inversion centre at the origin of the unit cell, were also examined:

atom 1 atom 2

2x1 2Yl 2z 1; 2X2 2Y2 2Z2 (a)

calculated values

-0.415 0.405 0.551; -0.515 0.243 0.189

observed values

(61) 0.413 0.405 0.443; (68) 0.486 0.244 0.193
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1/2 1/2-2Y1 1/2; 1/2 1/2-2Y2 1/2 (b)
calculated values

0.5 0.095 0.5; 0.5 0.256 0.5
observed values

(393) 0.5 0.079 0.5; (113) 0.5 0.256 0.5

1/2-2x1 1/2 1/2-2z 1 ; 1/2+2X2 1/2 1/2+Z2 (c)
calculated values

-0.085 0.5 -0.051; -0.015 0.5 -0.311
observed values

(106) 0.083 0.5 0.052; (76) 0.015 0.5 0.308

Stage ~

The positions of two metal atoms were now confirmed from the

Patterson map,

2X, 2y, 2z, x, Yl z,
-0.415 0.405 0.551 -0.2075 0.2025 0.2755

2x2 2Y2 2z ---~ x Y2 z22 2
-0.515 0.243 0.18g -0.2575 0.1215 0.Og45

Stage 2
Using the above values the 'butterfly' arrangement relating the four

metal atoms (stage 2) could now be solved. The difference vectors

between atoms 1-3, 2-3, 1-4, and 3-4, {Table 4.2.3(b)}, together with

the corresponding vectors between these and their symmetry related

atoms in the unit cell, {Table 4.2.3(a)}, were calculated and found

in the Patterson map:
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vector height u v w
x1-X3, Y1-Y3, Zl-z3 (149 ) 0.084 -0.081 0.178
X1+X3' Y,+Y3, z,+z3 ('94 ) -0.499 0.500 0.375

2x3' 2y3' 2z3 (114) -0.562 -0.586 0.195
1/2-(x1-x3), 1/2-(Y1+y3), 1/2-(z -z ) (188) 0.416 0.000 0.3221 3
1/2-(X1+x3

), 1/2-(Y1-Y3), 1/2-(zl+z3) (175) -0.005 0.420 0.128
1/2, 1/2+2Y3, 1/2 <393 ) 0.500 0.079 0.500
1/2+2X3' 1/2, 1/2+2z3 (112) 0.082 0.500 0.302

X2-X3, Y2-Y3, z2-z3 (92 ) 0.034 -0.162 -0.003
X2+X3' Y2+Y3' z2+z3 (114 ) 0.438 0.414 0.195
1/2-(x2-x3), 1/2-(Y2+Y3), 1/2-(z -z ) (100) -0.466 0.095 .0.4972 3
1/2- (x2+x3), 1/2-(Y2-Y3), 1/2-(z2+z3) (113 ) 0.052 0.339 0.308

x'-X4' Y,-Y4, zl-z4 (102 ) 0.162 -0.078 0.035
X1+X4' Y1+Y4, zl+z4 (166) -0.423 0.500 0.482
1/2-(x1-x4), 1/2-(y1+y4), 1/2-(zl-z4) (196) 0.340 0.000 0.466
1/2- (x 1+x4 ), 1/2-(Y1-Y4), 1/2-(z,+z4) (97 ) -0.075 0.424 0.019

2x4 ' 2y4, 2z4 (56 ) 0.263 0.444 0.490
1/2, 1/2+2X4 ' 1/2 (393 ) 0.500 0.079 0.500
1/2+2X4, 1/2, 1/2+2Z4 (1'0) 0.241 0.500 0.015

x3-x4, Y3-Y4, z3-z4 (208 ) 0.078 0.003 -0.143
X3+X4' Y3+Y4, z3+z4 (125 ) 0.354 0.423 0.338
1/2-(x3-x4) , 1/2-(Y3+Y4), 1/2-(z3-z4) (143) -0.409 0.080 0.353
1/2-(x3+x4) , 1/2-(Y3-Y4), 1/2-(z3+z4) (215 ) 0.161 0.500 0.160

The Patterson map had now been solved for one silver and three

ruthenium atoms, {based upon the relative heights at which the
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vectors 2x,2y,2z, appeared in the map} and the following fractional

co-ordinates were used as a starting set in the next stage of

structure sol~tion.

l1u(1)

Ru(2)

Ru(3)

Ag

-:).2075

-0.2575

-0.2915

-0.3690

0.2025

0.1215

0.2905

0.2810

0.2755

0.0945

0.0985

0.2410
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Table 4.2. 3Cc).

HEIGHT •
U v W DISTANCE/A

393.0 0.500 0.079 0.500 8.797
215.0 O. 161 0.500 0.160 8.848
208.0 -0.077 0.000 0.144 2.783
196.0 0.340 0.000 0.466 7.009
194.0 -0.499 0.500 0.375 13.998
188.0 0.416 0.000 0.322 6.658
177.0 -0.035 0.419 0.127 7.298
176.0 -0.083 0.419 0.217 7. 161
175.0 -0.005 0.420 0.128 7.292
166.0 -0.423 0.500 0.482 14.135
149.0 0.068 0.082 0.181 2.814
143.0 -0.409 0.080 0.353 9.775
125.0 0.354 0.423 0.338 9.326
119.0 -0.465 0.324 0.370 11.969
116.0 0.125 0.339 0.159 6.200
114.0 0.438 0.414 0.195 9.585
113.0 0.500 0.256 0.500 9.701
113.0 0.052 0.339 0.308 7.095
112.0 0.082 0.500 0.302 9.340
110.0 0.241 0.500 0.015 9.220
109.0 -0.113 0.159 O. 149 4.233
108.0 0.001 0.000 0.212 3.066
108.0 0.001 0.000 0.212 3.066
106.0 0.083 0.500 0.052 8.492
102.0 0.162 0.078 0.034 2.803
101 .0 0.449 0.175 0.320 7.647
100.0 -0.466 0.095 0.497 10.526
97.0 -0.075 0.424 0.019 7.243
94.0 0.001 0.000 0.456 6.601
94.0 0.001 0.000 0.456 6.601
92.0 0.035 0.164 0.000 2.811
92.0 -0.035 0.164 0.000 2.811
76.0 0.015 0.500 0.308 9.470
68.0 0.486 0.244 0.193 8.383
67.0 -0.297 0.500 0.434 12.429
61.0 0.413 0.405 0.443 10.058
56.0 0.263 0.444 0.490 10.120
53.0 -0.208 0.000 0.187 5.008
50.0 -0.211 0.000 0.487 8.861
46.0 0.287 0.500 O. 113 9.441
45.0 -0.369 0.500 0.029 10.384
45.0 -0.276 0.077 0.309 7.467
41.0 ..0.335 0.000 0.009 5.447
40.0 0.500 0.083 0.000 8.178
36.0 -0.498 0.086 0.286 10.367
33.0 0.227 0.416 0.389 8.898
33.0 -0.174 0.295 0.374 8.523
33.0 -0.487 0.254 0.007 8.965
33.0 -0.420 0.408 0.018 9.700
32.0 -0.411 0.088 O. 117 7.548
32.0 0.251 0.295 0.338 7.121
32.0 -0.240 0.174 0.187 6.192
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4.2.4. tStructure refinement for [AgRu3(CO)g1£2BU )(PPh311 ~
In the next stage of structure solution, the overall scale

factors were allowed to refine in cycle, whereas 2
full-matrix cycles were used to refine the fractional co-ordinates

and isotropic temperature factors of the four metal atoms,

(R = 0.1760;R = 0.1763).w The resulting difference-Fourier map

revealed suitable positions for the phosphorus and atoms of six of

the nine carbonyl groups. The fractional co-ordinates of these

'newly' found at~ms were incorporated into the calculation of

structure factors but were not refined, whereas two full-matrix least

squares cycles used to improve the refined isotropic parameters of

the phosphorus and the four metal atoms, reduced the R-factor to

14.20%. The second difference-Fourier synthesis showed suitable

maxima in the electron density map for the carbon atoms of the three

phenyl rings, the atom positions of the remaining three carbonyl

groups and the t-butylacetylide ligand. The six carbon atoms of each

phenyl ring were grouped and incorporated into subsequent stages of

structure refinement as rigid hexagons [d(C-C) 1.395 A;C-C-C = 1200].
2sp C-H phenyl H atoms were geometrically calculated to ride atThe

o
respective carbon atoms, with C-H distances of 1.08 A and fixed

02temperature factors of 0.08 A. Further refinement on the parameters

of all the non-hydrogen atoms in 2 full-matrix least squares cycles,

with the Ag, P and three Ru atoms treated as anisotropically

vibrating atoms lowered the R-factor to 7.80~. The
difference-Fourier map calculated at this stage disclosed few

residual maxima in the region of the metal atoms, with maximum height
0-3of 0.9 eA.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0689 and
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Rw = 0.0613, with weights of 21/~ (Fa) assigned to individual
reflections.

Note. In this and subsequent structure analyses, the SHELX 76 suite

of programs were used for calculations,1 with complex neutral-atom

scattering factors assigned to respective atoms.2
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Section 4.3. Analysis and experimental data for the copper-ruthenium

and

[Cu2RU4(~3-H)2(CO)12{P(CHMe2)3}2] (2) {X-ray studies presented

section 1.3}.

in
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4.3.1. Crystal data for (1)

Monoclinic, space group P21/n,

c = 10.816(2) ft., ~ = 101.45(2)0,

a = 23.450(3),
°3U = 5587.00 A ,

b = 22.475 (3) ,

F(OOO) = 2744,
-1 -3p(Mo-K~) = 20.24 cm ,Z = 4, Dc = 1.70 g cm •

4.3.2. Crystal data for (2)

Monoclinic, space group P21 '
(?J = 104.01(2)°,

C30H44012Cu2P2Ru4' M = 1189.69,
a = 12.666(2), b = 15.115(3),

°3U = 2287.90 A, F(OOO) = 1168,°c = 12.317(2) A,

f.l(Mo-K~ ) = 21.60 cm-1, Z = 2, D = 1.71 g cm-3c

4.3.3. Data collection for [Cu2Ru4lB3-H)2(CO)12{P(C6li1113121 ill and

[Cu2Ru4iE3-H)2(CO)12{P(CHMe213121 (2).
Data sets for a single crystal for both (1) and (2) were

collected using the methods outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table

4.3.3 su~marises the parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.3.3

Crystal size = 0.24 x 0.22 x 0.18 mm (1)

Crystal size = 0.22 x 0.26 x 0.15 mm (2)

B-range 3 < 0 < 25 for both (1) and (2)

h,k,l range

-28 < h < 27 (1) -16 < h < 16 (2)

0 < k < 27 0 < k < 19

0 < 1 < 13 0 < 1 < 15

Scan width 0.7° for both (1) and (2)

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/o-{I) > 3.0 = 2544 (1) and

2031 (2).
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Structure solution and refinement for

The positions of three ruthenium atoms were deduced from a

Patterson syhthesis. The remaining non-hydrogen atoms were

subsequently located from a series of difference-Fourier maps.

During the final stages of structure solution, refinement of the

overall scale factors together with 2 separate full-matrix

least squares cycles used to refine the isotropic parameters of all

the non-hydrogen atoms, converged at R = 0.1410 and Rw = 0.1420. At.

this stage an empirical absorption correction was applied to the data

using DIFABS.3 Subsequently, using cycle to refine the overall

scale factors and two separate full-matrix least squares

cycles for the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature

factors of the non-hydrogen atoms, the R-factor reduced to 11.21%.

The two hydrogen atoms bonded to each carbon atom of the cyclohexyl
°rings were geometrically calculated [d(C-H) 1.08 A] and included in

the atom list with fixed temperature factors of °20.08 A • The two

hydrido ligands were not located directly from the X-ray data,

although potential energy calculations,4 gave suitable positions for

both atoms to occupy P3-sites on Ru2Cu faces, {section 1.3.1}.

Anisotropic temperature factors were next assigned to the four RU,

two Cu and two P atoms, whose parameters together with the isotropic

parameters of the remaining non-hydrogen atoms were allowed to refine

in 2 full-matrix' least squares cycles, (R = 0.0859jR = 0.0861).w
The difference-Fourier map calculated at this stage revealed few

residual maxima in the region of the metal atoms, with maximum height
°-3of 1.0 eA.

Finally, 4 full-matrix cycles of refinement'on the parameters of

all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0735 and Rw = 0.0745,

with weights of 1/~(F ) assigned to individual reflections.o
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4.3.5 Structure solution and refinement for

The only condition limiting diffraction in the data set was,

OkO; ~ = 2n
which indicated that the monoclinic space group was either the

non-centrosymmetric P2, or the centrosymmetric P2,/m. As there were

two molecules in the unit cell, the non-centrosymmetric space group

was initially assumed and the positions of the four ruthenium atoms

were deduced from a Patterson synthesis in this space group. Taking

the fractional co-ordinates of these metal atoms and allowing the

overall scale factors to refine independently in least squares

cycle, an observed-Fourier ~p was calculated,

(R = 0.362';R = 0.3625). The electron density map showed suitablew
maxima for the two copper and two phosphorus atoms. Subsequently, ,

cycle was used to refine the overall scale factors, whereas two

separate full-~trix least squares cycles were used to refine

the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of the

six metal and two phosphorus atoms, (R = 0.'721;R = 0.1734). Thew
difference-Fourier map showed atom positions for 7 of the 12 carbonyl

groups. The parameters of these 'newly' found atoms were

incorporated into the calculation of structure factors, but were not

refined, whereas 2 full-~trix cycles were used to improve the

refined isotropic parameters of the six metal and two phosphorus

atoms, (R = 0.1520;R = 0.'490).w The second difference-Fourier map

revealed suitable positions for the atoms of the remaining carbonyl

groups and 9 carbon atoms of the organophosphine groups, (-CHMe2)

bonded to P(1) and 8 of the corresponding carbon atoms at P(2). All

the non-hydrogen atoms except one methyl carbon atom of the fragment,

CHMe2, at P(2) were now located. All attempts to find a suitable
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position for this missing carbon atom failed. This aroused some

suspicion, and as a result the geometry around P(2) was examined

carefully. The angles, Cu(2)-P(2)-{CHMe2} were found to be in the

order of 135.00 markedly enlarged from the expected tetrahedral

angles of o108.0 • Similar angles were observed at P(1), and

subsequent difference-Fourier maps with these atoms left out of the

structure factor .calculations failed to give improved positions for

the carbon atoms of the organic substituents at either phosphorus

atom.
At this stage it appeared possible that there was probably marked

disorder of the organophosphine ligands. However, it was noticed

that there were significant correlations between the parameters of

metal atoms, Ru(3) and Ru(4) and their carbonyl ligands together with

some of the carbon atoms of the CHMe2 groups in the least squares

refinement, a characteristic sign of structure solution in the wrong

space group, or the presence of pseudo-symmetry. As a result of

this, the possibility that the correct space group was P2,/m was

re-considered. The presence of a mirror plane is usually

characterised by numerous vector peaks of the type O,v,O (due to

pairs of atoms related by the mirror symmetry). In the Patterson map

of this structure only one vector of this type was present.

height u v w o
distance/ A

'96 o 0.'95 o 2.947

This 'short' vector had been initially used in deducing the positions

of two independent ruthenium atoms in the non-centrosymmetric space

group P2,.

Ru(3) 0.230

0.228
0.'93 0.220

Ru(4) 0.000 0.220

This meant that if the space group were P2,/m, Ru(3) and Ru(4) must
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be related by a mirror plane perpendicular to the b axis at y = 0.096

in the monoclinic unit cell. Interestingly, the following atom

positions established in the non-centrosymmetric space group were now

also observed to lie in the mirror plane:

atom x y z

RuC 1) 0.270 0.096 0.048
Ru(2) 0.043 0.094 0.032
CuC 1) 0.320 0.094 0.420
Cu(2) 0.087 0.089 0.287
PC 1) 0.463 0.098 0.611
P(2) -0.043 0.094 0.367
CC21) -0.107 0.089 0.026
QC21 ) -0.204 0.097 0.005

CC " ) 0.428 0.083 0.098
QC 11) 0.527 0.086 0.123

The scarcity of the maxima in the Patterson map of O,v,O could now be
explained by the observation that the 'heavy' atoms had y values
close to 0.096. Thus, they appeared to lie in the mirror plane of
the space group P2/m.

Therefore, structure determination was repeated in the
centro symmetric space group P2,/m, using the co-ordinates of the four

ruthenium two copper and two phosphorus atoms as a starting set. By

convention, the mirror plane in this space group is positioned to be

perpendicular to the b axis at y = 0.25 in order to fix the centre of

symmetry at the origin of the unit cell. Therefore, the positions of

Ru(3), Ru(4), Cu(1), Cu(2), P(1), and P(2) found to lie in the mirror

plane were 'fixed' at y = 0.25 along the b axis and were assigned

occupancy factors of 0.5. Since Ru(2) was generated from Ru(l) via

the mirror symmetry, its position did not have to be included in the

atom list.
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An observed-Fourier map was next calculated, revealing three

carbonyl groups for Ru(l), since this atom was independent of the

mirror plane. For each of the remaining two ruthenium atoms {in the

mirror plane}, the atoms of one carbonyl group were found to be in

the mirror plane (with co-ordinates in the y direction of 0.25),

whereas the atoms of the second carbonyl group were well out of the

mirror. The atoms of the third carbonyl group bonded to these two Ru

atoms were generated by mirror symmetry from the atoms of the second

-co ligand, and as a result did not have to be included in the atom

list. Two least squares cycles were next used to refine the

isotropic parameters of the five metal and two phosphorus atoms,

whereas the fractional co-ordinates of the 'newly' found atoms were

incorporated into the calculation of structure factors, but were not

refined, (R = O.2210jR = 0.2214).w
The refinement now had no significant correlations between any of

the atom parameters, and the calculated difference-Fourier map gave

suitable positions for all the carbon atoms of the organic fragments,

-CHMe2, bonded to atoms, P(l) and P(2). However, the two methyl

carbons of each -CHMe2 unit were observed to occur as double images

(related by the mirror). The positions of both related atoms were

taken and given occupancy factors of 0.5. The parameters of these

newly found atoms were incorporated into the atom list, and the

resulting geometry around the two P atoms was again examined. As

observed in the structure solved in the non-centrosymmetric space

group, the P-C bond lengths were relatively long {mean 2.110 Al, with

the corresponding Cu-P-CHMe2 angles being markedly distorted from the

expected tetrahedral angles. Although the geometry of the

organophosphine ligands was not satisfactory, structure solution
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looked more promising, since all the carbon atom positions of the

organic substituent at both phosphorus atoms were now located.

However, subsequent refinement on the metal and P atom parameters

with anisotropic temperature factors was not encouraging (R = 0.1710

R = 0.1713). Therefore it appeared that the true space group wasw
infact the non-centrosymmetric P2" with apparent mirror symmetry

being due to a high proportion of the atoms being co-planar and lying

perpendicular to the b-axis. To proceed with structure refinement in

this space group the origin in the y-direction was set invariant by

fixing a co-ordinate of y = 0.25, to metal atom Ru(2). All atoms

thought to be related closely by the pseudo mirror symmetry were

calculated using the equivalent position, x, 1/2-y, z and were

included in the atom list. Previously, structure solution in the

space group P2,/m, had revealed that the atom positions of the two

methyl carbon atoms of each -CHMe2 fragment bonded to the P atoms

occurred in pairs related by the pseudo mirror plane {vide supra}.

Therefore, for structure refinement in the non-centrosymmetric space

group P2" one atom position of each pair was selected with

difficulty to break the pseudo mirror symmetry, allowing refinement

to converge in this space group. In all subsequent stages of

refinement, atoms related by the pseudo mirror symmetry were refined

in the same blocked full-matrix least square cycles, separately from

the remaining atoms. Subsequently, during refinement of all the

non-hydrogen atom parameters in 2 full-matrix least squares cycles,

the overall geometry of the two Cu-P-{CHMe2}3 units was constrained
o 0to refine at specified distances, {Cu-P 1.90(5) AjP-C 1.85(5) AjC-C

o
1.50(5) A}. At this stage an empirical absorption correction was

applied to the data using DIFABS.3 Thereafter, using 1 cycle to

refine the overall scale factors and two separate blocked full-matrix
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cycles for the parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms, the R-factor

reduced to 15.92%. Anisotropic temperature factors were next

assigned to the four Ru, two Cu, and two P atoms, whilst only their

parameters refined in 3 blocked full-matrix least squares cycles,

(R = 0.1310jR = 0.1315).w The calculated difference-Fourier map at

this stage disclosed few residual maxima in the region of the metal
0-3atoms, with maximum height of 0.8 eA.

Finally, 4 blocked full-matrix cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms, with the Cu-P, P-C and C-C

bond lengths of the Group IB metal organophosphines, CUP(CHMe2)3'
constrained to refine at specified distances, {vide supra}, converged

2at R = 0.0795 and R = 0.0830, with weights of 1/~ (F) assigned tow 0

individual reflections.
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Section 4.4. Analyses and experimental data for the copper-ruthenium

and silver-ruthenium cluster compounds [M2Ru4(p-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3)2] [M

= Cu (1) and Ag (2); X-ray studies presented in section 1.4].
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4.4. 1 Crystal data for (1) .- C4gH30CU2013P2RU4' M = 1419.79,--
Monoclinic, space group P2,1n, a = 22. 110(2), b = 17.247(3),

0 (3 = 93.44(2)°, 03
c = 14.407 (3) A, U = 5483.94 A , F(OOO) = 2768,

8 -1 -3p(Mo-KCI() = 1.12 cm ,Z = 4, Dc = 1.72 g cm •

4.4.2 Crystal data for (2) .- C49H30Ag20'3P2RU4' M = 1508.44,

Triclinic, space group pi, (no. 2) a = 24.685(3), b = 10.710(2),
o

C = 10.137(3) A,
°3U = 2603.69 A ,

D = 1.93 g cm-3•c

e:.(_ = 102.03(2), fi= 96.20(2),

F(OOO) = 1456, -1Jl(Mo-K0<..) = 18.07 cm , Z = 2,

4.4.3 Data collection for [Cu2Ru4(Jl-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3121 ill and

.1!B2Ru4(P-CO)3(CO)10(PPh3121 i£h
Data sets for a single crystal of both (1) and (2) were collected

using the methods outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.4.3

summarises the parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.4.3

Crystal size = 0.25 x 0.22 x o. 13 mm (1)

Crystal size = 0.29 x 0.22 x 0.10 mm (2)

9-range 3 < 0 < 25 for both (1) and (2)

h,k,l range

-28 < h < 28 (1) -40 < h < 40 (2)

0 < k < 22 -18 < k < 18

0 < 1 < 18 0 < 1 < 17

Scan width 0 (1) (2)0.8 for both and

Number of unique reflections (N) with 1/(1"(1) > 3.0 = 4467 (1) and

5065 (2).
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4.4.4 Structure solution and refinement for

The positions of three ruthenium atoms were deduced from a

Patterson synthesis. Taking the fractional co-ordinates of these

metal atoms and allowing the scale factors to refine in one least
squares cycle, an observed-Fourier map was calculated,
(R = 0.3820;R = 0.3900).w The resulting electron density map
revealed five distinct peaks of varying electron density. The

fractional co-ordinate of the highest peak was assigned to the fourth

ruthenium atom and the fractional co-ordinates of the following four

peaks to the two copper and two phosphorus atoms, respectively. In

the next stage of structure solution, the overall scale factors
refined in cycle, whereas 2 separate full-matrix least squares

cycles were used to refine the isotropic parameters of the six metal
and two P atoms, (R = O.1610;R = 0.1615).w The difference-Fourier
map revealed suitable atom positions for 10 of the 13 carbonyl groups

and 3 of the six phenyl rings. The parameters of these 'newly' found

atoms were incorporated into the calculation of structure factors,

but were not refined, whereas, the refined isotropic parameters of

the six metal and two P atoms were further improved using 2
full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.1120,;R = 0.1118).w The second
difference-Fourier synthesis exhibited maxima in the electron density

map for the atoms of the remaining three carbonyl groups, and the
three phenyl rings. The six carbon atoms of each phenyl ring were
grouped and included in subsequent stages of structure refinement as
rigid hexagons, [d(C-C) o 0 21.395 A;C-C-C = 120 J. The sp C-H phenyl
atoms at each ring were geometrically calculated to ride at the
respective carbon oatoms ·at distances of 1.08 A, with fixed
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02temperature factors of 0.08 A. In the final stages of structure

refinement, 2 full-matrix cycles on the parameters of all the non-

hydrogen atoms, with the six metal and two phosphorus atoms treated

as anisotropically vibrating atoms, reduced the R-factor to 7.08%.

The difference-Fourier map calculated at this stage showed few

residual maxima in the region of the metal atoms, with maximum height
0-3of 0.8 eA.

Finally, 5 cycles of full-matrix least squares refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0659 and

R = 0.0660w with weights of w = assigned to individual
reflections.
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4.4.5 Structure solution and refinement for

The positions of three ruthenium atoms were obtained from a

Patterson map. Taking the fractional co-ordinates of these atoms,

and allowing the overall scale factors to refine in 1 least squares

cycle, (R = 0.3921jR = 0.4001),w an observed-Fourier map was

calculated. The electron densitY'map gave suitable maxima for the

remaining ruthenium, two silver, and two phosphorus atoms.

Subsequently, the overall scale factors were refined in cycle,

whereas 2 separate full-matrix cycles were used to refine the

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of the six

metal and two phosphorus atoms, (R = 0.1730jR = 0.1735).w The

difference-map revealed atom positions for 8 of the 13 carbonyl

groups, and 4 of the 6 phenyl rings. The parameters of these 'newly'

found atoms were incorporated into the calculation of structure

factors, but were not refined, whereas the isotropic parameters of

the six metal and two P atoms were allowed to further refine in two

full-matrix least squares cycles, (R = 0.1220jR = 0.1225).w The

second difference-Fourier map showed suitable atom positions for the

remaining 5 carbonyl groups and the 2 phenyl rings. The six carbon

atoms at each phenyl ring were grouped to form rigid hexagons [deC-C)
o 01.395 AjC-C-C = 120 ], and hydrogen atoms at each ring were

calculated to ride at the respective carbon atoms at distances of
o 021.08 A, with fixed temperature factors of 0.08 A. In the next stage

of structure refinement, the parameters of the four Ru, two Ag and

two P atoms' were assigned anisotropic temperature factors, and

together with the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature

factors of the remaining non-hydrogen atoms, 2 full-matrix cycles

used to refine all their parameters converged at R = 0.0638 and
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The resulting difference-Fourier map revealed few

residual peaks in close proximity to the metal atoms, with maximum
height of 0.8 e A-3•

Finally, 5 full-matrix cycles of refinement on the atomic and

thermal parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at

R = 0.0503 and R = 0.0513 with weightsw of w = assigned to
individual reflections.
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Section 4.5. Analysis and experimental data for the hexanuclear

cluster compound

{X-ray study presented in section 2.2}.
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4.5.1 Crystal data for ill .- M = 1532.48,
Monoclinic, space group 12/c, (non-standard C2/c), a = 33.673(4),

b = 12.275(2), c = 23.057(3) A, (3 = 97.828(2)°, 03u = 9441.484 A ,

(For C2/c a = 38.098, b = 12.274,
cm-1, Z = 8, D = 1.82 ~ cm-3•c

o I< 0c = 23. 13 4 A, I" = 119 •0 ).

F(OOO) = 5636, p(Mo-K<x_) = 72.04

4.5.2 Data collection.

Data for a single crystal of
[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2}] (1) was collected using

the methods outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.5.2 summarises

the parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.5.2

Crystal size = 0.25 x 0.22 x 0.15 mm
9-range 3 < 0 < 25
h,k,l range

-41 < h < 41

o < k < 15

o < 1 < 28
Scan width 0.80

Number of unique reflections (N) with IIer'(I) ) 3.0 = 3377.

Structure solution for
[AU2RU4(~-H)(P3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2~

Inspection of the processed data showed the following conditions
limiting diffraction:

hkli h+k+l=2n and hOli 1=2n
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••

Figure 4.5.3(a)

Figure 4.5.3(b) illustrates" a monoclinic Body-centered cell with the

extra lattice point in the middle of the unit cell, and in this case

a point x,y,z is further symmetry related to a point translated by a
vector, t = 1/2(a+b+c)

~qo c

•

4.5.3(b)
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In the space group Cc, the symmetry operation of the c-glide plane

perpendicular to the b axis at y = 0, on a point x, y, z involves a

reflection of the point through the plane of symmetry to an

intermediate point {x,-y,z}, followed by translation of 1/2 the unit

cell to give the equivalent position x, -y, 1/2+z. This point is

further related to the position 1/2-x,1/2+y, 1/2+z. Similarly in the

non-standard space group lc, the equivalent position generated by the

operation of the c-glide plane, x, -y, 1/2+z is further related by

symmetry to the position, 1/2-x, 1/2+y, -z, arising from

Body-centering of the unit cell. The four unique equivalent

positions for the space groups Cc and lc are listed in Table

4.5.3(a).

Table 4.5. 3(a).

Cc lc

(0,0,0;1/2,1/2,0) + (0,0,0; 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) +

x,y,z x,y,z

x ,-y, 1/2+z x,-y,1/2+z

For the centrosymmetric space group C2/c, the c-glide plane still

lies perpendicular to the b axis at y = 0, whereas the 2 fold axis

runs parallel in direction to the b-axis but is now perpendicular to

the c axis at z = 0.25 in order to fix the centre of symmetry at the

origin of the unit cell. The symmetry operation of a 2-fold axis in

this ospace group therefore involves a rotation through a 180 of a

point x, y,'z about the b axis to an equivalent point -x, y, 1/2-z.

This point is further related to the position 1/2+x, 1/2-y, 1/2-z, by

the translation vector, t = 1/2(a+b) arising from the C-face
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centering of the unit cell. In the non-standard space group I2/C the

equivalent position arising from the operation of the 2-fold

rotation, -x,y,1/2-z is also related by symmetry to the point,

1/2+x,1/2-y,z, by the translation vector, t = 1/2(a+b+c) due to the

I-face centering of the unit cell. The eight unique equivalent

positions for the space groups C2/c and I2/e are listed in Table

4.5.3(b).

Table 4.5.3(b)

C2/c

(0,0,0; 1/2,1/2,0) +

I2/e

(0,0,0; 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) +

x,y,z

-x,-y,-z

x,-y,1/2+z

-x,y,1/2-z -

x,y,z

-x,-y,-z

x,-y,1/2+z

-x,y,1/2-z

Stage ~ The use of the Patterson map to distinguish between the

space groups Ic and I2/c.

The vector sets relating atoms by symmetry operations of a

c-glide translation or a 2-fold rotation in the space groups Ie and

I2/c are listed in Table 4.5.3(c)

Table 4.5.3(c)

Ic

(0,0,0;1/2,1/2,0) +

0, 2y ,112 (a)

12/c

(0,0,0;1/2,1/2,1/2) +

2x,2y,2z (a)

0, 2y,112 (b)

2x,0,1/2+2z (c)
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The presence of an excess of 38 peaks in the Patterson map, {Table

4.5.3(e)}, of the type,

u,O,w

in the Harker plane,

2x,0, '/2+2z

unambiguously indicated the presence of a 2-fold rotational axis

within the unit cell. The centrosymmetric space group 12/c was also

inferred by the calculation of the density with 8 molecules in the

unit cell. The vector sets relating two non-symmetry atoms in one

molecule, positioned at x"y,,~, and x2'Y2,z2 in the space group J2/c

are listed in Table 4.5.3(d).

Table 4.5.3(d)

(0,0,0; '/2, '/2,1/2) +

x,-x2'Y'-Y2,z,-z2 (a)
x,+x2,y,+y2,z,+z2 (b)

x,-x2'Y,+Y2,1/2-(z,-z2) (c)

x,+x2,y,-y2,1/2-(z,+z2) (d)

Stage ~ Strategy of Patterson solution.

In section 4.2.3, it has already been mentioned that the height

of each peak in the Patterson map is proportional to the product of

the atomic numbers of the atoms involved, and therefore peaks

corresponding to M-M vectors are normally prominent and are referred

to as 'short vectors'. The Patterson map, {Table 4.5.3(e)}, revealed
o

6 'short vectors' in the region 2.162-4.119 A, corresponding to

potential M-M bonds and contacts.
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Height u v w

(arbitary units)

356 0.074 0.000 0.078

215 0.000 0.224 0.000

111 0.071 0.095 -0.033

111 0.004 0.080 0.118

80 0.080 0.200 0.105

73 0.07' 0.228 0.067

A triangle relating 3 of the six metal atoms was constructed using

the above 'short vectors.

Height x,-x2 Yl-Y2 z'-Z2 ('-2)

356· 0.074 0.000 0.076

x,-x3 y,-Y3 z,-z3 ('-3)

2'5 0.005 -0.221 0.0"

x2-x3 Y2-Y3 z2-z3 (2-3)

73 -0.069 -0.22' -0.065

Stage J

Taking the vector '-2, the next stage was to 'locate the symmetry

related vectors listed in Table 4.5.3(d). The main aim of this

exercise was to obtain the vector,

x,+x2'Y'+Y2,z,+z2
since its combination with,

x,-x2,y,-y2,Z,-Z2
would give the vector sets,

2x"2y,,2z,, 2x2,2Y2,2z2
from which the potential positions for atoms

obtained.

and 2 could be
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The best approach at this stage was to start with the symmetry
vector,

x,-x2'Y'+Y2' '/2+(z,-Z2) (c)

since the only unknown value in the expression was, Y'+Y2' The

Patterson map was therefore examined for the vector type,

x,-x2, Y'+Y2' '/2+(z'-Z2)

calculated values,

0.074 7. 0.424
observed values,

(30') 0.074 0.500 -0.424

This now gave a preliminary numerical value for the unknown, Y'+Y2 to

be 0.5.

Stage 4.

Using the above value for Y'+Y2' the Patterson map was next examined
for the vector,

(b)

the corresponding vector was found in the map at,

(3'0) 0.245 0.500 0.217

Stage .2.

The validity of this newly found vector was checked by looking for,

calculated values,

0.245 0.000 ";0.283
observed values,

(308) 0.244 0.000 -0.286
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Stage 6

It was now possible to use the numerical values for the vector sets,

x,-x2,y,-y2,z,-z2 (a)

x,+x2,y,+y2,z,+z2 (b)
to obtain the vector sets,

2x"2y,,2z,, 2x2,2y2,2z2

x,-x2 Y'-Y2 z,-z2 (a)

0.074 0.000 0.076

x1+x2 Y'+Y2 z,+z2 (b)

0.245 0.500 0.211

--------------------------
2X, 2Y, 2z,

0.3'9 0.500 0.293 [addition of a and b]

2X2 2Y2 2z2
O.171 0.500 O. 141 [subtraction of a from b].

Stage 1

The Patterson map was next examined for vectors relating atoms and

2 to corresponding atoms by symmetry of the 2-fold rotation, giving

vectors in the Harker plane 2x,0,'/2+2z (u,O,w), and translation of
the c-glide, exhibiting vectors in the Harker line O,2Y,'/2

(0,v,1/2), {Table 4.5.3(c)}. Vectors relating atoms and 2 to
corresponding atoms through the centre of symmetry were also checked:
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atom atom 2

2x1 2Y1 2z 1; 2x2 2Y2 2z2 (a)
calculated values

0.319 0.500 0.293; 0.111 0.500 o. 141
observed values

(165) 0.319 0.500 0.293; (148) 0.110 0.500 0.139

0 2Y1 1/2;

calculated values

0 0.500 0.5;

observed values

(641) 0 0.500 0.5;

o 2Y2 1/2 (b)

o 0.500 0.5

(641 )0 0.500 0.5

2X1 0 1/2+2z 1; 2X2 0 1/2+2z2 (c)
calculated values

0.319 0 -0.207; 0.171 0 -0.359
observed values

(173) 0.318 0 -0.209; (178) 0.171 0 -0.362

Stage ~

The positions of the two atoms were now confirmed from the Patterson
map,

2x1 2Y1 2z1 ) x1 Y1 z1
0.319 0.500 0.293 0.1595 0.250 0.1465

2x2 2Y2 2Z2 x2 Y2 z2
0.171 0.500 0.141 0.0855 0.250 0.0705
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Stage .2.

Using the positions of atoms and 2, the triangle constructed

initially, (stage 2), could now be solved. For the vectors '-3 and

2-3 both the intramolecular {Table 4.5.3(d)} and intermolecular

{Table 4.5.3(c)} difference vectors were calculated and checked as
follows:

vector height u v w
x,-x3, Y'-Y3' z,-z3 (2'5) 0.005 -0.22' 0.0"

x,+x3' Y'+Y3' zl+z3 (77) 0.3'2 -0.280 0.280

x,+x3' Y'-Y3' '/2+(z,+z3) (79) 0.3'2 0.222 -0.220
x,-x3, Y'+Y3' 1/2+(z,-z3) (144) -0.002 -0.292 0.49'

2x3, 2y3, 2z3 ('9) 0.307 -0.059 0.269
0, 2Y3, '/2 ('52 ) 0.000 0.105 0.500

2x3, 0, 1/2+2Z3 (173 ) 0.318 0.000 -0.209

x2-x3, Y2-Y3, z2-z3 (73) -0.069 -0.221 -0.065

x2+x3 ' Y2+Y3, z2+z3 ('28 ) 0.240 -0.292 0.196

x2+x3' Y2-Y3, 1/2+(z2+z3) (125 ) 0.240 -0.22' -0.303

x2-x3 ' Y2+Y3, 1/2+(z2-z3) (71) 0.070 -0.291 -0.432

The Patterson map was now solved for one gold and two ruthenium atoms

(based on the relative heights at which the 2x,2y,2z vector sets were

located), and the following fractional co-ordinates were used as a

starting set in the next stage of structure solution.
Au( 1)

Ru( 1)
0.1595 0.250 0.1465

0.0855 0.250 0.0705

0.1535 -0.0295 0.1345Ru(2)
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Table 4.5.3(e).

HEIGHT U v W DISTANCE
641.0 0.500 0.000 0.000 16.836641.0 0.000 0.500 0.500 13.060641.0 0.500 0.000 0.000 16.836356.0 0.074 0.000 0.078 2.868
356.0 0.426 0.500 0.422 17.323310.0 0.255 0.000 0.283 10.052310.0 0.245 0.500 0.217 10.932308.0 0.244 0.000 -0.286 11.214308.0 0.256 0.500 -0.214 12.162
301.0 0.074 0.500 -0.424 12.087301.0 0.426 0.000 -0.076 14.686215.0 0.000 0.224 0.000 2.750215.0 0.500 0.276 0.500 19.364
215.0 0.000 0.224 0.000 2.750178.0 o. 171 0.000 -0.362 10.766178.0 0.329 0.500 -0.138 13.421
173.0 0.182 0.500 -0.291 11.465
173.0 0.318 0.000 -0.209 12.326
165.0 O. 181 0.000 0.207 7.211
165.0 0.319 0.500 0.293 13.376152.0 0.500 0.395 0.000 17.521152.0 0.000 0.105 0.500 11.600
152.0 0.500 0.395 0.000 17.521148.0 0.330 0.000 0.361 12.945148.0 0.170 0.500 0.139 8.701144.0 0.002 0.292 -0.491 11.884144.0 -0.4g8 0.208 O.oog 16.992144.0 -0.002 0.292 0.491 11.884
144.0 0.498 0.208 -0.009 16.992128.0 0.240 0.292 0.196 9.414128.0 0.260 0.208 0.304 10.751
125.0 0.260 0.'280 -0.197 10.951125.0 0.240 0.220 -0.303 11.696111.0 -0.496 0.420 -0.382 18.521111.0 0.004 0.080 0.118 2.878
111.0 0.496 0.420 0.382 18.521111.0 -0.004 0.080 -0. 118 2.878111.0 0.071 0.095 -0.033 2.855111.0 0.429 0.405 -0.467 19.792109.0 0.309 0.199 0.162 10.844
109.0 0.191 0.301 0.338 10.104101.0 0.264 0.288 0.419 12.707101.0 0.236 0.212 0.081 8.32996.0 0.312 0.081 -0.330 13.82196.0 0.188 0.419 -0.170 9.41590.0 0.240 0.085 -0.404 13.17990.0 0.260 0.415 -0.096 10.62089.0 0.240 0.438 0.098 9.71389.0 0.260 0.062 0.402 11.87686.0 0.079 0.301 -0.395 10.50186.0 0.421 0.199 -0. 105 14.90585.0 0.493 0.305 -0. 127 17.64785.0 0.007 0.195 -0.373 8.96182.0 0.334 0.193 0.388 ll·54182.0 0.166 0.307 0.112 .9 1
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80.0 0.080 0.200 0.105 4.168
80.0 0.420 0.300 0.395 16.169
80.0 0.070 0.435 0.460 11.822
80.0 0.430 0.065 0.040 14.405
79.0 0.313 0.427 0.175 11.969
79.0 0.187 0.073 0.325 9.152
79.0 0.312 0.222 -0.220 12.572
79.0 O. 188 0.278 -0.280 10.224
77.0 0.333 0.285 -0. 112 12.350
77.0 0.167 0.215 -0.388 11.503
77.0 0.312 0.280 0.280 12.058
77.0 0.188 0.220 0.220 8.022
76.0 0.264 0.182 -0.086 9.631
76.0 0.236 0.318 -0.414 13.790
76.0 0.492 0.193 0.368 17.714
76.0 0.008 0.307 0.132 4.828
76.0 0.495 0.073 -0.120 17.287
76.0 0.005 0.427 -0.380 10.231
73.0 0.432 0.298 0.050 14.891
73.0 0.068 0.202 0.450 10.610
73.0 0.068 0.317 -0.051 4.743
73.0 0.432 0.183 -0.449 19.101
73.0 0.310 0.307 -0.338 14.355
73.0 O. 190 0.193 -0. 162 8.186
73.0 0.429 0.272 0.433 16.740
73'.0 0.071 0.228 0.067 3.864
71.0 0.232 0.000 0.059 7.745
71.0 0.268 0.500 0.441 14.054
71.0 0.430 0.209 -0.068 14.996
71.0 0.070 0.291 -0.432 11•132
69.0 0.070 0.000 0.473 10.839
69.0 0.430 0.500 0.027 15.661
63.0 0.303 0.122 0.041 10.228
63.0 O. 197 0.378 0.459 12.586
63.0 O. 194 0.500 -0.051 9.155
63.0 0.306 0.000 -0.449 15.569
51.0 0.497 0.500 -0.119 18.379
51.0 -0.003 0.000 0.381 8.799
51.0 -0.497 0.500 o. 119 18.379
51.0 0.003 0.000 -0.381 8.799
48.0 0.303 0.000 0.150 10.317
48.0 O. 197 0.500 0.350 11.498
45.0 0.195 0.264 -0.049 7.544
45.0 0.305 0.236 -0.451 15.846
37.0 0.074 0.076 -0.408 10.098
37.0 0.426 0.424 -0.092 15.673
36.0 0.337 0.500 -0.088 13.298
36.0 0.163 0.000 -0.412 11.600
36.0 0.192 0.138 0.442 11.427
36.0 0.308 0.362 0.058 11•195
28.0 0.163 0.098 0.082 5.685
28.0 0.337 0.402 0.418 14.704
27.0 0.094 0.342 -0.481 12.657
27.0 0.406 0.158 -0.019 13.874
27.0 0.351 0.356 -0.193 13.890
27.0 0.149 0.144 -0.307 9.385
25.0 0.233 0.078 0.177 8.391
25.0 0.261 0.422 0.323 12.037
25.0 0.001 0.500 -0.001 6.142
25.0 0.001 0.500 -0.001 6.142
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4.5:4 Structure refinement for

Taking the fractional co-ordinates of the gold and two ruthenium

atoms obtained from the Patterson synthesis, and using 1 least
squares cycle to refine the overall scale factors, an
observed-Fourier map was calculated, (R = 0.4220;R = 0.4231).w The
fractional co-ordinates of five prominent maxima in the electron

density map were assigned to the remaining gold, two ruthenium and

two phosphorus atoms, respectively. In the next stage of structure

solution, the overall scale factor was allowed to refine in 1 cycle,

separately from the 2 full-matrix least squares cycles used
to refine the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature
factors of the six metal and two phosphorous atoms,
(R = 0.1720;R = 0.1725).w The difference-Fourier map revealed
suitable atom positions for the 12 carbonyl groups and two of the

four phenyl rings. The parameters of these newly found 'light' atoms

were not refined, whereas 2 full-matrix cycles were used to improve

the refined parameters of the six metal and two phosphorus atoms,

(R = 0.1360;R = 0.1365). The second difference-Fourier map showedw
atom positions for the remaining two phenyl rings and the two carbon

atoms of the ethene fragment, {-CH=CH-}, bridging the two Au-P bonds.

The six carbon atoms of each ring were grouped as rigid hexagons

[d(C-C) = 1.395 A;C-C-C = 1200], with the sp2 C-H, phenyl hydrogen

atoms geometrically calculated to ride at respective carbon atoms at
o

distances of d(C-H) = 1.08 A, with fixed temperature factors of
020.08 A • Although the two hydrido ligands were not located directly

from the X-ray analysis, suitable positions were deduced from

potential energy calculations4 for one hydride to cap an RU3 face and

the second to bridge an Ru-Ru edge of the tetrahedron, {section 2.2}.
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The parameters of the two hydrido ligands were incorporated into the

calculation of structure factors, but were not refined. In the final

stages, the two Au, four Ru and two P atoms were assigned anisotropic

temperature factors, and refinement of their parameters together with

the isotropic parameters of the remaining non-hydrogen atoms in 2
full-matrix cycles, reduced the R-factor 7.10%.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

atomic positions and thermal parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms
converged at R = 0.0603 and R = 0.0605,w with weights of
assigned to individual reflections.
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Section 4.6. Analysis and experimental data for the gold-copper

ruthenium mixed-metal compound

[CUAuRu4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPh2}]
presented in section 2.3}.

(1) , {X-ray study
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4.6.1 Crystal data for ill ._
Monoclinic, space group P21/c,

r) 010= 104.122(2) ,

C38H26CUAu012P2Ru4' M = 1401.06,
a = 12.688 (2), b = 27.383 (4),

o
C = 13.828 (2) A, °3U = 4659.14 A , F(OOO) = 2650,

-1 -3p(Mo-K~ ) = 47.12 cm , Z = 4, D = 2.10 g cm •c

4.6.2 Data collection for
[CUAURU4(P-H)(~3-H)(CO)12{~-Ph2PCH2CH2PPhell ~
Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods
outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.6.2 summarises the
parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.6.2

Crystal size = 0.22 x 0.22 xO.19rnm
8-range 3 < 0 < 25
h,k,l range

-15 < h < 15

0 < k < 33
0 < 1 < 16

Scan width 0.80

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I) > 3.0 = 2577.

4.6.3 Structure Solution and Refinement.

Inspection of the processed data showed the following conditions
limiting diffraction:

hoI; I = 2n

OkO; k = 2n
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characterising the space group P21/c. The position of the gold and

three ruthenium atoms were deduced from a Patterson synthesis.

Tak.ing the fractional co-ordinates of these metal atoms and allowing

the overall scale factors to refine in 1 least squares cycle, an

observed-Fourier map was calculated, (R = 0.4200jR = 0.4212).w The
electron density map revealed four distinct peaks of varying electron

density. The fractional co-ordinate of the highest peak was assigned

to the fourth ruthenium atom, and the fractional co-ordinates of the
next three peaks to the copper and two phosphorus atoms,
respectively. Subsequently, the overall scale factor was refined in

cycle, separately from the two full-matrix least square
cycles used to refine the isotropic parameters of the six metal and
two phosphorus atoms, (R = 0.1610jR = 0.1613).w The
difference-Fourier map showed suitable atom positions for 8 of the 12

carbonyl groups and 3 of the 4 phenyl rings. The parameters of these

newly found 'light' atoms were not refined, whereas 2 full-matrix

cycles were used to improve the refined parameters of the six metal

and two phosphorus atoms, (R = 0.1420jR = 0.1427).w The second

difference-Fourier map revealed suitable maxima for the atoms of the

remaining four carbonyl groups, phenyl ring and the two carbon

atoms of the ethyl fragment, {-CH2CH2-}, bridging the Cu-P

bonds. The six carbon atoms of each phenyl ring were grouped to form

and Au-P

rigid hexagons, [d(C-C) 1.395 AjC-C-C = 1200]. The corresponding H
oatoms at each ring were calculated [d(C-H) 1.08 A], with fixed

°2temperature factors of 0.08 A. Although the two hydrido ligands

were not located directly from the X-ray analysis, suitable positions

were obtained from potential energy calculations,4 for one hydride to

cap an RU3 face and other to bridge an Ru-Ru edge of the ruthenium
tetrahedron, {section 2.3.1}. In the next stage, anisotropic
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temperature factors were assigned to the Au, Cu, four Ru and two P

atoms, whose parameters together with the isotropic parameters of the

remaining non-hydrogen atoms were allowed to refine in 2 full-matrix

least square cycles, (R = 0.0722;R = 0.0720).w The resulting

difference-Fourier map at this stage disclosed few residual peaks in
°-3the region of the metal atoms, with maximum height of 0.9 eA.

Finally, 4 full-matrix cycles of refinement on the parameters of all

the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0605 and R = 0.0603 withw
weights of 1/~F assigned to individual reflections.o
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Section 4.7 Analysis and experimental data for the heptanuclear

cluster [Au3RU4(~-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)] (1), {X-ray study
presented in section 2.4}.
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4.7.1 1978.65,
Monoclinic, space group P2,/n, (non-standard for P2,/c) a :

b : 24.835(3), c : 15.613(2) A, ;3: 102.87(2)°, U :
15.412(2)

°35832.57 A ,
88 8 -1 -3F(OOO) : 36 , pCMo-Kt>o(.): 2.76 cm , Z : 4, Dc: 2.25 g cm •

4.7.2 Data collection.

Data for a single crystal of [Au3RU4(P-H)(CO)12{P-Ph2PCH2PPh2}(PPh3)]
was collected using the 'methods described in sections 4.1-4.1.2.

Table 4.7.2 summarises the parameters associated with data
collection.

Table 4.7.2.

Crystal size: 0.25 x 0.25 x 0.15 mm

8-range 3 < 0 < 25

h,k,l range

-25 < h < 25

o < k < 35

o < I < 20

Scan width 0.70

Number of unique reflections (N) with I1O"eI) > 3.0 : 2985.

4.7.3 Structure solution and refinement.

The Patterson map was solved for two gold and two ruthenium atoms

which defined a tetrahedron. Using the fractional co-ordinates of

these atoms and allowing the overall scale factors to refine in
least squares cycle, an observed-Fourier map was calculated,

eR : O.3620;R : 0.3628). The electron density map revealed suitablew

maxima for the remaining gold, two ruthenium and three phosphorus
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atoms. Subsequently, the overall scale factor was refined in
cycle, separately from the 2 full-matrix cycles used to
refine the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors
of the seven metal and three phosphorus atoms,
(R = 0.1520;R = 0.1526). The difference-Fourier map showed suitablew

atom positions for the 9 of the 12 carbonyl groups and 4 of 7 phenyl

rings. The parameters of these newly found atoms were incorporated

into the calculation of structure factors, but were not refined,

whereas 3 full-matrix cycles were used to improve the refined

isotropic parameters of the seven metal and three phosphorus atoms,

(R = 0.1320;R = 0.1328). The second difference-Fourier map showedw

suitable atom positions for the remaining non-hydrogen atoms. The

six carbon atoms of each phenyl ring were grouped to form rigid
hexagons, [d(C-C) o 01.395 A;C-C-C = 120] and corresponding hydrogen

oatoms at each ring were geometrically calculated [d(C-H) 1.08 A] and

were included into the structure refinement with fixed temperature

factors of 0.08 A2. Although the hydrido ligand was not located
directly from the X-ray analysis, a suitable position for the ligand
to bridge an Ru-Ru edge of the RU4 tetrahedron was obtained from
potential calculations. 4 The parameters of this atom wereenergy

incorporated into the calculation of structure factors, but were not
refined. In the final stages of structure solution, 3 full-matrix

least squares cycles of refinement on the parameters of all the

non-hydrogen atoms, with the three Au, four Ru and three P atoms

treated as anisotropically vibrating atoms, reduced the R-factor to
7.22%. The difference-Fourier map at this stage showed few residual

peaks in close proximity to the metal atoms, with maximum height of
0-31.4 eA.
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Finally 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

atomic and thermal parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged

at, R = 0.0636 and R = 0.0601, with weights ofw w = 1/clF o aSSigned
to individual reflections.
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Section 4.8 Analyses and experimental data for the trinuclear isomers

[os3H2(CCHOEt)(CO)gJ (1) and [os3H2(HCCOEt)(CO)gJ (2), {X-ray studies
presented in section 3.2}.
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4.8.1 Crystal data for

M = 894.80, Monoclinic, space group P2';n,

(3 = 103.38(2)0,

C13H801Qos3'
a = 19.416(3),

U = 1874.85 A3b = 11.512(2), o
C = 8.622(2) A,

F(OOO) = 1576, p(MO-~) = 195.33 -1cm -3Z = 4, D = 3.17 g cm •c

4.8.2 Crystal data for [Os3~2(HCCOEt)(CO)~ (2): C13H80100s3'

M = 894.80, Monoclinic, space group Cc, a = 15.054(3), b = 10.114(2),
o

C = 12.902(2) A, U = 1870.89 A3 F(OOO) = 1576,
-1 -3V(Mo-Kryl) = 195.75 cm , Z = 4, Dc = 3.17 g cm •

4.8.3 Data collection for and

[os3~2(HCCOEt)(CO)~ ~

Data sets for a single crystal of both (1) and (2) were collected

using the methods described in section 4.1-4.1.2 and Table 4.8.3

summarises the parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.8.3

Crystal size = 0.25 x 0.22 x 0.13 mm (1) 0.20 x 0.22 x 0.10 mm (2)

9-range 3 < 0 < 25 for both (1) and (2)

h,k,l range

-28 < h < 28 (1) -24 < h < 24 (2)

o < k < 17 0 < k < 16

o < 1 < 13 0< < 1 < 20

Scan width 0.90 for (1) and 0.80° for (2)

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/01I) > 3.0 = 2985 (1) and
2894 (2).
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4.8.4 Structure solution and refinement for [Os3~2(CCHOEt)(CO)91 ~

The processed data showed the following conditions limiting

diffraction,

OkO; k = 2n

hOI; h+l = 2n

which were characteristic for the space group P21/n (non standard

setting for P21/c). The Patterson map was solved for the three

osmium atoms. In the next stage of structure solution, the overall

scale factors were refined in one cycle, separately from the 2

full-matrix least squares cycles used to refine the

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of the

three osmium atoms (R = 1610; R = 0.1618).w The difference-Fourier

map revealed suitable atom positions for all 9 carbonyl groups, the

oxygen and four carbon atoms of the ethoxy vinyl ligand. The

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of these

newly found atoms together with the refined isotropic parameters of

the metal atoms were allowed to refine in 2 full-matrix least squares

cycles (R = 0.0810; R = 0.0800).w At this stage an empirical

absorption correction was made to the data set using DIFABS.3

Subsequent refinement of the overall scale factors together with two

separate blocked full-matrix cycles on the isotropic parameters of

all the non-hydrogen atoms, converged at R = 0.0610 and R = 0.058g.w
The three osmium atoms together with the atoms of the 9 carbonyl

groups and ethoxy ligand were next assigned anisotropic temperature

factors whilst their parameters refined in 2 full-matrix least

squares cycles, (R = 0.0580 Rw = 0.0577). The resulting

difference-Fourier map showed few residual peaks in close proximity
°-3to the metal atoms, with maximum height of 0.8 eA. The positions

of the two hydrido ligands were obtained from potential energy

minimisation calculations,4 for each ligand to bridge an Os-Os bond
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of the triangular metal framework, (section 3.2.2). The parameters

of these ligands were included into the calculation of structure

factors but were not refined.

Finally, 3 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0435 and

Rw = 0.0439, with weights of 1/~(Fo) assigned to individual

reflections.

4.8.5 Structure solution for [Os3g2(HCCOEt)(CO)~ (2)

The following conditions limiting diffraction were observed in the

data,

hkl; h+k = 2n

hal; I = 2n
Indicating the presence of a c-glide plane running parallel in

direction to the c axis and perpendicular to the b axis at y = ° in

the monoclinic C-face centered unit cell. The space groups could

therefore be Cc or C2/c and at this stage it was impossible to

distinguish between the two. The equivalent positions for the space

groups Cc and C2/c were obtained by addition of the overall

translational vector, t = (1/2,1/2,0) to the symmetry elements of c

and 2/c. Ultimately eight equivalent positions were generated for

the space group C2/c and four equivalent positions for Cc:

C2/c (0,0,0; 1/2,1/2,0) +

(a) x,y,z; (b) -x,-y,-z; (c) x,-y,1/2+z; (d) -x,y,1/2-z.

Cc (°,° ,°; ,/2 ,,/2,0) +

(a) x,y,z; (b)x,-y,1/2+z.

The vectors in the Harker planes and lines, relating pairs of atoms
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by symmetry operations of the 2-fold rotation and the c-glide

translation in both space groups were next generated:

C2/c (0,0,0; '/2, '/2,0) +

(a) 0,2y,1/2; (b) 2x,0,1/2+z.

Cc (0,0,0; '/2, '/2,0) +

(a) 0,2Y,'/2.

Stage 1in structure solution.

To distinguish between the centrosymmetric space group C2/c and

the non centrosymmetric space group Cc, the Patterson map, {Table

4.8.5(a)} was examined for peaks of the type u, 0, w. These peaks

characterise the presence of the point group symmetry element, 2,

relating pairs of atoms by the symmetry operation involving a

rotation through a 1800 about the symmetry axis. The Patterson map

showed an excess of twenty peaks of this type, {Table 4.8.5(a)}.

However, calculation of the density gave a reasonable value with four

molecules in the unit cell and structure solution was therefore

proceeded in the non-centrosymmetric space group Cc. Table 4.8.5(b)

lists the vectors between non-symmetry related atoms, positioned at

x" y" z, and x2, Y2' z2' generated from the equivalent positions of
2the space group Cc.

Table 4.8.5(b)

(0,0,0;'/2,'/2,0) +

x,-x2, Y'-Y2' z,-z2 (a)
x,-x2, Y'+Y2' 1/2+(z,-z2) (b)

Stage ~

The Patterson map showed three 'short' vectors in the range
o

2.805-3.0'7 A corresponding to the three expected Os-Os vectors.
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These vectors were used to formulate a triangle relating the three

metal atoms:

Height u v w

(arbitary units)

x,-x2 Y'-Y2 z,-z2

'-2 ('55) 0.074 -0.277 0.042

x,-x3 Y'-Y3 z,-z3

'-3 ('52 ) 0.'24 -0.'02 -0. '04

x2-x3 Y2-Y3 z2-z3
2-3 ('44) 0.050 o. '75 -0. '46

Stage l!.
Taking the vector '-2,

x,-x2
0.074

Z'-Z2
0.042

vector (b) {Table 4.8.5(b)} was looked for in the Patterson map,

x,-x2
0.074

'/2+(Z,-Z2) (b)

-0.458

a corresponding vector was found at height (3'6)

-0.077 0.500 0.454

This gave a potential numerical value for Y'+Y2

therefore the presence of the vector type, 0, v, '/2, in the Harker

to be 0.5 and

line, 0, 2y, '/2 could now be checked for since,

Y'-Y2 = -0.278 (i)

Y'+Y2 = 0.500 (ii)

2Y, 0.222 [addition of i + ii]

2Y2 0.778 (-0.222) [subtraction of ii from iJ
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The Patterson map showed a corresponding vector at height (318)

0, 0.224, 0.5, which was equivalent for both 2Y1 and 2Y2.

Stage ~

Taking the vector 1-3
x1-x3
0.124

the vector, x,-x3, Y'+Y3'
0.124 0.331

Z1-Z3
-0. '04

1/2+(z'-z3)' was found at height (150),
0.396

therefore, =-0.104Y1-Y3
Y1+Y3 = 0.331

2y 1 0.227

2Y3 0.435
The symmetry related vector 0, 2y3, '/2 in the Harker line 0, v,

was located; (167) 0, 0.433, 0.5.
1/2

Stage .2..:.

Taking the vector 2-3,

the vector, x2-x3' Y2+Y3' 1/2+(z2-z3) was found at height (140)
0.048 0.609 0.351

therefore, = 0.175
Y +Y = 0.6092 3

2Y2 0.784
2Y3 0.434
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Stage ~

Two independent sets of values of 2Y1' 2Y2'

from the above stages,

were now obtained

2Y1 0.222 and 0.227

2Y2 0.778 and 0.784

2Y3 0.435 and 0.434

Y1 = 0.113

Y2 = 0.391

Y3 = 0.217

the results were in good agreement and the average value of

and Y3 were taken in further stages of structure solution.

Stage L..
In the non-centrosymmetric space group Cc, the translational

component of c-glide runs parallel in direction to the c axis and is

perpendicular to the b axis at Y = o. The origin can be chosen

arbitarily in the x and z directions in this space group. Therefore

the co-ordinate of osmium atom (1) was set invariant at x = 0 and

z = 0:

Os(1) 0.000 O. 113 0.000

Stage ~
To assign the fractional co-ordinates to the remaining two osmium

atoms, the position of Os(1) was used in algebraically manipulating

the vectors used in the formation of the triangle relating the three

metal atoms, (stage 2), to give the following fractional co-ordinates

for Os(2) and Os(3):

Os(2) -0.075 0.391 0.042

-0.049 0.217 0.103
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Table 4.8.5(a).

HEIGHT U v W DISTANCE
318.0 0.500 0.276 0.500 8.744
318.0 0.000 0.224 0.500 6.837
318.0 0.000 0.224 0.500 6.837
316.0 -0.077 0.500 0.454 8.085
316.0 0.423 0.000 0.454 7.219
167.0 0.500 0.067 0.500 8.314
167.0 0.000 0;433 0.500 7.797
167.0 0.000 0.433 0.500 7.797
155.0 -0.426 0.223 0.042 6.973
155.0 0.07ij 0.277 0.042 3.003
152.0 -0.124 0.102 0.104 2.807
152.0 0.376 0.398 0.104 6.739
150.0 0.124 0.331 0.396 5.914
150.0 -0.376 0.169 0.396 8.871
144.0 0.453 0.325 0.145 7.282
144.0 -0.046 0.175 0.145 2.811
140.0 -0.454 0.106 0.355 9.377
140.0 0.046 0.394 0.355 5.950
85.0 -0.001 0.000 0.099 1.282
85.0 0.499 0.500 0.099 8.820
85.0 -0.001 0.000 0.099 1.282
67.0 0.002 0.000 0.157 2.017
67.0 -0.498 0.500 0.157 9.754
67.0 0.002 0.000 o. 157 2.017
64.0 0.002 0.000 0.244 3.139
64.0 -0.498 0.500 0.244 10.299
64.0 0.002 0.000 0.244 3.139
62.0 0.000 0.000 0.500 6.451
62.0 0.500 0.500 0.500 9.708
62.0 0.000 0.000 0.500 6.451
60.0 0.000 o~ooo 0.365 4.709
60.0 0.500 0.500 0.365 9.099
60.0 0.000 0.000 0.365 4.709
27.0 -0.074 0.500 0.353 7. 117
27.0 0.426 0.000 .0.353 6.638
27.0 -0.081 0.500 0.295 6.662
27.0 0.419 0.000 0.295 6.296
26.0 -0.002 0.218 0.397 5.585
26.0 0.498 0.282 0.397 8.195
26.0 -0.002 0.218 0.397 5.585
24.0 0.494 0.286 0.249 7.709
24.0 -0.006 0.214· 0.249 3.897
23.0 0.000 0.213 0.000 2.154
23.0 0.500 0.287 0.000 8.067
23.0 0.000 0.213 0.000 2.154
23.0 0.482 0.375 0.000 8.187
23.0 -0.482 0.375 0.000 8.187
23.0 0.018 0.125 0.000 1.293
23.0 -0.018 0.125 0.000 1.293
23.0 -0.004 0.214 0.332 4.816
23.0 0.496 0.286 0.332 7.935
23.0 -0.004 0.214 0.332 1l.816
22.0 -0.4S0 0.000 O.OjO 6.4g122.0 0.0 0 0.500 0.0 0 5.1 520.0
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4.8.6 Structure refinement for [Os3~2(HCCOEt)(CO)~ (2).

Using the positions of the three osmium atoms deduced from the

Patterson synthesis as a starting set, a series of difference-Fourier

maps subsequently revealed suitable maxima in the electron density

maps for all the remaining non-hydrogen atoms. There were no
significant correlations during refinement between the parameters of

any of the atoms which might have. been expected, if in fact the space

group were the centrosymmetric C2/c. Two cycles of refinement on the

isotropic atom parameters of all the non -hydrogen atoms converged at

R = 0.0590 and R = 0.0571. At this stage an empirical absorptionw
correction was made to the data set using DIFABS.3 Subsequently the

overall scale factor was refined in cycle, separately from the two

full-matrix least squares cycles used to improve the refined
parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms (R = 0.0412 and
R = 0.0419).w Anisotropic temperature factors were next assigned to

the three Os, and the oxygen atoms of the 9 carbonyl groups during

further refinement of their parameters in 2 full-matrix cycles,

(R = 0.0391:R = 0.0395). The positions of the two hydrido ligandsw
were obtained from potential energy minimisation calculations4

(section 3.2.2) and were included in the calculation of structure

factors but were not refined.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0317 and

R = 0.0315 with weights of 1/~2(F)w 0 assigned to individual
reflections.
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Section 4.9 Analysis and experimental data for the tetra-ruthenium

hydrido cluster [Ru4H3(CO)12](PPN] (1), {X-ray study presented in

section 3.3}.
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4.9.1 Crystal data for ill: C48H 33NO 12P2Ru4 '
a = 11.721 (2),

°3U = 4953.46 A ,

M = 1281.73,
Monoclinic, space group P2/C,

(3= 100.28(2)0,

b = 28.978(4),

F(OOO) = 2560,
o

C = 14.822(3) A,

(M K ) 16 98 -1 z 4 D -_ 1.72 g cm-3•J.l 0- ~ = • cm , = , c

4.9.2 Data collection for [Ru4~3(CO)12][PPN] ~

Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

described in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.9.2 lists the parameters

associated with data collection.

Table 4.9.2

Crystal size = 0.22 x 0.18 x 0.20 mm

9-range 3 < 0 < 25

h,k,l range

-18 < h < 18

o < k < 36

o < 1 < 15

Scan width 0.80

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I) > 3.0 = 2566.

4.9.3 Structure solution and refinement for [Ru4~3(CO)12][PPN] ~

The positions of the four ruthenium atoms were deduced from a

Patterson synthesis. In the next stage of structure solution,

least squares cycle was used to refine the overall scale factors,

whereas the fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors

of the four metal atoms were allowed to refine in 2 separate blocked

full-matrix cycles (R=O.1410 and Rw = O. 1415)• The
difference-Fourier map revealed suitable positions for the P and the
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N atoms of the counter ion and all the 12 carbonyl groups.

Subsequently, 2 full-matrix least squares cycles were used to refine

the isotropic parameters of these newly found atoms and the refined

parameters of the four ruthenium atoms ,(R = 0.0820, R = 0.0811).w

The second difference-Fourier map revealed atom positions for all the

carbon atoms of the three phenyl groups of the counter ion. The six

carbon atoms of each phenyl ring were grouped to form rigid hexagons
o 0 2[d(C-C) = 1.395 AjC-C-C = 120 ], with the sp C-H phenyl hydrogen

atoms geometrically calculated to ride at respective carbon atoms at
o 02distances of 1.08 A, with fixed temperature factors of 0.08 A •

Anisotropic temperature factors were next assigned to the phosphorus,

nitrogen and the four ruthenium atoms, whilst only their parameters

refined in 3 blocked full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.0602, R = 0.0608).w

Suitable positions for the three hydrido ligands were obtained from

potential energy minimisation calculations,4 for each ligand to

bridge a Ru-Ru edge of the ruthenium tetrahedron (section 3.3.2).

The parameters of these atoms were included in the calculation of

stucture factors, but were not refined.

Finally, 3 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0523 and

Rw = 0.0519, with weights of 1/~(Fo) assigned

reflections.

to individual
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Section 4.10 Analysis and experimental data for the hexanuclear
osmium

presented in section 3.4}.
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M = 1743.46, Orthorhombic, space group pna21 ' a = 21.960(3),
0 /3= t = 900, 03

b = 9.487(2), c = 15.270 (3) A,cC. = U = 3181.27 A ,

F(OOO) p(Mo-K~) 115.29 cm-1 Z = 4, D -3
= 304'6', = , = 3.<A- g cm •c

4.10.2 Data collection for [Os6li2(CO)17P(OMe)31 ~
Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2 and Table 4.10.2 summarises the

parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.10.2

Crystal size = 0.20 x 0.24 x 0.20 mm

9-range 3 < 0 < 25

h,k,l range

o < h < 30

o < k < 13

o < 1 < 21

Scan width 0.60

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/rr(I) > 3.0 = 2288.

4.10.3 Structure solution and refinement for [Os6li2(CO)17P(OMe)31

~

The following conditions limiting diffraction in the data were

consistent with the non-centrosymmetric space group Pna21,

Okl; k+l = 2n hOI; h = 2n 001; 1 = 2n
and the positions of three osmium atoms were deduced in this space

group from a Patterson synthesis. Taking the fractional co-ordinates

of these three metal atoms and allowing the overall scale factors to
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refine independently in 1 least squares cycle, an observed-Fourier

map was calculated, (R = 0.2921, R = 0.3220). The electron densityw

map showed suitable maxima for the remaining three osmium atoms and

the phosphorus atom of the phosphite ligand. Subsequently, the

overall scale factors were refined in 1 cycle, separately from the 2

full-ma trix least squares cycles used to refine the

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of the P

and six metal atoms, (R = 0.1420 and Rw = 0.1425). The

difference-Fourier map revealed suitable atom positions for the three

oxygen atoms of the organophosphine ligand and of 10 of the 17

carbonyl groups. The positions of these newly found atoms were

included into the structure factor calculations but were not refined,

whereas a further 2 full-matrix cycles were used to improve the

refined isotropic parameters of the P and six osmium atoms,

(R = 0.1010jR = 0.1015). The second difference-Fourier map revealedw
atom positions for the remaining carbonyl groups. Subsequently, 2

full-matrix cycles used to refine the isotropic parameters of all the

non-hydrogen atoms reduced the R-factor to 8.20$. At this stage an

empirical absorption correction was made to the data using DIFABS.3

After this procedure the overall scale factors were again refined

separately from the 2 blocked full-matrix cycles used to improve the

refined isotropic parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms, (R =
0.0612jR = 0.0610).

w Anisotropic temperature factors were next

assigned to the P and six Os atoms during refinement of only their

parameters in 2 full-matrix least squares cycles,
(R = 0.0552jR = 0.0525).w The resulting difference-Fourier map
revealed few residual peaks in close proximity to the metal atoms,

°-3with maximum height of 0.9 eA. The position of one of the two

hydrido ligands was successfully located from potential energy
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calculations4 (section 3.4), and whose parameters were included in
the calculation of structure factors, but were not refined.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms coverged at R = 0.0410, and

R = 0.0417 with weights of 1/~2(F) assigned tow 0 individual
reflections.
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Section ~ Analysis and experimental data for the heptanuclear

hydrido cluster [Os7H2(CO)22] (1), {X-ray study presented in section
3.5}.
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4.11.1 Crystal data for [Os7~2(CO)221 121: C22H2022os7' M = 1949.63,
Monoclinic, space group P21/c, a = 18.707(3), b = 9.408(2),

o
C = 19.011(3) A, f3 = 100.23, u = 033292.66 A , F(OOO) = 3.3b_lf

-1 1-3f-l(Mo-~) = '2..21.02cm , Z = 4, Dc ='3-104g cm •

4.11.2 Data collection for [Os7~2(CO)221 ~

Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2 and Table 4.11.2 summarises the

parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.11.2.

Crystal size = 0.18 x 0.18 x 0.15 mm

9-ran'ge 3 < 0 < 25

h,k,l range

-24 < h < 24

o < k < 12

o < I < 24

Scan width 0.80

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I) > 3.0 = 3715.

4.11.3 Structure solution and refinement for [Os7~2(CO)221 ~

The following conditions limiting diffraction were observed to be
present in the data and were characteristic for the space group
P21/c:

OkO; k = 2n

hOI; I = 2n

The positions of four of the seven osmium atoms were deduced from a
Patterson synthesis. Using the fractional co-ordinates of these
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atoms and allowing the overall scale factors to refine in least
squares cycle, an observed-Fourier map was calculated, (R = 0.2520;

R = 0.2527). The electron density map revealed suitable maxima forw
the remaining three osmium atoms. In the next stage of structure

solution, the overall scale factor was refined in 1 cycle, separately

from the 2 full-matrix least squares cycles used to refine the

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic thermal parameters of the seven

metal atoms, (R = 0.1416 and R = 0.1415). The difference-Fourierw
map revealed atom positions for all the 22 carbonyl groups. The

parameters of these 'newly' found atoms together with the refined

isotropic parameters of the metal atoms were allowed to refine in 2

full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.0811 and R = 0.0798). At this stage anw
,

empirical absorption correction was made to the data using the

DIFABS.3 Subsequently, using cycle to refine the overall scale

factors and 2 separate blocked full-matrix least squares cycles to

improve the refined isotropic parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms,

the R-factor reduced to 5.67%. Anisotropic temperature factors were

next assigned to the seven osmium atoms during refinement of only

their parameters in 2 full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.0501:R = 0.0497).w
The difference-Fourier map revealed a few residual peaks in close

°-3proximity to the metal atoms, with maximium height of 0.9 eA. The

positions of the two hydrido ligands were obtained from potential
4·energy calculations (section 3.5.1) and whose parameters were

included in the calculation of structure factors, but were not
refined.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0421, and

R = 0.0418 with weights· of 1/a2(F) assigned toW 0
reflections.

individual
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Section 4.12 AnalYSis and experimental data for

[Os1H2(CO)19{MeC:CMe}] (1), {X-ray study presented in section 3.6}.
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4.12.1 Crystal data for [Os7H2(CO)19{MeC=CMe}] (1): C23H80190s7'
M = 1919.69, Monoclinic, space group P21/n, a = 37.741(4),

0
(5= 112.75(2)°, 03b = 9.082(2), c = 22.563(3) A, u = 7132.10 A ,

F(OOO) = 2752, ll(Mo-K c/..._ ) = 119.58 cm-\ Z = 4, D = 2.70 g cm-3•c

4.12.2 Data collection for [Os7li2(CO)19{MeC=CMe}] ~

Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2. Table 4.12.2 lists the parameters

associated with data collection.

Table 4.12.2.

Crystal size = 0.18 x 0.20 x 0.21 mm

e-range 3 < 0 < 25
h,k,l range

-55 < h < 55
o < k < 12

o < 1 < 27

Scan width 0.80

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I) > 3.0 = 2788.

4.12.3 Structure solution and refinement for [Os7li2(CO)19{MeC=CMe}]

~

The following conditions limiting diffraction were observed in the

data and were characteristic for the non-standard monoclinic space

OkO; k = 2n

hOI; h+l = 2n

The positions of four of the seven osmium atoms were deduced from a
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Patterson synthesis. Taking the fractional co-ordinates of these

atoms and allowing the overall scale factors to refine in least
squares cycle, an observed-Fourier map was calculated,

(R = 0.3621jR = 0.3630). The electron density map showed threew
prominent peaks of similar electron density which were assigned to

the remaining Os atoms. In the next stage of structure solution,

cycle was used to refine the overall scale factors, whereas two

separate full-matrix least squares cycles were used to refine the

fractional co-ordinates and isotropic temperature factors of the

seven osmium metal atoms, (R = 0.1516 and Rw = 0.1525). The

difference-Fourier map revealed suitable atom positions for the 19

carbonyl groups and the carbon atoms of the substituted alkyne

ligand, {MeC=CMe}. The parameters of the newly found atoms together

with the refined isotropic parameters of the metal atoms were

subjected to a further 2 full-matrix cycles of refinement, (R =

0.0911 and R = 0.0898).w At this stage an empirical absorption

correction was made to the data using DIFABS.3 Subsequently, the

overall scale factor was refined in 1 cycle, separately from the 2

blocked full-matrix least squares cycles used to improve the refined

isotropic parameters of the non-hydrogen atoms, (R = 0.0667, R =w
0.0661). Anisotropic temperature factors were next assigned to the

seven osmium atoms, whilst only their parameters refined in 2

full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.0552jR = 0.0553). The positions of onew
of the two hydrido ligands was unambiguously obtained from potential
energy calculations4 (section 3.6.1). The hydrogen atoms at the two

methyl carbon atoms of the substituted alkyne ligand, MeC=CMe, were

included in the final stages of structure refinement at calculated
o 02positions [d(C-H) 1.08 A], with fixed thermal parameters of 0.08 A •
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Finally, 4 full-matrix cycles of refinement on the parameters of

all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0481, and R = 0.0488w
with weights of 1/~2(Fo) assigned to individual reflections.
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Section 4.13 Analysis and experimental data for the deca-osmium

cluster [H50S10CCO)24J[NCPPh3)2J.CCH2C12)' {X-ray study presented in
section 3.7}.
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4.13.1 Crystal data for (1) :

C61H37024P2NC120S10' M = 3202.80,
a = 11.749(2), b = 17.682(3), c =

Monoclinic, space group P21/c,

p = 92.57(2)°, U =
o35.061 (4) A,

037276.45 A , F(OOO) = 5704, 8 -1\l(Mo-Ko( ) = 168. 2 cm , z = 4,
D = 2.18 g cm-3•c

4.13.2 Data collection for lli50s10(CO)24J[PPNJ.(CH2CI21 ~

Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

described in sections 4.1-4.1.2 and Table 4.13.2 lists the parameters

associated with data collection.

Table 4.13.2.

Crystal size = 0.19 x 0.21 x 0.21 mm

a-range 3 < 0 < 25

h,k,l range

-15 < h < 15

o < k < 22

o < I < 44

Scan width 0.70

Number of unique reflections (N) with I/~(I)> 3.0 = 2758 •

.4.13.3 Structure solution and refinement for

The positions of six osmium atoms defining an octahedron were

deduced from a Patterson synthesis. Subsequent difference-Fourier

maps revealed suitable maxima ,in the electron density maps for all

the remaining non-hydrogen' atoms. The six carbon atoms of each

phenyl ring of the counter ion [N(PPh3)2]+ were grouped and
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included in subsequent stages of structure refinement as rigid

hexagons o 0[d(C-C) = 1.395 AjC-C-C = 120 ]. In the next stage of

structure solution the overall scale factors were refined in 1 cycle,

separately from the 2 blocked full-matrix least squares cycles used

to refine the isotropic parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms, (R

= 0.Og10 and R = 0.Og15). At this stage an empirical absorption
w

correction was made to the data using DIFABS.3 Subsequently, the

overall scale factors were refined separately from the 2 blocked

full-matrix cycles used to improve the isotropic parameters of the

non-hydrogen atoms (R = 0.0767, Rw = 0.0761 )• Anisotropic

temperature factors were next assigned to the 10 osmium, two P, and

two Cl atoms (of the solvent molecule), whilst only their parameters

refined in 2 full-matrix cycles, (R = 0.0630jR = 0.0635).w
The

resulting difference-Fourier map showed few maxima in the region of
0-3the metal atoms, with maximum height of 1.3 eA.

Finally, 4 full-matrix least squares cycles of refinement on the

parameters of all the non-hydrogen atoms converged at R = 0.0521, and

R = 0.0528 with weights of 1/~2(F) assigned tow 0
individual

reflections.
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Section 4.14 Analysis and experimental data for

[HOS11C(CO)27J[PPh3MeJ (1), {X-ray study presented in section 3.8}.
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4.14.1 Crystal data for [HOs11C(CO)27][PPh3Me] (10):

M = 3138.81, Triclinic, space group pT (No.2),
C47H19027POSll'
a = 16.788(3),

b = 17.019(3),

(( = 101.54(2)0,

}l (Mo-K oe...) = 225.35

o
C = 11.019(2» A, C>( = 103.34 (2), (3= 93.77(2),

F (000) = 2736 ,°3U = 2980.67 A ,

-1cm -3Z = 2, D = 2.68 g cm •c

4.14.2 Data collection for [HOs11C(CO)27][PPh3Me] J...l.h
Data for a single crystal of (1) was collected using the methods

outlined in sections 4.1-4.1.2 and Table 4.14.2 summarises the

parameters associated with data collection.

Table 4.14.2.

Crystal size = 0.50 x 0.48 x 0.15 mm

9-range 3 < 0 < 25
h,k,l range

-20 < h < 20

-20 < k < 20

o < 1 < 13

Scan width 0.90

Number of unique reflections eN) with I/~eI) > 3.0 = 3266.

Crystals of (1) diffracted very weakly so that a relatively large

crystal was necessary; azimuthal scan data could not be collected due

to the onset of decomposition in the last stages of data collection.

4.14.3 Structure solution and refinement for

The structure of (1) was solved from a Patterson synthesis from

which 4 osmium atoms forming one capping tetrahedron were located.
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The remaining seven osmium atoms were located from an
observed-Fourier map. The positions of most of the non-hydrogen

atoms were located with some difficulty from subsequent

difference-Fourier syntheses. No suitable maxima could be located
+for the atoms of one phenyl ring of the [PPh3Me] cation, nor for one

carbonyl group thought to bridge the bond, Os(10)-Os(11),

as inferred from the i.r. data. Several strategies were

employed in atte~pting to deduce the positions of these atoms, but

they could not be located with certainty.

correction3
An empirical absorption

was applied to the data, which allowed relatively

satisfactory refinement of the parameters of the atoms that had been

located, but did not help with the location of the missing atoms.

Anisotropic temperature factors were assigned to the Os and P atoms,

and full-matrix refinement of the parameters of the located

non-hydrogen atoms gave R = 0.1089 and R = 0.1086 with weights of
w

21/~ (~ ) assigned to individual reflections.
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Synthesis of Group 1B Sandwich Cluster Compounds with [Pt:J{JL-CO):J{PPh:J):J]
and the Structural Characterisation of [M{Pt:J{JL-CO)3{PPh:J):J}a]PF.(M = Au or
Cu) by Single-crystal X-Ray Techniquest

Malcolm F. Hallam and D. Michael P.Mingos'
Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory. University of Oxford. South Parks Road. Oxford OX7 3QR
Trushar Adatia and Mary McPartlin'
School of Chemistry. The Polytechnic of North London. Holloway. London N7 808

Sandwich cluster compounds of the type [M{Pt,(Il-CO),(PPh,)Jz)PF, [M = Cu (h) or Au (1b)).
where the Group 1 B metal is co-ordinated simultaneously to two planar [Pt,(Il-CO),(PPh,),)
triangulo rings. have been synthesised from [Pt,(Il-CO),(PPh,),] and either [Cu(MeCN),] PF. or
[Au(L)CI] (L = CO or MezS) in the presence of an excess ofTIPF,. Complexes (h) and (1b) are
both dark red crystalline solids and are isomorphous. They have been characterised using '1P_{'H}
n.m.r. and single-crystal X-ray techniques.

Sandwich cluster compounds [M {PtJ(Il-CO)J(PPhJhlz]PF 6
[M = Cu (la) or Au (Ib)] have been obtained from reaction of
[Ptl(Il-COh(PPhl),] with either [Cu(MeCN),]PF6 or [Au-
(L)CI] (L = CO or MezS) in the presence of excess TIPF 6' A
number of related cluster compounds have been synthesised
previously in which two platinum triangular units are co-
ordinated to a heterornetal atom in a 'sandwich' fashion.
Yamamoto et al.' have characterised the compound [Hg{ PtJ-
(Il-CNC6HJMez-2,6h(CNC6HlMez-2.6hh] (2). a neutral
complex formed during the Na-Hg reduction of [Pt(CNC6H J-
Mel-2.6hClz] in the presence of excess 2.6-xylyl isocyanide.
together with the homometallic cluster [Pt.(CNC6H lMel-
2.6) 11].1 Both compounds are unusual in containing isocyanides
as the only ligand. Venanzi and co-workers J have synthesised
the compound [Hg2{Pt)(j.l-COh(PPhPri2h}2] (3) which is
also a neutral complex. formed from the triangular platinum
cluster [PtJ(Il-COh(PPhPrilh] by reaction with metallic
mercury. This compound contains a Hgz unit sandwiched
between two platinum triangles which may also be considered
as derived from two [PtJHg(Il-COh(PPhPrilhJ clusters linked
by a long Hg-Hg bond. Most recently. Venanzi and co-
workers" .have reported the cationic complex [Ag{ PtJ(Il-
COh(PPr'Jh}lr (4) which they prepared by adding excess
AgOJSCFJ to a solution of the triangular cluster [PtJ(Il-
COh(PPr')h]. but they were unable to synthesise the
corresponding gold compound by this route.

We report here the syntheses and X-ray structure analyses of
the first sandwich compounds of this type linked by Cut and Au'
atoms .

. Results and Discussion
Our initial attempts to synthesise sandwich cluster compounds
from [Pt)().l-COh{P(C6Hllhb] and gold(l) complexes failed
because the gold complexes abstracted phosphine from the
cluster.' Venanzi and co-workers" had encountered similar
difficulties with [Pt)().l-COh(PPri)h). although they had
successfully synthesised the corresponding silver sandwich
compound. Our use of [Pt3().l-COh<PPhl).].· which has an
additional and labile phosphine ligan<! co-ordinated to the

t Bis[ 1.2: 2.3; 1.3_tri_,,-carbonyl_I,2,3-Iris(triphenylphosphine)triplat-
inio)-aold(l) (6 PI-PI) (6 All-PI) hexaftuorophosphate and <:oppcr(J)
(6 PI-PI) (6 CII-P/) hexafluorophosphate respectively.
Sllpplemenlar}' ria/a available: sec Instructions for Authors. I. Chtm.
Soc; Dalton Trans.• 1988. Issue I. pp. lvii-xx.

triangulo cluster. as a starting material for the synthesis of
this type of sandwich compound. proved successful. leading
to the formation of Au' and Cu' compounds of this type.
When equimolar amounts of [PtJ(Il-COh(PPhJ),] and

either [Au(CO)Cl] or [Au(MezS)CI] were stirred together in
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Table I. Selected bond length, IA) for [\,1; P:Jq.l·CO IIIPPhl)l; "JPF.
[\1 <= Cu ( Ia) or Au t Ib i]

Pt( 1)--Pt(~)
PI( I)--P1(J)
Pt(2)--Pt(3)
Pln)--M
Pt(2)-M
PtI)I-\.f
ptn )--P(l)
Pt(2~P(2)
Pt(3)-P(3)
Pt(I)-OI)
Pt(IK(2)
PIC!)-Cm
PI(2K(3)
PI()K(I)
Pt(3K(3)
PI I 1-0 I I II
P(1K(121)
PIIK(13I)
P(2)-C(211)
P(2)-c122 I)
P(2KI2JI)
P(3)-c() 1II
P(J~0321)
P(3)-C(331l
01 )-0(1)
C(:J-OI:I
C(3)-013)
P(4J-F( 1)
P(4)-F(2)
P(4)-F(3)

1II)

265()(2)
2648(2)
2,651(2)
2.605(4)
2.598(2)
2.591\(3)
2.241(8)
2.235( 10)
2.Z42i8}
2.08(3)
2.03())
2.05()}
2.19(4)
2.15(3)
2.15(4)
1.81131
1.773(12)
1.793( (0)
1.813(10)
1.813(11 )
1.7531 (0)
1.833(12)
I.797( (0)
L78S(!2)
1.12141
I..~UI..j1
1.08(5)
I.7Z8( I)
1.54 JI J)
!.SDI I)

ObI
2.68JI I)
2.683( I)
Z.683( 11
2.729( I)
2.731( I)
:-:S( I}
2.242(4)
2.249(5)
2.25()(4)
.2.053(18)
2.051( IS)
2.086(15)
2.054(17)
2.041(16)
2.1.26(17)
I.~:~(131
1.7891 III
1.80811Il
1.80~(lO)
J.S24( 10)
1.807( 1.21
18Z2(m
I.S07( 10)
1.809( (2)
I 189(24)
1.174(19)
1.123(21)
l.530C!3)
(.542(15)
1.3.23(:1)

In this and subsequent Tables the e.s.d.s are in parentheses.

rieure 1. The structure of the cationic sandwich complex (Cu{ Pt1(J.I-
CO)JIPPh1)1:ZJ" lIa) showing the atomic numbering scheme: the
numbers (or, the C atoms o( the phenyl rings run consecutively from
the atom bonded 10 phosphorus

1. CHE\1. SOC DALTO" TR ...,S. 1988

Fieure 2. The structure of the cationic sandwich complex [Au] Pt)(I1-
CO),(PPhJJJ}~)· (Ib) showing the atomic numbering scheme; the
numbers for the C atoms of Ihe phenyl rings run consecutively from
the atom bonded 10 phosphorus

benzene together with an excess of TIPF 6' a dark red
precipitate was formed, Recrystallisation of this solid from
CH~C12-hexane gave deep red crystals of (Au{Ptlh.L-
COh(PPh)hh]PF6 (1b) in ca. 86'}~ yield. The i.r. spectrum
of (1b) (Nujol mull) showed a single carbonyl stretching
mode at 1 833 cm:", which is consistent with the presence of
a C) axis in the molecule.' The corresponding copper
complex [Cu{Ptl(j.I-COh(PPhlh}l]PF6 (la) was synthesised
from (Pt3(IJ-COh(PPh,).] and (Cu(MeCN).]PF, in ben-
zene, in ca. 80"/0yield. This compound also shows a single
carbonyl stretching mode at 1 837 crrr", . ..

The llP_;IH: n.rn.r. spectrum of (lb) in CD2C1l shows the
characteristic features of a symmetrical (Pt)X3(PR)h] tri-
angular unit. but the lines are quite broad and at room
temperature long-range couplings between the two Pt) triangles
could not be distinguished,":
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies or (la) and (Ib)

established the structures shown in Figures J and 2 respectively.
Selected intramolecular bond lengths and angles arc summar-
ised in Table I and 2. Each or the [M: PtJ(j.J-CO)J(PPh,);:r
cations has a crystallographically imposed two-fold roiauon
axis. which passes through the Group IBmetal atom and relates
the two PtJ triangles. The two structures are very similar with
the six platinum atoms in each defining a structure intermediate
between a trigonal prism and an octahedron. The Pt-Pt
distances in (la) arc equal within experimental error [2.648(2)-
2.650(2) A] and in (Ib) all three Pt-Pt lengths have the same
value. 2.683(1) A. being significantly longer than those in (II).
These distances lie in the range observed for 42e triangular
cluster compounds. 2.65-2.7S A. but are shorter than those
usually observed in 44e triangular clusters. 2.86-2.90 A.4 The
theoretical reason for this geometric observation has been
discussed in some detail previously.' The equivalence of the
Pt-Pt bonds within each of the compounds (Ia] and (Ibl
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Pt(3)-Pt(l )-Pt(2)
M-PtO ~Pt(2)
M-Pt(1 )-Pt(3)
P( I)-PtO )-Pt(2)
P(I )-Pt(1 )-Pt(3)
P(1)-Pt(1)-M
C(I )-Pt(1 )-ptm
Cl1~Pt(1~Pt(3)
C(1}-Pt(1~M
C(1 }- Pt(1 )- P(1)
C(2}-Pt(1 }-Pt(2)
C(2)-Pt( I )-Pt(3)
C(2}-Pt( I)-M
C(2)-Pt( I ~P(I)
C(2}-Pt(1}-C(I)
PtO }-M-Pt(1)
pte) )-Pt(2)-Pt(1)
M-Pt(2}-Pt(l)
M-Pt(2}-Pt(3)
P(2)-Pt(2)-Pt(1 )
P(2)-Pt(2)-Pt(3)
P(2)-Pt(2)-M
C(3)-Pt(2)-Pt(1 )
C(3)-Pt(2)-Pt(3)
C(3)-Pt(2)-M
C(3}-Pt(2}-P(2)
C(2t-Pt(:t-Ptll)
C(2}-Pt( 1)-Pt(3)
C(2)-Pt(2)-M
C(2)-Pt(2)-P(2)
C(2)-Pt(2}-C(3)
PtC!)- pte 3)- Pt(1 )
M-Pt(3}-Pt(l)
M-Pt(3 )-Pt(2)
P(3)-Pt(3)-Pt( I)
P(3)-Pt(3}-Pt(2)
P(3rPt(3t-M
C(1 }- Pt(3}- Pt(1)
cn )-Pt(3)-Pt(2)
C(1)-Pt(3}-M
C(1 }- Pt( 3}- P(3)
C(3)-Pt(3}-Pt(1)
C(3)-Pt(3}-Pt(2)
C(3)-Pt(3)-M
C(3}-Pt(3}-P(3)
C(3)-Pt(3}-C(1 )
Pt(3~M-Pt(.3)
Pt(2}-M-Pt(1 )
Pt(3}-M-Pt(1 )
Pt(3}-M-Pt(2)

(la)

60.0( 1)
59.2(1 )
59.3(1 )
145.8(3)
140.1(2)
148.7(3)
11~.3(9)
52.4(9)
82.3(8)
95.2(9)
49.8(8)
109.8(8)
82.4(8)
103.S(8)
161(1)
109.2(2)
S99(1)
59.S( I)
59.3(1 )
139.9(2)
145.4(2)
149.2(2)
11 1(1)
52(1)
83(1)
102(1)
49.1(8)
109.0(8)
82.2(9)
97.5(9)
16(0)
60.0(1)
59S(l)
59.3(1 )

145.6(2)
140.0(3)
148.8(3)
SO.1(9)
109.9(9)
81.2(7)
104.1(8)
113(1 )
53(1)
84.0(9)
94(1)
162(1)
m.2(3)
61.2(1)
61.2(1)
61.4(1)

(lb)

60.0(1)
60.6(1)
60.5(1)
145.3(1)
140.4(1)
147.5(1)
1088(4)
48.9(5)
80.7(4)
98.7(4)
50.1(4)

110.1(4)
82.4(4)

103.1(4)
158.1(6)
112.3(1)
60.0( 1)
60.5(1)
6O.4(1)
140.2(1 )
145.7(1)
147.4(1)
111.1(5)
5U(5)
82.2(6)
102.7(6)
49.0(4)
108.9(4)
81.8( 5)
97.8(5)
159.3(7)
60.0(1)
60.6(1 )
60.7(1)
145.5(1)
140.1(1)
147.3(1)
49.3(5)
1091(5)
81.0(4)
104.5(4)
108.8(5)
48.9(5)
81.1(4)
98.3(4)
I57.()(6)
136.1(1)
58.9(1)
58.9(1)
58.9(1)

C( III )-P( I )-Pt(1)
C(121 )- PO }- Pt(1 )
C(121}-P(1 }-C(1II)
C( 131 }-P(1 )-Pt(ll
C(131 }-P(1 }-C(1I1)
C(l31 }-PO }-C(121)
ccn )-P(::!)-Pt(2)
C(221 )-P(2)-Pt(2)
C(221)-P(2)-C(211)
C(231)-P(2)-Pt(2)
C(231}-P(2)-C(211)
C(231 )-P(2}-C(221)
C(311 }-P(3}-Pt(3)
C(321 }-P(3)-Pt(3)
C(321}-P(3}-C(311)
C(331 }-P(3)-Pt(3)
C(331}-P(3}-C(311)
C(331 }-P(3}-C(321)
Pt(3)-CO}-Pt( I)
O(1)-C( I)-Pt(1)
0(1}-C(1)-Pt(3)
Pt(3)-C(3}-Pt(2)
OO)-C(3)-Pt(2)
0(3}-C(3)-Pt(3)
Pt(2}-C(2}-Pt(1)
0(2)-C(2)-Pt(1 )
0(2}-C(2)-Pt(2)
C(112}-C(1l1 )- P(l)
C(I 16>-C(l II)-P(l)
C( 122)-C(l2 I )-P(1)
C(l26}-C(121 )-P(1)
C(132}-C(131 )-P(1)
C(136}-C(l31)-P(1 )
C(212}-C(211)-P(2)
C(216}-C(211)-p(2)
C(222}-C(221 )-P(2)
C(226;-C(221~P(2)
C(232}-C(23I )-P(2)
C(236}-C(23I )-P(2)
C(312}-C(311}-p(3)
C(316}-C(311)-p(3)
C(322}-C(321)-P(3)
C(326}-C(321}-p(3)
C(332}-C(331}-P(3)
C(336}-C(331}-p(3)
F(2)-P(4)-F(I )
F(3}-P(4}-F(I)
F(3)-P(4)-F(2)
F(1)-P(4}-F(I)
F(2}-P(4}-F(2)
F(3)-P(4)-F(3)

(11)

113.4(9)
112(1)
106(1)
116.8(7)
104(1)
103(1)
1144(8)
115(1)
102(1)
113(1 )
106(1)
104(1)
116.5(8)
1I3.4(8)
104(1)
112(1)
103(1)
106(1)
77(1)
146(3)
136(3)
75(2)
136(3)
146(4)
81(1)
139(2)
139(2)
123(2)
117(2)
118(1)
122(2)
118(1)
122(2)
117(2)
123(1)
121(2)
119(2)
116(2)
124(2)
119(2)
120(2)
123(2)
117(1)
119(2)
121(2)
94.6(1)
83.4(1)
88.4{I)
180.0
180.0
IS0.0

(lb)

112.7(4)
113.4(5)
106.6(6)
115.8(4)
103.6(6)
103.6(7)
113.5(4)
115.5(4)
103.6(5)
113.3(5)
106.7(6)
103.1(6)
116.0(4)
112.9(4)
103.5(6)
112.7(5)
103.7(6)
1071(6)
81.9(7)
139(1 )
139(1 )
79.8(6)
143(1)
137(2)
80.9(S)
139(1)
139(1)
121.9(9)
118.0(7)
118(1)
122(1 )
119.0(9)
121(1)
117.6(9)
122.4(8)
120.3(7)
119.7(7)
118(1)
121.9(9)
118.1(9)
121.8(8)
122.4(8)
117.5(7)
119.5(8)
120(1)
91(1 )
89(1)
89(1)
180.0
180.0
IS0.0

contrasts with the observed structures of (3) and (4) where in
both cases one Pt-Pt length is shorter than the other two."·
The mean Pt-Cu distance in (h) is 2.600(3) A and the mean

Pt-Au distance in (1b) is 2. 728(1)A. The latter is slightly shorter
than the Pt-Au distances found in the following tetrahedral
Pt,Au cluster compounds: [Pt,Au(COh{P(C6HII)}.r
[2.758(5) A].IO [Pt,Au(COh(SOz){P(C6H II),}.] + [2.758(5)
.1.]:1 [PtlAu(~-CI)(SOzh{P(C,H Ilhh{P(C6H•F-ph}]
[2.769(1) A]." and the trigonal bipyrimidal PtlAu! cluster
compound [Pt3AUl(~-Cl)(S02h{ P(.C,H11hb{P(C6H.F-
ph}:] [2.785(2) 1\).1%

In (la) and (tb) the opposite triangular metal planes are
parallel to within 0.12 and 0.060 respectively. The distances
between the centroids of the Pt] planes in the copper and gold
sandwich clusters are 4.270 [(la)] and 4.492 A [(lb)] which
reflects the difference of 0.127 A in the mean Pt- M separations.

The two triangles in each structure are twisted from an eclipsed
DJ. conformation by similar angles of 21.5 [Oa)] and 22.3°
[(lb)). Figure 3. In the analogous Hg complex (Hg:Pt)(~-
CNc,HJMez-2.6h(CNc,H3Mez-2.6hh] (1) the two Pt, tri-
angles are twisted by 11.0" from the eclipsed ccnforrnation.j
This relatively small twist angle may be related to the greater
length of the Pt-Hg bonds which results in the greater Pt,
triangle separation in (1) of 4.95 A. However, this simple steric
argument is not consistent with the observation that in the
cationic A~ sandwich [Ag{Pt3(~-COh<pPt]hhr (4) an
exactly staggered conformation (twist angle of 6QO) is adopted."
although the separation of the Pr, triangles (judged by the
Pt-Ag lengths) is greater than in either (la) or (Ib) potentially
allowing a more eclipsed conformation. Theoretical studies
have indicated that in clusters with layers of platinum triangles
the rotational barriers are very small and the observed solid-
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Fieure 3. A view of the cation (lb) showing the virtual Cl symmetry present in the clusters (M{Ptill-COh(PPh1hllJ·

state conformation could be influenced by crystal-packing
effects,"
The bridging CO ligands are symmetrically co-ordinated

around the platinum triangles with Pt-C distances in the ranges
2.03(3}-2.19(4) A for (1.) and 2.041(16}-2.126(17) A for (lb).
The Pt-P distances are in the ranges 2.235(10}-2.242(8) A for
(1a) and 2.242(4}-2.250(4) A for (lb). The carbonyls are dis-
placed from the planes of the three metal atoms and towards the
central Group 1B metal atom with mean deviations of the °
atoms from the Pt, planes being 0.28 [(la)] and 0.33 A ((1b)].
The phosphine ligands are also displaced from the plane of the
PtJ plane. but in this instance away from the central atom. with
mean P atom deviations from the plane of -0.88 for (la) and
-0.86 A for (lb). The mean angle between the Pt-P vectors
and the Pt) planes [-14.91 in (la) and -14.830 in (lb)] is
markedly greater than that of the Pt-C vectors [2.35 in (la) and
2.370in (Ib)] in both compounds. Displacement of the carbonyl
and organophosphine ligands from the Pt, plane in similar
directions were also observed in the related silver compound
(4).·
The bonding in the sandwich compounds of the type

described in this paper and in (2). (3). and (4) has been discussed
previously.9.1l The primary bonding interactions result from
the overlap of the Pt) ring orbitals of 01 symmetry and the
(n"+ l)s valence orbital of the Group IB metal atom. A three-
centre orbital interaction results and in [M {Pt)(~-CDh-
(PRlhbr (M ... Cu. Ag. or Au), which have a total of 94
valence electrons only the most stable in-phase combination is
occupied. In [Hg{PtJ(~-CNRh<CNRh}2]' (2), which has a
total of 96 valence electrons an additional orbital of °1•
symmetry is occupied, which is localised predominantly on the
Pt) triangles.

Experimental
The reactions were routinely carried out using Schlenk-line
techniques under an atmosphere of pure dry N l and using dry

oxygen-free solvents. Microanalyses (C. H. and N) were carried
out by Mr. M. Gascoyne and his stafT of this laboratory.
Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 1710 Fourier-
transform i.r, spectrometer as NUJol mulls between KBr discs
and calibrated using polystyrene film. Unless otherwise stated.
proton decoupled ) 1P and 19' Pt n.m.r. spectra were recorded in
deuteriated solvents on a Bruker AM250 spectrometer operat-
ing at 101.26and 53.77 MHz respectively. Chemical shifts were
referenced externally to aqueous solutions of trimethyl phos-
phate and Nal[PtCI.] respectively. Chemical shifts were taken
as positive to high frequency of the reference. Computer
simulations of the n.m.r. spectra were carried out using a
program developed by Professor R. K. Harns, then of the
University of East Anglia. and adopted for use on the Oxford
University VAX system by Dr. A. E. Derome.

Synthesis o/[Au{Pt)(,,-COh(PPh,hb]PF., (11)>).-(0) Using
(Au(MelS)CI]. (Pt)(jt-COh(PPh,).}C.H. (0.24 g. 0.13 mmol)
was dissolved in benzene (30 em ') and TIPF. (0.15 g. 0.43
mmol) added with stirring followed by (Au(MezS)CI] (0.04 g.
0.14 mmol). After 15min. a dark red solid gradually precipitated
as the solution became colourless. The solid was filtered ofTand
extracted with CHlClz' Addition of hexane gave, on standing.
deep red crystals of [Au{ Pt)(~-CDh(PPhlhh]PF •. Yield:
0.20 g (88~~).
(b) Using (Au(CO)CI]. The same product was obtained on

reacting (PtJ(,,-COh(PPhl).] (0.23 g. 0.13 mmol) with
[Au(CD)CI] (0.04 g. 0.13 mmo!) in the presence of TIPF. (0.14
g. 0.40 mmo!) according to the same procedure as above. Yield:
0.18 g (82~o) (Found: C, 41.6; H, 2.9; Au, 6.3: Pt. 34.0.
CII.H90AuF.O.P,Pt. requires C. 42.1; H, 2.8; Au. 6.1; Pt.
36.<r,~).I.r. (cm-I): v(CD) I 833v5. v( PF.) 8385. 11P_{IH: n.m.r.
in CDlCI: solution: oe 1P) 31.9 p.p.m. Single crystals were
grown for X-ray difTraction by slow difTusion of diethyl ether
into an acetone solution.
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T.ble J. Fractional atomic co-ordinates for [M{PtJ(j!·CO)J(PPhJh:zJPF. [M - Cu (I.) or Au lib)]
(1.) (lb)

Atom .T .1" z x .r :
Pt(l) -0.03782m 0.15204(2) 0.168 13C:!) -0.03966(2) 0.15108(4) 0.164 73(3)
PI(2) 0.02732(2) 0.28298(2) 0.16884(2) 0.02663(2) 0.28254(4) 0.164 74(3)
PI(3) -0.070 69(2) O.JIS 07(2) 0.16880(2) -0.072 17(2) 0.31625(4) 0.164 79(3)
M 0.00000 0.2SO46(7) 0.25000 0.00000 0.1499816) 0.:50 00
P(I) -00683(3) 0.0:1 5(3) 0.1353(2) -0.0700(2) 0.021 1(3) 0.1314(2)
P(2) 0.090 3(3) 0.3190(3) 0.134 7(3) 0.090 6(2) 0.318001 0.131 7(2)
P(3) -0.1374(3) 0.409 3(3) o.ns 0(4) -0.1387(2) 0.4110(3) 0.1316(2)
C(I) -0.1101(7) 0.1947(6) 0.1742(7) -0.109 2(6) 0.201 8(10) 0.1694(7)
0(1) -0.1489(5) 0.175 1(9) 0.1787(9) -0.148 5(5) 0.1776(8) 0.1768(5)
cm 0.0393(5) O.ISO7(9) 0.1715(5) 0.0384(5) 0.1482(9) 0.1681(6)
0(2) 0.0753(5) 0.099 9(9) 0.1783(9) 0.0738(5) 0.0987(8) 0.1780(5)
C(3) -0.0100(7) 0.409 6(7) 0.172 0(7) -0.0076(6) 0.400 7(11) 0.1692(7)
0(3) 0.0034(5) 0.4764(7) 0.180 8(7) 0.001 7(5) 0.4176(8) 0.1770(5)
C(llI) -0.1185(8) - 0.022 8(15) 0.IS97(8) -0.1194(4) -00242(7) 0.15i 3(4)
C(l12) -0.1623(8) - 0.069 3( IS) 0.128 7(8) -0.1625(4) -0.072 5(7) 0.1275(4)
C(lD) -0.1971(8) -0.1089(15) O.ISO7(8) -0.1972(4) -0.1111(7) 0.1496(4)
C(l14) -0.1880(8) -0.1021(15) 0.2037(8) -0.1888(4) -0.1014(7) 0.2014(4)
C(l15) -0.144 2(8) -0.0556(15) 0.2347(8) -0.1457(4) -0.0531(7) 0.2312(4)
C(l16) -0.1094(8) -0.0160(15) 0.2127(8) -0.1110(4) -0.014 S(7) 0.209 2(4)
C(121) -0.0979(9) 0.0249(17) 0.0672(7) -0.1000(5) 0.0233(9) 0.064 0(4)
C(122) -0.1162(9) 0.105 2(! 7) 0.044 4(7) -0.1170(5) 0.1032(9) 0.040 7(4)
C(l23) -0.140 9(9) 0.1107(17) -0.0089(7) -0.1412(S) 0.1076(9) -0.0118(4)
C(124) -0.1475(9) 0.0359(17) -0.0393(7) -0.1484(5) 0.0320(9) -0.0410(4)
cnz» -0.1292(9) - 0.044 4(17) -0.016 sm -0.1314(5) -0.0479(9) -0.0177(4)
C(126) -0104 4(9) - 0.049 9(17) 0.036 !I(7) -0.1072(5) -0.0523(9) 0.0348(4)
C(l31) -0.0202(7) - 0.064 2(12) 0.144 5(7) -0.021 1(4) -0.064 3(7) 0.1417(5)
0132) 0.0179(7) -0.057 3(12) 0.1196(7) 0.QI81(4) -0.0579(7) 0.1186(5)
C(133) 0.057 1(7) -0.1210(12) 0.1273(7) 0.0578(4) -0.1209(7) 0.1278(5)
C(l34) 0.0583(7) -0.1916(12) 0.1598(7) 0.0582(4) -0.190 5(7) 0.160 1(5)
C(l3S) 00202(7) -0.1985(12) 0.IS46(7) 0.0190(4) -0.1969(7) 0.1833(5)
C(l36) -0.0191(7) -0.134 8(12) 0.177 0(7) -0.020 6(4) -0.1338(7) 0.1741(5)
C(211) 0.1514(7) 0.2573(15) 0.1598(8) 0.1SO5(3) 0.2555(7) 0.1575(4)
C(212) 0.1696(7) 0.2410(15) 0.2128(S) 0.1672(3) 0.2377171 0.209 4(4)
0213) 0.2172(7) 0.1962(15) 0.23S 0(8) 0.214 ~(3) 0.19: 8(7) 0..2317(4)
C(214) 0..246;(7) 0.1677(15) 0.204 1(8) 0.245 1(3) 0.1657(7) 0.2022(4)
C(2IS) 0.2286(7) 0.1840(15) 0.1SI 1(8) 0.2284(3) 0.1835(7) O.ISO3(4)
C(216) 0.1809(7) 0.2:88(15) 0.1290(8) 0.1812(3) 0.2284(7) 0.1279(4)
C(2:!) 0.1136(10) 0.4308(13) 0.1454(10) 0.1135(4) 0.430 5(6) 0.1414(4)
C(222) 0.1645(10) 0.4SO6(13) 0.1783(10) 0.164 5(4) 0.4495(6) 0.1735(4)
C(223) 0.1812(10) 0.5373(13) 0.1860(10) 0.1808(4) 0.5359(6) 0.182914)
C(224) 0.1470(10) 0.604 1(13) 0.160 7(10) 0.1461(4) 0.6032(6) 0.1603(4)
C(22S) 0.096 1(10) 0.584 2(13) 0.1278(10) 0.0952(4) 0.584 1(6) 0.1282(4)
C(226) 0.0794(10) 0.4976(13) 0.120 2(10) 0.Q789(4) 0.4978(6) 0.1187(4)
cern 0.070 I( 10) 0.3077(17) 00674(8) 0.070 6(5) 0.305 S(9) 0.063 $(4)

CC23:) 0.028 7(10) 0.;492(17) 0.0460(8) 0.0279(S) 0.2SI ~9) 0.0404(4)
C(23J) 0.0124(10) 0.231 1(17) -0.006 7(8) 0.0114(5) 0.2388(9) -00121(4)
C(234) 0.0375(10) 0.2716(17) -0.0382(8) 0.0377(S) 0.2813(9) -0.0414(4)
cms) 0.0790(10) 0.330 I(17) -0.0169(8) 0.0804(5) 0.336 1(9) -0.0182(4)
C(236) O.09S3(10) 0.3482(17) 0.0359(8) 0.0968(5) 0.3483(9) 0.034 3(4)
C(3I1) -0.2012(8) 0.383 2( IS) 0.1440(8) -0.2014(4) 0.3858(7) 0.1416(5)
C(312) -0.2286(8) 0.308 3(15) 0.1212(8) -0.2283(4) 0.3109(7) 0.1190(S)
C(3I3) -0.275 1(8) 0.2842(15) 0.1307(8) -0.2746(4) 0.2858(7) 0.128S(S)
C(314) -0.2943(8) 0.335 1(15) 0.1630(8) -0.2939(4) 0.3356(7) 0.160 6(5)
C(31S) -0.2670(8) 0.4100(15) 0.1859(8) -0.267 ()(4) 0.410 5(7) 0.18J 2(5)
0316) -0.2204(8) 0.4341(15) 0.1764(8) -0.220 7(4) 0.4356(7) 0.173 7(5)
C(321) -0.1229(9) 0.5181(12) 0.1599(8) -0.1236(4) 0.5194(6) 0.1573(4)
c(2) -0.1398(9) 0.592 I( 12) 0.1293(8) -0.140 5(4) 0.5939(6) o.m 9(4)
C(323) -0.130 7(9) 0.6748(12) 0.1516(8) -0.1309(4) 0.6759(6) O.ISO5(4)
C(J24) -0.104 7(9) 0.6837(12) 0.204 5(8) -0.104 3(4) 0.6834(6) 0.2025.4)
C(32S) -0.OS78(9) 0.609 7(12) 0.235 1(8) -0.0874(4) 0.609~6) 0.2318(4)
C(3.26) -0.0969(9) 0.5270(12) 0.212 S(8) -0.097~4) 0.5269(6) 0.209 3(4)
cml) -0.1546(10) 0.4182(18) 0.066 5(8) -0.1563(5) 0.420 2(8) 0.0633(4)
C(332) -0.1160(10) 0.:1981(18) 0.043.7(8) -O.I20()(S) 0.394 6(8) 0.0394(4)
C(333) -0.1277(10) 0.4064(18) -0.009 6(8) -o.ni 7(S) 0.4029(8) -0.013 1(4)
0334) -0.1779(10) 0.4349(18) -0.0400(8) -0.1818(5) 0.4369(8) -0.0417(4)
C(33S, -0.2164(10) 0.4550(18) -0.0172(8) -0.2181(5) 0.4625(8) -0.0177(4)
C(J36) -0.204 7(10) 0.446 6(18) 0.0360(8) -0.20S 3(5) 0.454 2(8) 0.0347(4)
P(4) 0.7S000 0.2SOOO 0.500 00 0.7S000 0.2SOOO 0.50000
F(I) 0.6196(8) 0.2760( 13) 0.466 8(8) 0.7709(8) 0.309 8(13) 0.400 8(8)
F(2) 0.0749(6) 0.1624(14) 0.466 5(8) 0.806 7(6) 0.229 7(14) 0.534 7(8)
F(3) 0.07748(8) 0.1698(12) 0.4630(8) 0.7S34(S) 0.173 4(12) 0.4664(8)
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Synthesis of [Cu] PtJ(jJ·co)J( PPhJ)J: 2] PF 6' (la). Contact
between the product and metal implements v«. spatula) was
avoided in this synthesis since decomposition had been a
problem in early attempts. [PtJ(jJ·CO)J(PPhJ),,}C6H6 (0.40 g.
0.11 mmol) was dissolved in benzene (30 crn ') and [Cu-
(MeCN),,]PF 6 (0.08 g. 0.11 mmol) added with stirring. During
the course of an hour a deep red precipitate was formed as the
solution became almost colourless. The solid was filtered otTand
extracted into CH 2C12'Slow addition of diethyl ether gave deep
red crystals of [Cu:PtJ(jJ-CO)J(PPhJ)Jl:JPF6. Yield; 0.28 g
(81.0) (Found: C. 43.6; H. ao. Cu, 2.1. c., ..H90CuF606P7Pt6
requires C. 43.9; H. 2.8; Cu. 2.<r;~). X-Ray microanalysis
confirmed that the Pt.Cu atom ratio was 6: I. LT. (cm' '):
v(CO) I 837vs. v(PF6) 839s. Single crystals were grown for X-.
ray diffraction by slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a CH2CI:
solution.

Reaction v)[PtJ(jJ-CO)J:PtC6HII)J:J] with [Au(CO)CI).-
[PtJ(~-COh{P(C6Hllhh}C6H6 (0.30 g. 0.19 mmol) was
dissolved in benzene (25 em'). TlPF 6 (0.10 g. 0.29 mmol) and
[Au(CO)CI] (25 mg. 0.10 rnrnol) were added and the solution
stirred for 12 h during which time it darkened considerably. The
solvent was removed in t'QCUO and the residue extracted into
CHlCll· Addition of ethanol gave. on standing at - 20 'C.
bright red crystals of[PtJAu(~-COhl P(C6H II)J },,]PF6. Yield:
0.14 g l35·~ based on Pt) (Found: C. 42.6: H. 5.9. C.~-
H IJzAuF 60JP 5PtJ requires C. 42.2; H. o.2~.). J i po; 1H; Nrn.r,
in CDJCll solution: li(31P) 51.8 (3 Pl. 82.4 (I P) p.p.m. (lit. I I
51.9.82.7 p.p.m.).

X-Ray Structure Anatyses=-Crystal data for (la). C1I"H90-

CuF606P.Pt6• M ... 3118.54. monoclinic. space group a.'c.
0= 26.583(3). b = 15.331(2). c = 27.366(3) A. ~ = 108.56(2)",
U '"" 10 554A l. F(OOO)= 5852. jJ(Mo-K.> = 79.42 cm:',
Z = 4. D, = 1.96 g cm-).

Crystal data/or (Ib), CII4H90AuF606P7Pt6 ••H = 3252.22.
monoclinic. space group O'C. 0= 26.637(3). b = 15.371(2).
c = 27.821(3) A. 13... 108.73(2)'. L' = 10788 A'. F(OOO) =
7 452. ~(Mo-K.) = 155.05 cnr". Z = 4. Dc = 2.00 g cm-J•

The methods of data collection. data processing. and
absorption correction used for compounds (la) and (Ib) are
similar to those described previously. I" The crystals selected for
data collection had dimensions 0.44 x 0.48 x 0.21 mm [(la)]
and 0.24 x 0.24 x 0.16 mm [Ob)]. A scan width of 0.8' was
used to collect data in the a range 3-25" for both crystals. 360
Azimuthal scan data for (la) and 432 for (tb) were used in
absorption correction and relative transmission factors varied
from 1.000 to 0.810 for (la) and 1.000 to 0.903 for (Ib).
Equivalent reflections were merged to give 5998 data for (la)
and 5 050 data for (I b) with fia(!) ~ 3.0.

StruCfure solution and refinement.I' For (Ib) the three
independent platinum atoms and the gold atom were found
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from a Patterson synthests. The structure of (la)" as assumed to
be isomorphous with ( lb) from the close relationships in the
unit-cell dimensions and systematic absences. The metal
positions from (Ib) were therefore used as a starting set in the
solution of (Ia). The remaining non- hydrogen atoms v.ere
found from subsequent difference Fourier syntheses. after
several cycles of refinement of metal atom parameters. Blocked
full-matrix least-squares refinement of the atomic positional
and thermal parameters converged at final R and R' values of
0.0443 and 0.0442 respectively for (la) and 0.0484 and 0.0404
respectively for (I b). The phenyl rings were treated as rigid
hexagons (C-C = 1.395 AI and the hydrogen atoms were
included in the structure factor calculations at calculated
positions (C-H '"' 1.08 A) with fixed thermal parameters ofO.08
A I. Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to the
metals. phosphorus. and fluorine atoms during the final cycles
of least-squares refinement for both (11) and Ob). Fractional
atomic co-ordinates are gi\ en in Table ~.
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The Heteronuclear Cluster Chemistry of the Group 1B Metals. Part 5.' X-Ray
Crystal Structure and Dynamic Behaviour of the Heptanuclear Mixed-metal
Cluster [Au3Ru4(fL-H)(CO)u(fL-PhaPCHaPPha)(PPh3)]t

Trushar Adatia and Mary McPartlin· .
School of Chemistry, The Polytechnic of North London, London N7 8DB
Ian O. Salter"
Department of Chemistry, University of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4QD

A single-crystal X-ray diffraction study of the mixed-metal gold cluster [Au3Ru.(Jl-H) (CO)12(Jl-
Ph2PCH2PPh2) (PPh3)] (1) reveals a different core geometry to the bicapped trigonal-bipyramidal
structure adopted by the closely related species [Au3Ru.(Jl3-H) (CO),2(PPh3)3] (2). The metal
skeleton of (1) may be described as a distorted Au2Ru3 square pyramid with two adjacent
triangular faces capped by the metal atoms of a RU(CO)3 and a Au(PPh3) unit. The Ph2PCH2PPh2
group bridges the Au-Au edge of the square base of the pyramid. the hydrido ligand bridges a
Ru-Ru edge of the capping RU(CO)3 unit, and each ruthenium atom is bonded to three
terminal carbonyl groups. Knowledge of the structure of (1) allows further insight into the nature
of the dynamic behaviour that (1) and (2) exhibit in solution at ambient temperature.

Although mixed-metal cluster compounds containing one or
more Au(PRl) (R = alkyl or aryl) groups are currently
attracting a great deal of attention, 1-3 detailed investigations of
similar species with bidentate diphosphines remain rare. 1.•. s The
structure of [Au3Ru.(J..l-H)(CO)dJ..l-Ph2PCH2PPh2)(PPh)]
(I) has been determined to investigate the relationship between
its skeletal geometry and that of its tris(monodentate phos-
phine) analogue [Au3Ru.(J..ll-H)(CO)12(PPh3h] (2).J The
work was prompted by the recent observation that when two
PPh3 groups in the hexanuclear species [Au2Ru4(J..l3-H)(Il-
H)(CO)I2(PPh3h] (3) are replaced by one Ph2PCHlPPhl
ligand in [Au2Ru4(J..l3-H)(J..l-H)(CO)J2(J..l-Ph2PCH2PPh2)] (4),
the metal core structure of the cluster is altered from a capped
trigonal bipyramid to a capped square pyramid.l-" Previously,
because of the close similarity between the i.r. and 1H n.m.r.
spectroscopic data of the heptanuclear clusters (I) and (2), it
had been thought that (I) adopted the same bicapped trigonal-
bipyramidal metal core geometry as that earlier established for
its tris(monodentate phosphine) analogue (2) by X-ray dif-
fraction study.'

Results and Discussion
The X-ray structure analysis shows that the Au3Ru4 skeleton of
(I) is not based on a trigonal-bipyrarnidal geometry as
originally thought.! but may be described as a distorted Au2Ru3
square pyramid, capped on two adjacent triangular faces by a
Ru(COh and a Au(PPh3) unit. The molecular configuration of
(I) is illustrated in the Figure, and selected interatomic distances
and bond angles are summarised in Table 1.

The basal atoms Au(I), Au(2), Ru(2), and Ru(3) and the
apical atom Ru(l) define the square pyramid and the
Au(l)Ru(l)Ru(2) and Ru(1)Ru(2)Ru(3) faces of this Au2Ru3
unit are capped by Au(3) and Ru(4), respectively. The
Ph2PCH2PPh2 ligand bridges the two gold atoms Au(l) and
Au(2), which form one edge of the square base, the hydrido
ligand bridges one edge, Ru(3)-Ru(4), of the RU4 tetrahedral

t t ,2-11-[Bis( diphenylphosphino )methane ]-4,4,4,S.S,S,6.6,6. 7,7,7 -dode-
cacarbonyl-6, 7-u-hydrido- 3-triphenylphosphine-cyclo-1 ,2.3-trigold·
4.S.6,7-tetraruthenium (2 Au-Au) (6 Au-Ru) (6 Ru-Ruv.
Supplementary data available: see Instructions for Authors, J. Chern.
Soc .• Dalton Trans.• 1988, Issue I, pp. xvii-xx.

cap, and each ruthenium atom is bonded to three essentially
linear carbonyl groups [M-C-O 165(2}-177(3)O]. There are
several short Au··· C(carbonyl) intramolecular contacts
[2.51(3}-2.84(4) A]; similar short distances have been ob-
served previously between carbonyl ligands and gold atoms in
other heteronuclear cluster compounds. 1.7-9

Although the Au(l)-Au(3) edge of the Au2Rul tetrahedral
cap is unbridged, whereas the Au(l)-Au(2) edge of the square
pyramid is bridged by the bidentate diphosphine ligand, there
is only a slight difference between the two Au-Au separations
[2.749(2) and 2.758(2) A respectively]. Both of these Au-Au
distances are markedly shorter than those found in the tris-
(monodentate phosphine) analogue (2) [2.822(2) and 2.838(2)
A]3 and it is interesting that in the gold-ruthenium diphosphine
clusters [Au2Ru.(J..ll-H)(J..l-H)(CO)I2(J..l-Ph2PCH2PPh2)] and
[AU2Ru3(J..lJ-S)(COMJ..l-PhlPCH2PPhl)] the Au-Au edges
bridged by the Ph2PCH2PPh2 ligand are also considerably
longer [2.823( 1) s and 2.802(1) 1A respectively] than the Au-Au
distances in (I). The Au-Ru distances observed in (I)
[2.762(3}-2.920(2) A] cover a similar range to those found in
(2) [2.825(2}-3.011(3) A],l but the individual bond lengths are
slightly shorter in the former cluster. As observed in (2),3 the
unbridged Ru-Ru edges of the RU4 tetrahedron in (I)
[Ru(l ~Ru(4), Ru(2~Ru(3), Ru(2~Ru(4), and Ru(3~Ru(4)]
are shorter [2.774(3)-2.931(3) A] than the Ru-Ru distances
bridged by the gold atoms [Ru(I)-Ru(2) 3.044(3) and
Ru(l)-Ru(3) 2.967(4) A].

The molecular configuration of (I) clearly exhibits a
difference in the mode of bonding of the two basal gold atoms
spanned by the bidentate diphosphine group. Both Au atoms
are bonded to the apical atom Ru(1) but, in addition, Au(1) is
also bonded to the capping atom Au(3). This difference is
reflected in different Au-P bond lengths [Au(l ~P(1) 2.287(8)
and Au(2~P(2) 2.307(8) Al Although the differences in these
Au-P distances are of low significance, the larger value, that to
the uncapped gold atom [Au(2)], is very close to the Au-P bond
lengths found in the structurally related hexanuclear cluster (4)
[2.304(3) and 2.309(3) A],IO where both gold atoms exhibit
similar uncapped basal environments to that adopted by Au(2).

The metal core geometry of (1) is very closely related to the
capped square-pyramidal structure adopted by the hexanuclear
cluster (4),~with one AuRu2 face of the latter being capped by a .
Au(PPh) group in the heptanuclear species. Interestingly, the
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Figure. The molecular structure of [Au)Ru.(II-H)(CO)ll(II-Ph2PCHlPPhl)(PPh3)] (1) showing the bicapped square-pyramidal metal framework.
The carbonyl C-atoms have the same numbers as the oxygens to which they are bonded

(PPh)l_Au
(Ph,PlAU- I~AU(PPh"

/7
Rurcoi,
C2)

(3)
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Table I. Selected bond lengths (A), and angles (0), with estimated standard deviations in parentheses, (or [AU3Ru.(I'-H)(CO)1l(1'-
Ph2PCH2PPh2)(PPh3)] (I)

Au(I~Au(2) 2:758(2) Au(I~Au(3) 2.749(2) Ru(3~Ru(4) 2.931(4) Ru(3)-C(31) 1.83(4)
Au(1~Ru(l) 2.920(2) Au(I~Ru(2) 2.781(2) Ru(3)-C(32) 1.86(3) Ru(3)-C(33) 1.88(3)
Au(l~P(I ) 2.287(8) Au(2~Ru(l) 2.762(3) Ru(3~H 1.857 Ru(4)-C(41) 1.94(4)
Au(2~Ru(3) 2.869(2) Au(2~P(2) 2.307(8) Ru(4)-C(42) 1.91(3) Ru(4)-C(43) 1.84(3)
Au(3~Ru(l) 2.812(3) Au(3~Ru(2) 2.898(3) Ru(4~H 1.845 P(I)-C(I ) 1.87(3)
Au(3~P(3) 2.305(9) Ru(l~Ru(2) 3.044(3) P(I)-C( 111) 1.798(23) P(1)-C(l21 ) 1.82(3)
Ru(1~Ru(3) 2.967(4) Ru(l~Ru(4) 2.847(3) P(2)-C(I) 1.80(3) P(2)-C(211) 1.779(21)
Ru(1)-C(11) 1.85(3) Ru(l )-CO2) 1.92(3) P(2)-C(22I ) 1.82(3) P(3)-C(311) 1.801(18)
Ru(l)-C(13) 1.90(3) Ru(2~Ru(3) 2.840(4) P(3)-C(321) 1.795(23) P(3)-C(331) 1.800(24)
Ru(2~Ru(4) 2.774(3) Ru(2)-C(21) 1.92(4) Ru-CO 1.82(3)- Mean Ru-CO 1.86(3)
Ru(2)-C(22) 1.82(3) Ru(2)-C(23) 1.89(3) 1.94(4)

Au(3~Au( I~Au(2) 115.6(1) Ru(l~Au(l~Au(2) 58.1(1) Au(3~R u(2~Au( I) 57.9(1) Ru(1~Ru(2~Au(1) 60.0(1)
Ru(I~Au(I~Au(3) 59.4(1) Ru(2~Au(I~Au(2) 101.6(1) Ru(I~Ru(2~Au(3) 56.4(1) Ru(3~Ru(2~Au(l) 78.3(1)
Ru(2~Au(l~Au(3) 63.2(1) Ru(2~Au(l~Ru(l) 64.5(1) Ru(3~Ru(2~Au(3) 114.8(1) Ru(3)-Ru(2~Ru(l) 60.4(1)
P(1~Au(1)-Au(2) 90.0(2) P(1 )-Au( I)-Au(3) 132.6(2) Ru(4)-Ru(2~Au(1) 117.3(1) Ru(4)-Ru(2)-Au(3) 95.4(I)
P(I ~Au(l )-Ru(1) 140.0(2) P(I~AuO)-Ru(2) 153.2(2) Ru(4)-Ru(2~Ru(1) 58.4(1) Ru(4)-Ru(2~Ru(3) 62.9(1)
Ru(1 )-Au(2)-Au(l) 63.9(1) Ru(3~Au(2)-Au(l) 78.2(1) Ru(2~Ru(3)-Ru(1) 63.2(1) Ru(4)-Ru(3)-Au(2) 113.8(1)
Ru(3)-Au(2~Ru(1) 63.6(1) P(2)-Au(2)-Au(l) 98.8(2) Ru(4)-Ru(3~Ru(1 ) 57.7(1) Ru(4)-Ru(3)-Ru(2) 57.4(1)
P(2)-Au(2)-Ru(l ) 156.3(3) P(2)-Au(2)-Ru(3) 131.6(2) Ru(2)-Ru(4)-Ru(l) 65.6(1) Ru(3)-Ru(4)-Ru(l) 61.8(1)
Ru(1)-Au(3~Au(1) 63.3(1) Ru(2)-Au(3)-Au(l ) 58.9(1) Ru(3)-Ru(4)-Ru(2) 59.6(1) C(41)-Ru(4)-Ru(l) 105.0(9)
Ru(2)-Au(3)-Ru(l ) 64.4(1) P(3)-Au(3)-Au(1 ) 131.1(2) . C(111)-P(1)-Au(l) 114.9(7) C( II I)-P(1)-C(I) 108(1)
P(3)-Au(3)-Ru(1 ) 152.9(2) P(3)-Au(3)-Ru(2) 141.3(2) C(l21)-P(1)-Au(1) 118.9(7) C(12t)- P(1)-C(I ) tOI(l)
Au(2)-Ru( I )-Au(i) 58.0(1) Au(3)-Ru(I)-Au(i ) 57.3(1) C(211)-P(2)-Au(2) 119.0(8) C(211)-P(2)-C(1) 105(1)
Au(3)-Ru(l )-Au(2) 113.4(1) Ru(2)-Ru(I)-Au(l ) 55.5(1) cml )-P(2)-A u(2) 117.2(8) C(221)-P(2)-C(I) 101(1)
Ru(2)-Ru( I )-Au(2) 95.2(1) Ru(2)-Ru(l)-Au(3) 59.2(1) C(321)-P(3)-Au(3) 113.4(7) C(321)-P(3)-C(311) 104.6(9)
Ru(3)-Ru(1 )-Au(1) 74.2(1) RuO)-Ru(1 )-Au(2) 60.0(1) C(331)-P(3)-Au(3) 110.4(9) C(331)-P(3)-C(311) 106(1)
Ru(3)-Ru( I )-Au(3) 113.5(1) Ru(3)-Ru(1 )-Ru(2) 56.4(1) C(311)-P(3)-Au(3) 115.7(8) Mean Ru-C-O 174(3)
Ru(4)-Ru(l)-Au(1 ) 110.7(1) Ru(4)-Ru(I)-Au(2) 120.1(1) Ru-C-O 165(2)-
Ru(4)-Ru(l)-Au(3) 95.7(1) Ru(4)-Ru(l)-Ru(2) 56.1(1) 177(3)
Ru(4)-Ru(l)-Ru(3) 60.5(1) C(lI)-Ru(l)-Au(l) 140(1)

same structural relationship is also observed between the metal
frameworks of (2) and (3), with one AuRuz face of the capped
trigonal-bipyramidal core? of the hexanuelear species (3) being
capped by an extra Au(PPh3) fragment in the heptanuclear
cluster (2).) Thus, replacing two PPh) groups attached to gold
atoms in (2) and (3) by a PhzPCHzPPhl ligand causes a very
similar distortion of the metal core geometry in both cases.

The tris(monodentate phosphine) heptanuclear cluster (2) is
known to exhibit interesting dynamic behaviour in solution at
ambient temperatures. Previous variable-temperature IHand
31p_{IH} n.m.r. studies indicate that the metal framework is
undergoing an intramolecular rearrangement which exchanges
the three gold atoms between the two distinct coinage metal
sites in the ground-state structure." Similar studies on the
analogous heptanuclear cluster (1) show that the two
phosphorus nuclei of the PhzPCH1PPh1 group are equivalent
on the n.m.r. time-scale." As this observation is inconsistent
with the ground-state structure of [Au3Ru.(J'-H)(CO)I2(I'-
Ph2PCH1PPh2)(PPh3)] (1) and no low-energy pathways for
direct scrambling of phosphorus ligands have been reported, it
would seem that the metal skeleton of (I) is also undergoing an
intramolecular rearrangement in solution and that the fluxional
process exchanges the environments of the two gold atoms
attached to the bidentate diphosphine group between the two
distinct types observed at Au(I) and Au(2).

A restricted Berry pseudo-rotation mechanism has previously
been proposed,1.5.6.s for the intramolecular metal core re-
arrangements exhibited by a variety ofheteronuclear Group 18
metal clusters which have a trigonal-bipyramidal MlRu)
(M = Cu, Ag,or Au) unit incorporated into their metal skeletons.
In the present work it has been shown that [Au)Ru.(I'-
H)(CO)12(I1-PhlPCH2PPh2)(PPh)] (1) has a solid-state

structure with a metal core markedly distorted from the bicapped
trigonal-bipyrarnidal geometry, observed in its analogue
[Au)Ru.(113-H)(CO)u(PPh)h] (2), towards a bicapped
square-pyramidal arrangement of the type required as an
intermediate in the above mechanism. This observation
provides further evidence for the theory that metal core
rearrangements are also implicated in the dynamic behaviour of
these clusters. In the case of the tris(monodentate phosphine)
cluster (2), which has two distinct phosphorus environments in
the solid state, a series of site interchanges between the central
and each of the outer positions must be invoked to explain the
equivalence of the phosphorus atoms. It is reasonable to
propose that this Au)Ru4 core rearrangement, like that of the
M2Ru) clusters, proceeds by a series of metal core site
exchanges involving a Berry pseudo-rotation exchange of two
gold atoms, but here further accompanied by a concomitant
movement of the third gold atom to an equivalent site bridging
a different face. In the case of (I) it is the two phosphorus atoms
of a bidentate ligand that are equivalent and this restricts the
mobility of the two gold atoms they bridge. In the original
report of the n.m.r. data insufficient evidence was available to
conclude whether the Au(PPh) group in (I) was involved in the
rearrangement. 3 The structure established in the X-ray analysis
makes most probable a series of polyhedral rearrangements
which interchange the third gold atom, Au(3) in the Figure,
between the site capping the Au(l)Rul face to one capping a
Au(2)Ru1 face, thus making the environments of Au(l) and
Au(2) equivalent on the n.m.r. time-scale. This could proceed by
a successive change in bonding of the Au(3) atom between face-
capping and edge-bridging sites, known to be relatively similar
in energy,"-Il accompanied by an overall rearrangement of
the framework by a Berry pseudo-rotation mechanism.
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Table 2. Fractional atomic co-ordinates, with estimated standard deviations in parentheses. for [AulRu.(II-H)(CO)12(II·Ph2PCHlPPhl)(PPhl)] (1)

Atom x .I' : Atom x y z

Au(!) 0.09544(8) 0.16080(4) 0.21592(9) C(116) 0.032 6(12) 0.158 6(7) -0.013 4(14)
Au(2) -0.041 71(8) 0.09767(5) 0.24657(S) C(1I1) -0.026 4(12) 0.195 4(7) 0.010 0( 14)
Au(3) 0.244 23(8) 0.10603(5) 0.19473(8) C(l22) 0.007 3(15) 0.316 8(10) 0.192 0( 14)
Ru(!) 0.12232(16) 0.04820(9) 0.268 96(16) C(123) 0.023 0(15) 0.372 2(10) 0.192 7(14)
Ru(2) 0.22691(16) 0.14212(9) 0.36643(16) C(l24) 0.048 3(15) 0.396 6(10) 0.121 7(14)
Ru(3) 0.072 42(16) 0.104 50(10) 0.41840(15) C(125) 0.057 8(15) 0.365 7(10) 0.049 8(14)
Ru(4) 0.23503(17) 0.03997(9) 0.43950(16) C(126) 0.042 1(15) 0.310 4(10) 0.049 0( 14)
P(I) -0.0051(6) 0.2141(3) 0.123 9(5) C(l21) 0.016 8(15) 0.285 9(10) 0.120 1(14)
P(2) -0.160 0(6) 0.150 1(3) 0.176S(6) C(212) -0.306 0(14) 0.152 3(S) 0.0360(14)
P(3) 0.332 S(5) 0.117 0(3) 0.0950(5) C(213) -0.350 1(14) 0.138 8(8) -0.049 3(14)
C(II) 0.0582(21) -0.009 9(13) 0.2969(20) C(214) -0.311 6(14) 0.102 4(8) -0.097 8(14)
0(11) 0.0170(16) -0.0460(10) 0.309 7(16) C(215) -0.229 1(14) 0.079 4(8) -0.061 1(14)
C(l2) 0.221 3(23) 0.0020(13) 0.264 8(21) C(216) -0.185 1(14) 0.092 9(8) 0.024 1(14)
0(12) 0.2742(15) -0.0269(9) 0.2523(14) C(2I1) -0.223 5(14) 0.129 3(8) 0.072 7(14)
C(13) 0.064 6(22) 0.0424(13) 0.1486(22) C(221) -0.240 4(14) 0.170 0(10) 0.240 5(14)
0(13) 0.040 7(16) 0.0342(10) 0.072 0(16) C(222) -0.274 5(14) 0.128 2(10) 0.282 7(14)
C(21) 0.344 0(25) 0.1534(13) 0.3463(22) C(223) -0.338 3(14) 0.139 0(10) 0.331 2(14)
0(21) 0.4165(16) 0.1617(9) 0.343 2(15) C(224) -0.367 9(14) 0.191 6(10) 0.337 6(14)
C(22) 0.2576(23) 0.1594(13) 0.4827(23) C(225) -0.333 8(14) 0.233 4(10) 0.295 3(14)
0(22) 0.2875(18) 0.172 5(10) 0.556 1(18) C(226) -0.270 0(14) 0.222 7(10) 0.246 8(14)
Cm) 0.190 5(20) 0.2140(12) 0.3380(19) C(3II) 0.282 2(12) 0.099 4(7) -0.016 8(9)
0(23) 0.1813(17) 0.260 8(10) 0.3371(16) C(312) 0.224 9(12) 0.055 3(7) -0.034 1(9)
COl) -0.0257(25) 0.0635(14) 0.421 4(24) C(313) 0.187 0(12) 0.040 8(7) -0.120 6(9)
0(31) -0.0946(19) 0.040 5(11) 0.4293(17) C(314) 0.206 4(12) 0.070 5(7) -0.189 8(9)
CO2) 0.0942(21) 0.1223(12) 0.5366(21 ) C(315) 0.263 6(12) 0.114 6(7) -0.172 6(9)
0(32) 0.111 2(16) 0.1323(9) 0.6106(17) C(316) 0.301 5(12) 0.129 1(7) -0.086 1(9)

033) 0.0195(20) . 0.172 6(12) 0.3914(19) cml) 0.433 5(11) 0.D78 2(7) 0.120 7(14)

003) -0.0129(14) 0.215 1(8) 0.3805(13) C(322) 0.489 0(11) 0.072 3(7) 0.061 9(14)
C(41) 0.355 }(22) 0.0398(12) 0.4203(20) C(323) 0.564 8(11) 0.040 0(7) 0.083 9(14)

0(41) 0.4252(16) 0.0372(9) 0.4100(14) C(324) 0.585 1(11) 0.013 6(7) 0.164 7(14)
C(42) 0.2228(21) -0.0357(13) 0.4534(20) C(325) 0.529 6(11) 0.019 5(7) 0.223 5(14)
0(42) 0.2171(18) - 0.082 3(11) 0.4515(17) C(326) 0.453 9(11) 0.051 8(7) 0.201 5(14)
(43) 0.277 0(23) 0.0463(13) 0.5588(23) C(331) 0.367 2(17) 0.186 1(7) 0.092 6(14)
0(43) 0.2997(IS) 0.051 5(10) 0.6348(18) C(332) 0.455 4(17) 0.203 7(7) 0.109 8(14)
C(I) -0.1140(19) 0.2144(10) 0.157 5(19) C(333) 0474 3(17) 0.258 5(7) 0.107 3(14)
C(l12) -0.0982(12) 0.2147(7) -0.0533(14) C(334) 0.405 0(17) 0.295 8(7) 0.087 5(14)
COI3) -0.1110(12) 0.1972(7) -0.140 ()(14) C(335) 0.316 9(17) 0.278 3(7) 0.070 3(14)
C(II4) -0.0520(12) 0.160 4(7) -0.1634(14) C(336) 0.298 0(17) 0.224 4(7) 0.072 9(14)
C(IIS) 0.019 8( I2l 0.1410(7) -0.100 1(14) H 0.121 2S 0.038 41 0.458 80

Experimental
The cluster [AuJRu4(j.I-H)(CO)12(j.I-Ph2PCH2PPh2)(PPhJ)]
(1) was prepared as previously described J and crystals suitable
for X-ray diffraction studies were grown slowly. by layer
diffusion. from a dichloromethane-light petroleum (b.p, 40-60
0c) solution at -20°C.

Crystal Data.-CssHJ8AuJOI2PJRu4' M = 1978. mono-
clinic. space group P2';n, a = 15.412(2), b = 24.835(3), c =
15.613(2) A.13 = 102.87(2)°, U = 5832.57 A3, F(OOO)= 3688.
j.I(Mo-K.) = 82.76 cm'", Z = 4, and D, = 2.25 g cm-3.
The methods of data collection, data processing, and ab-

sorption correction used for (1) were similar to those described
previously.l" The crystal selected for data collection had
dimensions 0.44 x 0.48 x 0.21 mm. A scan width of 0.8° was
used to collect data in the e range 3-25°. 360 Azimuthal scan
data were used in absorption correction and relative trans-
mission factors varied from 1.000 to 0.810. Equivalent reflec-
tions were merged to give 5998 data with I/cr(l) > 3.0.

Structure Solution and Refinement. B_ The structure of (1)
was solved from a Patterson synthesis in which two gold atoms
were located. The remaining metal and non-hydrogen atoms
were found from subsequent difference Fourier syntheses. The

hydrido ligand site was deduced from potential energy
minimisation calculations.l" and was included in the structure
factor calculations with a thermal parameter U ofO.08 A2, but
not refined. Blocked full-matrix refinement of the atomic
positional and thermal parameters converged to final Rand
R' values of 0.0443 and 0.0442 respectively. The phenyl groups
were treated as rigid hexagons [d(C-C) = 1.395 A] and the
hydrogen atoms were included in the structure factor
calculations at calculated positions [d(C-H) = 1.08 A] with
fixed thermal parameters of 0.08 A. 2• Anisotropic thermal
parameters were assigned to the metal, and P atoms during the
final cycles of refinement.
Fractional atomic co-ordinates are listed in Table 2.

Additional material available from the Cambridge Crystal-
lographic Data Centre comprises thermal parameters, H-
atom co-ordinates, and intermolecular distances.
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of [("l!5-CsHs){OC)aMo{rt-Ag (PPh3)}{rt-PPha) Mn( CO )4] and [("l-CsHs)(OC)a-
MO(rt-l)(rt-PPha)Mn(CO)4] t

Andrew D. Horton and Martin J. Mays'
University Chemical Laboratory. Lensfield Road. Cambridge CB2 1EW
Trushar Adatia. Kim Henrick. and Mary McPartlin
School of Chemistry. The Polytechnic of North London. Hol/oway Road. London N7 8D8

Deprotonation of [(11'- CaHa)(OC) zMo(J.!- H)(J.!-PPha) M n(CO),] with base gives the heterodinuclear
anion [(ll'-C.H,) (OC)zMo(J.!· PPha) Mn(CO),] - which has been isolated as its [N Et,] + salt. This
anion reacts with complexes of Group 1Bmetals to give heterotrinuclear complexes of the type
[(TJ'·CsHs)(OC)aMo(J.!·Ml)(J.!.PPha)Mn(CO).J [Ml = Au(PPhl). Au(PMezPh). or Ag(PPh1)]. A
single-crystal X-ray diffraction study established the structure of the silver-containinq complex. The
metal atom triangle [Mo-Mn 3.190(2). Ag-Mn 2.664(2). and Ag-Mo 2.874(2) A) is bridged by a
PPha group along the Mo-Mn edge [Mo-P 2.387(4) and Mn-P 2.272(4) A]. The bridging phos-
phorus atom lies 0.3 A out of the plane of the three metal atoms resulting in an angle between this
plane and the Mo-Mn-(J.!-P) plane of 7.59°. The phosphorus atom in the PPh3 group lies 0.11 A
out of the Mo-Mn-Ag plane on the same side of the plane as the phosphido ligand. The hetero-
dinuclear anion reacts with iodine to give. as the major product. the iodo-bridged compound
[(TJ'· CsHs)(OC)aM 0 (J.!·I)(J.!·PPh2) M n(CO).J which has been characterised by a sinqle-crvstal X ·ray
diffraction study. The two metal atoms in this complex are 3.978(2) A apart indicating the absence
of a metal-metal bond and the angle between the planes defined by Mo-Mn-(J.!·I) and Mo-Mn-
(j.l- P) is 145.0·. Loss of one molecule of CO during the reaction of the heterodinuclear anion with
la accounts for the formation of [(ll'·C,H,)(OC)aMo(J.!·I)(J.!.PPha)Mn(CO)3] which is obtained
as a minor product. The major product is converted in near Quantitative yield into the minor product
on photolysis and the minor product is similarly converted into the major product on treatment with
CO.

The deprotonation of hydrogen-bridged metal-metal bonds is
a common route to anionic homodinuclear metal carbonyl
complexes 1-3 and has been extended in a limited number of
cases to the formation of anionic heteronuc1ear derivatives."
The reactions of anions formed in this wav have not been widelv
studied. although treatment with complexes of other metals
and. in particular. those of Groups 1B.I.l·5-1 2B.9 and 81 has
been used to obtain a variety of mixed-metal complexes.
The reaction of [Mn(COhr with [MO(CO)6J gives a

. molybdenum-manganese anionic complex. [MoMn(CO)lor.-
which was isolated as its tetramethylammonium salt.? This
complex undergoes metal-metal bond fission under mild
conditions and a neutral protonated analogue could not be
obtained. We have previously reported the preparation of the
phosphide-bridged molybdenum-manganese complex, [(11'-
C,H 5)(OChMo(~.H)(~-PPhl)Mn(CO),].lo and. in this paper,
we describe its deprotonation to give the corresponding anion.
The reactions of this anion with complexes of Group 1B
metals and with 12 are also reported. The preparation of the
closely related anion [(TJ5-C5H5)(OC)lMo{~.P(C6H.Me·ph}-
Mn(CO).r has recently been described by Casey and
Bullock II but its protonation was the only reaction of this
anion which was investigated.

t 1.1.1.1.2.:!· Hexacarbon yl·2-11-cyclopentadienyl·l1-diphenylphosph·
idO-Il.triphenylphosphineargentio-manganescmolybdenum(,\f'n-Mo)
and l,l.1,l,2.2-hexacarbonyl·2-11-cyclopentadienyl·j.I-diphenylpbOl-
phidO-j.l-iodo-manganesemolybdenum.

Supplementary data available: see Instructions for Authors, J. Chem.
Soc .. Dalton Trans: 1988. Issue I, pp. lvii-xx.

Results and Discussion
Preparation and Properties of [~Et4J(l1'·C,H ,)(~C>: Mo-

(I-I.PPh2)Mn(CO),].-Reaction of[(l1'·C,H,)(OChMo(~-H)-
(I-I·PPh1)Mn(CO).J (1) with KOH in absolute ethanol leads to
the formation of a dark red solution of K(,,'.C,H,)(OCh·
MO(I-I-PPh1)Mn(CO).J from which [NEt,J[(,,'·C,H,)(OCh-
MO(I-I.PPh1)Mn(CO),J (1) was obtained as an orange solid
after metathesis with f'lEt~JBr and precipitation from Et:O-
CH2CI1 (1: 1). Complex (1) was identified by comparison of its
i.r. and IH n.m.r. spectra with those of the analogous complex
prepared by Casey and Bullock.11 The temperature dependence
of the IH n.m.r. resonances due to the phenyl group over the
range 213-321 K is again attributed to a fluxional process
which interconverts the environments of the two phenyl groups
in a similar manner to that postulated for the ~-P(C6H.·ph
complex II and to that which interconverts the methyl groups in
[('1'.C $H$)(OChMo().1.As:"1e:)Fe(CO).a·11

Reactions of the Anion (2) with Group I B Meta! Complexes.-
Reaction of complex (2) at room temperature in CH1CI1
solution with a small excess of [Aul(PPh)]. [AuCl(PMezPh)],
or [(AgCl(PPh3)}.J gives the heterotrinuclear complexes
[('l'-C5H,)(OChMo(~-ML)(~·PPhz)Mn(CO).] [M - Au,
L = PPh3 (3.) or PMezPh (3b); M - Ag, L - PPh3 (34:)] in
high yield. The complexes have been characterised on the basis
of i.r. and IH n.m.r. spectroscopy and, in the case of (3c), by an
X-ray diffraction study ..
The i.r. [v(CO)] spectra of (3.H3c) show, In each case, six

absorption bands in an overall pattern similar to that observed
for (1). However, the absolute frequencies of the carbonyl
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Scheme. Synthesis and proposed structures of the new complexes. Reagents: (i) KOH. ethanol. [!'IE1.]Br; tii) [AuIiPPh)]. [AuCl(P\le~ Phr], or
[{AgCl(PPh)Ji.], CHlCll: (iii) 12, CH.Cll: (it·) hv, hexane-benzene (5:1); (L') CO, hexane-benzene(5:1)

Figure I. Molecular structure of [(1J'-C,H,)(OCh~o:II-Ag(PPh):-
(II-PPh.)Mn(CO).J (x) showingthe crystallographicnumbering

absorptions are intermediate between those of complexes (1)
and (2) suggesting that the M'-Au(A!) bonds are polarised with
significant negative charge on the molybdenum and manganese
centres (M').1l The IH n.m.r. spectra of the complexes are
consistent with the presence in solution of a single isomer, con-
taining a J.1-AuLor J.1-Agl group. Few complexes containing a
u-bridging silver atom have been structurally characterised 14.15

and. to examine the effect of replacement of a (.1-Hby a J.1-AgL
group, an X-ray diffraction study has been carried out on

(x). Suitable crystals of complex (x) were grown by slow
evaporation of a hexane-CHzClz (I:) solution at 0 0c.
The molecular structure of (x) is shown in Figure l.Table)

lists selected bond lengths and bond angles. The silver atom lies
0.30 A above the Mo-Mn-Pt I) plane. resulting in an angle
between this plane and the Mo-Mn-Ag plane of 7.59°. The
deviation from coplanarity in (x) is somewhat greater than in
the related complex. [Mn2 {J.I-Au(PMelPh»)((.1-PPhl)(CO)8].1
in which the gold atom is situated only 0.06 A above the
Mn-Mn-P(l) plane. The difference may be related to steric
interaction between the bulkycyclopentadienyl and J.I-Ag(PPhJ)
groups in (x). The phosphorus atom in the PPhJ group lies
OJ) A above the Mo-Mn-Ag plane, on the same side of the
plane as the phosphido ligand.
The reduced covalent radius of Mn compared to Mo may

only partially explain the asymmetric bridging of the J.1-
Ag(PPhl) group [Ag-Mn 2.664(2), Ag-Mo 2.874(2) A]. Thus
the difference in the tw 0 metal-metal distances of ca. 0.: I A
compares with a difference of only ca. 0.12 A in the two metal-
bridging phosphorus distances. The Ag-Mn bond distance is
only slightly shorter than the average Au-Mn bond distance
(2.688 A) in [Mn1{J.1-Au(PMe1Ph»)«(.1-PPh1)(CO).).' The
manganese centre is approximately octahedrally co-ordinated
by the silver atom. phosphido ligand, and four carbonyl ligands.
The ligands around the molybdenum centre adopt the familiar
approximate square-pyramidal geometry (if the Mo-Mn bond
is ignored). The greater steric requirement of the J.I-Agl group.
compared to the J.I-Hgroup. results in the movement of the
equatorial carbonyl ligands on Mn away from the former group.
with an increase in the Mo-Mn-CO (rrans to PPh1) angle from
116.1(2)" in (1) 10 to 129.3(5)" in (3c) and a decrease in the
Mo-Mn-CO (trans to Ag) angle from 148.6(2) to 135.6(5)°. This
increase of 13.2° in the displacement from the J.1-MLgroup of
the carbonyl (trans to PPh1) may be compared to the increase of
8.4° for the related MnlAu system.' Steric crowding involving
the bulky ~-Ag(PPh) group may also partly explain the
increase in the Mo-Mn bond distance from 3.088(1) A in (I) to
3.190(2) A in (3c). The average Mn-CO and Mo-CO bond
distances are the same within error limits in (I) and (x).
Further, all the carbonyl ligands in (3c) are near-linear: the
greatest deviation. an Mn-CO interbond angle of 172(1)°, is
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Table I. Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (0) for complexes Ix) and (4)

(x)

~n-Ag-Mo
PI::!}-AIZ-Mn
C(llh~g-Mn
cm }-Ag-Mo
C(21)-Ag-P(2)
\fn-\!u-Ag
C(li )-Mo-Ag
P(I}-Mo-Mn
C(l2}-~!o-Ag
o I:}-Mo-P( I)
C(l2)-~lo-C(lI)
P(I}-~n-Ag
O:I}-Mn-Ag
C(21 )-Mn-PO)

(4)
P-Mo-I
CI12}-Mo-I
P-Mn-I
CI21~Mn-P
CC2~Mn-P
C(23Hvfn-I
C(:3)-~n-C(21)

Mo-Mn
Mo-Ag
Mo-I
Mn-Ag
Mn-I
Mo-pm
Mn-PII)
Ag-P(:)

(x) (4)
3.190( 2) 3,978(2)
2.874(2)

2.865(1 )
2.664(:)

2.7Hl(2)
2.387(4) 2,545(3)
2.:72(4) :.38~(3)
2.414(4)

(x) (4)

Mo-Cll1) 1.954( 16) 1.951(12)
Mo-C(l:!) 1.950(7) 2.009113)
Mn-C(21) 1.83{)(16) 1.815(12)
Mn-C(22) 1.755(18) l.81{)(13)
Mn-C(:3) 1.883(18) 1.873(12)
Mn-Cl~4) 1.829(17) IS49( 12)

Range of C-O 1.113-1.165(17) 1.l27-I.ISIl12)

C(22)-Mn-Mo 135.6(5) C(23)-Mn-Ag 80,9(5)
C(22)-Mn-C(:! I) 95.1(7) 023}-Mn-P( I) 90,5(5)
C(23}-Mn-Mo 88.4(5) C(23)-Mn-C(22) 97.3(7)
C(23}-Mn-C(21) 87.8(7) C(24}-Mn-Mo 84.{)(5)
C(24}-Mn-Ag 83.1(5) C(24}-Mn-C(2I) 86.1(7)
Cl 24)-\1 n-PI I) 9.t9(5) C(~~~\ln-C(23) 164.0(7)
C(:4}-Mn-C(22) 98.()(S) COil }-PO }-Mo 123.5(5)
Mn-P(I)-Mo 86.4(1) C(I2I}-P(I}-Mo 113.5(5)
ClIII}-P(I}-Mn 113.7(5) C(I2I }-PI I ~CC III) 101.1(6)
cm I}-PII)-M n 120.()(5) 0221}-P(2)-Ag 112.9(5)
0:11 }-P(2)-Ag 115,6(5) C(:31 )-P(2)-Ag 111.7(5)
Cl221 }-P(2)-C(:!11) 104,0(7) Cl231}-P(2)-C(221) 105,2(7)
C(231}-P(2}-CC211) 106,7(7)

Range of M-C-O 17~179(2)

C(24}-Mn-1 88.7(4) cm)-M n-C(22) 90.6(5)
C(24}-Mn-C(21) 88,8(5) C(24)-Mn-P 90.4(3)
C(24)-Mn-CC:!3) 177.3(5) C(24}-Mn-C(22) 92.1(5)
Mn-P-Mo 107.5(1) Mn-I-Mo 91.{)( I)
COil )-P-Mn 107.3(3) cc I1I )-P-Mo 114.8(3)
C(121)-P-Mn 115.5(3) C(l21}-P-Mo llO.{)()

C(121)-P-C(III) 101.9(4)
Range of ~f-C-O 175-1~9(1)

70.2(1)
ISO,::!( I)
88.6(4)

109.9(3)
110.7(3)
518(1)
64.4(4)
45.3(1)
14::!.0(4)
8IA(5)
79,9(6)

106,011 )
71.5(5)

177.1(5)

P(2}-Ag-Mo
C( II }-Ag-Mo
C(II }-Ag-P(2)
Cl::!I }-Ag-M n
Cl21}-Ag-C(II)
Pt I }-\10-Ag
cm }-Mo-Mn
C(11}-Mo-P(I)
C( 12}-Mo-Mn
Mo-Mn-Ag
P(I }-~ln-Mo
Cl21}-Mn-Mo
C(22)-Mn-Ag
C(12}-Mn-P(1)

139.4(1)
41.()(3)
112.7(4)
39.8(3)

121.2(5)
96.S( I)
89.8(5)
107.8(5)
119.2(5)
58.OcI)
48.3(1 )
129.3(5)
166,4(5)
87.5(5)

73.7(1)
129.4(3)
79.1(1)

172.4(4)
94.2(3)
88.7(4)
90.7(5)

C(lI)-Mo-P
C(l2}-Mo-C( II)
012}-Mo-P
C(2l}-Mn-1
CC2,-Mn-I
CC~2}-Mn-C(21)
C(23)-Mn-P

118.()(4)
77.1(4)
78.9(3)
9H(4)
173.:(3)
93.3(5)
89.8(3)

seen for CO(2l) (trans to PPhz), and is ascribed to the bending
back of the oxygen from the PPh) ligand on Ag for steric
reasons. Although the separation of the silver atom and the two
adjacent carbonyl ligands, CO(2l), 2.711(16) A, and CO(1l),
2.688( 14) A, approaches that required for incipient bridging of
the Az-Mn and Aa-Mo bonds. there is no evidence for such an
interacnon in the Cr. [v(CO)] spectrum of (X).

The Mn-P(I) bond distance, 2.272(4) A, and the Mo-P(I)
distance, .2.387(4}A, are reduced from the corresponding dis-
tances in (I) of 2.294(2) and 2.435(I) A respectively. The greater
reduction in the Mo-P( 1) distance may reflect a greater increase
in the electron density, available for It bonding to phosphorus,
at the molybdenum centre, as a result of the asymmetric
bridging of the J.I-Ag(PPhJ} group. In contrast, the similar
Mn2Au complex shows no significant change in Mn-P bond
distances on replacement of the J.L-Hby the ).I-AuLgroup. I The
modification of the metal-phosphorus bond distances in the
Mo-Mn-P triangle results in a large increase in the phosphido
group bite angle (Mn-P-Mo) from 81.5(0)0in (1) to 86.4(1)0 in
(x).

Reaction of Complex (2) with lodine.- The reaction of com-
plexes containing metal-metal bonds with electrophiles may
lead to cleavaze of the metal-metal bonds in some cases. This is
particularly t;ue of electrophiles such as X· (X - halogen)
which may bridge metal-metal bonds as three-electron donor
ligands. Thus the reaction of Iz with [Fez(CO).(T)'-C,H,hJ
proceeds via electrophilic attack to give an iodo-bridged
cationic intermediate which then reacts with 1- to give

[Fe(COh('l'-C,H,)1].16 The reaction of 12 with hetero-
dinuc1ear metal-metal bonded complexes, e.g. with [(OC),-
MnAu(PPh)] to give [Mn(CO),I] and [Aul(PPh)].11 may
proceed similarly and, in an attempt to isolate an iodo-bridged
heterodinuclear intermediate in the Mo-Mn system, the
reaction of (2) with I, has been studied.
On stirring cornpjex (2) in CH2CI2 with an equimolar

quantity of 12 a dark red crystalline solid is obtained in 76~~
yield. This yield is halved if the amount of 12 used is halved.
indicating that 1mol orIz is needed per mol of (2) as expected if
electro philie attack of I· is involved.

The molecular structure of the dark red crystalline solid has
been determined by an X-ray diffraction study, which reveals
that it is the iodo-bridged complex [(l1'-C,H,)(OC)zMo(Il-I)-
(Il-PPhz)Mn(CO).] (4). Crystals of (4) suitable for the X-ray
study were grown by slow evaporation of a solution in hexane-
CHzOz (1: I) at 0 °C. The molecular structure of(4) is shown in
Figure 2 and Table I lists selected bond lengths and bond angles.
The phosphido and iodo ligands bridge the two metal atoms,

which are separated by a distance of 3.978(2) A, compared to
3.088(1) A in the Il-H complex, (1).10 This large separ-
ation is consistent with the absence of a Mo-Mn bond in (4).
as expected on the basis of the 18-electron rule, and may be
compared to a Mo-Mo separation of 4.441(1) A in the bis-
(iodo)-bridged complex, [Moz(Jl-I}z(CO).{T)'.C,H,h]." Even
allowing for differences in the covalent radius between Mo and
Mn the intermetal separation in (4) is significantly reduced
compared to the bis(iodo) complex, indicating lower geo-
metrical flexibility of the Il-PRz ligand compared to the Jl-I

. ,
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Figure 2. Molecular structure of [('l~-C,H,(OCl~Mo(II-I)(II-PPh:)-
Mn(CO)~J I'" showing the crystallographic numbering

ligand The \In-l bond distance of ~il()(~) A compares to
2.689(2) A in the only previous X-ray structural determination
on an iodo-bridged heterodirnetallic complex. [(OC)4~fn-

(J.l-I)(J.l-COCH:CH:CH:)Pt(PBu':Me):].19 The Mo-I bond
distance of 2.865( I) A compares closely to that of 2.853! 1) A
in [Mo:(Il-lh(CO)4(T)~-C5H5h).18 The Mo-I-Mn angle of
91.0( 1)° is at the lower end of the range of values for iodo ligands
bridging two non-bonded metals; the corresponding angle in
[MO:(II-I):!CO).(ll'-C5H5l:J is 102.24(2)° and in [Os.HJ(II-l)-
\COhJ =" IS o7.9t2)o. The bridging angle of the phosphide
group. Mo-P-Mn. of 107.5(1)° compares with 81.5(0)° for (1).
\\ hich contains a Mo-Mn bond. The M-P bond distances in (4)
are ca. 0.1 A greater than in (1). The iodo and phosphido groups
adopt a relative orientation (with respect to the Mo-Mn vector)
intermediate between transoid and cisoid: the angle between the
planes containing Mo-Mn-I and Mo-Mn-P is 145.0°. The
relative geometry of the bridging groups may be determined by
the requirement to minimise steric interaction between the
ligands on tfie: two metals.

The distribution of the six ligands on Mn, comprising four
carbonyl groups and the phosphido and iodo groups. is close to
octahedral. the largest deviation from ideal being the P-Mn-I
interbond angle of 79.1( 1)0. The mean Mn-CO bond distance of
1.832(10) A is equal, within error limits, to t~ corresponding
distance in (I), with the longest Mn-CO distance being
observed for the axial carbonyl ligands as expected on the basis
of the relative It-acid character of the trans ligands on Mn. The
ligands on Mo adopt a square-pyramidal geometry with mean
Mo-CO and mean Mo-C(cyclopentadienyl) bond distances
identical within error limits to the corresponding distances in (I).

The infrared [v(CO)) and l3C n.m.r. spectra of complex (4)
show the same pattern of resonances as observed for (1),10
indicating that (I) and (4) have similar structures in solution.
The absence of a metal-metal bond in (4), however, is revealed
by its J IP n.m.r. spectrum, which shown resonance at a -135.4
p.p.m. attributable to the IJ-PPh: group as compared to the
resonance at 017.5 p.p.m. for this group in (I). These values are
consistent with data on a wide range of IJ-PRz complexes which
suggest that. in most cases. resonances in the range 6 -100 to
- 350 p.p.m. may be expected if a metal-metal bond is absent
and in the range 0 150 to - 100 p.p.m. if such a bond is present.!'
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In the reaction of complex (2) with 1: small quantities of an
orange solid an: isolated in addition to the: major product ''''j.
The yield of this minor product increases if the reaction mixture
is stirred in daylight after the initial reaction with I: is complete.
and (4) is converted into it in near-quantitative yield on
irradiation with u.v. light. On the basis of spectroscopic
evidence the minor product is formulated as [(11'-C,H,)(OCh-
MO(IJ-I)(J.l-PPhl)Mn(COh] (5) which is derived from (4) by
loss of a CO ligand and concomitant metal-metal bond form-
ation. Thus the DCa n.m.r. spectrum of (5) shows three
resonances of relative intensity 1 and a 'triplet' resonance of
relative intensity 2. This latter resonance may be ascribed to two
superimposed doublets. The J Ip_: IH: n.m.r. spectrum shows a
singlet resonance at 0 -49.3 p.p.m .• this shift [as compared to
the corresponding resonance in (4)J being consistent with
metal-metal bond formation.? I

There are two possible structures for (5). one with four CO
ligands on Mn and one on Mo, the other with three CO ligands
on Mn and two on Mo. The latter structure. shown in the
Scheme. is preferred on the basis of the close similarity of the i.r.
[V(CO)] spectrum of (5) to that of a related u-acyl complex,
[t 11'-C ,H 5 )!OC)~Mo{II-C(O)CbH II }(Il-PPh:)Mn(COh]. the
structure of which has been determined by X-ray analysis. Z2

Stirring a solution of (5) under CO at room temperature
leads, after 1 h. to near-quantitative regeneration of (4).
Such reversible metal-metal bond cleavage in bridged hetero-
dinuclear complexes on reaction with two-electron donor
ligands hJS been observed in related systerns.l?

Experimental
All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere in
nitrogen-saturated solvents distilled from an appropriate drying
agent and stored over 4A molecular sieves. The instrument-
ation used to obtain spectroscopic data has been previously
described. I Phosphorus-31 n.m.r. chemical shifts are given
relative to PlO~I':)J with uplield shifts negative. All n.:n.r.
spectra were recorded at 298 K unless otherwise specified.
Preparative thin-layer chromatography (1.I.c.) was carried out
on commercial Merck plates coated with a 0.25 mm layer of
silica. Complex (I) was prepared as previously described by us. I 0

Synthesis of G'IEt4][(ll~-C,H,)(OCh~lo(j.I-PPh2)Mn-
(CO).] (l).-A mixture of complex (1) (0.23 g. 0.... mmol) and
powdered KOH (0.023 g. 0.41 mmol) were stirred in absolute
ethanol (10 em J) for 2~ h at room temperature to gi \ e a dark red
solution. A solution of [NEtJBr (0.084 g, 0.4 mmol) in absolute
ethanol (10 cm ') was added by syringe and the solvent removed
in vacuo. The residue was extracted with acetone and the
acetone then removed in vacuo. Precipitation from EtlO-
cs.o, (I: I) solution gave (1) (0.18 g, 64~~) as an orange solid
(Found: C, 51.9; H. 5.1; N, 1.9. CJIH)5MnMoN06P requires C,
53.2; H, 5.0; N, 2~~); v..u.(CO) at 2003m 1 911s, 1 8735, and
1 785m cm-I (CH:Cl:). N.m.r.: IH (CDJCOCDJ) at 215 K. 0
i.8-7.0 (m, 10 H. Ph), 4.82 (s, 5 H, C,H,), 3A6 (m, 8 H,
CH1CHJ), and 1.33 (m, 12 H, CH1CH3).

Reactions of Complex (2) with Group 1B Melal Complexes>«
(a) With [Aul(PPh)). A solution of complex (1) (0.024 g. 0.034
mmol) and [AuI(PPh3)] (0.023 g, 0.039 mmol) in CH1Ci1
(5 cm") changed colour instantly (10 s) from orange to bright
red on being stirred at room temperature. I.r. monitoring
indicated that the reaction had gone ca. 90o~ to completion and
the addition of further small quantities of (AuItpPhJ)] or
longer reaction times did not increase the product yield. The
solvent was removed in Dacuo and the residue applied to t.l.c,
plates. Elution with light petroleum (b.p. 40-60 CC) in ethyl
acetate (9: I) gave a trace of an unidentified yellow product,
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Tabl~ 2. Fractional atomic co-ordinates ror (rT1'-(,H,)(OC);\f0:"-A~(PPhjl:,,IPPh;l~in(COJ.] (x)

Atom :c y : Atom .f Y :

Ag 0.~70 1'7(7) 001906(7) 0.19~ 96(8) C(lls) O.~IS5(13) 0.4509(14) 0.1849(12)
Mo 0.19884(8) 0.1~7 92(8) 0.300 76(8) ((l16) 0.204 6(1I) 0.363 ~(I I) 0.2020(10)
Mn 0.14349(13) 0.11893(13) 0.1015403) C(l2J) 0.01I 0(9) 0.212 9(9) 0.200 8/9)
Ptl) 0.103 6(~) 0.210SI2) 0.193 ()(2) C(I22) -0.0766(10) 0.165 1(11) 0.1502(10)
P(2) 0.386 ()(~) -00861(~) 0.2022(3) C(l23) -0.1596(11) 0.1614(12) 0.1677(11)
C(I) 0.0878(10) 0.0368(11 ) 0.3206(11) C(124) -0.177 4(11) 0.2076(11) 0.2318(11)
C(2) 0.1109(12) 0.0918(t0) 0.387 3(10) 01251 -0.1117(10) 0.2~7 3111) O.~!C ~(!(JI
C(3) 0.196;113) 0.0758(11) 0..J.l~ 1(10) C(I:O) -0.028 O(9) 0.160 9(9) 0.160 7(9)
C(4) 0.128 I(J~) 0.0054(12) 0.3912(12) cern OJ516(9) -0.191 5(9) 0.154 2(9)
CIS) 0.161 7(I:!l -0.021 1(10) 0.3221(11) C(112) 0.177 4(10) -0.195 1( III 0089 2(10)
cnn 0.319 (111) 0.1537(10) 0.298 ()(10) C(213) 0.2509(13) -0.275 9(13) 0.051 2(l3)
0(11) 0.391 g(7} 0.173 2(9) 0.3009(8) C(~14) 0.2976(12) -0.3485(13) 0.077 4(12)
C(l2) 0.214()(10) 0.141 1(11) 0.3556(10) C(215) 0.3699(12) -0.346 5(12) 0.140 6(11)
0(11) 0.;:1 5(9) 0.3056<S) 0.3908(8) C(~16) 0.400 6<II} -0.167 3(II) 0.1806(10)
Cl11} 0.1811(10) 0.0444(10) 0.031 S(lO} (221) 0.441 1(9) -0.1 12()(9) 0.306 5(9)
0(;1) 0.1983(9) 0.0033(8) -0.0189(8) C(222) 0.395 2(11) -0.1586(11) 0.3564(11)
C(22) 0067 ()(II) 0.172 8(12) 0.021 S(10) (223) 0.4~6 2(14) -0.1750(14) 04:S Ri!5)
01::) 0.Ol6 -:('1) 0.~09 Ot,9) -0.0306(8) (224) 0.517 8(15) -0.1473(15) 0.475 ()(16)
(23) 0140 9(12) 01896(10) 0.100 8(10) C(2:5) 0.564 2(18) -0.106 8(16) 0.4298(16)
0(~3) 0.297 5(8) 0.2308(8) 0.0958(9) CC~~6) 0.5274(14) -0.0882(14) 0.3426(14)
C(24) 0.072 SIII) 0.029 SIlO) 0.1180i10) 0231l 0.4702(9) -0.046 I( 10) 0.1556(9)
0(24) 0.027 9(8) -0.0272(S) 0.125 ()(S) 0232) 0.477 o 12) 0.044 7(12) 0.148 )( 12)
Ct l l l ) 0.1217(9) 0.3275(9) 0.1730(9) (233) 0.542 S(13) 0.0802()4) 0.1144(12)
C(112) 0.05421 II) 0.3748111 ) 0.122 9(10) 0234) 0600 7(13) 0.027 O(14) 0.089 Oi I2)
C(1D) 0.0726(12) 0.4637(13) 0.1038(12) C(235) 0.,93903} -0.0626(14) 0.09S()(12)

C(114) 0.1495(14) 0.4963(14) 0.1361(13) C(236) 0.528 8(11) -0.099 3(12) 0.127 4(11)

Tabl~ 3. Fractional atomic co-ordinates (or [('1'-C,H~)(OC)~\1o(J.l-n()J"PPh.)Mn(CO) ..] (4)

Atom x )' : Atom .T y :

-0.01539(3) -0.22759(7) -0.03418(7) (23) -0.006 9(4) -0.089 I( 12) -0.3237(IJ)

Mo -0.13589(3) -0.27243(8) -0.0564()(8) 0(23) 0.004 )(3) 0.0129(8) -0.335 S( 10)

Mn -0.0219046, -0.260 83113) -0.30797(16) 024) -0.0355(4) - 0.429 7(11) - 0.283 SO I)

P -0.1194(1) -0.2133(2) -0.2957(2) 0(24) -0.040 8(3) -0.534 9(7) -0.2678(9)

C(1) -0.136215. -0.433 6( 10) 0.0994(12) (111) -0.130 8(4) -0.0468(8) -0.3396(9)

0::) -0.19: 015, -0.3973(:0, 0.0-+8~I 12) Cd(2) -0.1248(4) 0.044 6(9) -0.2386(,11 )
C(3) -0.2034(5) -0.4261(10) . -0.091 9(l3} C(l13) -0.1299(5) 0.173 ()(11) -0.2736(12)
C(4) -0.1545(.5) -0.4838(9) -0.1268():!) C(114) -0.141 8(5) 0.208 7(12) -0.409 7(13)

C(5) -0.1126(5) -0.488 1(9) -0.009 7(12) C(115) -0.146 4(5) 0.1207(11) -0.5117(13)

ClII) -0.1248(5) -0.1427(11) 0.085 !(12) C(l16) -0.141 3(4) -0.0087(10) -0.477 1(11)
0(11) -0.1214(4) -0.0703(9) 0.1715(10) C(l2!) -0.173 3(4) -0.290 1(8) -0.4260(9)

C(11) -0.202 ()(5) -0.IS54(12) -0.1167(11) C(I22) -0.2285(4) -0.2)96(9) -04536(11)

0(12) -0.2404(4) -0.0892(9) -0.1492(9) C(l23) -0.270 ()(5) -0.2986(11) -0.555 J( 12)

C(21) 0.OS39(5) - 0.296 4( II) -0.2927(13) C(114) -0.2559(S) -0.4029(11) -0.619 )(12)

0(21) 0.101 ()(4) -0.3217(10) -0.287 o 12) OI::!S) -0.2038(4) - 0.454 8110) -0.S9~ 9( I I)

CL:::!) -0.0350t5) -0.:771(10) -O..+9::! 9(13) C(126) -0.161 5\~) -0.3961(9) -0.495 J(lO)

0(22) -0.0434(4) -0.2859(9) -0.608 7(9)

followed by a bright red band which, on evaporation of the
solvent. gave bright red crystals of [(115-C,H,)(OC)2Mo-
{).l-Au(PPh)}().l-PPhz)Mn(CO)4] (Ja)(0.03 g. 86%); v ..... .<CO)
at 2028m. I 959s. I 942s. 1 936s. 1 925m. and 1 857m cm-' (n-
hexane). N.m.r.: 'H (COCI), 6 7.9-7.2 (m, 25 H, Ph) and 4.65
(s, S H. C5H~).

(b) wu« [AuCI(PMe1Ph)]. A solution of complex (1) (0.024
g, 0.034 mmol) and [AuCI(PMe1Ph)] (0.014 g, 0_038mmol) in
CH2C11 (5 cm3) were allowed to react as in (a) to give an
unidentified purple product (0.002 g) and bright red crystalline
[(T)'-C,H,)(OChMo{).l-Au(PMezPh)}().l-PPhz)Mn(CO).]
(3b) (0.025 g, 81%) (Found: C, 40.7; H. 10. C46H

"
MnMoO'P1

requires C. 41.2; H. 2.9°~): v",... (CO) at 2 030m. I 961s. 19445,
1937s, I 921m, and I 853m cm? (a-hexane), Nrn.r.; 'H
(COCl3), 5 7.9-7_2 (m, 15H, Ph). 4.80 (s, S H, C,H,), and 1.99
[d,6 H, lJ(PH) 8.9 Hz. PMezPb].

(c) With [{AgCJ(PPh,)}.]. A solution of complex (2) (0.024 g,

0.034 mmoJ) and [{AgCI(PPh3)}.] (0.016 g, 0.01 mmo!) in
CHzClz (5 cml) were allowed to react as .in (a) to give .an
unidentified yellow complex (0.002 g) and bnght red crystalline
U115-C 5H 5 )(OChMO{).l-Ag(PPhJ)1 (j.l-PPh2)Mn(CO),,] (x)
{0.023 g. 72%); v.... .<CO) at 2033m. I 955m. I 942s, 1 935s.
1 911m. and t 843m crrr ' (a-hexane). Nrn.r.: 'H (CDCI3). 5
7.8-7.2 (m, 25 H. Ph) and 4.67 (s, 5 H, CsH,).

Reacrion of Complex (2) wuh lodine.-Complex (2) (0.024 g.
0.034 mmol) was dissolved in CH1Cl1 (l0 cm3) and I:(0.0045 g.
0.018 mmol) added to give an instant colour change fr?m
orange to bright red. Lr,monitoring showed ca. SO"I0 conversion
of (2) into a new product. Addition of a further quantity of 12
(0.045 g. 0.018 mmol) resulted in essentially complete con-
version of (2)_The solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue
applied to the base ofa t.l.e. plate. Elution with hexane-CH2C12
(9: 1) gave a red band followed by an orange band. The red
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band. after C\ aporation of the solvent, gave dark red crystals of
[(11'-C,H5)(OC):Mo(~-I)(~-PPh:)Mn(CO)4] (4) (0.018 g.
76°~) (Found: C. 39.S; H. 2.2: p. 4.7. CzlHI,IMnMoO"P
requires C. 39.7; H. 2.2; P, 4.S~~); mass spectrum. m,e 696 (Ar),
M+ - nCO (n = 1-6); v ...... (CO) at 2077m, 2010s, 19815,
1967s,19605, and 1 8945 cm'" (n-hexane), N.m.r.: IH (CDCI]).
S 8.0--7.3 (m, 10 H, Ph) and S.20 (5,5 H, C,H,); DC (CDCI

"233 K, IH gated decoupled), 0 250.7 [d, ZJ( PC) 22.9, 1
MoCO(cis)). 247.2 [5, IMoCO(trans», 219.7 [d, zJ(PC) 13.8, I
~lnCO]. 214.6 (d. =J(PC) 17.6. 1 MnCO], 211.2 [d, 2J(PC)
13.8. I MnCO], 208.5 [d. zJ(PC) 3.9 Hz. IMnCO], 143.7-
128.2 (m, Ph), and 94.9 (5, C,H,); lip (CDCl

"
IH gated

decoupled), S - 13S.4 p.p.m. (5. ~-PPh2)' The orange band. after
evaporation of the solvent. gave as an orange solid the complex
[(,,'-C,H,)(OChMo(~-I)(~-PPh2)Mn(COh] (5) (Found: C,
39.2; H, 2.3; P, 4.6. ClzH 1,IMnMoO,P requires C, 39.6; H, 2.3;
P. 4.6~~); vmaa.(CO) at 2028s, 1991m. 1 952m. 1 931m, and
1920 (sh) crrr" (n-hexane). N.m.r.: IH (CDCl,), S U-7.2 (m,
10 H. Ph), 5.56 (S, 5 H, C,H,): llC (CDCIl, 233 K. IH gated
decoupled), S 229.4 [d. zJ(PC) 14.8, I CO)]. 229.2 Cd, zJ(PC)
14.1.) CO], 226.4 (5,1 CO), 224.8 Cd, zJ(PC) 18.9.1 CO], 220.9
[d. zJ(PC) 19.9 Hz, 1 CO], 141.3-127.2 (m, Ph), and 90.8 (5,
C,H,); lip (CDCll, IH gated decoupled), 0 -49.3 p.p.m. (5,
I-l-PPh:).

Photolysis a/Complex (4).-A solution of complex (4) (0.01 g.
0.014 mrnol) in a mixture of hexane (25 em3) and benzene
(5 cm» w as irradiated ....ith u.v. light (Hanovia, medium-
pressure lamp) at room temperature for 1 h. The solvent was
removed in t'acuo and the residue applied to t.l.c. plates. Elution
with hexane-Cl-lyCl , (9: I) gave a trace of unreacted (4) and (5)
(0.0085 g, 90°0)'

Reaction of Complex (5) with Carbon Jfonoxide.~arbon
monoxide was bubbled through a solution of complex (5) (Om
g. 0.015 mmol) in hexane (25 em3)-benzene (5 cm ') for 2 h at
room temperature. T.l.c. separation of the products in the dark
gave (4) (0.095 g. 91~~) and a trace of (5).

Crystal Structure Determinations.-Crystal data. (x),
C4IHloAgMnMo06Pz, M = 939.35, monoclinic, 0=

15.745(3), b = 15.382(3),c = 16.536(3) A, 13 = 104.69(2)°. U =
3873.9 A3, space group nlIC, Z = 4, Dc = 1.610 g em-l,
F(OOO) = I 872.

(4). C !3H I ~IMnMoO~P. M = 696.08. monoclinic. a =
23.689{S), b = 10.639(2). C = 9.894(2) A. 13 = 99.95(2t, U =
2456.0 Al, space group nain, Z .. 4, Dc = 1.882 g em-',
F(OOO) = 1 344.

Data collection. Data were collected on a Philips PW1100
diffractometer in the 9 range 3-2So, with a scan width ofO.800,
using Mo-K. radiation [~(Mo-KJ 11.59 (x) and 2211 em-l
(4)] by the technique described previously. Z4 Lorentz polaris-
ation corrections were applied, and equivalent reflections were
merged to give 3445 (x) and 2618 (4) data with ra(J) > 10.

Structure solution and refinement.25 The co-ordinates of the
metal atoms were deduced from Patterson svntheses, and the
remaining non-hydrogen atoms were located" from subsequent
Fourier-difTerence syntheses. The hydrogen atoms were included
in geometrically idealised positions and were constrained to
'ride' on the relevant carbon atoms with common isotropic
thermal parameters which were refine~ [final values 0.12 (x),
and 0.068 (phenyl) and 0.10 (cyclopentadienyl) (4)]. All non-
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hydrogen atoms were assigned anisotropic thermal parameters
in the final cycles of full-matrix refinement which converged at R
0.0712 (R' 0.0701) (x) and 0.0449 (0.0445) (4) with weights of
It' = I/azFo assigned to the individual reflections.

The final atomic co-ordinates are given in Tables 2 and 3
respectively for (x) and (4). Additional material available
from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre comprises
H-atom co-ordinates, thermal parameters, and remaining bond
lengths and angles.
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Acyl Group Flipping in Heterodimetallic Complexes; X·Ray Crystal Structures of
[('1s·CsHs)MoMn {",-C(O)C6H,,} (",·PPh2)(CO)s] and [('1s-CsHs)MoMn {",·C(O)·
CH2CH2CH3} (WPPh2)( CO )6]

Trushar Adatia,· Kim Henrick,· Andrew D. Hortcn.s Martin J. Mays,b and Mary McPartlin·
• School of Chemistry, The Polytechnic of North London, Holloway Road, London, N7 BOB, U.K.
b University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge, CB2 1EW,U.K.

Photolytic reaction of the heterodimetallic complex [(lj5-C5H5)MoMn(~-H)(~-PPh2}(CO)6)with alkenes gives u-acvt
complexes shown by an X-ray analysis of [(lj5-C5H5)MoMn{~-C(O)C6H,,}(~-PPh2)(CO)5Jto contain the Mo-C-O-Mn
grouping; reaction with CO results in reversible metal-metal bond cleavage and flipping of the u-acvt co-ordination
to Mo-O-C-Mn, as shown by an X-ray analysis on [(lj5-C5H5)MoMn{~-C(O)CH2CH2CH3}(Il-PPh2)(CO)6J.

The lj2-co-ordination of u-acyl ligands through carbon and
oxygen to one or more metal centres is a feature of various
mechanisms which have been proposed for the Fischer-
Tropsch reaction.' In this communication we describe a
heterodimetallic system in which u-acyl ligands can be induced
to flip reversibly (Scheme 1) by addition or removal of CO
under mild conditions and report X-ray structure analyses of
the two products. This flipping reaction, which is the first
observed for an acyl ligand bridging two different metals.

could provide a model for the migration of a u-acyl ligand on a
metal surface. A related flipping reaction in a triosmium
complex has been reported but this is not influenced by CO
nor were the structures of the two u-acyl isomers investigated
by X-ray analysis.?

Photolvtic reaction of a hexane: benzene solution of the
heterodi~etallic complex. [(TJ5_CSH5 )MoMn (~- H)( Il-
PPh2)(CO)61 (1 ).3 with a variety of alkenes (ethene. propene.
but-l-ene , cis-but-2-ene. trans-but-2-ene. cyclohexene) at

(1)

~ Ph2g
~~P'I cO
OC"-Mo--Mn~
/ \ I 'cOc C=Oo /

R

(2)a; R = Et

b ; R = CHQHbCHCHdCH3~

e : R = CH2CH2CH1CH3
d; R "' CH1[CH1J4tH

co--~
- co

j r

-----
(3)0; R • CH2oCHZbCH3c

b' R - CHoCH bCH cCHd• - 2 2 2 3

c; R • CH2[CH2)4CH

~heme 1. i. hv in h.~xane: benzene (3: 1). 18 ·C. with ethene , propene. but-I-ene, cis-but-2-ene. ,rans-but-2-ene. or cyclohexene;
II. benzene. N2• 45 C: 111. benzene. CO (1 atrn), 18 ·C; iv, hexane: CH2CI2 (10: 1I. N2• 18·C
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room temperature gives the complexes (2a-d)+ (Scheme I) in
yields ranging from 17°0 [(2e). but-l-ene] to 1000 [(2b).
propene].

X-Ray structure analysis. Figure 1. shows that the acyl
ligand in complex (2d) 'spans the Mn-~10 vector. bonding
through C( I) to Mo( I) and through U( I) to Mn( 1) with a
geometry similar to that found in analogous acyl com-
~lexes~7 and a Mn-Mo distance of 2.Y03(2)~ A. typical for a
single Mn-Mo bond.rt The characteristic acvl CO stretching
frequency of 1494 cm-1 observed in the i.r. spectrum of (2d)
provides confirmatory evidence that the bonding of the ligand
approximates more closely to the u-acyl rather than the
alternative u-oxycarbcne representation.«

Spectroscopic studies on complexes (2a-d)+ indicate that
their structures in solution are similar to that found for (2d) in
the solid state. Most significant is the acyl carbon resonance
for (2b) at 0 298.5 in the DC n.rn.r. spectrum. showing
characteristic cis coupling" to the phosphido bridge [l( PC) 13. 7
Hz).

On stirring a solution of (2b) in benzene for 1 h under
1 arm CO at room temperature the red complex [(T]~-
C5H5)MoMn{~-C(0)CH~CH~CH3}(~-PPhJ(CO)b) (3a)+
was formed in ca. 9)% conversion, as shown by i.r.
spectroscopy. X-Ray structure analysis. Figure 2. shows that
the acyl ligand again bridges the Mn-Mo vector with an
intermetal separation of 3.99 A which is ca. 1 A longer than in
(2d).~ Addition of a molecule of CO thus results in breaking of
the Mn-~10 bond but, in addition. the carbon atom of the
u-acyl ligand is now bonded to ~1n( 1) and the oxygen atom to

+ Selected spectroscopic data: [i.r. (\'co cm-I) measured in hexane
solution; IH. uc. and"P n.m.r. in CDCI, solution. 31p shifts relative
to P(0~1e), at 0 p.p.m. with upfield shifts negative; J in Hz]. (2b). Vco

1023s. 1%8m. 1946m. 1921m. IY13sh [1510\\,. VC(OlR]; IH n.m.r. b
1.19 [ddd, J(H·Hb) 1(t.3. J(H·Hd) 83. J(H"H') 6.1l. 1H. Ha]. 1.57
[ddd, J(HbHc, 8.7. J(HbHd) 5.1>.IH. Hb). J.J3 [ddqd. J(HeHd) 14.1.
J(H'H<) 7.3. IH. He]. 0.85 [ddqd. J(HJH') 7.3. IH. Hd]. 0.55 It. 3H.
CH,<]; DC n.rn.r. b 298.5Id. 2J(PC) 137. C(O)R]. 63.6.17.6.135
[So CHcCHcCH,]
(2d). Vco 1021s. i965m. 194om. 1!l19m. 1!11Osh[1494w. VCIO)R]; IH

n.m.r. b 1.I-O.3Im. IIH. CH,,]: "C n.m.r. b 300.8Id. ~J(PC) 14U.
C(OlR]. 69.4 [So C(O)CHCH,,,]. 29.1. 26.1. 258. :5.4. 25.1
[So c(O)CHC.H,,,]; Jlp n.m.r. /)3.54 p.p.m. Is. !4-PPhc]'
(3a). VCO 2057m. 1993m. 1965m. 1961sh. 195k 1891m. (1505\\,.

VC/('l)R); 'H n.m.r. {, 3.08 It. J (HdHh) 69. 1H. CH:"). 1.40 [m. J
(HbH') 7.2. 2H. CHcb). 0.81 It. 3H. CH,'I. LI(: n.m.r. b 330.3
[5. C(O)R). 674. 18.4. 13.6Is. CHcCHcaq.

(3b). VCO 2058m. 1993m. 1%65. 1961sh. 1953s. 1892m; IH n.m.r. b
3.10 (t. J(H"Hb) 7.1. 2H. CHc·). 1.35 [m. J (H"H') 7.1. 2H. CH~h).
1.18 [m, J(H'Hd) 7.1. 2H. CH~'=).0.87 It. 3H. CH~dJ.
(le). vco 205Sm. 1992m. 19645. 1961sh. 1951m. 1891m. (1488w.

VClOIR); IH nm.r. b 3.43 [m. !H. C(O)CHC~HIO)' 1.9--<>.8
(m, 10H. C(O)CHC~HIO]; DC n.m.r. b 334.7 Is. qO)R). 71.9
[5. C(O)CHC~Hln). 28.1-25.2 (m. se, C(O)CHC~Hln); 11p n.m.r {,
-70.2 p.p.m. [5. ,,-PPh~).

t Crystal dara: (ld) C~Hc.MnMoO"P. M = 652.37. monoclinic. space:
group P2,/e, a = 9.118(3). b = 14.632(4).c '"' 20.687(3) A. !3 =
101.25(4)". u = 2706.9 A'. D, = 1.600 g cm-l. Z = 4. F(OOO) = 1320.
,,(Mo-K ..) = 9.41 cm-I./lo (l) ;0.3.0. (I range 3-25". R = 0.0501. R...
'"' 0.0476 for 2133 absorption-corrected diffractomete:r data.
(38) C2~H::MnMo07P' M = 640.32. monoclinic. space group

nl/n. a = 28.669(6). b ":' 9.807(2). e = 9.588(2) A.13 = 93.23(2)". U =
2691.45 A3, Dc = 1.57 g cm' I. Z = 4. F(OOO) = 1288, !'(Mo-K ..) =
9,48 em-I./loln ;0.3.0. 9 range 3-25°. R '" 0.0607. R", '"'0.0586 for
1284 absorption-corrected diffractometer data. The: crystals of (2d)
and (3a) we:re obtained by recrystallisation from hexane:: CH;C1c
(I: I) under. respectively. N: and CO atmospheres.
Atomic co-ordinates. bond lengths and angles. and thermal

parameters have: been deposlIed at the Camhridge Crystallographic
Data Cr-ntr:!.. See Notice to Authors. Issue No. I. 198£1.
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Figure I. The molecular structure of [('15-C~H,)MoMn{!,-C(0)-
C.HIl}(wPPh2)(CO)~] (ld). MnO)-Mo(1) 1.963(2); Mnll)-P(1)
2.265(3); Mo(1)-PO) 2,488(3); MnO )-C(1I) 1.759(11); Mn(1 )-C02)
1.824(11); Mn(l)-C(13) 1.770(12); Mo(I)-C(21) 2.012(11); Mo(l)-
C(22) 1.999(12); Mo(1)-C(of C~H5 ring. aver.) 2.339(10); Mo(1)-
C(1) 2.100(10); Mn(1)-O(l) 2.017(6); C(1)-O(l) 1.256(10) A.
Mn(l)-P(I)-Mo(1) 76.9(1); Mo(l)-C(l)-O(I) 118.1(6); Mn(l)-
O(l)-C(I) 109.3(6)".

Figure 2. The molecular structure of [('15-C5H5)MoMn-
{,,-C(O)CH~CH~CH3}(,,-PPh~)(CO)6) (3.). MnO) '" Mo(1) 3.99;
Mn(1)-P(1) 2.388(6); Mo(l)-PO) 2.510(5); Mn(l)-C(Il) 1.76(3);
Mn(1)-C(12) 1.762(21); Mn(1)-C(13) 1.81(3); Mn(I)-C(14)
1.792(21); Mo(l )-C(21) 1.897(21); Mo(I)-C(22) 1.907(23); Mo(1)-C
(of C~H~ ring. aver.) 2.318(17); Mn(1)-C(I) 2.043(19); Mo(l)-O(1)
2.162(12); C(1)-O(1) 1.252(19) A. Mn(1)-P(1)-Mo(1) 108.9(2);
Mn(1)-C(1)-O(1) 123(1); Mo(I)-O(1)-C(I) 138(1)°.
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Mot I) ..... hich is the opposite of the co-ordination in (2d). The
geometry of the \1o-0-C -\1n group is similar to that found in
analogous dimetallic complexes;' III-I: the \1o-O-C-Mn-P
ring IS approximately planar rather than folded as in (2d).

On the basis of spectroscopic studies It was determined that
the solution structures of (3a-<) [(3b) and (x) are formed on
treatment of (2c) and 12d) respectively with CO] are similar to
the solid state structure found for (3a). Particularlv significant
is the acyl CO stretching band in the i.r. spectrum"p50S cm=!
for (3a)J and the zero }IP_DC coupling for the acyl vC n.m.r.
resonance [0 330.3 for (3a)) as expected for cis-oriented acyl
carbon and phosphido groups at Mn. Further. the observation
that the methylene protons in (3a) are equivalent in the IH
n.rn.r. spectrum. unlike the diastereotopic methylene protons
in (2b). reflects the increased symmetry in the environment of
the n-propyl group at Mn in (3a) compared to that at Mo in
(2b).

The reactions of (1) with alkenes to give (2) and of (2) with
CO to give (3) are readily reversible under thermal con-
ditions. Thus on stirring complex (3a) in 10: I .
hexane: dichloromethane under N: at 18 "C for 24 h a product
mixture of (2b) ; (3a) of ca. 30: 70 is obtained. Furthermore.
whilst a solution of (2b) in benzene under N: at ISoC is
indefinitely stable. heating the solution to 45°C gives a
product mixture of (I) : (2b) of ca. 90: 10 after 3 h. Such facile
ejection of an alkene molecule from a u-acyl ligand has not
been previously observed. Indeed. the complexes [(Tj5_
CH;)Fe\1n {~-C( 0 )\1e} (~-PPh:)(CO)51 and [(Tj5_
C;H;):Fe\10{!l-C(O)Me)(~-PPh:!)(COhl. which are
closely related to (3) (and 10 which in each case the acyl carbon
is bonded to Fe) are not reported to undergo the first step of
CO loss and the formation of metal-metal bonded deriva-
tives.III.11
The first step in the formation of (3) from (2) may be the

displacement of the Mn-Mo bond bv CO as shown in Scheme
1. The ease with which the metal-metal bond in the
structurally related complex [(Tj5-C,H<)MoMn( IJ-I)(!l-
PPh:)(CO),) is broken on stirring under CO. a reaction which
is reversed on photolysis. provides precedent for such a step. D

This could then be followed by formation of a metal-metal

J. CHEM. soc., CHEM. COMML'!'I., 1986

bonded oxycarbene complex from which (3) would be readily
obtained.

The readv interconversion of (2) and (3) indicates that (he
therrnodvnamic stabilitv of the two acvl bonding modes I~

comparable. This suggests (hat (he oxophilicuy of \10 and Mn
in these complexes is similar and sensitive to a small change in
the ligand environment.

We thank Dr. A. G. Kent for valuable discussion and the
S.E.R.C. and B.P. Chemicals Limited for financial support.
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Abstract

The novel mixed-metal cluster compounds [M2Ru4(JL-COh(COho(PPh3hl (M
= Cu, Ag or Au) have been synthesized from [N(PPh3hh[Ru4(CO)131' THF.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies on the copper- and silver-ruthenium clusters
reveal that they adopt metal core structures consisting of a RU4 tetrahedron with
M(PPh)) (M = Cu or Ag) groups capping two RU3 faces. in marked contrast to the
capped trigonal bipyramidal skeletal geometries exhibited by the very closely related
species [M2Ru4H2(CO)U<PPh)hl (M = Cu, Ag or Au), in which the two coinage
metals are in close contact.

A very interesting feature of the chemistry of mixed-metal cluster compounds
containing M(PRJ) (M - Cu, Ag or Au; R = alkyl or aryl) fragments is the great
variety of bonding modes displayed by the Group IB metal-phosphine groups and
the large range of skeletal geometries exhibited by these species [I-SI. Herein we
report the synthesis and structural characterization of the novel mixed-metal clus-
ters [MlRu.(Il-eOh(eOho(PPh3hl (I, M - Cu; II, M - Ag; III, M - Au) and
show that the formal replacement of two hydrido ligands in the closely related
species (M2Ru.H2(CO)I2(PPh,hI (IV, M = Cu; V, M = Ag; VI, M - Au) [SI by a

. carbonyl group in I-III has a remarkable effect on the metal framework structures
adopted by these clusters.

Treatment of a dichloromethane solution of the salt [N(PPh3hh(Ru.(CO)13I·
THF [61 with two equivalents of the complex [M(NCMe)4]PF6 (M,.. Cu or Ag) at
- 300 C, followed by the addition of two equivalents of PPh 3 affords the mixed-metal

0022-328X/87/S03.S0 Q 1987 Elsevier Sequoia SA.
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~Ph)

i~
[OCl)Ru -\- 77 Ru(CO)2\Rf~

Ru(CD)) M PPh)

( I I M = Cu ;
II • M = Ag ;

II I • M = Au )

cluster compounds I and II in ca. 35-40% yield. The analogous gold species, III, can

Ru
(COl)

PPh)H1,\"PPh]

"7
Ru

[COl)

[VI I(IV. M = Cu
V.M:Ag)

be obtained in ca. 70% yield by treating a dichloromethane solution of the salt
[N(PPh)hh[Ru4(CO)13]· THF with a dichloromethane solution containing two
equivalents of the complex (AuCl(PPh)] at - 300 C, in the presence of TIPF6• The
IR spectra [7 * ] of I-III are closely similar, suggesting that these clusters all adopt
the same metal core geometry and the band between 1800 and 1785 cm -1observed
for each cluster is diagnostic of bridging carbonyl groups in all three. At - 90 0 C,
the 3Ip_eH} NMR spectra of I-III [7 *j show marked differences to those of the
analogous dihydrido clusters IV-VI [5], suggesting that I-III adopt different metal

• Reference numbers with asterisks indicate notes in the list of references.
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of [CuzRu.(I'-COlJ(CO)IO(PPhl):J (I). which has virtual Cz symmetry.
Important dimensions: Ru(I)-Ru(2) 2.771(2); Ru(I)-Ru(3) 2.797(2); Ru(l)-Ru(4) 2.981(2); Ru(ll-Cu(1)
:.S06(:); Rutl)-Cu(:) :.66:(:): Ru(:)-Ru(3) :.958(:); Ru(:)-Ru(";) 2.793(:): Ru(2)-Cu(l) 2.656(:):
Ru(2)-Cu(2) 2.848(2); Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.842; Ru(3)-Cu(l) 2.633(2): Ru(4)-Cu(2) 2.608(2): mean Cu-P
2.234(6); Ru-CO(terminal) 1.798(5)-1.891(3); Ru-CO(bridging) 2.031(4)-2.230(3) A.

framework structures to those of IV-VI. Significantly. the complex second order
splitting patterns reported in the lIP-CH} NMR spectra of [Ag2Ru4(J.!3-H)2{J.!-
Ph2P(CH2 )"PPhz }(CO)lzJ (n - 1, 2 or 4) [8] and [AgzRu 3(J.!3-SJ(COh(PPh3h] [9J,
due to I07.109Ag_I07.109Agcouplings and l07.109Ag_31pcouplings through two bonds.
are not observed for II, implying that the two silver atoms are not in close contact in
the latter cluster.

X-ray structural analyses * of Iand II show that both cluster compounds adopt a
capped trigonal bipyramidal skeletal geometry (Figs. 1 and 2, respectively) consist-
ing of a tetrahedron of ruthenium atoms with two RU3 faces capped by M(PPh3). (M = Cu or Ag) groups. The metal framework structures adopted by I-III are in
marked contrast to those exhibited by the analogous dihydrido clusters IV-VI. in

• Crystal data for I: C.9H}00uPzRu.Cuz. M -1419.08. monoclinic. space group P2./". Q 22.110(4).
b 17.247(3). c14.407(3) A. Il 93.44(2)°, U 5483.94 A3. F(OOO) - 2768. ,,(Mo-X.) 18.12 cm -t, Z _ 4.
D. 1.72 I cm-'. Data were collected on a Philips PWllOO diffractometer in the '-range 3_25°,
1/0(/) > 3.0; present R-factor 0.0659 for 4467 reflecuons, Crystal data for II: C.,H

30
0
IJ
PzRu.Agz•M -1507.72. triclinic, space group pI, Q 24.685(5). b 10.710(2). c 10.137(2) A. a 102.03(2). fj 96.20(2)•

., 86.47(2)· U 2603.69 Al. £(000) -1456. F(Mo-X.) -18.07 cm -I, Z - 2. D. 1.93 ,cm -)_Data were
collected on I Philips PWllOO diffractometer in the II-range 3_25°. //a{l) > 3.0: present R.factor
0.0503 for 5065 reflections.



Fig. 2. Molecular structure of [I\g: RU4( !,·CQ)~(COho(PPh) h J (II); The distances (or CO(21) are very
asymmetric: Ru(lJ-C(::l) ::.589(3) and Ru\2)-C\::1) 1.967(4) A. Other imponanr dimensions:
Run)- RuC!) 2.797(1): Ru(1)- Ru(3) 2.853(2); Ru(l)- Ru(4) 2.997(1); Run )-Ag(1 ) 2.977(1); Ru(1 )-Ag(2)
2.838(1); Ru(2)-Ru(3) 3.074(1); Ru(2)-Ru(4) 2.866(1); Ru(2)-Ag(1) 2.861(1); Ru(2)-Ag(2) 2.905(1);
Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.849(1); Ru(3)-Ag(1) 2.806(1); Ru(4)-Ag(2) 2.872(2); mean Ag-P 2.418(3);
Ru-GOuerminal) 1.799(3)-1.922(4); Ru-CO(bridging) 1.953(3)-2.589(3) A.

which one face of a RU4 tetrahedron is capped by a M(PPh3) (M = Cu, Ag or Au)
group and a MRu 2 face of the MRu 3 tetrahedron so formed is further capped by
the second M(PPh3) unit, so that the two coinage metals are in close contact [5].
Thus, the formal replacement of a carbonyl group in I-III by two hydrido ligands in
IV- VI causes a fundamental change in the positions that the Group IB metals
adopt on the ruthenium tetrahedra of these clusters. This alteration in metal
framework geometry adds to previous evidence, both experimental [1,2) and theoret-
ical (10), that the energy differences between the various structural types are small in
many cases for heteronuclear clusters containing M(PR)) groups. A similar change
in coinage metal arrangement has been previously observed for two Cu ~Ru 6

clusters when two carbonyl groups are formally replaced by a carbido ligand.
Whereas in [Cu2Ru6(CO)18(C6H,Meh), the Cu(C6H,Me) units cap opposite faces
of a RU6 octahedron (11), the two copper atoms are in close contact in
[Cu2Ru6C(CO)16(NCMehl [12].

Acknowledgements. We thank the S.E.R.C. for studentships (T.A. and S.S.D.B.),
the Nuffield Foundation for support, Johnson Matthey Ltd. for a generous loan of
gold, silver, and ruthenium salts, and Mrs. L.J. Salter for drawing some of the
display formulae.
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The cone angle of the phosphine ligands in the heteronuclear cluster compounds [Cu2Ru4{J.l3-Hlz(CO),~(PR3lz1 (R =
alkyl or aryl) has a marked effect on the metal framework structure adopted; when R = CHMe2. two skeletal
isomers. which interconvert at ambient temperature. are present in solution. and when R = cyclo-CsH", the cluster
exhibits a previously unobserved type of CU2Ru. metal core structure.

Comparison of the structures of a series of analosous
heteronuclear cluster compounds ICu:RL1'(~Jj·i):-
(CO)dPR):J. which formally differ only in the nature of R
[R = cyclo-Ct.HI1(Cy). CH:vte1. or Ph]. demonstrates that the
metal framework is significantly altered by variations in the
cone angles I of the monodentate phosphine ligands attached
to the Cu atoms.

Treatment of a CH:02 solution of [N(PPh3):):[Ru~(jl-
Hh(CO)'2J2 with 2 equiv. of the complex [Cu(~C:vte)~JPFo.at
-30·C. followed by the addition of 2 equiv. of PR). affords
the dark red cluster compounds [CL12Ru~(!13-
~HCO)dPR3h][R =0 Cy (1) or P(CHMe2h (2)]in ca. 60%
YIeld. Although the i.r. and n.m.r. spectroscopic datar for (1)
and (2) are consistent with the proposed formulations. the
spectra of (1) are significantly different from those reported
for the analogous PPh)<ontaining species [Cu2Ru~(!-l)-
H):{C012(PPh)hl (3). implying that (1) adopts a different
metal core structure fr.om the capped trigonal bipyrarnidal
skeletal geometry previously established for (03).3 An X-rav
diffraction ~tudy;j: of (I) reveals 3 novel metal framework
str:ucture consisting of a Ru, tetrahedron with one edge
bridged by a Cu(PC}') unit and a non-adjacent face capped by

the second Cu(PCy,) group (Figure 1). At ambient tempera-
ture. the lIP-{'H} n.m.r. spectrum of (1) is a singlet.
broadene.d by quadrupolar effects.' so the two CU(PCYl) units
~ust be l~terchangl?g between edge-bridging and face-cap-
pmg bondIng modes In solution at this temperature. However.
at - I()()·C. two broadened singlets are observed in the
'IP-{lH} n.m.r. spectrum. consistent with the ground state
.structure. Compound (1) is an unusual example of a mixed-
. metal cluster containing both edge-bridging and face-capping
M(PR)) (M - Cu. Ag, or Au) groups· and its skeletal
geometry is in marked contrast to that of (3). in which both
Cu(PPh,) fragments are face-capping and the Cu atoms are in
close contact [Cu-Cu 2.699(2) AJ.3 .

In contrast to those of (1) and (3).l the lIP-{1H} and
IH n.m.r. spectra of (1)1' are consistent with the presence of
two distinct skeletal isomers in solution at low temperatures.
Three singlets (relative intensities 1 :0.6: 1) are visible in the
3IP_{IH} n.m.r. spectrum at -90·C and the 'H n.m.r.
high-field hydrido ligand signal consists of a sharp doublet
[J(PH) 10 Hz] and a broadened singlet at -lOO·C.

The two equal-intensity 3IP_{IH} n.m.r. singlets ana the
IH n.m.r. hieh-field doublet closely resemble the low tempera-
ture n.m.r. data reported for (3). so they can be assigned to an
isomer [(2A): 77% abundance] with a metal core of the type
observed for (3).3 An X·ray structure analysis; of (2) (Figure
2) shows a metal framework of the type predicted for the
isomer (2A). which consists of a capped trigonal ~ipyramidal
Cu-Ru, unit. similar to that reported for (3).3 WIth a direct
Cu-Cu linkase.

The presence in solution of a sec~n~ isomer [(.2B); 23%
abundance] is deduced from the remaining n.m.r. SIgnals. the
broadened 'H n.m.r. singlet and the 3IP_{ IH} n.m.r. peak at
b 26.0. The lIP_{IH} n.m.r. spectrum of (2B) is a sharp single:
at -loo·C. in contrast to that of (1). which consists of two
broadened siznals at the same temperature. Thus the n.m.r.
evidence is consistent with isomer (2B) having a Cu:Ru~ metal
framework which is different not only from that in isomer (2A)
but also from the edge-bridged trigonal bipyramid in (1). It
seems probable that (28) adopts a structure in whic~ ~he Cu
atoms cap different faces of the Ru, tetrahedron. glVtng the
phosphine ligands identical environments, an arrangement
which has been previously observed in [CuzRu,,(!1-
COh(CO)](,(PPh:-h).s The possibility that (2B) has a metal
core structure of the novel type observed for (I) and that the
cluster framework undergoes dynamic behaviour similar to
that of (1). with a lower free energy of activation, cannot be
completely discounted on the evidence available. Only one
type of crystal has so far been obtained from solutions of (2);
thus the isomer (2B) has not yet been observed in the solid
state. Very few examples of transition metal cluster com-
pounds exhibiting skeletal isomerism have' been reported
previously.6-I

As the temperature is raised. the three 'lP-PH} n.m.r.
peaks attributed to the two isomers of (Cu;:RU.(!1l-

Hh(CO}dP(CHMelhh). (lA) and (28). all coalesce, as do
the IH n.m.r. hydride ligand signals. Eventually. at room
temperature. a singlet, broadened by quadrupolar effects.3
and a high-field triplet [}(PH) S Hz) are observed in the
lIP-PH} and IH n.m.r. spectra. respectively. aearly. the
isomers (lA) and (18) are interconverting in solution at
ambient temperature and the isomer (lA) additionally under-
goes the fluxional process involving coinage metal site-



excna~ge t~at nas been previousty observed for (3 ).J Dvnarruc .
behaviour involving rapid intramolecular rearrancements of
~he metal ske!etons of Group 18 metal heteronucl:ar clusters
IS well estabtisbed.t> but reports of an equilibrium between
two skeletal isomers in solution are rare.'"

~e variation in the metal framework structures of the
senes of clusters (1)-~3) can be related to the steric
re.quirem~nts of the phosphine ligands present. The capped
trigonal bipyramir'al metal core. with the Cu atoms in close
contact, ap~ars to be the preferred geometry for relatively
small phosphines.? Thus. it is the only structure observed for
the PPh)- .(cone angle 145°)1 containing species (3).3
However. WIth the slightly larger phosphine P(CHMe~h (cone
angle 1~)1. a second isomer (28). which probably has two
face-capplng Cu atoms with no bonding interaction between
them, IS also present in solution at low temperatures. The
most bulky phosphine pey, (cone angle 170°)1 seems to be too
large to allow two Cu(PCy,) units to be adjacent in the metal
framework of (1); instead. a novel type of structure, in which
only one C~ atoms .adopts a face-capping position and the
other occupies a stericallv less dernandina edze-bridcine site
is observed. - """".
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t StltCltd spl!ctroscopic datD (i.f. in CH:O:: n.m.r. in CD:C1:.
coupling constants in Hz). Compound (1); i.r. Vco 2063m, 20305.
2000vs. br .. 1975sh. 19J3m. br.. 19:5sh, and 1915sh cm-I; IH n.m.r.:
.6 -16.44 It. 2 H. Il~-H, J(PH) 51 and 1.1>-:U5 (m. 66 H.
cyclo-c.Hn); Il~-H It -100"C6 -17.12 (br. s, 1H) and -16.18 (br. s.
1H); )JP-{'H} 619.4 (br. 5); at-lOO·C 617.6 (br. s) and 17.2 (br. 5).
Compound (l); i.r. Vco 206Jm. 20275. ::OOOvs. br .• 19~. and
1940m; v. br. cm-I; 'H D.m.f. 6 -16.64 It, 2 H, I',-H.J(PH) 51.1.2S
[d of d, 36 H. Me. J(PH) 14 andJ(HH) 7), and 2.26 [overlapping d of
$ept. 6H, CHMe:,J(PH) andJ(HH) 7); ",-H at -100"C6 -17.09(d.
i$OmerA.J(PH) 10) and -16.15 (5. v. br., isomer B); 3IP_{'H}. 6 28.3
(br. s); at -90"C 632.0 (s. isomer A.l Pl. 26.0 (s. isomer B. 0.6 Pl.
and 18.7 (s. isomer A. 1 Pl.

~ The positions of the 1110'0 hvdrido ligands are not known.
: Cl)'stal dat» for (1): C.. H...O,.Cu.P.Ru •. AI • l4~.37. monoclinic.
space group I":. lin, a" ~3.45()(3j. b ~ ::.475(3). c. 10.816(2) A.13 •
101.45(2)", U .. 5587.00 A', F{OOJ) -= :!7J4, ,,(Mo-K.) • 20.24 cm-I,
Z. 4, D•.. 1.70, cm-'; R • 0.0735 Cor2544 unique absorption-
corrected data with lio(1) > 3.(.
Crysta! dora for (2): C:!f,H...O,:Cu~P~Ru., M • 1189.37. mono-

clinic. space group l'21• Q. 12.006(2). b - 15.115(3).c. 12.317(2)A.
~ • 104.01(2)·, I .. ~S7.90 A\ FlOOO) .. 1168. ,,(Mo-K.) .. 21.60
cm-I, Z .. 2. D •.. 1.71 I cm-'; R • 0.0795 Cor 2031 unique
absorpnon-corrected data ..ith 110(1) > 3.0.
Atomic co-ordinates, bond lengths and angles. and thermal

parameters have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre. See Notice to Authors, Issue No.1.

Flgure 1. Molecular structure of ICu~Ru.('h·Hb(CO)dP(CYclo·
c,.Hllhhl (1). Principal bond lengths; Ru(I)-Ru(2) 2.792(2), Ru(1}-
Ru(3) 2.885(:!). Ru(l )-Ru(4) 2.807(2). Ru(l)-Cu(l)2.619!3). Ru(:}-
Ru(3) 2.822(21. Ru(2J-Ru(.t) 2.946(2). Ru(2}-Cu(:j 2.711(3). Ru(3)
-Ru(4) 2.960(2), Ru(3)-Cu(l) 2.625(3), Ru(3j-Cu(2) 2.634(3).
Ru(4}-Cu(2) 2.565(3), mean Cu-P 2.298(9), Ru-CO range 1.79-
1.93(7) A. .

Fip" 1. Molecular structure of (Cu~Ru.(,,)-Hh(COh:-
(P(CHMe:hh) (2A). Principal bond lengths; Ru(l}-Ru(2) 2.835(4),
Ru(l )-Ru(3) 2.699(7). Ru(1 }-Ru( 4) 2.743(8). Ru(2)-Ru(3) 3.253(4).
Ru(2)-Ru(4) 3.204(4), Ru(2)-Cu(2) 3.049(5). Ru(3)-Ru(4) 2.906(5).
Ru(3)-Cu(l) 2.780(8). Ru(3)-Cu(2) 2.616(10). Ru(4)-Cu(l)
2.911(9). Ru(4)-Cu(2) 2.585(0). Cu(1)-Cu(:!) 3.0]0(6). mean Cu-P
2.318(11), Ru-CO range 1.7&-2.06(4)A. .
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Structural Comparison of Cluster Compounds containing an Edge-bridging
M(PPh

3
} (M = Cu, Ag, or Au) Fragment, X-Ray Crystal Structure of

(AgRu3( CO}II(C2 But)( PPh3}] t

Trushar Adatia and Mary McPartlin·
School 01 Chemistry. The Polytechnic 01North London. London N7 808
Ian D. Salter"
Department 01 Chemistry. University 01Exeter. Exeter. EX44QD

An X-ray diffraction study of [AgRu,(CO),(C2But) (PPh,)] shows that the cluster adopts a
'butterfly' metal-core structure, with the silver atom occupying a 'wing-tip' site, The
t-butylacetylide ligand lies on the convex side of the 'butterfly' metal core, interacting with all three
ruthenium atoms via one (1 bond to the 'wing-tip' ruthenium site and two 7t bonds to the
ruthenium atoms which form the 'hinge' of the 'butterfly', Comparison of the structure with those
reported for the analogous copper and gold containing species reveals that the M-P and M-Ru
bond lengths are markedly longer for M = Ag than for M = Cu or Au,

The chemistry of mixed-metal cluster .compounds is attracting
considerable current interest, but detailed structural investiga-
tions of those containing one or more Ag(PR) units are
relatively rare."? The first comparative study of the effect of the
nature of all three Group IB metals on the structure ofa series of
related cluster compounds containing edge-bridging M(PR)
(M = Cu, Ag, or Au; R = alkyl or aryl) fragments has recently
been reported by Bruce n 01.1 Their X-ray dilTraction studies
of the Group IB metal clusters [MRu)ClIl-PhPCHzPPhz)-
(COMPPhJ)] (M - Cu, Ag, or Au) show 'butterfly' metal-core
geometries with the coinage metal occupying a 'wing-tip' site.
Interestingly, the Ag-P distance [2.422(3) A] was found to be
very long compared not only to Cu-P [2.228(2) A] but also to
Au-P [2.297(2) A] and furthermore, the mean M-Ru distances
are significantly longer for M - Ag than for M - Cu or Au
(2.787( I), 2.603( I), and 2.760( I) A, respectively). Similar
'butterfly' skeletal geometries have previously been reported for
the two mixed-metal clusters (MRul(COMCzBu')(PPhl)]
[M = Cu (1)4 or Au (3)'). The present X-ray diffraction study
of (AgRul(COMCJBu')(PPhl>J (2) completes the structural
data for this series or analogous clusters, and allows detailed
comparison of the structures for all three metals. It shows that
the interesting trends observed in the earlier series I are also
present here, as once again all bonds from the silver atom are
markedly longer than the equivalent distances (rom copper or
.gold, .

Results and Discussion
X-Ray structure analysis shows that (AgRul(CO),(CJBu')-
(PPh,» (2) adopts a similar 'butlerfty" metal-core structure to
those previously established for the analogous copper (I)· and
gold (3)' species, with the heterometal atom in a 'wing-tip' site
(Figure). The dihedral angle between the 'wings' of the
'butterfly' (Ru(I)-Ru(2)-Ru{3) and Ru(l)-Ru(3)-Ag] is 120.6°,
which is intermediate in value between that of 11.5.7 in (I) and

t JI ,-[I-bulylethynyJ.(·I(Ru 1-'). Cl(Ru I·J)]-I,I,I,2.2.2.J,J,J-nonlcar-
bunyl-I,2-Jl-[(Iriphcnylphosphine)argcnlio ]-,rialflulo-triruthcnium.
SIII'I"ml ..tllllr.l· data UI'ui/"h/C': see Instructions for Authors. J, Cnem.
SIlC'~0"1",,, Trans.; 1988, Issue I, pp. lVii-JIll.

07.2$." 21.'. OA1795·0L·OOO3·KEArON

CH 2.42 JN9094S'

M
(1) Cu
(2) Ag

(3) Au

, .. .
Filure. Molecular structure of [AgRul(COl.(C1Bu')(PPh1)] (2),
showin, the erystallo,raphic numbcrin,. The carbon atom or each
earbonyl group hus the same number us the oxygen atom

ii9.3°in (3)~'Tilc'heteronuclear clusters (1)-(3) may all
formally be envisaged as derived from (Ru,(Jl-H)(CO)9(CZ Bu')]
(4)6 by replacement of the Jl-H ligand by a brid,.ing M(PPhJ)
fragment, Table 1 summarises the principal bond lengths for (2),
and those reported ~or the related structures (I), (3), (4). and the
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Table I. Selected bond lengths (A) for (AgRu)(CO).(Cl(Bu')(PPh)))
(2) compared wilh those of the related compounds (MRu)(CO).(Cl-
Bu')(PPh ..)j lM .. Cu (I) or Au (3»). (Ru)(I'-H)(CO).(ClBu'») (4).
and [Ru ..ICOI.(CIBu'»)"(S) (renumbered where necessary)

Bond di~I'I1l':C' (I )' (2) (3)' (4)· (S)'

Ru(l )-Rul:!) 2819 2814(3) 2.800 2.799 2.800
Ru] 1)-RuIJ> 2.761 2.805(2) 2.820 2.792 2.655
Ru(2)-Ru(3) 2.808 2.799(3) 2.786 2.795 2.790
Ru(1)-M 2.603 2.788(31 2.763
RuO)-M 2.603 2.785(3) 2.757
M-P(I ) 2.217 . 2405(9) 2.276
Ru(1 )-C( I) 2.203 2.20(J) 2.22 2.214 2.18
Rum-C( I) 1.945 2.02(J) 1.95 1.947 1.95
Ru(J)-C(I) 2.211 2.2J(J) 2.19 2.207 2.16
RUII )-CI2) 2.260 2.27(3) 2.21 2.271 2.24
Ru(J)-Cm 2.2S9 2.25(2) 2.27 2.268 2.24
C( I )-(C~) UJ) I.2K(4) 1.29 1.315 1.27

Ag-Ru( II-Rum
A~-Rul-')-Ru(J )
Ru(3)-Ap.-Ru(l )
Ru(3I-Ru(2)-Ru(l )
PI I I-Ae:-Rul J)
((I )-Ru( II-RuW
Cl I )-Ru( I)-All
C(1)- Rut I I-C(1 :!)
C(2)-Ru(1 )-Rut:!)
C(2I-Rul I )-Ag
C(2I-Ru( 1I-Cl J2)
CIll-Rul I )-C( I)
('(I )-R u12)-R u(3)
('( I I-Ru(3)-Ru( I)
ClI)-R u(3)-AS
('(2)- Ru(3)-Ru(2)
C(2)-Ru(JI-C( I)

97.2(1)
5981 I)
6OA(I)
600( I)
14Ssm
45.5(7)
110.7(7)
131.0(1)
77.5(6)
1020(7)
160.6(8)
nO(l)
52.0(8)
50.3(6)
110.0(7)
78.1(7)
JlO(I)

Ag-Ru(I)-Ru(J) 59.7(1)
Ag-Ru(3)-Ru(2) 97.7(1)
Ru(3)-Ru(I)-Ru(2) 59.8(1)
Ru(2)-Ru(3)-Ru( I) 60.3( I)
P(I)-Ag-Ru(3) 151.3(2)
C{I)-Ru(I)-Ru(3) 51.1(7)
C( l)-R u( I}-C(l1) 1280(1)
C( I )-Ru( I}-C( 13) 92.0(1)
C(2)-Ru(l)-Ru(3) 5J.3(S)
C(2)-Ru(I)-C(II) 95.0(1)
((2)-Ru{I)-C(13) 99.0(1)
(I)-Ru(2)-Ru(l) 51.0(7)
C(I)-Ru(2)-Ru(J) 52.0(8)
C( I )-Ru(J)-Ru(2) 4S.7(8)
C(2)-Ru(3)-Ru(I)' 51.8(7)
({2)-Ru{3)-Ag 102.6(6)
Ru-C-O range 173(3}-179(3)

H

IOCIJR~~"'OlIJ

Q_CBUI
IS)

parent monoanion [RuJ(CO)"(C1Bu')r(S)"are also included
f~lrcomparison. Table 21ists selected bond angles for (2).
. The present study shows that in the silver complex (1), as in
ailihe complexes included in Table I,the: I-bulylacclylide ligand
lies on Ihe convex side of Ihe 'butlerfly' mela' core, interacting
with alllhree rUlhenium aloms via one 0 bond to the 'wing-lip'
810m [Ru(2)-C(I) 2.02(3) A) and two 1l bonds, one to each of .
the atoms forming Ihe 'hinge' of the 'butterfty' [Ru( I}-C( I)
2.20(3). Ru( t )-C(2) 2.27(3), Ru(3}-C(I) 2.23(3). and Ru(3}-C(2)
2.25(2) A). These bond lengths ro~ (1) do not dirrer significantly
from those reported for the related compounds (I), and (3HS)
(Table I). Each ruthenium atom in (l) has three essentially
linear carbonyl ligands [Ru-C-O 173(3)-179(3)°). An ex-
tremely short conlact occurs bclween one or these ligands and
the silver alom [Ag ••• C(32) 2.69(2) A), which is very similar
10 a conlacl present in a disilver hexanuclear cluster [AgzRu4•
(CO)IJC PPhJhJ (Ag( I) ... C(32) 2.694(3) .1.].1 This type or
Group I B metal 10 carbonyl interllclion is also a feature of a
number of copper .... and gold· mixed·metal clusters. and in the

. J. CIlEM soc OAI.TO~ TRAIIOS Il)HH

gold and copper analogues of (2). the same carbonyl lig;lnl~
makes a short contact with the heterorneial atom [(u •. · (
2.469(7)· in (I) and Au ••• C 2.69(1) ~A in (3)).

In the silver compound (2). the lengths of the chemically
equivalent bonds Ru(I)-Ru(2) and Ru(2)-Ru(3) [2.KI4(3) and
2.799(3) A respectively are signiflcantly dilTcrcnt. There is no
obvious reason for this, but, interestingly a slight asymmetry
also occurs in the reported structures of not only the copper (I,
and gold (3) compounds. but also in the related monoanion ,~).
where the Ru(I)-Ru(2) bonds are longer than the Ru(2)-Ru(J)
bonds by 0.01 t. 0.014. and 0.010 A respectively (Table I).

The chemically unique Ru( I )-Ru(3) bond of length 2.655(3)
A reported for the 'parent' monounion (5) 1 is very much shorter
than Ihe mean of the other two Ru-R u bonds [2. 795( 2) A). In
complex (2), the silver-bridged Ru( I )-Ru(3) bond [2.K05(2) A]
is markedly elongated compared to the equivalent distance in
(5). and is very close to the mean lengths of the other two
unbridged Ru-Ru bonds [2.807(3) A). This observution isvery
similar to that reported for the analogous monohydrido species
(4). where the hydride-bridged Ru(I)-Ru(3) bond length
[2.792(2) A] is also longer than the equivalent distance in the
monoanion (5). and is similar to the remaining Ru-Ru lengths
[mean 2.797(2) A].6 In contrast to the silver complex (2). the
bridged bond Ru(I)-Ru(3) in the copper complex (I) is
markedly shorter (0.052 A)4 and that in the gold complex (3) is
longer (0.027 A)' than the mean of the other two Ru-R u bonds
Thus, the length of the 'hinge' bond. bridged by M(PPh.d.
increases with increasing atomic number of the Group I B metal
in the order Cu < Ag < Au.

The most interesting feature of the present study is that the
mean Ag-Ru length of 2.787(3) A in (2) is not only very much
longer than the mean Cu-R u distance of 2.603( 2) A reported
in (I)" but also considerably longer than the mean Au-Ru
distance of 2.760(1) A in (3).' This structural trend is ulso
reflected in the M-P bond lengths. with the Ag-P bonJ
[2.409(9) A in (1)] being considerably longer thun both the
Cu-P and Au-P distances [2.217(2) in (I) and 2.2761.1) A ill (J)
respectively].

These results closely parallel those observed by Bruce et 111.1

(or the series [MRuJ(~J-PhPCHzPPhJ)(CO) ..(PPhJ» (sec
above), in which all the bonds from the silver arc markedly
longer than the equivalent distances from both copper and
gold. and they indicate that these structural features may he
a general characteristic of mixed-metal clusters containing an
edge-bridging M(PR3) (R - alkyl or aryl) unit.

Experimcnlal
The cluster [AgRu3(CO).,(CzBu')(PPhJ)] (2) was prepared as
previously described" and crystals suitable for X-ray diffruction
studies were grown (rom Cl lighl petroleum (b.p. 40 . 60°C)
solution by slow evaporation and slIoscquenl cooling to
-20°C. .

Cryslu/ DU/(I Jar (1),-ClJH1.Ag09PRuJ' AI II: 1006.17.
monoclinic. a - 16.117(3). " - 16.791(13). (. - 14.48&(3) A.
P _ 110.98(2)°, U - 3660.9 )'3, space group P21/11. 7. ... 4.
Dc - 1.80 g cm:-J, 1'(000) - 1984. !l(Mo-K.) - 16.64 em-I.

The methods of data collection and data processing were
similar to those described previously.lo The crystal selected for
data collection had dimensions 0.44 )( 0.411 )( 0.21 mm. A scan
width or 0.80° in 0 was used 10 coileci data in the 0 range
3-25° by the (J)/20 lechnique. Equivalent reflections were
merged to give 3161 data with I/a(/) > lO. No nbsorption
correclions were applied.

The positions of the metal atoms were deduced rrom a
Palterson synthesis. The remaining non-hydrotten atoms were
round from subsequentdilTerence-Fouricr syntheses. Aniso-

01·25·.8 21.1. O"L795.0L.OOO".K£A10N
CH .930 JN909.S.
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·I:ahl.· J. 1·,·;"·"",,,,1 ;01,11""'; co-or dinatcs (,.r lAgRu)(ClHu')(CO) .•(Pl'h.lJ (2)

·\1"11\ r : Atom

Rutl, 11.:!07 'iXI-I) O.2()~ 14( 15) O.27h ~2( II ) C(lII) ..• nAh,) 7( 14) nJ~~~(I~' 0-1 I c -lIlli'

Rut:1 1I~~7 ~I~) 0.111 h( I) 0.095 1(1) ("(111) -OJI<5 ~(I-I) 11.1I ~ 1I1~' 1I-1~" 111111,

Rul." ·II.~I)I ~-I( 1-1, 0.21<4 III( 14) 0.09!1 3h( 11) Cl 113) - lUCol' 51 14, lU414(1~) O~s~ :110,

.\!! IUCo'IIll( 1-1, O.2!11 O~( 14) O.2419I<{I2) Cl 114) -041n.lll·H OJX7 III I~' u loll') ~l 10,

Pt I, n -I'Ih III ~ I O~t)~ S(~) 0291 J(4) C(li ~) - n5114 il 1-1) n -III.' 1I1~) II ~J I II III,

(Ill, 11.1')1'111'), 0.1xn h( 1'1) 0)7X 1117, ("( II Il) 11.52'1 -Itl-l) 11.17.' XI 12, II.j.j' 1)1til)

01 III 11.171<-I( I~' OJ225(14) 0.444 7( 14) C( 121) ·IU41.7(1-I, 1l.1'J7 III If') II:K ~ SI I:,

n I:, . O.~X~ K( 1M, Il.D39(11<) (UIl56(16) <:(12~) -0.51115(14) III II! ~( II') II 110" 1111:,

01 I ~I IU!'I'11171 II.(WS 1«16) 0.3~O 5(14) ("(123) ·OJ'II) ~I 1-1, OOKIo 71 10, 01~1. ill:,

n 1.1, - IIII-I-I(!-I, 11.140 ~m) OJ41 7(21) ("(124) - O.Io!2 KII-I, (U).l~ X( 10) ():h~2tl~,

011.
'
) 111).1'1-I( IXI 0(1')51(16, (I.)K49(15, ("(1!5) ··0.(,01< 011·1) 1l.0KO 51 III, II I Sf 011:,

C ·I~" 11.1'1711(:101 O.O!s M(26, OIJ~ 1122' ("( I !6, 0.570011-1) 015(011101 (11'1" .11I:,

01: II -11.1 ~() '1( 1M, -0.OJI2(1!1) 0.162 K( 15) <:(131) - 0.5115 2(15) 0)55 SID) 021 ~ 'II I."

n2:1 -11.211'1 11211, 0.10'14(20) -0.037 6(19) Cl 132) -06739(15) OJ3h 5( I J) 1l.1')4 II( III

()I~:' . U.:7() 6( 1-1) O.IOX 4( 14) -01190(13) Cl 133) -0.741 S( 15) OJ~J 6( Il) II Ilil ~II" I

Cl:.') -IU71 112(0) 0.0110 K(22) 0.0794(21 ) Cl 134) -urzo 3m) 11.449 b( 13) lIoK5 lit I.')

OI:JI -II.-I-I() S( 1M) O.U5b 0( I h) 0.0752(14) Cl 135) - 0.631 6(1 S) 1I.4IoK 7( 1.1) II.I()~ .'1 I.'I

n.' I) - 1I.!Xti O( 19) 0.3035(21 ) -0.0244(19) C(136) -OSMO(IS) 042Iti(13) 0.1117 .'11."

01.11 ) - U.:!X-I4( IS) 0.3141(14) -0.104 7(14) C(l2) -0.161< 7(17) 0210 9( 19) 11.1-1101115,

Cl J:) -IHI07(19) 0.2563(16) 0.0469(16) C(2) -0.145 X( 10) ()!7X ti( 16) o IMQ (lll-ll

O(.1:!) - (1.-1117 6( 16) 0.2431(13) 0.0102(13) C(3) - O.IlM M( 10) (LUI X( 19) 11114 '11171

Cl .1.') -(UO~ 9(23) 0.390 11(24) 0.1273(20) (4) - 0.070 I( 241 ())lJ7 5( ~4) O.!XIo Xl~ II

01.1.1, -(I..lIIIIIIM) 0.4S76(19) 0.1446(1 S) OS) - O.OtoK 4( 24) 0 ..174 O(~4) (1.1 I) 11(~I'
C(6) 1I.(l!O 1l1!<I) (J27~()(2~) o.2~~ 112",

tropic thermal parameters were assigned to the metal and
phosphoru-, ;IIIlI11Sduring the linal cycles of refinemcnl.ll Full-
nuu rix rctincmcn: of the atomic positional and thermal purn-
meters ~Ilnvergcd to linill R ;and R' v;alues of 0.061<9and 0.06 fJ
rcsp.:':li\cl}. \\ilh ",·eighls or II· ... 1/(1~F" assigned to the
inliiviliu;al rclb:liolls. The phenyl groups were Ireated as rigid
hcxaglllls [d(C-Cl .. UQ5 A. d(C-H) "" 1.08 A] with lixed
Ihamal p;lr;lI11clcrs ur lUll! A for Ihe H atoms.

The linal atomic co·ordinates arc listed in Table 3. Additional
malcrial availanle rrom the Cambridge Crystallographic Data
("cnlr.: t;"lllprises Ihermal parameterll. H·atom co·ordinales.
and r':ll1i1ining n.lnd dist;ances and angles and inlermolecular
dislan~cs.
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